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Ron,d the latest Hot News on our Web
Orders: 0500 73 73 88

01702 206835
Enquiries 01702 206835

01702 204965
01702 205843
sales@wspic.demon.co.uk

7 tr.Thi v7.../N7 of Service to
UK Amateurs

This is 25th Year of retailing Ham Radio

any of our competitors. We shall be offering some unique deals - also

unmatched by our competitors! UK's TRUE Number One Dealer

Oil C-408
H
From

70cms
Handheld

Full
CTCSS

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE

09.95!
FREE Postage

Full CTCSS: 20 memories: 1.6MHz repeater
shift: Priority channel. Scanning: Dual watch: Dual
mode squelch: PTT lock; 12.5/25kHz steps,
230mW output - all from just 2 x AA cells

SGC-2020 Q1113 HF Transceiver

£599

- 20 Watts SSB and CW with full break-in. Can run
from 12 volts or internal pack Delivery expected at the
end of February

1998 Catalogue

WATsON

' Largest in Europe
' 176 Colour Pages

' 1000 Photographs
' 1400 Products

 Technical Specifications
' News Snippets

Now establishea as the fore-

most equipment guide this

edition is completely new

with every page in full colour

and almost every item illus-

trated. For the cost of a mag-

azme you can get the best

guide eve!

£2.95 Plus £1 postage

Hunter
Frequency Counter

Features:

FREE frequency
guide

worth £12.95 on orders

during Feb. & March

10MHz - 3GHz

Ni-cad Pack

AC Charger

BNC Antenna

Full Instructions

£5995
Add £2.50 Post & Ins.

Check your base or handheld transceiver. or
hunt out frequencies of nearby transmitters or
handhelds. The "hold" button lets you lock on
and store the frequency.

Kachina 505DSP HF Transceiver

A complete PC
controlled remote
HF rig - In stock

Main Features
100W HF All bands + Receive 100kHz - 30MHz
Filters for SSB 3.5, 2.7, 2.4, 2. 1.7kHz
Filters for CW 1kHz. 500Hz. 200Hz. 100Hz
Band Scope. DSP filter. Memory keyer, log book,
VSWR meter. Smith Chart, pre -amp. 20dB attenua-
tor, plus many software controlled functions.

YAESU
FT -8100 Dual Bander Mobile

£399

Yaesu s new dual band mobile makes the competition
look old and out -dated You get a detachable head. 300
memories, true dual same band rx CTCSS encode and
the best display in the business This is proving to be
one of the best sellers ever - particularly at Our Price!

SGC-230 Auto Wire ATU

1.8 - 30MHz £299
Apply 12V and feed with any
power up to 200 Watts for
instant matching to any end
fed wire - any length', Build a
true all -band long wire system
to fit any garden

Alinco DX -70s TO CLEAR!! £599
1.8 - 30MHz

100W PLUS

10W 50MHz

The last few of these rigs at a very special price Where
else could you get a 100 Watt hf rig at this pnce7

YAESU
FT -50R 21170cms Handy £269

 Wideband Rx (AM Airband)
 FM Broadcast receive
 CTCSS <4 1750Hz

112 Alphanumeric Memories
 Dual Watch - Military rated
' 5W from 12v DC input
' Ni-cads and AC Charger
This is a very solid rig that is
proving one of the most popular
dual band handhelds

FAX
E-mail

E NV/00 ED
TM -451E 70cms Mobile

A chance to purchase this top C-469
range 70cms mobile at a silly price' 35 Watts output. 41
memories and CTCSS encoder gives you all you need
to enjoy mobile or base station operation 12.5kHzi
25kHz steps are featured together with a clear LCD.

PL

ADI
10 AR -146 2m 50W

3 Power levels - Wideband receive
40 Memories plus call channel
7 Programmable steps
Channel or frequency display
The best sensitivity in the business
Keypad Inc and mounting kit
CTCSS Encode and Decode!

141
ADI AT-600DualBander

.(-AY LOW

[la £249
PW says: an incredibly
well priced radio - amaz-
ingly sensitive - audio -
worked very well with
12.5kHz channel spacing
- An Absolute Cracker"

 CTCSS encode/decode
' Full DTMF + 1750Hz tone
 Alphanumeric memones
 Full duplex

CTCSS tone reader
 29 programmable features
 AM airband receiver
' Rx up to 990MHz
' Ni-cads and charger

AT -201 2m FM Handy

\.\:t
' 40 Channels

'5W on I2V

' Illuminated keypad

Full CTCSS

'1750Hz tone

' DTMF

' Channel Reasout or

' Frequency Readout

' Set to Set Cloning

' Uses AA cells

UK's Top Dealer for YAESU, KENWOOD & ICOM



EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mail Order Sales
"YAESU "P

lj

Includes 70Mri.4 iransceive

ICOM IC-7461.8-144MHz Phone!

 100W 1.8 - 146MHz ' SSB - CW -FM AM
 Electronic keyer Gen. cov receiver  Spectrum
scope  DSP noise filter  Notch filter  IF pass band
tuning. Delivery from stock

IC OM IC -756 HF + 50MHz £1495

' 100W of pure Magic
160 - 6M

 SSB - CW - AM -FM
Spectrum display

 Auto ATU

KENWOOD

Airl-re4t
" Superb OSP built-in
 CW Memory keyer
' 100% duty cycle
" Keypad entry option

DXers choice in the USA

TS570 1.8  30MHz

£1249

fiCreZ-
1101-L-14/

Kenwoods new transceiver that is earning a reputation
for offering one of the best receivers in the business If

you are looking for a hot little number that is not too
expensive (Radio we mean') send for brochure

loom IC -207H 2m/70cm Mobile

£329

 2m & 70cm
 50W / 30W

' Packet 9600 bps ready
' 180 Memory channels

ch bl he ' CTCSS & 1750H? tone

New TM -G707

 144 & 430MHz 50/35W  Detachable front head
 Packet Ready  CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone

180 Memories  Large clear display

WRON W-MM1 Multimode Modem

Packet, AMTOR. £69.95
CW. SSTV. Fax. RTTY
NAVTEX. SYNOP
Transmit and receive

 Powered from RS -232 port

1495
ICOM IC -706 Mk II 1.8 - 146MHz £995use

100W 1.8 - 50MHz  50W 2m. 70cm'
SSB - CW - FM - AM ' CTCSS
 Alphanumeric  0.1Hz steps  Packet
ready 1200 & 9600  DSP filtering '
Dual display ' squelch ' IF shift 
Notch filter  Power control  Tx moni-
tor  Electronic keyer ' 12.5 , 25kHz
switched FM filtering ' Switchable pre -
amp ' Size 260 x 86 x 270mm ' weight
7kg

 YAESU
FT -920 1.8 - 54MHz

+ Free FM board & AM Filters

£1269

' 1.8 - 54MHz 100W  DSP filter  MOSFET PA
' Internal ATU ' Auto notch  Twin VFOs ' Auto glow
display  Shuttle jog  Digital voice memory 
Electronic keyer ' RS -232C converter  Quick memory
bank + lots more phone or e-mail for colour leaflet

YAESU
FT -1 000MPDC

We are pleased to endorse the performance and design
of the IC -706 Mk II transceiver as the best compact hf
mobile bar none. It out performs and out specifies any
other model The only choice left is which dealer you buy
it from' We offer you an unbeatable price and an unbeat-
able back-up service plus optional extended 5 year war-
ranty for an extra £98,

£1999 _

' 1.8  30MHz 100W  SSB - CW - AM  Rx 100kHz
- 30Mliz  Message memory  Dual in -band rx ' EDSP
filter  RF processor  RF pre -amp  Electronic keyer
 IF shift width  Collins filters ' Comprehensive menu
system  RS -232 interface and more - send for details

TONNA Antennas - Perform!
Balun matched excellent gain and
VSWR. The favounte of the contest
groups. Mount horizontal or vertical.

March Offer:
20505 5 El 50MHz
£86.9-S £79 carr. £4
Just a small selection!

2 Metres
20804 4 El. 8dB £44 95
20809 9 El 13dB £52.95
20811 11 El. 14dB £79.95
20817 17 El 15dB £97.95
70cms
20909 9 El. 8dB £45.95
20919 19 El 15dB £53 95

20921 21 El. 18dB £69 95
23 cms
20623 23 El. 18dB £51.95
20635 35 El. 20dB £61.95
20655 55 El. 21 5dB £65.95
20696 4 x 23 El kit £319 95
20666 4 x 55 El kit £419.95
Full -ange of splatters etc Phone

Datong D-70 Clearance Offer £49.95
This classic Morse tutor is offered

at a really iow price Adjust speed

spacing and volume Built-in

speaker and powered from PP -3 Our best selling
Very licved stocks dual bander and

one we would be
happy to own.

Alkaline Cells
For Starter Kit 6m rciez

KENWOOD
THG-71E Dual band
 Dual Band 2rry70cm

200 memories
 Alphanumenc Display
 Full CTCSS
 DTMF
 Up to 6W out
' Wideband Receive
 Illuminated Keypad
 PC Compatible

Windows Programming
Sena For Brochure

r)r)Y/L)
DJ-C1E
2m FM

C469796

Credit card size with full
CTCSS - 300mW
20 memories - AM Air
Review February RadCom

Normally

£139.95
DJ -C4
70cm FM
Slip it into your pocket for
rally use or the local
repeater. Earpiece and
AC charger included
See page 52 of Feb

RadCom

No rm
96ally

E99.95
469.

YAESU
VX-1R Dual band

Rechargeable

' Rechargeable Alkaline
1.5V cells

' No memory effects
 Charge mid cycle is OK
 5 year charge shelf life
 3 x capacity of ni-cads
' Very low cost

In stock now'  Note: you must use the special charger
supplied with Starter Kit
Starter Kit- Comprise 4 x AA cells and dedicated AC

wall charger £13.99 + £2 p&p
4 x AA cells (ready charged) £5.99 00 posti
8 x AA cells (ready charged £10 99 (El 50 post,
4 x AAA cells (uses standard charger) £6.25 (£1 00 posti

2m lo -7-,',1/

70cms
All in one
small package.
 5W output (13V)
 25 12.5kHz ready

Wideband Rx
' Nickel Hydride bait
 Wide FM broadcast
 AM for airband
 Rapid scanning
 Alphanumenc

ICOM 108E Dual Band handy

£3 995

WiSemail: salesCe`wsplc.demon.co.uk UK's largest Catalogue £3.95 inc. post



ushcraft
tennasW RON

Lapel Talker £24.95
E3rpece wan lapel mx. and
PITModels for all makes
including Motorola The deal
item for handhelds

QS -110 Speaker Min £14.95
Available rn versions to match
all models. Just tell us which

111.----1 franscerver you have

7 WEP-400 Earpiece E14.95
aDnedrusxoefieeaarpriegcnepnEaxstrreemmeolyvabler;onad.

able  8 Ohms and 3.5mm plug

QS -400 Mount £9.95
Clip onto clash grill and simply push
handheld or GPS in between sprung fin-
gers. No sticky pads needed Another
great idea from Watson'

QS -200 Mount £4.95
Dash mount for handies

Fits on dash gnll vent

Base Mans
W2000 6m-2m.70cm £89.95

1216.218 4db 2.5m Ong)

W-30 2mi7Oczn £39.95

(366 t 15m long.
W-50 2m70cm £54.95

(4 57 213 1 am Ong!
W-300 2m:70cm E69.95

59d8 3 tin langl

aerials have SO -239 sockets.

mounting hardware for masts up

to 62cm demeter and three rae-
ais All tuned for UK bands.

Mobile Whips

Stainless Steel Mobile
Whips with hinged bases
Pre-tuned.

W-285 2m whip £15.95
W-7701113 2m:70cm £24.95

WM-308 Base Mic £59.95
Superb audio quality Can be pow-
ered from most modem rigs 8 pin
mic plug or use internal battery
Full connection details cc

Mast /Base Station Duplexers
Split -1 I 8-225MHz
Split 2 350-540MHz
Power 300W , Loss 0 2dB
Socket SO -239

Save on coax cable, Accepts

masts up to 2.25" dram Includes
water -proof plug shrouds. Use indoors or outdoors.

W-30( Cable Kit £18.95
A 5m long mobile cable kit
using 5D -F8 cable Very low loss
with 30cm thin pigtail

W -31 -IM Hatch Mount £14.9'

£24.95

.

Matching natch mount with

adjustable angle ano thumb wheel

WEP-300 Earpiece £9.95
Our standard 8 Ohm earpiece
that is deal for long-term wear

r4ilbConies with 3 5mm plug.

W-7900
Best value in high quality antel.
na design we have ever seer !,

super antenna at a very spec
Artie'
 /44 8 430MHz
' 5d8 2m r 7.6dB 70cm
' L 1.58m Power 150W
' PL -259 connector

W-7900 - -

W-PI30 Patch Leeds £6.95
A 66cm long PL -259 patch lead

using semi -stiff cable that stays
put A smart idea'C>

1111MIWEIWW111wW1M11.1

 Dual band "Gainer" whip 2m 70cm Ei9
.95 21cms long fitted BNC connector

r4 V SW R / Power Meters

W-220 1 6-200MHz 5/20/200W £59.95

W-420 1 18-530MHz 5/20/200W £59.95

W-620 1 6-530MHz 5/20/200W £129.95

SGC Products Distributed in UK by W & S

Power Clear DSP Filter
PW Review
Short Wave
Mag. Sept.
says - the
Power Clear is
simplicity itself 

you'll certainly hear the difference "
A complete DSP audio filter and speaker
unit in one smart case. Works with any
receiver Requires 12v DC Superb unit.

£299.00

SG -500 Power Cube
Here's a 500 Watt output solid state linear

that will operate
between 1 6  30MHz.
Input of 50-90W is
required and the DC
supply needs 10 - 18V
N 40A (SSB) PTT or
RF sensing

£989.00

160 -10m Self Tuning Antenna!
SG -230 Auto 200W ATU lets you build this
weatherproof all -band end -fed antenna. Use
any length of wire. connect 12V to ATU and
feed it with RF. It will self -tune in a fraction of

a second Highly effi-
dent for the small gar-
den Also use it for verti-
cals and inverted "L"
systems. We have test-
ed this and it is the per-

fect all -band antenna system!'

CI

£299.95
Antoonnw.v....

50-030
ATU

SGC-231 Auto Wire ATU
New version of '230" unit
above, but covering 1.8 
54MHz. Works with any
length of wire. (12v DC)
Just teed with RF. £499.00

mal For your handheld
Ideal for the modem mini

dual bander. It
holds the ng firmly
in place. The
Patented belt clip
provides a quick
release and has a
curled end to pre-
vent it from accidently
riding up, and off the

belt. WSC-3

M.95
Alloy Antenna Wire £12.95

Each reel contains 55ft of
3.5mm alloy wire (ideal for
G5RVs etc) Its ultra light - 5511
reel weighs 400 grams' This
alloy wire will not tarnish like

copper and its lighter weight means safer aerials.

6m - 2m - 70cms £34.95

WATsON W-627
Now you can have all
three bands on one com-
pact antenna!
 2.15d131 4.8dBi 7 2dB,

 100W maximum ZI:11
 Length )62m
 Foldover PL -259 base

Available
End of March

DC Mobile Leads
£6.95

. ;aid T connector lead used
modem rigs 15A dual

Used. t 9m long

voila) M119. Ant £24.95
 Dual. Band 2m70cms
 Mini Magnetic design
' Super strong magnet
 Base just 29mm diameter
 Pre -tuned for 2m & 70cm UK
 Low Profile whip
' 2 75m of mini coax - BNC
 Power rating 50W max.

Clear

This model is

offered at an

amazing once

The fully spec,

tied garmin Is

ideal for walkers

and manse use.

First come first served'

£99.95

 11111 What the maps say!

Practical Wireless:
"An excellent DX

antenna "ExtrernelY
impressed with
standard ot work-

manship and ease

of erection

Fie1C0111' the
ideally

suited to

small 9aTden
w

h
investment

hit

lasts"

' 7 Bands 40-10m
' Power 1.5kW PEP
 Height 7 3m (24ft)
 7 x 49 inch radials
 Self-supporting.

Other Cushcrall Models
R-80 80m kit for R-7000

AV -BO 80m vertical 1.5kW 10.5m

A -3S 10-15.20m beam 2kW

A -4S 10-15-20m 4 el beam 2kW

X-7 10-15-20m 7 el beam 2kW

X-9 10-15.20m 9 el beam 2kW

Ten -3 10m 3 el beam 2kW

10-4CD 10m 4 el beam 2kW
15-3CD 15m 3 el beam 2kW

20.3CD 20m 3 el beam 2kW

f129 95

£349.95

£389.95

£489 95

£499 95

£749.95

£t 39.95

£269.95
£249 95

£379 95

Fe -130 Courier £79.95
Now being shipped to
UK Gov. departments.
' 1MHz - 3GHz
' LCD Display
 BNC Whip Antenna
 Very sensitive 'off air

Ni-cads and Charger

Stir" litinbY laZik E149.95

 10Hz - 3GHz
' 16 segment held meter
' 4 x gate speeds
 Noise filter
' 50 Ohm 1M Ohm
 Hold button i Beeper
 Backlight Battery Saver
 Charger. Ni-cad & whip

24 Hour Digital WallClock

£34.95
+ Temperature
 265mm diameter
" 24/12 hours LCD
' 55mm digits
 date - day - month
 Celsius Fahrenheit
' 2 x AAA cells

Available
End of March

44123
:T. 9

WDB-30 Dual Band Amp £139.95

Boost the power of your dual bander with this well -

designed amplifier. Covering 144 430MHz it

requires 0.3 - 5W FM drive for 6 30W output. The
snit is RF sensed and fated with S0-239 sockets
Requires 12V DC at approx 7A.

Carriage is charged at cost - Phone, fax or e-mail for total cost .

FreePhone Orders
0500 73 73 38

1111)11()10 '? ,1 () %7( .0Enquiries e.2 0051874032 206835 1204965

1 , (i I t) ) 11 cl r 1 II() I I I ), 22. main Road. Hockley. Essex SS5 4QS

E-mail. salestoNsplo.demon.co.uk Web Site: http Aiww waters-and-stanton co uk
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

QSLCOMMUNICATIONS

YAESU FT -920

HF + 6 £1449

160M = £49
P 80M = £22

R 40M = £20

0 20M = £18

17M = £18

15M = £18
A 10M = £18
M 6M = £18

YAESU FT -8100R

2 + 70cm mobile
£445

CABLEper metre
1-1103 Westflex (10mm) low loss
5012 coax 95p
213U low loss
50L2 coax (10mm) 80p
RG58 CU 5012 coax (5mm) 30p
7 core rotator cable 60p
Twin 300L2 65p
Twin 75i2 25p
DC 10 amp red/black 25p
DC 15 amp red/black 30p
Doubled screened satellite cable.
60p
Large range of connectors
available. Minimum
cable/connector order £10 P&P
dependant on weight.

P&P £5

WATSON
WM-308
BASE MIC

Can be powered from most
modern rigs. Low noise

amp built in. Full
connections details

£59.95
DAK-AD
£9.95
P&P £2.50
Dual adaptor accepts 2
antennas for vertical or
horizontal dipole. (Note:
suitable for pro -am HF
antennas which are
sold separately).

KENWOOD TS -570D
AL la,

HF £1249

D270 Duplexer

001

144-148MHz
430-450MHz

£26.95
P&P £3.50

On glass
antennas
EGM 144 -430
dualband on glass
£39.95 + £4 P&P
on glass scanner
ant
112-1200MHz
£29.95 + £4 P&R

G5RV HALF SIZE G5RV FULL SIZE
£16.95 + £4 P&P £18.95 + £4 P&P

WATSON, TAIWAN SERENE TONNA, CUSHCRAFT ANTENNAS ALSO AVAILABLE

ICOM IC -207 ALINCO DR -605E

2 + 70cm mobile
£339

ALTAI AR300XL
Rotator

Rotator & controller

Use your handheld antenna
on the roof or car when
mobile. BNC connector.

£11.99
+ £2 P&P

45Kg vertical load

ONLY £49

ALINCO DR -610E

2 + 70cm mobile 2 + 70cm mobile
£399 £499

POWER SUPPLIES
P-2512 'M' ALTAI

25-30 amp. Variable volts Over voltage/current
short circuit protected(3-15V) twin metres

NC POWS& 017.MY

£89.95
TN Scuola

111111111NT

5-7 amp £24.99

10-14 amp £44.99
UK Scanning Directory

New 6th Edition 25-1.8GHz
£18.50 + P&P £1.50

FULL SPECIFICATION ON ALL EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
P&P £7 NEXT DAY ALL PRODUCTS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
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UNIT 6, WORLE INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, COKER ROAD
WORLE, WESTON-SUPER-MARE BS22 6BX

ICOM IC -746 ICOM IC -706 MkII

HF + 6 + 2 £1690 HF + 6 + 2 £995

FERRITE RING

Pack of
10

Specifications:
Mic inpedance
60012. Mic freq
reponse 50-
20000Hz. Sensitivity 65dB. Nic
current 1Ma max. Speaker
impedance 32E2 at 1000Hz.
Response 120-2000Hz.
Output sound
pressure level
88dB. Comes with

£ 1 0 wiring diagram.

INC P&P ACE MH1 HEADSET
£12.99 inc P&P

VECTRONICS
DUMMY LOADS

DL300M DL650M VC300DLP A.T.U.

DC-150MHz
300W

£32
DC-650MHz

1500W

£54
1.8-30MHz built-in dummy load

six position antenna selector

£129
EARTH RODS 4FT LONG, ADJUSTABLE BRASS FIXING

SOLID COPPER £10.99, COPPER PLATED STEEL £8.99 P&P £4

QSL CARDS FROM £3.75 PER 100
SEND A LARGE S.A.E.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE LIST

NEW
PRODUCT
£4.99 + £1 P&P
Pack of three card holders

each card holder strip
will hold 20 cards

101 x 152mm
4" x 6"

tram

20 CARD HOLDER DOUBLE POCKET

QSL CARDS

POST CARDS

SHOW ROOM OPEN

10am - 6pm MON-FRI

9am - 1pm SAT

ICOM
IC-T8E

2 + 70 + 6

£345

KENINOOD
TH-G71E
2 + 70 with
6W output

£249

YAESU
FT -50R
2+70

£279

ALINCO
DJ -G5
2+70

£269

M5 North

Playing
fields

)4ainsburly

cz,

Unit 6

0

a

M5 South

We are less
than 1 mile

from J21 M5
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FIRST FOR MAIL ORDER WWW.COCOCO.COM
Cavendish House, Happisburgh,
Norfolk NR12 ORU

KENWOOD YAESU ICOM
PRICE MATCH

We match/better competitors advertised
prices on current UK equipment - and

give a better customer service.
Phone us last, for the best deal.

Fax: 01692 65092501692 650077 Mon -Fri: 9 - 5.30, Sat: 9 - 4.00

CQ-P% Antenna
Do you remember when antennas were built to last?

Not only do some lightweight makes fold up in the first puff of wind, but their
bandwidth is poor due to the small diameter of the elements. CQ-DX Beams
are made to last, and their bandwidth is excellent - no trimming capacitors
necessary. Designed and built to professional standards, these beams are
available world-wide only from EastComm. Each beam is DC grounded,
completely sealed to prevent moisture ingress, and fitted with a downlead
and 'N' socket. All saddle clamps are Diecast Zinc Alloy. Booms allow for end
fixing as well.

Don't throw money away on short-term solutions.
Buy a beam that will last! BUY CQ-DX!

Model

CO -DX 5014Y

CQ-DX 144/4Y

CQ-DX 144/10Y

CQ-DX 144/10XY
CQ-DX 430/10Y

CQ-DX 430/18Y

CO -DX 430/18XY

CQ-DX 430/24Y

Band

6m

2m

2m

2m

70cm
70cm

70cm

70cm

Elements

4EL

4EL

10 EL

10 EL crossed
10EL

18EL

18 EL crossed

24EL

Carriage £10

Gain

10.6dB

10.6dB

13.6dB

13.6dB

13.6dB

17.6dB

17.6dB

18.2dB

Boom

3.8m

1.5m

3.6m

4.0m

1.5m

2.8m

3.2m

4.0m

£104.95

£64.95

£89.95

£109.95

£69.95

£79.95

£94.95

£104.95

AUTEK RF ANTENNA ANALYSERS
RF1 HF £169.95

P&P 7.95

RF5 VHF/UHF £289.95
P&P 10.00

Protective Case £14.95
P&P 2.75

RF1

The RF1 adjusts antennas, feedlines, and RF networks, from 1.2 to 35MHz in
5 bands. It measures RF values of true impedance (0-200012!, SWR 11 to 15.11.
C (0-9999pF) and L (<0.04 to 30001. It instantly reads out impedance and
SWR. Feedline loss and phasing, 0, tuned -circuit resonance can be
accurately measured and adjusted, L and C are measured at the RF
frequency of interest, not at I kHz or 100kHz es with other L1C meters.
The RFS is continuously adjustable from 35 to 75MHz, and 138 to 500MHz
(typically 530MHz) in 3 bands. It measures RF values of true impedance 10-
6000), SWR (1 to 6:11, and its INSTANT SWR mode finds the frequency of
minimum SWR (or ZI on command automatically.
Both units fit into the pocket, and run on a standard 9V battery (or 7 - 12V).

CALLSIGN CLOCK £39.95
includes world-wide delivery

Hand finished with CALLSIGN on
the face. An ideal gift for Radio
Amateurs. A useful addition to any
radio shack, and a valuable
operating aid. A large face gives
excellent visibility across a radio
room. The hour is indicated in

12/24 hour format. Three colour
with blue sky effect background.
Global map shows countries with
their bearing in degrees.
Models are available centred on
other world areas.

WHEN ORDERING. STATE CALLSIGN AND AREA OF THE WORLD

FOR OUR FULL CATALOGUE SEND £2 IN STAMPS

A DELTA ENGINEERING A
LOW PASS & BANDPASS FILTERS,

COAXIAL EMP SUPPRESSORS

A DELTA

LOW PASS FILTERS
Lowpass filters are commonly made
from thin lightweight materials,
assembled with pop rivets, and not even
any earth terminals! Their performance
is, at the least, poor.
Delta Filters are tough construction, with
attenuation slopes avalanching down
immediately after transmitting frequency
range Heavily built deep notching
Chebyshev designs, prevent
interference from harmonic or spurious
emissions - a must for good operating.
Low power models use silver -mica
capacitors and phenolic connectors.
High power models use thick teflon TFE
insulation sheet, brass or copper
capacitor plates. all conections
soldered.

420 50t2 600W 30MHz 50239 f59.95
421 5012 8kW 30MHz S0239 £89.95
425 501.2 600W 56MHz S0239 (59.95
426 50L.,_ 3kW 54MHz 50239 £79.95

P&P i595 each filter

TRANSCEIVING BANDPASS FILTERS
250W 5052

412 50-50.5MHZ 50239 £69 95

413 144-148MHZ S0239 f69.95
P&P £5.95 each filter

These Bandpass transceiving filters are
designed to lessen or eliminate
interference from nearby transmitters

operating in close proximity to
transceivers. As they are transceive
style, they will also effectively reduce
any transmitted spurious and harmonic
emissions from your transmitter. The 412
and 413 are two stage, parallel resonant
circuit, top -coupled designs. Each unit
will pass the listed band of frequencies,
and attenuate or block all frequencies
above and below that band segment.
The filters are connected between the
transceiver output and the antenna.
Direct grounding of the filter may offer
better overall performance, but
generally the station's earth ground will
be sufficient.

SUPPRESSORS

Delta suppressors protect coaxial line
centre conductors from DC and low
frequency AC voltage/current transients.
Delta suppressors deliver as much
current to ground as the centre
conductor of the coaxial line can. The
circuit, active at all times, neutralizes
minute transients which often cause
receiver noise. Direct hits can be
handled, but not under all conditions.

301/U 1.5 - 200MHz lkW S0239 £44.95
302/U 30-500MHz 1 kW S0239 E4995
302/N 30-500MHz IkWN £46.95

P&P £4.95 each suppressor
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Sigma Wire Antennas
The World's Largest Antenna Manufacturer

Sigma Antennas are easy to assemble using the supplied instructions
All antennas marked  have a 3kW Current Balun option for only £18 extra.

Heavy Duty Deluxe G5RU's S0239 TERMINATION
Zfe

Louis Varney designed the G5RV as a I 5/

centrefed doublet on 14.15MHz, hence the too
length of 102h. This gives a low feed point

INV he Sin 8046/20/15/10m
OW/ Half Slat 4.V20/15/10m

ste
impedance, which can be matched to a 506d
line using a line transformer. and a multimode
radiation pattern

107 long 0935 4.95 p&p
51' long 124.96 4.95

Shortened Dipole Antennas* S0239 TERMINATION

SLS-406
SLS-80K
SLS 160K

SAD

. .

40n 38 long
KT, 69 long

6Orn 100' long

Receiving Dipole 50239 TERMINATION

f66 95
E77.95

f83.95

5 95 p&p
5 95

9!,

SIC
£4115 4.95 p&p

Trapped Dipole Antennas* S0239 TERMINATION

*I° -1) r -4 I l ale

SD -32

SD -34

SD42
SD -44

SD52
50-54
SD -56

SD -68

SD -610

SO -162

SOW -34W
SOW -46W
SDW-58W
SDW610W

SVS-31
SVS-32
SVS-41
SVS-42
SVS-51
E59.95

SVS-52
f88.95
SVS-53
(118 95
SVS-64
E156.95
SVS-65
E189 95

SVS-161
17095

20/15/10m
20/15/10m
48/20715/10m
40/20/15/10m
8CV40/20/15/10rn
8W40/20/15/10m
80/40/20/15/10m
160/80/40/20/1 5/10m
160/80/40/20/15/10m
160/813m

30/11/12m
40130/17/12m
80/40/30/17/12m
I 60/80/40/30/17/12m

20/15/10m
20/15/10m
40/20/15/10m
40V20/15/10m
80/413/20/15/10m
5.95

80/40/20/15/10m
5 95
80/40/20/15/10m
7 95

160180/40/20/15/10m
7 95

160/80/40/20/15/10m
7 95

160/80m
595

2 Trap
4 Trap
2 Trap
4 Trap
2 Trap
4 Trap
6 Trap
8 Trap

10 Trap
2 Trap
4 Trap
6 Trap
8 Trap

10 Trap

1 Trap

2 Trap
1 Trap
2 Trap
1 Trap

2 Trap

3 Trap

4 Trap

5 Trap

1 Trap

Trapped Slopers*
S0239 TERMINATION

Anti -corrosion
compound for
copper wire

antennas:

ACJ-1 Sachet

17.95 p&p £1.95

2T long
24' long
55' long
4T long

105' long
97 long
86 long

t54 long
146 long
208' long
32' long
46 long
85 long

152 long

14' long
13' long
28' long
24' long
53'

49' long

44' long

77' long

73' long

105' long/

E83 95
E142.95

£89 95
(147 95
E103 95
E161 95

1219.95
£297.95
f349.95
(125.95
f139 95
1199.95
(274 95
131595

(4995
17995
15295
£81 95

p&p 5.95
7 95

5 95

7 95
7 95
7.95

9.00
10 00

moo
795
7.95
9.00

900
10.00

p&p 4.95
5.95
5.95
5 95

These vertical slopers are
fed at ground level with the
'cold' side of the bottom
connector connected to a
ground stake.

Layout of 4 trap sloper Coax feed

tDIC

All Band N SA -I0 45062 TERMINATION
SA111 operates on all bands 150in - 10m. It can e installed as a flat top, sloper, or inverted
'V The top is 135ft/41.15m of heavy duty stranded copper wire, with low loss end insulators.
A centre insulator is fed with 100ft/30.48m of 45052 heavy duty twin ribbon feeder It will work
well from the balanced line output of your antenna tuner. O&M p&p £10

ono .1 I I ---,LI_ J l aic
All Band Limited 9Space SAS -2

45002 TERMINATION
SAS -2 will operate on all bands 160m - 10m It can be installed as a flat top, sloper, or inverted
'V The top is of heavy duty stranded copper wire, and provides 13511/41 15m electrical length,
with a physical length of only 70f1/21 34m through the use of antenna shorteners. The centre
insulator is fed with 100t30 413rn of 4500 heavy duty twin ribbon feeder This antenna will work
well from the balanced line output of your antenna tuner. de35 p&p E10

Off Centre Fed Dipoles 50239 TERMINATION
. .

4111C

OCF Full Size 80/40120/17/12/10m 135 long (65.95 5.95 p&P
OCF Hall Size 40/20/10m 68 long (50.95 5.95

Baluns
& Centre Connectors

Lightweight, sealed,
weatherproof, with Solid
Brass rustproof terminals.
Jumper wires not needed.
Soldering of antenna wire not
necessary. DC grounded for
lightning protection. S0239
Connector. Stainless Support

g, Hook (except SCE-1/SI.
SPB-1 Pro-Balun 1:1 impedance ratio
"voltage" Balun that matches 50-75 ohm
coax to 50-75 ohm load. 3 - 35MHz,
1.5kW. f29.95 p&p £4 95
SPB-1-C Pro-Balun 1:1 impedance ratio
"current type" balun that matches 50-75
ohm coax to 50-75 ohm load. 1.5 - 60MHz,
3kW. £32.95 p&p £4.95
SPB-4 Pro-Balun 4:1 impedance ratio
"voltage" balun that matches 50-75 ohm
coax to 200-300 ohm load. 3 - 35MHz,
1.5kW. f32.95 p&p £4.95
SCE -1 1kW centre connector for a dipole
antenna. £14.95 p&p £2.75
SCE -1/S 1kW connector for a vertical
sloper antenna. f14.95 p&p 12.75

Traps & Shorteners

inese hneoy .1,4 deeiKe WOW traps are housed in
weatherproof erroosures No soldering or iumper wires
are required
Use 1 traps for a dipole. or I trap for a Vertical sipper

ST -10 28MHz trap f29.95 each p&p £4.95
ST -12 24MHz trap £29.95 each £4.95

ST -15 21MHz trap 129.95 each 14.95
ST -17 18MHz trap £29.95 each £4.95

ST -20 14MHz trap £29.95 each £4.95

ST -30 10MHz trap £31.95 each £4.95
ST -40 7MHz trap (31.95 each £4.95

ST -80 3.5MHz trap £31.95 each £4.95
Antenna 'Shorteners' are excellent
where installation space is limited.
Housed inside weatherproof, sealed
enclosures, so no periodic cleaning is
required.

Two are needed fora dipole, one for a
vertical sloper.

SLC-40 Shorten a 40m Dipole to 38'
overall. £19.95 each p&p £2.75
SLC-80 Shorten a 80m Dipole to 69'
overall. £21.95 each p&p £4.95
SLC-160 Shorten a 160m Dipole to 100'
overall. £21.95 each p&p £4.95

VISA 711SE? P.!

Mosley H.F. Antennas

All Mosley Antennas have pre -drilled and colour coded element pieces which makes
assembly quick and easy. All hardware is of stainless steel and tubing is aircraft
grade, drawn, aluminium. This means that the telescopic tubing can be of
closer tolerance. There is no need therefore for unsitely hose

traps in each trap 41111.11-
clamps Compare the trap assemblies as well.
Mosley's unique design has two

17I,

assembly.
A Mosley 3 element, tri-bander has only

6 trap assemblies, whilst other makes have twelve!
Consider the difference that makes to wind loading and

structural stability.

VERTICALS

STANDARD

HEAVY DUTY

RV -4-C 10/15/20/40m
RV-6-C-WARC 10/12/15/17/20/40m
RV-7-C-WARC 10/12/15/17R0/30/40m
TA-31-JR-N 10/15/20m
TA-32-JR-N 10/15/20m
TA-33-JR-N 10/15/20m

TA-33-JR-N-WARC 10/12/15/17/20m
TA -31-M 10/15/20m
TA -32-M 10/15/20m
TA -33-M

TA-33-M-WARC
HEAVY DUTY COMPACT TA -53-M WARC
HEAVY DUTY CLASSIC CL -33-M

CL -36-M

WARC BANDS TW-33

10/15/20m

10/12/15/17/20m
10/12/15/17/20M
10/15/20m

10/15/20m
12/17/30m

£269 Carr El 0
£359 flO
£379 £10

1 EL £199 flO
2 EL 1299 £15

3 EL 049 £15

4 EL 1499 £15

1 EL £229 £10

2 EL £399 115

3 EL £509 f15
4 EL £659 £15

4 EL £769 f15
3 EL £679 115

6 EL 089 £20

3 EL £829 £15
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NEVADA
=Jail/cm:Eft
ANTENNAZ

Send SAE 4 x 1st Class stamps to receive

our latest catalogue Et sample copy

of RadioActive magazine [fan/aril Issue]

HF Multi -Band Beams

A3S

beams ens- zy poem polonnonce on NI,.
7. mode from hoh quality aLminium - -

 Painless Peel hardware

A35 10, 15, 20 mfr 3 element Top £389.95
A45 10, 15, 20 nur 4 element Yap £469.95
43W5 12, 17. me 3 element Yogi £299.95
A743. 30, 40, Mir kit for 435 £129.95
A744 . 30, 40, me kit for 44S £129.95
A103 30 nui kit for A3WS £119.95

postage and packing [10 en each item

D3W
D4
D40

NE Rotary Dipoles

12 17 30 me Dipole
10 15 20 4 nL, D.ode

£199.95
£259.95
£229.95

povoge and packing CB on each men

HF Mono Band Beams

TEN 1 eement beom 8139.95 '
104C D 4 element boom £269.95 '
154CD :Tit 4 element beam £289.95
203CD 20 inn 3 element beam £359.95

postage and 'lodging el 0 Tien TIN -3 & 104(0

NEW Euro Design YAGIS
A new range designed especially for the European mealier

VHF/UHF Beams
 1352N 2rnti ii eoment Tog, i 5 0 dod 1129.95

1752 2mir 17 element Yogi 18 dbd L199.95
A14410511 2rntr 10 element Yogi 131 dbd £85.95
4145-20T 2mIr 20 ale. crossed 11 I dbd £105.95

 7195 'Ocm 19 element Yogi 15.5 dbc L109.95
 7298 " 29 element Yogi 17.8 dbd £169 95

postage sad packing tS en each item

Deal Mod Yogis
427065 2m/70cm 3e3 elaneni 7 8
427105 2rn/70cm 5.5 element 10 dbd

peeks,' and pocking en each item

Satellite Antennas
22X5 2me : L229.95
738X3 7o, 3o e f, it, £209 95

2213 old 73113 home Omit poky:take s..iorkng tran,c
postage end pocking CS on each item

6 Meter Antennas
A5035 3 8:8,1r,' ray. 8 88.3 L89.95
A5055 Dine 5 element Yogi 10.5 dod £149.95
45065 6,86 6 element Vag, 11 n dbd £249.95

pastoge and pocking C8 on each item

£59.95
£79 95

1352N
:antesi winning designs !a144
1161,Altz and 430 -440MHz
.:aaptior aided devin ewes
maximum goe and Chas poke
logrann toed aluminum
Lanstructico and Vaidiraf tend
Nordece perlenes in al water
condition. Ullannatch balanced mn
ivOlott hue type tatnecliv,

Vertical Antennas
HF Verticals

The Amass aivitaxtaa yealcalsi 14 0700 feames
50m indortirs WARC bands mpandable to 80m Shin

 -14 rigged, cameo:id lops ro ground extols
Weir it the ideal dace for moll garden,.

R7000 10, 12, 15, 17. 20. 30, 40 mete
half wane vertical L369.95

R80 80rnir odd on kit for 1.7000 L129.95
AP8A 10, 12, IS, 17, X, 30, 40. 80 meter

luarier wave iiert CD! L229.95
APR 184 1 : ,r,as 154.95

posossr end pock mg 18 CIO kw It7000

VHF Verticals
AR2 2reir1.' '5 db..... 139.95
ARX2 2mit tim 5 5 db.. £49.95
ARX2B 2ner RINGO RANGER 114.3m 7 dz.159.95
App P!t.;70 3 1m 3.75 db 159.95
ARX6 '  RANGER 7.3m 5.5 db 2199.95

postage and peeking U ea midi been

-4111111W
BIG THUNDER SERIES!
X7.7 element 10-15-20m Yogi E499.95
X9.9 element 10-15-20m Yogi E149.95

PalstarTM
the NEW name in AMATEUR RADIO!

1.411

sC1.1P
NEW 1c11-i
6 metre Handy Transceiver
 50 54MHz
 4W RF out (12V) 2W RF out (9V)
 UK Repeater offsets

Intelligent Power Save circuit
 CTCSS Encode.Decode
 Scan functions  Memory recall
 Supplied with 8 cell AA battery case

futUrna, MC.

Optional Extras 5F E27s

IUMNP1211 M. I:, MOM
1.22.10

2 Compact Tuners

AT300
150W STANDARD MODEL

£129.95

AT300 CN
150W CROSS NEEDLE MODEL

471500
wi17 14611 POWER TUNER

manes

.40 am, Cana ceps, Beans
:.,Non 4 Inortat Ve

4:1Belun
oeaaen amens Wooer ImiteronD
..tete ..aa-r ?MAN

£365.95

£139.95 161.w.

Pl..1,141117

PS3OM ppi,

£99.00

WM 150
NEW POWER SOS METER

£89.95

COMET" Antennas &
Accessories

Comet Base Antennas

GP 15N ' r le Banc .. :44 _

CA 628 -z Bose Antenna 5/8A., 2 step 6 5dB 500W PEP

GPI 4 jOMHZ 3/6dB I .25mtrs 200W

GP3 .:4/430Mtiz 4.5/7 2 1.78mtrs 200W
GP6 -14/430MHz 6.5/9D 3.07mes 200W

GP98 44/430/1 2GHt 6 5/9 0./13 5d81 2 94mtrt 200W PEP
postage and packing on each item

Comet Mobile Antennas
CHI 350 28/50MHz Mob iv, length 2 lr
CA FN Iond HF/VHF Woe 14, 21, 28, 50

CHI 285 '144MHz Mobile 300W. length 1 32rniii

C X 702 :. 44/430MHz High gain 120W length 2

HR 50 50Mlit Centte loaded 2 I5dBi 200W PEP boat .
postage and pocking CS on each Pens

£89.95

£84.95

£49.00

£57 95

189.95

1119.95

£34 50

£89 00

£2495
£57.50

£3995

Comet Filers
Japanese manufactured to the
highest standards to help
prevent and suppress WI and
other interference.

CF -305 pass 1iheg- cutoff 32M1 -1z, 150W CW £19.95
CF-30MR w pass 14 power. cutoff 32M1-tz. lkw PEP £37.50
CF -SOS 'Mr kov pass liter atoli 57Mitz. 150W CV4' £21.50
CF-50MR r- :_-00 It. PEP 57011-: E37.50

Comet Band Pass Filters
Comet CF BPF6 50MHz bold pass filter 150VV C.' £42.50
Comet CF-BPF2 r ' CV. £42.50

Comet Antenna Mounts
R520 rrsOunl with dial lock 8 £17.95
65730 ri 4 duechons for Obi £18.50
TBR Peel multi otrroose £14.95

Postage and pocking 04.73 en each item

COMET
Cornet Duplexers and Triplexers have low input loss, high
isolation and high power handling capabilities (up to 1601

Comet Duplexers
Comet CF -416 144/430MHz

Antennas &
Accessories

CF -416A 50239/IX/PI
CF -4168 50239/PL/'N'P
CF -706 7Cor-a CA -is

'.'H7/75.320AAH2.

Comet Triplexers
Comet CFX-431A

144/430/ 1200MHz

£27.50
£28.50

£39.00

£46.00
Comet CFX-514 Triplexer

50/144
PL -111 - PL - 502 39 sock £46.00

postage and pocking C4.75 or, mach item

tel: 01705 662145 fax: 01705 690626
 189 London Rd  North End  Portsmouth  Hants  P02 9AE
 http://www.nevada.co.uk  infoOnevada.co.uk

(DISTSISSITION DIVISION)
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DSP-232

£3997411=to*
Dual port DSP multi mode data controller

 FAST DSP  2 SWITCRABLE PORTS
 300, 1200. 9600 BPS  VS FIRMWARE
 MAILBOX

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE!
All safety tested and guaranteed for 3 months

001 AT -18.

NCD6001
MAN CT -143

200R H/FELD TX
6MTR IX

2m111 HAELD TX ..

. 9900
13900
99.00

N8 56691 S/WAVE RECEIVES

sAisrto sw.s000 5/WAVE RX

SANGEAN ATS 803A SiwAVE RX
ALINCO 4144203E 2AL/70CMS H/HED TX 1 49 00 SONY SW 76000 5/WAVE R% I45 L.

AIRCO 01 180 2M11 H/HEID TX 150 00 TEN TEC CORSAIR 11 es a.
411.4C0 0101 ?MIR HfifLD TX  AIRBAJO 149 00 TEN TEC 06AN1 VI SOB 1995

ALNCO DJ G5E9  FASTCHARGEA 8 ACCS ETC 299.00 TRIO 0399 RECEIVER 15900
AllNCO DR -112f 2m11 H/HEID TX 12500 190 TR-9130 . 214 mL11.11mOCE 299 03
De.* m-22 2mTR MOUE TX 249.00 YAM ET -1143 - Em 625 CO

FDK /AULD 700EX 2M11 MOVIE TX. 135 02 YAESU FRG -6500  VHF RECEIVER 425 03
COM 1C.240 ?MIR 04086E TX.. 140.00 ATLAS 15001 HE 100W 11 325 00
(OM ICW2E 201/7CrJAS WHEW TX 275 00 DRAKE TR/RC4 SEP HE TRANSMIT 6 12X....325.00
1COm T 41 7C046 MMELDTL 185.00 ICOM IC 728 HF 100W IX 795 00
KENFRO 202 2PA1R HAW 10 .65 00 WC 525 HE RX EXCELLENT 699 00
KENERO KT 22 2/ATR H/HELD Tx . 99 00 1ST 100 TRANSCEIVER 395

ONPRO KT -44 . 70O4S 11/HELD TX 95 00 tanvoco TS -4.405 HF 100w TX 59!
KENWCCO TH-2I 5E 2/ATR H/HEID Tx 119 00 KENWOOD TS -680 HE 100w 11 625
KENWOCO 1H-26 2AITR R/HED TX 95 CC KENsv000/TRIO TS 8305 100w HE 399
KEPNOOD 11.1-28E 2m1R H/ HELD Tx71)(A1 Rx 199 00 LINWOOD TS -8505 CHOICE FROM 95C "

KENWC00 111 45E ICCJAS HIRE ID Tx. 145.D0 lenvoco 959303. HE 100W DI 699

KENwOCO 995,251E 2mTR As0Baf TX 295.00 KENw000 TS9406 . AN I COW HF BASE 899
051,1w000 TM 4515 700145 MOBILE TX . 295 00 YAESU ET10000 HE 200W TX  DVS2 1699

KEN /000 TR751E 21419 muLTwODE Tx 425 00 YAM FT 107 HE 100w TX 49,
NAVICO ANR 1000-5 2 milt MOBILE TX 195 00 YAESU FT 650 HE 100W Tx 699
SENTEC 3014 PORTABLE 8 KEYER 195 00 T 4£501 .707 HE 100W TX

STANDARD C500 RANCHED. .. 195.00 YAESU FT 747GX FIE 103W TX

STANDARD C-5203 2m111/7000 MOW TX 345 CO YAESU F.77 Psu HE 100w Tx 59!
STAMM) 0-78 70CJAS m01111 TX.IOW AMP 199.00 YAESU VX-T TWINBANC mKRO 215 0.
STANDARD C-8800 2MTR MOW TX 17500 IIMIGILLANIOUS 101.11PARINT
STANDARD C8903 2M MOBILE 189 03 ADONIS see BASE KC 8500
TOO TUX° 21419 140840 TX 9500 AEA PK88 PACKET TNC 89 00
1930 TI7200 2mTR mOBRE Tx 8000 AEA 90232 TERMINAL UNIT 1 45 CO

TRIO TS700 214 RASE 24.5.00 AMC() EDX I 619 99 95

TRIO VE0 7005 REMOTE vFO. . 4900 OAP UK HUNTER HF 799

YAE.93 0-11 . 2m1R H/RED Tx 12500 BNPOS 12 AMR PSu 5

YAESU 0-202 . 2MTR H/HED TX 55 00 BNOS 20 AMP PSU 85

YAESU FT-20eR 2141I H/RELD TX ACCS 185 00 DATONG SPEECH PROCESSOR 39

YAESU FT 2C8R. 2MTR 14/HELD TX 69 00 HI MOUND ICU KEY 3c

YAESu F-2901 ALWAYS A CHOKE FROM 225 00 COM 5P3 SPEAKER dc
YAESU 91/90 C/.4 AMP . 34500 KENW000 A1120 AN
YAESU 0-211. ?MITE H/HEID TX 145 00 KENWOOD AT200 ATU 1".

YAESU FT -411 2141R MECHEM Tx ACCS 18900 KENW000 AT230 AN
YAESU FT -470 2/4/70CMS H/HDD TX 225 00 KEt40000 MC -50 BASE mICROPHcr i

YAESU 9. 530 2m/700AS HANDHELD TX 225 00 KENWOOD 5P31 SPEWS
YAESU 0690 i  CTCSS 345 00 KENwOCO 50233 WEAKER LIA
YAM FT 757GX  AUTO TUNER 8. PSI MD) 895.00 KENWOOD/TRIO 11922 HE AMP 1195

AIINCO 00605 Tw1NBANDER.. 325.00 0t1C 9612 DUAL PORT INC 1200/906 229 013

AOR AR3000A CON4A5 RECEIVER 59900 SGC SMARTUNIER 50230 AS NEw 275.00
AOR AR7030. HF RECEIVER 649 00 TOKYO HL 1KGX HE NAP 69900
MARCAT DX ICOD RECEIVER 185 00 TOKYO HL130.1 700 A5 120W AMPLIFIER 299 00
Me  RSA HF RECEIVER 825 CO TOKYO 3%650 HF 10 6WRITLANSVERTER 199 00
CRAKE RELE HF RECEIVER 795 00 TOKYO H1625 2mTR 50W AmPHEIER 8900
COM MOO .5/WAVE RfcEivEa. 595 .00 TOKYO 3X640 6MTR 10 HF TRANSVERTER 18500
COAL R-72 .HE FLX  MT EX 8 FILTERS 675 DO YAESU EC 75701 TUNER 225 02
KENWOOD R 2000 . VHF RECEIVER 39900 YAESU FL20006 HF AMP 34500
KENW000 TS -4505 LWAACULATE 675 03 YAESU FP757HD PSI) 159 00
LOWE HF-225 5/WAVE RECEIVER . 39500 1AE5U FV 700N MEMORY UNIT 99 00
ILTATSUI 4099 S/WAVE RECEIVER ... .85 00 'al- 75 00

THEWAVE digital technology
111WIDS9.59922

£349
118pdp

This is the most powerful DSP unit on the
marker Variable bandwidth down to 10Hz!
Plus a host of features too long to list here
Send in for a full leaflet.

DSP- S9Y far

YAESU OWNEIS!
:,, performance 49.011*' ---
of your FT1000MP, Ca P6P

FT1000D or FT920 FT990 with the
DSP59Y fits into the Yaesu SP5 or SPCi
speaker cabinet to match your
equipment

T1MEWAVE data controllers
PK-12 Low Cost INC

1110 199.95
P 394

coo 1200bps VHF/UHF Pocket Controller

 HOST MODE  NET ROM
 GPS FIRMWARE  SOFTWARE INC

PK-96

Plug in and go 9600/1200 bps TNC loaded
with features

 GATEWAY AS A NODE  HOST MODE
 GPS FIRMWARE  SOFTWARE INC
 STAND ALONE TRACKING

DSP-2232

£499.95r' Ima am 
CB p4.41 t 111111,11W,

.

Top of the range multi -mode DSP controlle
Works satellites, HF, VHF even gateway
between HF & VHF with 2 simultaneous pods.
 DUAL PORTS  AUTO SATELLITE

 TRUE GATEWAY CORRECTON
 300, 1290, 9600 BPS MODES STANDARD

`Looking for a NEW HF Radio?'
4Z1 W4117" 4 &IRON& OF COURSE

- but isn't it nice to deal with a company that has 28 years
track record and boasts SEVERAL TOP HF DX'ers amongst its

staff. We will give you the very best HANDS-ON advice and
be there for you if problems do occur.

. . WHY NOT MCI NOW - / PROM/SE YOU

oet.as rotour,a
 BEST ADVICE'
 BEST SERVICE
- WOW THERE'S 4 014lattlea Micklcte7weltod,O SG:3r18

ICBM 756

Buih for the DX operator who wants all
the HF bells and whistles on VHF too!

You con PART X

your old equipment and -
even pay the habitue by

post-dated cheques

f 1 695
ICOM 706 Mk II

.. WI

MI 811 THE
ACCESSOP -ES

PRICE £p -vs f 995

YAESU FT1000MP AC
_51111 TM1

MDSE

POPULAR

HE IT

PRICE 1:24-99.£ 2199

YAESU FT -848

PRICE £849 f 749
+ FREE 30A Power Supply worth £99

YAESU FT -920

FREE 30A POWER SUPPLY

PRICE f 1399
YAESU FT -847

 50/144/430MHz
 Receives 50.230MHz 300-1GHz
 12.5/ 25kHz selectable
 NiMh Battery pock
PRICE £349

Produce o graphic display of SWR and return loss.
link to your PC to save plots and print out. SWR

SWR  Measures SWR and 121 V/11
121 Kr calculates coax line loss 120-175,
1 -32MHz  Graphs SWR VS

bandwidth over selected
200-225,

400-475MHzrange
 Battery powered
 Links to PC
 Optional AC adaptor
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Winner to be announced

:
1st May 1998
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WIN! WIN! WIN!
Spend £100 or more with us over the next three months (OR SPEND OVER £50.00 AT THE PICKETTS LOCK
SHOW) at any of our branches and you will automatically be entered into our free competition to win an Icom
IC-706MK2 Mobile Transceiver. There are twenty five runner up prizes available which include, handheld
transceivers, clocks, books, shirts and many amateur radio accessories.

Also with every purchase over £50.00 at the PICKETTS LOCK SHOW we will be giving away vouchers to
spend at our New Reg Ward shop in Axminster. This voucher will entitle you to £5.00 off any purchases over
£50.00 and £10.00 off purchases over £100.00.

SOUNDTALMd

SMC

SMC HO, SM House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Ind. Est, Eastleigh, Hampshire S053 4BY.
Tel: (01703) 251549. Open 9-5.15pm Monday -Friday, 9-1pm Saturday.
Email: amateur@smc-comms.com Web: http://www.smc-comms.com

Reg Ward, 1 Westminster House. West Street, Axminster EX13 5NX.
Tel: (01297) 34918 Fax: (01297) 34949 Open 10-5pm Monday, 9-5 30pm Tuesday -Saturday.

ARE Communications, 6 Royal Parade, Hanger Lane, London W5A 1 ET.
Tel 0181 997 4476 Fax: 0181 991 2565. 10-6pm Monday -Friday, Saturday 9 -fpm.
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I'm always very conscious
that many readers make a
point of reading 'Keylines'

each month. That's why I
enjoy writing it so much!
There's always something
to chat about and my
biggest problem is keeping
it to a page!

Occasionally however, I'm
rather taken aback by the
response to a particular
'Keylines'. And I honestly say -
as I rapidly approach the start
of my tenth year as Editor of
PW - that my editorial
regarding Keith Winward and
Don Sobey in the March issue
generated the most remarkable
'feedback' I've experienced
since I've been in the 'Editor's
Chair'.

Ever generous and
responsive, PW readers have
sent in cheques and even cash
in the post to help Keith and
Don. Thank you everyone, and
I can tell you that both men are
very grateful indeed for our
help and support.

Although the news came too
late for the March issue, I'm
pleased to say that The Rapid
Results College in London
very kindly donated an RAE
correspondence course for
Keith Winward. However, as I
write Keith still has not
received the course which was
sent by RRC on February 2nd.
Let's just hope that the
Governor and Staff at HMP
Maghaberry, in Upper
Balinderry Road, Lisburn,
Northern Ireland are not
withholding Keith's opportunity
to study for the qualification he
so much desires.

All the money coming in
from readers is being safely
looked after and I hope we can
jointly provide an RAE course
for Don Sobey in HMP Full
Sutton in York. The courses
cost £185 and I'm very
confident together we'll raise
that amount! I'm planning to
visit Don in April when I'm in
the area perhaps by then he'll
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be studying tool
But before closing on the

subject for this month (I'll
provide an up -date as soon as
possible) I must ask anyone
wishing to send in a donation
not to send cash in the post. I
was taken by surprise at the
response and never dreamed
that £5 and £10 notes would
arrive! So, please if you wish
to help - write to me but make
the cheques payable to PW
Publishing Ltd. and not to me
personally please!

Apologies To Richard
G2BZO
Some readers have queried the
choice of title for Richard
Marris G2BZQ's article 'The
VLF-FFL Antenna For 73kHz'
(published in the February
issue). Richard had to point out
that the title was not his choice
(It was mine!) and that he does
know the difference between
low frequency and very low
frequency operation. Sorry for
any embarrassment caused
Richard!

Thanks To G8UNZ
As I've often mentioned - PW
readers are a generous bunch
but on occasions it's very
difficult to say 'thank you' -
particularly when I come up
against the (very annoying at
times) 'Particulars Withheld' in
the RSGB Callbook. Such is the
case with the address of
GSUNZ who very kindly sent a
small box (very heavy of
course) filled with lead
sulphide (Galena) crystals for
use in 'cat's whisker' type
detectors.

Apart from his callsign and
the fact I've spoken on the
telephone to the kind
gentleman I've no idea where
to contact him - only his
callsign appeared on the box.
But thank you anyway kind sir -
a very generous gesture
indeed! So, if you ever do write
to me (particularly when you're
enclosing something like this)

The response to the 'new look' March issue of

PW was very encouraging indeed. Many

readers took the opportunity to write, E-mail,

telephone and chat to us about the Improvement

brought about by the new design and use of

colour Overall, everyone who has been in contact

with us has been very impressed with what we've

achieved Thank you for all your comments!

However, in common with any piece of complex

equipment used in the Amateur Radio station  a

little 'fine tuning' and adjustment is necessary to

get the best results. And again, in common with

our radio equipment I've no doubt that the

occasional 'tweak' as the months go by will help

us produce the best possible magazine for

everyone.

Additionally, I'm hoping you will help us to

produce the best looking magazine possible by

choosing your photographs carefully for use in the

'News', 'Club Spotlight' and within our redesigned

'action packed"Radio Scene' section This

section now contains all the regular 'report'

features including 'VHF Report', 'HF Far & Wide'.

'Radio 'Scape', 'Broadcast, etc. And to help us

make the best of your favourites features I urge

you to send in good colour photographs. As

you've already seen - it really makes a difference!

please let me know who you
are so I can write anti say
'thank you' properly!

Identifying
Photographs
Finally this month, and once
again it's about identifying
things (photographs this time)
I'd like to ask you to help us
keep track of your
photographs. Obviously we get
many hundreds each year, and
if they ever get separated from
the article/news item you've
sent in - it's very difficult to
match them up again!

So, if you're sending in
photographs in please label
them with the appropriate
name, address and callsign
and File No. (if it's an
'accepted' article you'll
have this number to
hand). It will help us to
help you - particularly
as we want more
photographs from
you for use in
PW.

Rob
Mannion
G3FXD
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CON11'11.ED BY

ROB MANNION G3XFD & ZOE CRABB

STAR LETTER
One Valve Receiver

Dear Sir
I am writing to take up the challenge of

constructing the one valve receiver. My efforts
were to produce a set from the oldest

components I had In the junk box and the
photographs enclosed are of the finished set.

The heart of the receiver is a Mullard valve
PM1HF 2V filament and up to 150V h.t. line. The
oldest component, I think, are the headphones,
about 1927 and BBC approved! I made the set
for 3.5MHz and have operated it with an sOXO'
transmitter. I hope it will be of interest to your

readers.

Regarding crystal sets, I have constructed
one in the same vein from original

components. I am also enclosing photographs
of this set. Thanks for the authors note and

crystal
I have enclosed a set of high impedance

2000(.2 headphones with my compliments.
Unfortunately, the leads have suffered through

old age and will need to be replaced.
Regarding the question posed by the Rev.

George Dobbs G3RJV, about the plug-in basket
woven coils which used to trade mark 'What

are the wild waves saying, the company name
on the coil label is Igranic, also on the label is

the closed circuit wavelength graph, frequency
against capacity and the coil manufacturer's

number.
Nigel Ambridge G4FRL

Oxfordshire

Editor's reply. Thanks for the headphones Nigel
and for sharing the story behind your simple

receiver.

Ecko From The Past

Dear Sir
I'm writing with regards to Ecko! -
Past To Present. A long time ago in
my youth I spent many hours in the
small family kitchen constructing
radio sets. Now. having retired, my
interest in radio was rekindled when
I rediscovered some old issues of
PW in the loft. As a result of this, I

purchased and restored a couple of
1950s radios.

Then, a few months ago. I came
across a very dilapidated specimen
which looked much older and more
of a challenge. Unfortunately, the
back was missing, so manufacturer
and model number were not
immediately apparent, however, on
closer inspection, the faded dial
confirmed that it was an Ecko
receiver.

The radio is mounted in a floor
standing cabinet. Judging from the
number of holes in the cabinet,
woodworm had taken out a long
term lease giving it an antique
appearance! Functionally, the set
has 3 waveband selected by push
buttons, another 8 stations selected
by push buttons and an
extraordinary but non -operational
motor -driven tuning mechanism.

Still without the model number,
I had not been able to obtain a
schematic, so I traced the circuit of
the tuning arrangement thereby
understanding the basic principles.
Co -incident with this, I once again
browsed through the old issues of
PW and was astounded to find
pictures of the actual receiver. The
issues of the 2nd and 9th September
1939 covering that years' Radio-
lympia exhibition show the cabinet
and chassis and outlines the
principles of motorised tuning,
apparently all the rage at the time!

All this was made even more
fortuitous when I read the letter
from Ron Parry published in the
January 1998 issue of PW. His
excellent description explained
precisely how the tuning circuit was
meant to function. Also, I now know
that I have a circa 58 year old Ecko
receiver, model number PB289.
Hopefully, this will enable me to
obtain a schematic and get the set
working once again.

It is still surprising that articles
published nearly 60 years ago should
still give rise to interest now. Maybe
in 50 years time the teenagers of
today will reminisce about their
multi -Gigabyte computers and early
Internet experiences. Somehow I
don't think so!
Brian Eeles
Reading

Local Clubs & UKRS

Dear Sir
You write 'the local club is the
backbone of our hobby' which
certainly explains the balance of
your publication. Only, how can you
know that? Of all radio enthusiasts,
fully licensed, condemned to 'partial
licence', or otherwise, how many are
active club members?

My personal encounters with
fellow enthusiasts were very largely
in the surplus shops 40 to 50 years
ago, when most of us were certainly
not particularly inclined to
'clubbery'. What become of us all I

know not, but surely I am not the
only survivor, nor is the breed
extinct.

As the PW Editor travels around
the clubs having the 'editorial ear'
bent by special interest, or bias,
groups, perhaps he should just bear
in mind that we are out here too,
actual or potential subscribers, and
think of what may interest us.

For a start, while you give space
to all sorts of parochial items, it
distresses me that you give none to
the United Kingdom Radio Society
(of which I am a member) which
concerns itself with matters of much
wider interest.
'Sandy' Dick GMOIRZ
Dundee

Editor's reply: It's PWs editorial
policy to encourage and support
all Amateur Radio activity
Sandy. All incoming information
is considered on its own merit
and if the UKRS did send us

Slide Rules Or Guessing Sti

Dear Sir
The article by Ray Fautley
G3ASG on slide rules (aka
'guessing sticks') in your February
1998 edition bought back many
happy memories of wielding these
devices.

One variant not mentioned by
G3ASG was the Fowler's Circular
Calculator. This had the
appearance of a very large pocket
watch with a couple of knobs on
the periphery. An effective scale
length of some 10 feet was
achieved by using a series of
concentric circles - thus allowing
quite high accuracy, albeit with a
tendency to drive the user cross-
eyed after any lengthy period of
using the beast!

Perhaps the biggest advantage
of the slide rule over the digital
calculator was that one never took
the answer for granted. Some

12
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anything on their activities
(which they haven't) we'd be
pleased to treat it in the same
way.

Morse & Meccano

Dear Sir
On the subject of Morse code I
would like to make some comments.
As a lad (some 40 years ago or so), I
was interested in Meccano,
chemistry, nature and was a keen
scout. My interest in radio was
listening to 'Journey Into Space' on
the wireless. I had never heard of
'Hams' (This was long before
Hancock!).

On one occasion, when I was
eleven, I had a bout of 'flu. I was
bored, so my mother bought be a
book of Things To Do On A Rainy
Day. An item that caught my interest
was how to build a radio. I quickly
recovered from the 'flu and armed
with a short shopping list, strolled
into a (then) well known emporium
in Hammersmith.

I walked up to the proprietor,
glanced at my list and asked for a
valve! When the laughter stopped. I
eventually came out proudly
clutching the ubiquitous HL2. The
radio, an 0-V-0 was duly built and an
interest in the subject kindled.

It just so happened that one of
the scout's parents was a Radio
Amateur (G2CAJ), who has long
since passed away. Well, the rest is
history, and I was hooked. I

nervously took and passed the RAE
at 14, and then started struggling
with the Morse. (This was long
before Class B licence). I had regular
sessions with my Mentor but found
it very hard going.

Eventually, I took the test and
passed. There I was, 15 years old,
keen, licensed and no money! In
those days it was easy to get on the
air. Surplus receivers were cheap
and abundant. Mine was an R1155.
A beautiful set that I wish I still had!

Amplitude modulation (a.m.)
was the order of the day then, s.s.b.
and transceivers were still some way
off. 'Top Band' was popular and an
easy band to start with. My first
1.8MHz transmitter used parts
scrounged from old radios. The p.a.
was a 6V6 and the p.a. coil was
wound on a toilet roll tube!

The power supply was similarly
'Heath Robinson', and certainly
would not have scored any points
for safety! However, the pride when
this motley collection of bits actually
resulted in several watts of r.f. was
indescribable.

I had not built a modulator so
my first venture on the air was to be
Morse. I chose a quiet spot on
1.8MHz (there were not so many
than, but ()RN was far less) and
called CQ. Imagine my joy when
someone replied. The joy, however,
was short lived.

The response was from another
newly licensed amateur
(G3P-- series>. I was still not fully
comfortable with copying Morse
speed so I sent QRS. The reply came

ks?

mental arithmetic was always
needed, even if only to determine
the order of magnitude of the
answer, so gross errors tended to be
noticed. Calculators are often used
with the operator's brain in neutral,
glaringly wrong answers are
accepted quite happily, and quoted
to umpteen decimal places.

A very significant bonus point
for slide rules was that you could
also use them to draw straight lines -
just try that with a calculator!

There were some hazards
associated with them though. I still
remember with horror a particularly
embarrassing experience from my
days as a young engineer. The slide
rule that I had at the time was a
rather ancient pre-war device (made
by Unique, from my memory). This
used a wooden construction, and
the slide had worked rather loose.

One day I spilt some tea on it

and gave it a quick flick to remove
the liquid. The slide shot out at
high speed and flew between by
boss and the rather high level
visitor he was showing around the
lab, landing with a clatter on the
analogue computer being
demonstrated at the time. It was a
long time before I lived this down.
Fortunately, though, my boss at
the time had a reputation for being
a practical joker (the analogue
computer in question was the only
one I ever encountered that had
been modified to squirt water in
the user's face from one of the
4mm sockets on the patch panel)
and didn't see anything
particularly unusual in the
incident!
Anthony B Plant G3NXC
Birmingham

Wild Waves

Dear Sir
In 'Carrying On The Practical Way' in February
PW, the Rev. George Dobbs G3RJV challenges

readers to come up with the name of the
company which used the phase What are the
wild waves saying' on its plug-in coils. And I

am pretty sure the answer is Igranic.
I just wish I still had some of the

wonderful wireless sets that I was given as 'old
junk' when a child, some of which used such

coils.
Justin Underwood

Berkshire

back to the effect that if I could not
copy at that speed, then I should not
be licensed. Needless to say, that
was my first and last - c.w. contact. I
built a modulator.

Many years later, during a house
move, I accidentally let my licence
lapse and had to go through the
trauma of re -sitting the Morse test. It
was just as much hard work, but I
passed. However, the earlier scars
prevented me from using c.w.

I wonder if my original contact is
reading this and can remember the
incident? I am certainly not anti -
Morse. I love the concept of its
simplicity. This can not he surpassed
by any other mode and is never
likely to be. I just wish that I found it
easier to copy, but many hours of
dedicated listening never brought
the results that I hoped for and
expected.

All people are different. Some
are extrovert, some are introvert,
some are natural athletes, some find
it easy to speak several languages,
some play musical instruments with
ease, some find Morse a 'doddle'.
Others, who are keen enough, will
struggle with things and, through
perseverance, will succeed, some
will give up.

So, I would like to say to new or
potential Radio Amateurs to
persevere with the Morse code and
to gain the pleasure of its beauty and
simplicity and to all amateurs to
encourage not discourage those who
might not be as adept as yourself.
Dave Skye G3PLR
Hertfordshire

Letters Received
Via The 'Internet'

Many letters intended for 'Receiving You' now arrive via the 'Internet'. And

although there's no problem in general with E.Mail, many correspondents are
forgetting to provide their postal address I have to remind readers that

although we will not publish a full postal address (unless we are asked to do
so), we require it if the letter is to be considered So, please don't forget tr

include your full postal address and [elision a,ong with your E -Mail

hieroglyphics! Editor
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Just released from the Kenwood 'stable' is the
new TM-G707E dual -band v.h.f./u.h.f. mobile
transceiver. This has been Introduced to
compliment their TM-V7E but has a simpler
format Including 'one band at a time'
operation rather than full duplex dual receive.
Features of the TM-G707E Include:

- High Visibility Display  capable of displaying
up to seven large alphanumeric characters and
the orange I.c.d. has a built -In four -step
dimmer control.

0- Five -in -One Programmable Memory as well
as its regular profile, the TM -G707 can store
four other operating profiles ready for instant
recall at the touch of a button

 Memory Name Function  allows you to
identify each of the 180 channels with up to
seven alphanumeric characters (and six dots).
You can also switch instantly between the
frequency and memory name displays.

 Multi -Scan Functions - full band and
program band scans, memory scan with
channel lock -out and call scan can all be carried
out.

 Built-in CMS Encoder/Decoder - enables
operation of the 38 EIA standard CTCSS sub -
tone frequencies.

a- Quick Release Front Panel Kit - if you opt for
the quick release kit you can mount the front -
panel of the TM-G707E virtually anywhere.

The recommended retail price for the TM -
0707E is E439.95. For more information contact
any Kenwood approved dealer or Kenwood
Electronics UK Limited direct at Kenwood
House, Dwight Road, Watford, Herts WD1 8EB.
Tel: (01923) 8616444
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Monitor
Award
The International Short
Wave League (ISWL) are
pleased to announce that their
Monitor Award is now open to
non ISWL members. To qualify
for the award applicants must
have 25 confirmed contacts
with ISWL members and these
can be in the form of QSLs or
reception reports.

A certificate will be
awarded for the first 25
confirmed contacts and
endorsement stickers for every
25 thereafter. To help Monitor
Award 'hunters' a Check Book
containing a list of current
ISWL members is available
(costing £4 UK, £5 or 10US$
Europe and 15US$ Outside
Europe) and a list of ISWL Nets
can be obtained from the ISWL
HQ of from their Website at
http://www.aber.ac.uk/%7E
srj5/1swl.html

Further details on the
Monitor Award are available
from ISWL Awards &
Contests Manager, Belle
Fleurs, Wade Reach, Walton
on the Naze, Essex C014
8RG.

Open
Sparks!
The sparks really will be living
on Sunday 15 March 1998
when Bob G6DUN and his
team from the Shortwave
Shop hold their Open Day at
the Southern Electric
Museum in Bargates it
Christchurch, Dorset on the
B3073. Visitors to the open
day will not only have the
chance to sample the Short

Wave shop's vast product
range but will also have the
unique opportunity to view the
Museum's rare collection of
electrical equipment.

The Southern Electric
Museum houses equipment
displays dedicated to the
supply of electric energy
through the ages. The exhibits
range from early domestic
appliances including radio and
television to distribution and
generating equipment.

The Museum's doors will
be open from 10.30am to
4.30pm on the Open Day and
as this is an extra special event
entry will be free. Parking will
available for disabled visitors
in the museum grounds and
other visitors will find ample
parking in the public car parks
situated very close to the
Museum site.

So, why not make a date in
your diary? for what should
prove to be both an
educational, interesting and
thoroughly enjoyable day!
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New
Regulations
The following report has been
kindly supplied by Lirpa Loof,
EEC Director of
International
Communications, Brussells:

"It has been reported that the
new CEPT regulations will
require that the RAE and
Morse Test must be passed in
the three languages that are
currently used on the Amateur
Radio Validation Document -
English, French and German.
In due course more languages
will be incorporated into the
document and will therefore
have to be tested. This ruling
will he retrospective and all
existing Radio Amateurs must
be retested in the languages
that were not included in their
original examinations. Those
who do not pass the new
multilingual test will only be
allowed to conduct QS0s
within their own countries."

You have been warned!

Anniversary
Weekend
During the weekend of 9 & 10
May County Morse test teams
will on the air to
commemorate the 12th
Anniversary of the RSGB
Morse Test Service. To help
with identification all stations
taking part will use a special
event GBO prefix followed by
the county code suffix, for
example the Isle of Wight will

Busy Again!
Mary Pink MIBUB the manageress of S.R.P. Trading having gained her Class B Amateur

Radio licence last year has been busy studying again and is now the proud owner of
the Class A callsign MOBMH on

passing her 12w.p.m. Morse

test. Having achieved this Mary
is now very active on the h.f.
bands on both 'phone and key.

Mary is a member of the
Sandwell Amateur Radio Club
and was tutored through her
Morse by Clive GOTVR and

Steve MOALH, to both of

whom, she extends a large
vote of thanks. So, look out for
Mary on the air or why not
pop -in to SRP for a chat and
coffee when you're passing
by?

use the callsign GBOIOW.
A 12th anniversary

certificate (like the sample
shown) will be available to any
Amateur who makes contact
with at least 10 of the GB
station. The cost of claiming
the certificate is £2.50 (cheques
or postal orders made payable
to the RSGB please), $5 or 6
IRCs. All applications complete
with log extracts (QSL cards
are not required to claim the
award, which is also available
to listeners) should be sent to
Roy Clayton G4SSH, Chief
Morse Examiner, 9 Green
Island, Irton, Scarborough,
North Yorkshire Y012 4RN.

The Special Event stations
to listen out for are:

GBOCW Chief Morse
Examiner

GBOMTS Deputy Chief
Morse Examiner

GBOARM Co Armagh
GBOATM Co Antrim
GBOBFD Bedfordshire
GBOBUK Buckinghamshire
GBOCNL Cornwall (Poldhu)
GBODHN Co. Durham
GBODVN Devon
GBOESX Essex
GBOGDD Gwynedd
GBOGRN Grampian
GBOHLD Highland
GBOIOW Isle of Wight
GBOLCN Lincolnshire
GBOLEC Leicestershire
GBOLDN London
GBOMSY Merseyside
GBONHM Northamptonshire
GBONOR Norfolk

GBOSCD
GBOSPE
GBOSXE
GBOTVVR
GBOYSE
GBOYSN

Strathclyde
Shropshire
Sussex East
Tyne & Wear
Yorkshire East
Yorkshire North

Activity will be concentrated
on the 3.5 and 7MHz bands
and in a bid to encourage
newcomers to apply for the
award each team will spend
some time calling slowly in
the Novice c.w. section of the
3.5MHz band. There are no
restrictions on the type of key
used and everyone is
welcome to 'call -in' and enjoy
the friendship.

Lb.

Lialkft
RSGB MORSE
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New Book
New this month to the PW
Book Store is Basic Radio
Principles and Technology by
Ian Poole G3YWX. This
paperback hobbyist's book
has been written to cover the
major aspects of radio
(assuming the reader has a
basic knowledge of
electronics).

Capacitors, inductors,
resonance, which of course
are crucial to radio, are
covered in some detail and
naturally radio propagation,
modulation techniques,
frequency hopping and
spread spectrum are all covered. In addition to this
receivers, transmitters and antennas are dealt with, as
are broadcasting (including digital broadcasting),
satellites and cellular 'phones.

Basic Radio Principles and Technology is in stock
now and costs just £14.99 plus £1 P&P UK, £2 P&P
overseas. So, what are you waiting for? Order your
copy today by calling (01202) 659930.

IAN POOLE

Kent Keys Sunk!
No, don't worry Bob
Kent has not gone out of
business and his keys do
not really sink. But one of
his straight keys has
certainly earned a claim to
fame.

One of Bob's straight
keys features in the radio
scene shot in the block
busting movie Titanic.
The four minute scene
cost a staggering eight
million dollars to shoot
and if you look carefully
you'll see Bob's key in
view for 20 seconds with

a four second fully
focused shot.

So, if you're going to
see this watery epic keep
an eye open for that
Morse key and don't
forget Bob is very much
on the 'crest of a wave'
with his Morse key
business. If you're
interested in Bob's range
of keys why not contact
him at 243 Carr Lane,
Tarleton, Preston,
Lancashire, PR4 613Y.
Tel: (01772) 814998?

KENT
MORSE KFvS

March 14: The 5th West Wales Amateur Radio
& Computer Rally will be held at Penpartau

School, Aberystwyth. Doors open 1030 to 1600
(disabled visitors from 10001. Admission is ft

only. There are good parking facilities with
easy access for disabled and traders to all
stalls, demonstration area and catering

facilities. Features include Amateur Radio,

Bring & Buy, computers, software and
hardware, electronics, h.f. and v.h.f. on air,

packet station, repeater group, RAFARS,
RSARS, WAB, RAYNET and other special

interest groups. trade stalls and lots more. Talk,
in on S22. Come and enjoy yourselves. For

details and trade stand bookings contact Katy
GWOSFO on (015451 580675.

*March 15: The 'Norbreck' Amateur Radio.
Electronics and Computing Exhibition by the

Northern Amateur Radio Societies Association
is to be meld at Norbreck Castle Hotel,

Exhibition Centre. Queens Promenade, North
Shore, Blackpool. Doors open at 1100 idisabled
access from 10451. There will be over 100 trade

stands, club stands. Bring & Buy, RSGB stand

and book stall. construction competition,
amateur computer stands and free car parking
at the hotel, bus from extra car park. There is

also wheelchair access to all the exhibitor
stands. Radio talk in on S22. Admission is E2,
OAPs £1 and under 14s free. Peter Denton

G6CGF on 0151430 5790.

March 15: The Tiverton SW Amateur Radio
Club. Starts 1000 with all the usual excellent

displays and catering facilities. Alan GOMAS

on 10884) 252259.

March 22: The
Bournemouth Radio
Society will hold its

11th Annual Sale at the
Kinson Community
Centre, Pelhams,

Kinson, Bournemouth, Dorset. Doors will be
open from 1000 until 1600. Talk in by RAYNET
will be available on S22. As usual, there will be
a mixture of radio and computer equipment on
sale plus a Bring & Buy stall. More information
from John G1HOK on 101202) 535219 or

mobile on (0850) 240931 or E-mail:
iburtens@asgerd.co.uk or via Packet as
g 1 holdirgb7bnm with 'BRS Sale' as the

subject.

'March 29: The Cunninghame District
Amateur Radio & Computer Rally will be held
at the Magnum Centre, Harbourside, Irvine,

Ayrshire. Scotland. Doors open at 1100(1030
for disabled visitors) There will be a Bring &
Buy, Morse tests and all the usual traders. etc.
Mr W. Gobble on 1015601321009 E-mail:
supergiternen.com c gm3usl@ostnet

March 29: The Pontefract & District Amateur
Radio Society Component Fair is to be held at

Carlton High School. The venue is 300m from
the Carlton Community Centre. Car parking will

be at the school as usual. The venue will be
signposted from the major roads. There will be
a talk -in on 2m. For unlicensed visitors. Nigel

Ferguson GOBPK can be contacted 0900 to

1400 on (mobile1104111420409 for
directions. Doors to the fair open at 1100

(disabled visitors will be admitted at 1030).
Once again all traders will be on the ground

floor. The bar and tea room Ilea room open for
early visitors) will be on the first floor. Morse
tests will be conducted. Admission will be by
prize programme. Contact Nigel GOBPK on

101977) 616935 in the evening or on (019771
606345 during the day, or Email at

gObok@aol.com Traders please contact Colin
GONOE on 101977) 677006.

April 5: The Cambridgeshire Repeater Group
(CRG) are holding their annual rally at The

Bottisham Sports Centre (Part of Village

College), Lode Road, Bottisham, Near
Cambridge. The event will feature an Auction
Sale, Trade Stands, a Bring & Buy and a Car

Boot Trading area. For further details and
booking in of traders may be obtained from:

Paul Dyke GOLUC, 41 High Street,
Puckeridge, Ware, Hens SG 1 1 1RX

telephone on (01920) 82 1 536

April 5: A Radio Fleamareet is to be held at the
University Sports Centre - Uia

WilrijkAntwerpen in Belgium, close to A-12,
Belgium. Open from 1200 to 1800 local time.

Radio stb: 145.7625MHz Repeater Antwerpen
and 145.425MHz. simplex freq. Call ON4OSA.

More information from ON4CDV Gaetan
CM/OSA. E mail on4edv@mail.dma.be Hub

site:

http://bewoner.dma.be(on4osa/main.htm

April 18: The SAMS'98 Computer &
Electronics Show is to be held in the Bingley

Hall, Staffordshire Showground, Weston Road,
Stafford (4518 Stafford.Uttoxeter Road),
signposted from junction 14 on M6, ibus

shuttle from Stafford Railway Stationl. Doors
open 1000 to 1600. Admission for adults is £3,

children under 14 50p, Concessions, OAPs,
RSGB Members, Student Card, UB40, £2,

(Advance Tickets E2 plus s.a.e.). This is the 10th
consecutive year and the 13th AMS (All Micro

Show) at Bingley Hall. Last year say an

attendance of approx 3000 and around 100
trade stands covering the computing spectrum.

along with
accessories,

software, books,

components, radio,
satellite and much
more. There will be

masses of free
parking a licensed bar from 11 am and

refreshments, meals and a cafeteria. A great
day out' Sharon Alward, Sharward

Promotions, Knightsdale Business centre,
30 Knightsdale Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1

4JJ Tel:1014731741533, FAX: (014731
741361 or E-mail: servicesOsharward.co.uk

April 19: The Yeovil ARC 14th QRP
Convention is to be held at Digby Hall, Hound
Street, Sherborne, Dorset. Doors open 0900-
1763. There will be high quality lectures with

the Reverend George Dobbs as 'VIP', plus trade

stands, Bring & Buy and refreshments, etc.
Talk -in on S22. Entry is £2. which includes prize

draw ticket. Peter Cs3COR, QTHR, or
telephone on 1019351813054.

April 19: The 17th Mobile Rally of the Lough
Erne Amateur Radio Club will be held at the

Killyhevlin Hotel, Enniskillen, Northern Ireland.
Doors open at 12 noon. Tyrone Amateur

Electronics will be there and it is hoped Icom.
Yaesu. Waters & Stanton as well as the usual
interesting variety of other traders and the
Bring & Buy. Keiran GI7NET on 1013651
348053 (daytime) and 1013651327133

leveningsi

May 10: The Drayton Manor Radio &
Computer Rally will be held at Drayton Manor
Park, Fazeley, Tamworth, Staffordshire on the

44091. Main traders are in four marquees,
there will also be a large outside traders flea
market, a Bring & Buy stall, local clubs and

special interest stands. Doors open 1000
onwards. For Trader information call Norman
on 0121122 9787, for general enquires, call
Peter G6DRN on 0121143 1189, evenings

please.

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be worth 'phoning the
contact number to check all is well, before setting off.

The Editorial Staff of PW cannot be held responsible for information on
Rallies, as this is supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith as
a service to readers. If you have any queries about a particular event, please

contact the organisers direct. Editor
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ANDW
Order a

3 -year

subscription,

save £10*

and be in

with a

chance of

winning a

hi-fi system.

Subs Rates:
3 Year 1 Year

£65 £25 UK
£85 £90 Europe
£90 E96 Rest of World Airsaver

£100 £111 Rest of World Airmail

" Saving based on current UK rate.

That's right - if you take out a three year
subscription to your favourite Amateur
Radio magazine this month not only
will you save at least £10 on the price
(for example a 1 -year UK sub costs £25

so, if you susbcribed for 3 years at £25
it would cost you £75 over that time)

but your name will also automatically be
entered into our prize draw. This will give you
a chance of winning a Pioneer Stereo Hi-Fi
system complete with speakers!

The Pioneer SX-P530 system features a
stereo receiver (amplifier and synthesised
tuner), twin cassette deck and CD player. It
comes complete with two 60W 8i2 speakers,
remote control unit, f.m. and a.m. antennas
and full operating instructions.

By taking out a three year subscription, not
only are you saving money and giving
yourself an opportunity to win the Pioneer
System but you are also getting the extra
benefits of:

Seeing your copy before it
gets to the Newsagents!

Protecting yourself against
cover price rises during
your subscription period!

Having PW delivered direct
to your door every month!

Making sure you don't
miss out on the best
Amateur Radio features in
print!

Ensuring that you're right -
up -to -date with all the
latest news and reviews!

So. what are you waiting for? - Don't delay
make sure you don't miss out on three years
worth of radio reading - Order your
subscription today'

To order your subscription please use the Order form on page 90 of this issue or call

the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote Subs 4
Practical Wireless, April 1998 17



Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

* FINANCE AVAILABLE *
LARGE SHOWROOM * BEST PRICES

YAESU
AUTHORISED DEALER

*** 2 YEAR WARRANTY ***

YAESU FT -847
HF/50/144/430MHz 100W output.

Cash price £1695 or 36 mths @ £55.36.
FINANCING AVAILABLE

YAESU FT-1000MP
FREE PSU + MD -I00. Cash price £1999.00

or 36 mths @ £65.29.

YAESU FT -920
FREE PSU + FM unit + AM filter. Cash

price £1399.00 or 36 mths @ £45.69.
nia-nni

YAESU FT -736
FREE 6 mtr + PSU. Cash price £1349.00 or

36 mths @ £44.06.

YAESU VX-1R
Micro dual band hand held &

scanner. Cash price 24&0O or
36 mths @ £8.00.

ALINCO
AUTHORISED 1W %ER

ALINCO DX -70TH
HF + 6 mtr 100W continuous

PHONE FOR LOWEST UK CASH
PRICE or 36 mths @ £21.85

ALINCO DR-MO6TH
25W 6 mtr mobile incl. CTCSS. Cash price

£249.95 or 36 mths @ £8.16.

HANDHELDS
DJ-G5EY Dual band h/h wide Rx 1.2691,0
DJ -191E 2 mtr h/h Tx + nicad & chgr

TUNERS
EDX-I Manual ATU for DX -70 1.169-.95
EDX-2 120W auto ATU 1289:95

MOBILES
DR -140E 2 mtr. 50W mobile FM Tx f249:95
DR -150E 2 mtr. 50W mobile deluxe £279:95
DR -430E 70ems. 35W mobile FM Ts f.259:95
DR -605E  Dual band mobile Tx 1:399:495

DR -610E Dual hand super deluxe il.199:90

WE NOW OFFER FINANCING
10% DEPOSIT

on our entire selection of
"NEW OR USED" EQUIPMENT

up to 36 months to pay
"ALL MAKES"

ICOM
SPECIAL OFFERS

ICOM IC -756
!corn's flagship HF + 6 mtr. Cash price

£1475.00 or 36 mts @ £48.18.

9 . 11/-
1CON1 IC -746

"New" model HF + 6 + 2 mtr Cash price
£1635.00 or 36mths @ £54.71.

ICOM IC -706 MkII
Our most popular transceiver. Cash price

£895.00 or 36 mths @ £29.23.

ICOM IC -207H
Dual band high power mobile. Cash price

£299.00 or 36 mths @ £9.77.

ICOM IC-T8E
2/6/70 tri-band handheld. Cash

price £339.00 or 36 mths @
£11.07.

LOOKING FOR A RECEIVER?

AOR AR 8000
Cash price £289.00
or 36 mths
@ £9.44

AOR AR 7030
Cash price
£679.00 or 36
mths @ £22.18

AOR AR 5000
Cash price
£1279.00 or
36 mths @ £41.77

This receiver is the ultimate set
with all the accessories worth
over £1,000 added by JRC as
standard.
Cash price £1499 or 36 mths @
£48.96.

DRAKE SW -2
Cash price

£449.00
or 36 mths
@ £14.66

.1RC NRD-535D

JRC NRD-535G
Cash price £1099 or
36 mths @ £35.89

ICOM IC -R8500
Cash price
£1349.00

or 36 mths
@ £44.06

BEARCAT
9000XLT
Cash price

£249.00
or 36 mths
@ £8.13

YUPITERU
MVT-9000
Cash price
£325.00 or
36 mths
@ £10.61

MVT-7100
Cash price
£220.00 or
36 mths
@ £7.19

VT -225
Cash price £220.00
or 36 mths
@ £7.19
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770
* USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED

* GUARANTEED TOP PRICES PAID
IMPORTED DIRECT

FROM THE USA

(7
-- --

I %a  
MFJ-941E

300W HF ATU
including 4:1 Balun

£79.00

MFJ-989C
3kW HF ATU

£275.00

g.MS IS' MR AM
.7

" -  
MFJ-949E

300W HF ATU +
dummy load

£95.00

-:..o.o o 01.

MFJ-948B
300W HF ATU

£79.00

MFJ-903/906
6 mtr ATU's

MFJ-903 £44.00
MFJ-906 £69.00

MFJ-910
HF mobile

antenna matcher
£18.00

MFJ-862
VHF/UHF SWR

power meter
£44.00

MFJ BEST UK
PRICES

sitaler.a..z

OPENING 1101 les

Monday - Friday 9.00-5.00pm.
Saturday 9.(E-2.00pm.

Cli,sed Sundays

MFJ-259
Antenna analyser MFJ-264 WORLD-WIDE. DELIVERY

1.8 - 170MHz 1.5kW dummy load Our efficient couriers ensure a

£149.00 £45.00 guaranteed nest day delivery in
the UK and a 48 -hour worldwide

service if required.

.,0.O .,O 0 l' \ICI! Xt II \\tit:
We urgently require your

MFJ-901B MFJ-959B treasured set. We buy outright

Brilliant "budget' Receiver antenna for cash. Alternatively. use your

HF ATU tuner pre -amp old equipment as a deposit on

£55.00 £69.00 finance for a new or used set.

4111111111811111.1111111_ II. . FINANCE.

We Ili KV can utter you a
competitive finance package

with only 10% deposit.MFJ-931 MFJ-934
Artificial RF MFJ-969C Antenna tuner & Multicomm 2.000 is a licensed

ground
£65.00

500W HF + 6 ATU
£139.00

artificial ground
1145.00

credit broker. Written quotations
are available upon request.

i t I SSORIES

Here at Multicomm 2000 weIII" is also have a large selection of
 '  _ 4,;

books. antennas. linears. etc.

MFJ-945E MFJ-784B MFJ-418 If we don't have it in stock we

HF + 6 mtr. 300W ATU Fully featured DSP "New" CW tutor can order it!

£69.00 filter £179.00 £55.00
1St It I Q1 11'11

We probably have the largest

r range of used equipment in theN\

Al'

' MFJ country.
-" products carry

month Most of our used equipment
carries a full I2 -month warrants

_... and can be purchased on finance

(if required).

MFJ-921 4
3 mtr or 4 mtr ATU's

0.3112.

nty and
are CF.

--"111,1:1111111n-apprevrd

£65.00
Magnetic Loop Antennas

LOMBARD
TRICITY
CHARGE

supplied with controllers
MFJ-1786 (10-30 mtrs) Cash

price £259.00 or 36 mths @ £8.46

LARGIF. SHOWROOM
ICOM PCR-1000
!!now in stock!!

We have a large. twkiern,

showroom crammed full of new
Cash price £325.(X) or 36 mths CARDS NOW MFJ-1783 (40-15 mtrs) Cash and used equipment.

@ £10.61 ACCEPTED price £299.00 or 36 mths @ £9.77 All are available for
demonstration.

Callers arc welcome anytime!

T1MEWAVE DSP-599ZX
deluxe DSP filter. Cash price
£315.00 or 36 mths @ £10.29

Yaesu FRG -100
Lowest price ever. Cash
price £399.00 or 36 mths

@ £13.03

Kenwood TS -570D
Latest DSP technology HF
Tx. Cash price £1050.00 or

36 mths @ £34.29

Yaesu FT -840
Special **bargain". Cash
price £599.00 or 36 mts

@ £19.56

Pith VIII II
We source many products direct

and usually offer an
unmatchable price on all of our

products.

UNIT 3, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS PE19 1PJ

EMAIL: Sales@multicomm2000.com
FAX: 01480-356192
WEBSITE: www.multicomm2000.com

= E
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COMPILED BY ZOE CRABB

The 'Spotlight' Is On Again!
It's time to turn the 'Club Spotlight' on again as we invite you to
enter your club magazines into the 1998 Practical Wireless &
Kenwood Club Spotlight Magazine Competition. Local clubs
entering will be competing for the magnificent original trophy -
kindly donated by Kenwood - and 'national' clubs will be
competing for the 'Bert's Bell award which was instituted in 1997
in tribute to the late Bert Newman G2FIX

It's very simple to enter the Club Spotlight magazine
competition and all you need to do is to send us the three most
recent copies of your magazine and a covering letter. The covering letter should make it clear what
category of club your club is eligible

For example the British Amateur Radio Teledata Group ' BARTAG - winner of the 1997 national
award  can only enter as a national club section, whereas the Cockenzie & Port seton Club last year's
winners now have to specify that they are a local club.

National Or Local
For either category (national or local) your
covering letter should provide the following
details: How many people there are on the
Editorial team and the type of job they
do/or did (if retired). how long the
magazine has been established how it's
produced (on your computer or text
supplied to 'outside' printer for
professional printing, etc.) and whether
or not the publication is 'sponsored', the
number of copies printed and
membership size of your club. It would
also help the judging panel if you
could provide some historical
details on your club.

The judging panel this year

includes Jim Bacon G3YLA, David Barlow G3PLE

(who of course first suggested the competition!)
Zoe Crabb. Dave Wilkins G5HY and Rob Mannion

G3XFD. Additionally - and for entries in the national
category only - the Salisbury Club will be providing
one extra judge to decide the winner of the Bert s
Bell Trophy (Salisbury was of course Bert's Club).

Entry to the competition is open now and all
entries should be at the PW offices in

Broadstone no later than Wednesday 1st
July 1998. This is because the presentations

are to be made at the Leicester Show in
September (the new venue of course)

and members of the judging panel
live in places as far apart as Cornwall.

East Anglia and Greater London so it
will not be possible to consider late
entries!

So make sure your club's entry
reaches us in good time by

sending it to Zoe Crabb, Club

Spotlight Magazine
Competition, Practical

Wireless. Arrowsmith Court. Station Approach,
Broadstone. Dorset BH18 8PW

The Editor's decision as head of the
adjudication panel) is final and no correspondence
will be entered into. Good luck and we look
forward to reading YOUR magazine!

Rob Mannion G3XFD

Now On Web

The Coventry Amateur Radio Society now have a Web site. Find
them at www.xasf.demon.co.uk Just a few of the up and coming

events are as follows: March 13 - Night on the air, v.h.f., h.f. and
Packet, 20th - Bowling evening, 27th - Night on the air, demo on

how to use v.h.f. Packet, DX Clubs and BBS and a talk is
planned for April 3rd.

The Society meet Fridays at 2000 at Binley Church Hall,
Brinklow Road, Coventry. Visitors are always made
welcome.

Find out more about the Society and its activities from
Robin Tew G4JDO on (01203) 673999.

Competition Time!

Back in August of last year,
Club Spotlight received a very
interesting letter from Geoff
Theasby G8BMI in Keighley,
suggesting a possible club
quiz to he run in these pages.
Both Rob and I thought it was
a great idea, but with limited
room in the last few months.
we haven't been able to run
the quiz, so this month, with
space permitting, here it is!

So, what do you have to
do? Well, if you (or your club)
would like to enter, there are
50 questions in total to
answer. To receive these
questions, all you have to do
is send an s.a.e. to Geoff at the
address below, who will send
out the questions on request
(answers to be returned to
him also!). The closing date
for the competition is 1st May

Southampton
Amateur Radio Club

Malcolm Troy GOWFQ has
recently moved his QTH to
South Wales. This means that
the Southampton Amateur
Radio Club has lost its
Chairman, but at a recent
committee meeting, a new
Chairman was elected. He is
Pete Walkling G8RNT.

Members of the club still
meet on the 1st and 3rd
Monday of the month at
Cantell School, Violet Road,
Southampton, and the club
has recently purchased an h.f.
transceiver to help generate
interest at club meetings. Full
details of membership, etc. can
be obtained from Harold
McIntyre G3FLJ (Secretary),
42 Dunvegan Drive,
Lordswood, Southampton
S016 81313. Tel: (01703)
737715

Change Of Name

The Siemens Plessey
Christchurch Amateur Radio
Society (SPCARS) has now
changed its name to the
Christchurch Amateur
Radio Society (CARS).
Meetings are held on Thursday
evenings at 8pm at The Radio
Club Room, behind the
Sports Ef, Social Club,
Grange Road, Somerford,
Christchurch Visitors are
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1998, so there's plenty of
time for all of you out
there to enter!

Once Geoff has
marked all of the answers,
he will forward the results
to us and the winner will
receive a one year
subscription to PW.
However, in the event of a
tie, Geoff will pose a tie
breaker question(s) by
post to the relevant clubs,
but to avoid replies
coming together by post,
not knowing which is first,
the winner will be the first
to telephone Geoff with
the correct answer by a
particular time on a
specified day.

So, contact Geoff
Theasby G8BMI at 31
Middleton, Cowling,
Keighley BD22 0130 and
who knows, you could be a
winner!

Geoff Theasby G8BMI shown in his
'experimenters* shack and no he's
not hiding, it's just very cramped!

most welcome.
Further information can he

obtained by ringing Mr Harris
G7WSN, Secretary, on
(01202) 484892 evenings.

Bromsgrove & DARC

The Bromsgrove & District
Amateur Radio Club meet
every Friday at 2000 at The
Avoncroft Arts Centre (a
registered RAE Exam Centre),
Bromsgrove. RAE courses are
on Mondays at 1930 and
Morse classes are held on
Tuesday at 1930 with NRAE
courses on Thursday at 1930.

Further details from John
Burford G4OAZ on (01527)
871903.

CARA Is 211

The Cheltenham Amateur
Radio Association (CARA)
celebrates its 21st Anniversary
in 1998. The club was formed
back in 1977 by the
amalgamation of The
Cheltenham Group of the
RSGB and The Cheltenham
Amateur Radio Society. Its first
meeting was in November of
that year and in common with
many clubs, CARA has met
with mixed fortunes in the
Years between, but is currently
enjoying a renaissance.

Membership has increased
from 30+ at the start of 1996 to
60 at the close at 1997.

Everyone is very enthusiastic
and particularly pleased to
have in their membership
several M calls. They also have
as members a GM and an
Italian s.w.l.!

The 21st Anniversary will
be marked by a number of
special meetings and events. A
club dinner will be held during
May, when past and potential
members will be most
welcome. Among the
meetings arranged are talks by
the Editor of Practical Wireless,
Rob Mannion G3XFD
(August) and a talk by the
President of the RSGB, a
constructor's contest (March)
and a demonstration in April of
SSTV.

The actual anniversary talk
in November will be given by
the same person who
addressed the very first
meeting, Richard G4ERP.
Richard who is one of the
members, is also Head of
Electronics - Benetton
Formula, and he will talk about
Radio and Motor Racing.

The Cheltenham
Association has also had
considerable success over the
years in various contests and
hopes to take part again this
year in HF/NFD in June and
SSB/FD in September. The
club will also be active at the
Cheltenham Radio Rally on
April 5th where the club call
G5BK will be operated as a
talk -in station and the club will
also be running the Bring &

Buy stand.
Members of the club meet on

the first Friday of every month at
The Library, The Burgage,
Prestbury, Cheltenham at 7.45
for an 8pm start. Meetings are
open to all who are interested in
Amateur Radio, whether
licensed or not. Visitors are most
welcome to attend.

For further information on
this or any other aspect of CARA,
contact the Secretary Patricia
G1NKS on (01242) 241099 or
packet G1NKSOGB7GLO or E-
mail
g1 nkseg3nks.demon.co.uk

Salop's Activities

Members of the Salop
Amateur Radio Club meet
every Thursday evening at The
Telepost Club, Railway Lane,
Abbey Foregate, Shrewsbury,
starting at 8pm. Alternate
evenings are Natter Nights and
Nights On The Air. The club has
a fully functional shack covering
most bands.

Visitors are very welcome to
attend and can learn first hand
about this absorbing hobby.
Classes are also held to enable
those interested to qualify for an
'A', '8' or Novice class licence,
and recently, the club have
enjoyed very high pass rates.

The club enters many of the
official contests that take place
during the year and also hold a
construction contest, quiz
contests with local clubs, a Junk
Sale and an Equipment Sale,
plus social evenings are held
each year. Visits are also
arranged to various sites of
interest, not always radio
oriented. More information from
T. G. Davies GOJIX, 20
Kirkwood Court, Shrewsbury
SY1 3SX.

Talk At Cockenzie

The Cockenzie 8 Port Seton Amateur
Radio Club will be hosting a talk by Tom
Wylie GM4FDM on the subject of
IOTA/105,4. in Resources Room 2. Port
Seton Community Centre in Port Seton
on Friday March 20th from 7.30 until
9.30pm. All will be made welcome and a
nominal entry fee of El will be made,
with all proceeds going to the club s
adopted charity, the British Heart
Foundation.

For more Information contact Bob
Glasgow on 1018751 811723.
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radio basics

There's no substitute for
experience and I've
been re -living my early

days in radio with the simple
'crystal' diode detector receiv-
er described in 'Basics'
recently. And although it does
work the audio output is very
limited and unless you have
access to a good quality pair
of high impedance head-
phones - listening in won't be
that easy.

So, to get over the problem of
faint audio I'm describing a very
simple add-on audio amplifier this
month. The circuit, Fig. 1, shows
the original 'crystal' diode receiv-
er on the left, with the added com-
ponents for the amplifier to the
right of the dotted lines.

Amplifier Circuit

The amplifier circuit uses the
commonly available BC109 npn
type of transistor. It only requires
one capacitor and a resistor
together with the 9V battery
power supply. You don't even

need a switch as the battery can
be disconnected when the receiv-
er is not in use.

In fact, the audio 'gain' of the
amplifier is such that it will pro-
vide enough output from a 9V bat-
tery source to drive a very small
loudspeaker which you could
incorporate into 'home-made'
headphones or stereo cassette
type headsets. I even found that
BBC Radio 4 could be heard
using one of the very cheap (and

Ier /1
Coil

To earth

B
O

7Lj -

Variable headphone
capacitor

relatively inefficient) 'in the ear'
earphones, which can be bought
for around 50p.

Building & Testing

Building and testing the receiver
and amplifier is very simple
indeed and enjoyable following
the 'drawing pin and board'
method. So, all you need is a soh
wooden board or section of thick
cork flooring tile (these take the
drawing pins very well) and off
you go!

If you've already built the
diode receiver all you have to do
is to disconnect the
headphones/earpiece and follow-
ing the diagram in Fig. 2, assem-
ble the components after placing
the drawing pins. 'Tin them with
solder first as they take a few sec-
onds to cool, but when soldering
a component you only have to
melt the solder where you're
attaching the component.

Take care to connect the tran-
sistor correctly as in the diagram,
as it can be destroyed quite easily.

Fig. 1: Circuit of the 'crystal' diode receiver with additional
transistor amplifier. The 1M12 resistor is a nominal choice,
experimentation with values between 4701tt2 end 1M1.2 may
provide higher volume depending on the choice of small
peaker/earpiece or cassette player headphones 14701c.: choice is
shown in Fig. 21.

And once you have finished the
building process you can test the
amplifier by providing a potent
input signal with your soldering
iron on the base input (centre con-
nection of the three on the

device)! However, before you
do the test - make sure the
headphones are not directly
over your ears as the resulting
buzz can be quite loud!

The loud buzz which should
be produced by the application of
the hot soldering iron comes from
the 100Hz (remember - 50 positive
and 50 negative pules from the
alternating current mains supply)
being radiated from the tip of the
tool. And if all is well connect the
antenna and hear your amplifier
doing its job.

Best Signal

In practice I've found that the
'centre tap' coil Ion any long,
medium or short wave frequen-
cies) provides the best strength
signal and best separation ("selec-
tivity') between stations. And with

the little amplifier added - recep-

tion is much easier.
Here in Dorset, with a 10

metre length of wire for the anten-
na and a good earth connec-
tion I've found that the BBC
Radio 4 Droitwich (near

Birmingham) 198kHz long wave
transmitter comes in very well
using a coil of 80 to 100 turns on a
small ferrite rod. And with 40 or
so turns (coverage will depend of
your coil and capacitor combina-
tion, so be prepared to experi-
ment) I found that I could hear
stations all over Europe.

Fascinating Fun

This little project provides fasci-
nating fun, I found myself sitting
with headphones (and using sin-
gle earphones inserts and small
speakers) on and trying all sorts
of different coil and capacitor
combinations.

The capacitor used and the
resistor I've chosen provided the
best results I could get. Next time
I'm going to describe how you
can add a radio frequency ampli-
fying stage to your simple receiv-
er - and the difference this can
make will really make yours ear
prick up!

Join me next month - and in
the meantime have fun discover-
ing the radio basics!

PW
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Fig. 2: Diagram showing lay -out of wooden board and
components. If stereo cassette headphones are used (minus jack
plug) they are connected for mono operation (join screened leads
together for one connection, and the two 'inners' for the other
connection).

From this issue of PW newcomers to radio can join Rob Mannion G3XFD every month in his column aimed at the beginner in the hobby. This

time he describes how you can utilise cheap headphones with a simple amplifier added to a 'crystal' diode receiver.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

TELEPHONE

SALES ON:

01
922
41
47
96

Ask for Dave
(G1LBE)

Open 7 days per
week till 9.00pm

r=
There is NO CHARGE for

using credit cards

WANED
USED

EQUIPMENT

PX WELCOME

BEST PRICES
PAID!

RADJ9WORLD
37 COPPICE LANE

CHESLYN HAY, WALSALL
WEST MIDLANDS WS6 7HA

WE ARE 5 MINS AWAY FROM J11 M6

TEL SALES/FAX: 01922 414796

MOBILE TEL: 0850 099244

Dealers for Alinco, Icom, Yaesu, Kenwood.
Full 12 month warranty on all new equipment.

0
ICOM YAE SU KENWOOD

IC -706

0

IC -746

IC-PCR 1000

ILA

FT -920

FT-1000MP

FT-VX 1R

IC -SPECIAL 756 FT -847

41rOgr t
Li.ti 6

TS -870

TS -570D

TH-G71 E

TS-950SDX
We are now able to supply:- Alinco, SGC, Cushcraft, Outbacker, Timewave, Taiwan Serene, Gap

Antennas, AOR and Yupiteru scanners.
We also supply all accessories for major brands.

NEXT DAY DELIVERY . .. PRICE MATCH
Special discounts this month only on equipment

over £1000 or cash back. Phone for details.
Desk Microphones, Speakers, Antennas, Filters.

HF TRANSCEIVERS HFA IIF S1114

Kenwood Vaesu loom WR-2000 £65
TS-850SAT E950 FT -736 with 511N1Hz module £950 lkmonu SX-200 £50
TS -850 £8110 FT -5200 with front mounting kit E280
TS450SAT £725 FT -290 Mkt £200 TUNERS
TS -870 E1650 FT -290R MkIl £300 AT -50 for TS -50 1175
TS-930SAT t late model) 1675 FT -8000 £285 AT -I60 for 725-728 4:165

Yaesu FT -50R dual -band £210 Amp Heatherlite explorer 1600
FT-990AC with C filter £1050 Kenwood
FT -8911 boned mint £600 TR-251E multi -mode £400 SCANNERS
FT -990 all filters 11100 TM -251E. £225 PRO -26 t130
Alinco Icom PRO -60 1100
DX -70 mobile HF-6mtrs 1500 IC -2350 handle new with warranty 12 mths£3011 flambe, 40 channel CR £50
JRC ICAV3 I E dual displa) £225 1.1,-205 2 metre 185
1ST- 35nF 0.30 with 150W output with NVT-56 T7E dual -band. £199 Standard C-500 dual -bander with
base mic PSC PS -85 used as new £175 accessories £120
Icom ALL TYPES OF AOR AR -300A £599
IC -775 DSP honed £1895 ACCESSORIES WANTED AOR AR -7030 £599
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c(7 Lowe Electronics LtdLOWE

HORA C408 UHF
Transceiver

The new 0408 Hora super mini amateur UHF transceiver has many
features associated with larger models but still fits into the palm of your
hand or top pocket. It has full UHF coverage with the option of extended
receive from 380 - 460 mhz.

The full specification is:

Frequency range: 430 - 440 Mhz

Mode: FM

Ch steps: 5. 10. 12.5. 20. 25, 50 khz
RF Power: 230 mw (3v) max

CTCSS: 67 - 131.8 Hz
lemons Channel, 2i),

Incredible value ONLY £89.95
pius tCC p&p

FC1001 Counter
Low cost frequency counter/sniffer
The FC1001 is a new low-cost frequency counter/sniffer that breaks
yet another price harrier.
I MHz to 2.8 GHz coverage
LCD displa

BNC whip antenna
Very sensitive "off air"
NiCad pack and charger
Low batters. indicator

Lowe Price
£59.95

Lowe EP815 Power Supply
This is the 15 amp budget version of the EY925. It has fixed voltage
13.8v1 and does not have the twin meters like its bigger brother. Ideal

for running mobile VHF rigs in the shack. Capable of delivering 12
amps continuously and 15 amps for short periods. We have sold
hundreds of these supplies to commercial users so they must be good!

Lowe Price £69.95

SPECIAL CLEARANCE OFFERS

all brand new with 12 months warranty

ADI146 2 metre FM mobile £150.00
Yaesu FT11 2 metre handheld £150.00
Yaesu FT41R 70cm handheld £150.00
Yaesu FT5200 dual band mobile £ 300.00
Kenwood TH48E 70cm handheld £150.00
Kenwood TM733E dual band mobile £500.00
!corn IC707 HF transceiver £500.00
JPS NRF7 noise reduction unit £120.00
JPS NTR1 digital audio processor £80.00
Kantronics DATAENGINE £100.00
Kantronics KTU remote telemetry unit £50.00
Toyo T200 200 watt dummy load £20.00

DL60 60 watt dummy load £5.00

LOWE

NEW
AVM  AIIIt.11

Lowe Electronics Catalogue

Yes, its true. Due to the outstanding success of our first
catalogue which we delivered to 15,000 customers,
we've decided to bring out the next issue -
Full of interesting products with comprehensive
descriptions, and still FREE! We've added new products
that are JUST shipping! Plus of course, the usual
fantastic LOWE deals and our service back-up which is
second to none.

Don't be left out - order yours
today

Communications
Amateur Radio
GPS Navigation
Short Wave Listening
Airband Radio
Scanners
Weather Monitoring

Just send four first class
stamps to receive your own catalogue!

Lowe Electronics Ltd
Chesterfield Road. Matlock

Derbyshire. DE4 5LE
Telephone (General Enquiries) 01629 580800,

Fax 01629 580020

Orders FREEPHONE 0800 174749

Email: info@lowe.co.uk
URRL: http: www.lowe.co.uk

Showroom opening hours are 9.30am to 5pm Mon -Fri and 10am to 4pm

on Sat. but check with our local branches as times may vary

Branches

Bristol & Wales 79 Gloucester Road Patchway, Bristol BS12 50J,

Tel 0117 931 5263 Fax 0117 931 5270

North East, Unit 18B, Airport Industrial Estate, Newcastle NE3 2EF,

Tel 0191 214 5424, Fax 0191 214 0761

South West, 117 Beaumont Road, St Judes, Plymouth PL4 9EF

Tel 01752 257224 Fax 01752 257225



digital

THE

DEBATE

4- page special

The radio broadcasting industry is about to enter the digital age. The world-wide

digital revolution has been gathering pace for some time and the developments in

Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) mean that the UK radio industry will not be left

behind. And of course it also will have great advantages to Radio Amateurs in

respect of EMC problems.
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Advanced technologies are converging,
especially in broadcasting and this has
led to lengthy debates about the
introduction and development of DAB
around the world. The European
approach has been to define a new
digital standard for radio broadcasting

and the tailor-made system, Eureka 147, has
also been adopted in the UK.

In August 1995, the UK Government's White Paper
on Digital Terrestrial Broadcasting gave the 'green
light' to the development of DAB for independent
national and local radio. Transmission provider to
most of the UK's independent radio stations, NTL, is a
major player within the broadcasting industry and

was instrumental in advising the
Government on the white paper. The
company has been at the forefront of DAB
and is committed to the introduction of
digital radio services in the UK.

NTL 163,10 W sysytu

NTL based in Winchester,
Hampshire, are in the
forefront of broadcasting
developments and
technology. The company
is active in many fields -
from developing digital
terrestrial television to
developing 'transmitting'
packages for broadcasters
Illustrated here is the NTL
TX/100/20 Band II v.h.f.
f.m medium power
transmitter system
including built-in RDS
coder. The unit requires
the minimum of space and
maintenance allowing it to
be installed in general
purpose sites much to the
advantage of the ever cost-
conscious broadcasters
operating in an
increasingly competitive
market. (Photo courtesy NT1

Spam RIlocdion
Out of the seven available frequency
blocks, one has been assigned to BBC
national radio, one to independent national
radio and the remainder to local and
regional radio. There are currently three
independent national radio operators,
Virgin, Classic and Talk Radio who are
already guaranteed places on the national
multiplex.

This will leave room for an additional
three or more DAB stereo only services or
many more mono services. At a local level,
there is capacity for six or 12 local or
regional services depending on the
location.

In preparation, NTL has had full time
commercial and technical staff working on
DAB since 1995 and is well placed to bring
the technology to market. They also operate
in satellite services, broad -band
telecommunications and the Internet and
the synergy with these businesses has
resulted in a genuinely innovative technical
approach to DAB.

To ease the transition into the digital
age, NTL has been running a series of
technical trials in conjunction with major
broadcasters. In November 1995, the UK's
first live DAB multiplex for commercial
radio was launched at the Sound
Broadcasting Equipment Show in
Birmingham.

The following year, in March 1996, NTL
launched a similar service for the London
area. The brodcaster currently involved
consists of Kiss FM, Capital FM, Melody
FM, Sunrise Radio, Talk Radio, Virgin,
EKR and BBC Radio 5 Live.

The digital transmissions aim to provide a long
term marketing test-bed for commercial DAB. More
recently, NTL has conducted a set of field trials to help
small scale digital radio planning on behalf of the
Radio Authority.

With the preparation for the introduction of DAB in
place, the spring of 1998, will be a key -time for the
industry. Local radio stations are not guaranteed a
place on a multiplex and it's the responsibility of the
UK regulator, the Radio Authority, to oversee the
bidding.

The first commercial digital licences will be
advertised early to mid -1998. Radio companies will
bid to operate a multiplex of a group of six or more

aOne of the NTL's transmitter
in Croydon in South East London.
(Photo courtesy NTL./

tuated

distinct digital audio services with the licence
awards due for late 1998. At this time, the Radio
Authority propose to advertise a national
multiplex and six regional multiplexes.

Bright Future
The take-up of DAB in the UK is still unclear, as
there are questions that remain unanswered. The
Radio Authority is offering an incentive of an
eight -year licence extension to any commercial
radio company which participates in DAB and
there is growing optimism among digital receiver
producers that DAB will be a success.

Larger manufacturers have identified the in -car
market as the entry point for digital radios and the
first prototypes were launched at the IFA
consumer electronics exhibition in Berlin last year.
The cost for a digital receiver stands at around
£500 at the moment, but as with any electronic
consumer goods, the costs will no doubt come
tumbling down once mass production is up and
running.

Emerging Technologn
There are bound to be questions about an
emerging technology but the benefits of DAB are
clear and NTL believes its future will he a bright
one. From the listener's point of view, there will be
interference free reception, enhanced audio
quality and fresh programme formats.

Advertisers will also no doubt welcome DAB
as there will be the ability to embed supporting
information in the data stream (Programme
Associated Data - PADI and explore the
multimedia capabilities of digital radio.
Programmers will be able to explore new formats
and utilise the powerful data handling capacity of
DAB.

Jon Trowsdale, General Manager for the NTL
radio group, sums -up the Digital Debate with the
following comment: "The Company has the
expertise to make digital radio a reality for
commercial broadcasters. Radio stations are
naturally anxious to secure a return on their
investment before committing to a new
infrastructure and our aim is to be a technology
partner, giving them a helping hand into the digital
age".
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Digital
Radio

The following information has been

prepared by Jon Trowsdale of NTL in

response to the many conversations

he's had with people in the radio and

music industries who want to know

more about Digital Radio but who are

baffled or bored by the technicalities

So, this is very much a nontechnical

guide, concentrating on the

programming and business issues.

What is Digital Radio?
Digital Radio is a new transmission system
that will in time replace amplitude modulation
(a.m.). and frequency modulation (f.m.)
broadcasts.

What's wrong with AM and FM?
We live in a digital communication world. Just
about every communication process we
engage in, from making a 'phone call to
booking an airline flight, is in the digital
domain. Except, that is, broadcast radio and
television.

Incidentally f.m. was invented in the 1940s
and a.m. in the 1920s. So, many businesses

Digital techniques are making their mark
in Radio! Matt Rogers, is the afternoon
presenter with 97.4 Gold Radio in
Shaftesbury in North Dorset with the help
of the essential DAD (digital audio
delivery) system, which makes full 'self
drive' economic operation possible.
(Photographic facilities courtesy of 97.4 Gold
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..pects of
broadcasting, and soon broadcasts transmitted in digital form will
be common place - with much improved EMC characteristics, which
will be of benefit to the Radio Amateur. British -based manufacturers
are in the forefront of the digital technology whether it be in studio
and control equipment - as shown here - or on the transmission
side. The example shown - the AMS Neve Capricorn digital console
- was built by AMS Neve PLC at their base in Burnley, Lancashire,
for use at Danmarks Radio in Copenhagen. From 1961 when they
supplied their first music console for Recorded Sound Ltd., this
company has gone on to produce and supply the BBC, the famous
Abbey Road Studios and broadcasters throughout the world with
state of the art equipment. (Phoro courtesy of AMS Nove PLC.)

are using a delivery system that is anything up to
70 years old. Is this sensible? - You decide!

Is there more than one Digital Radio
standard?
For all practical purposes, no. The European
standard is called Eureka 147. This has also been
adopted by Canada, Mexico, South Africa and
Australia. The only country trying to develop an
alternative standard is the USA and they are
struggling. So, when we talk about Digital Radio,
we really mean Eureka 147.

What are the advantages of Digital Radio?
To begin with, DAB is virtually immune from
interference and fading. So there will be no more
losing programmes when you drive under power
lines or through tunnels. And there will also be
more annoying f.m. 'flutter' (multi -path distortion)
in built-up areas. And it sounds better too - CD
quality in fact!

Using digital technology you can transmit data
along with your audio. So, broadcasters will be
able tell listeners which song is playing, or
broadcast continuous traffic information, or tour
date information, or even use it for promotional
uses.

Does it use up extra frequencies?
No. Digital radio uses the radio spectrum more
efficiently than a.m. or f.m. This is possible
because each digital radio transmitter broadcasts
up to six stereo services on one frequency, as
opposed to just one with a.m. or f.m.. It's also
possible for the broadcaster to have 12 mono
services. Or four stereo and four mono. It all
depends how multiplex is configured.

What is a multiplex?
A multiplex is just a collection of signals all bound
up together. Another word for it is ensemble. An
important advantage of digital radio is that it's
possible to change the configuration of the
multiplex at any time.

For example, suppose a broadcaster wanted to

How do I find out
more?
For more
information you are
invited to contact
Jon Trowsdale,
General Manager
Radio, NTL,
Crawley Court,
Winchester 5021
2QA. Tel: (01962)
822396 or E-mail:
trowsdaj@ntl.co.uk
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Oxford -based Solid State Logic Ltd.. founded in 1969 specialise in
inventing, developing and producing technology for the
manipulation of sound, providing equipment for professionals all
over the world from their modern international headquarters at
Begbroke north of the University City, winning the Queen's Award
For Export Achievement in 1997. Illustrated is the 'Axiom' digital
production system. (Photo courtesy of Solid State Logic Ltd.)

The PW
team would
like to
thank NTL
for
supplying
this feature
for
publication
and in
particular
to Jon
Trowsdale
and Emma
Bickerdike
of NTL for
their help in
preparing
this article.

There are some 'parallels'
between professionals and
Radio Amateurs in that
97.4 Gold Radio has its
audio processing and
Radio Data System (RDS)
and the main 200W
transmitter sited literally
lust outside the studio
door. With a 'stand-by'
transmitter the units are
completely automatic and
cooling for the p.a. stages
is provided by natural air
flow over the large heat -
sinks. The station also has
its own diesel -powered
electrical generator for
emergency use.
(Photographic facilities
courtesy of 97.4 Gold Radio.)

broadcast a sports programme, while at
the same time continuing with their 'hot
rocking' music service. Because you can
get away with less bandwidth for speech,
you can squeeze the overall bandwidth of
your multiplex allocation to accommodate
both.

So who looks after the multiplexes?
According to the Broadcasting Act, they'll
be looked after by Multiplex Operators.
The Radio Authority will award 12 year
licences to multiplex operators on a
competition basis.

Incidentally the Broadcasting Act is
now law and the Radio Authority has said
that the first digital radio licences will be
advertised very soon in a 'fast burn'
rollout. In other words, the digital radio
'train' is about to leave the station!

Is it true that receivers for DAB will be very
expensive?
The potential market for digital radio receivers in
Europe alone is 400 million sets. That's big
money and the manufacturers are already
gearing up for mass production. And although
initially the receivers will be expensive prices will
fall quickly, like any consumer electronics goods.

Does this mean that digital radio will be
simulcast with AM/FM brodcasts in the
beginning?
Yes, but there's nothing new in that. In the 1970s
and a large part of the 1980s most commercial
radio stations transmitted the same programmes
on a.m. and f.m. This was because most people
listened on medium wave (m.w.), with f.m. as the
minority 'quality' service. Remember all those
station jingles that identified the station by its
medium wave dial position in metres?

Will digital radio transmissions be very
expensive?
Not necessarily. In fact, our calculations at NTL
indicate that, on a per user basis, digital radio
transmissions may actually be cheaper than a.m.
and f.m.

What does the Radio Authority think about
digital radio?
The Radio Authority is very keen to see digital
radio spread in the UK. They will licence the
national commercial digital radio multiplex in
spring next year, which will be followed very
soon by licences for the major metropolitan
areas. The Authority have already licensed
experimental digital radio services and NTL are
working very closely with them on this.

Why will businesess invest in Digital Radio?
Apart from the opportunity to develop their
business on a new digital platform, there are
other reasons to invest in digital radio. The
Broadcasting Act allows for rollover of existing
analogue licences for stations who invest in
digital. Investment in DAB is really investment in
the future.

A re -assuring note? Despite the economic
necessity (particularly for smaller
broadcasters) to use all the 'state-of-the-art'
digital recording equipment available - the
PW photographer was pleased to see that
they still find room for older proven
technology and this professional reel-to-reel
tape recorder is still in daily use at 97.4 Gold
Radio) (Photographic facilities courtesy of 97.4
Gold Radio.)
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
MAIL ORDER: 0181.951 5781/2

London showroom EL Mail Order
132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL.
Tel: 0181-951 5781/2. Fax: 0181-951 5782
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm. Sat 9.30-2pm

The flagship HF transceiver

ONLY

FT-1000MP (A() HF transceiver £1799.95

FT-1000MP (DC) HF transceiver £1699.95 DX -70TH

FT -920 With free FM unit & DR -M06

AM filter £1299.95 DR -430

FT -840 HF transceiver £649.00 DR -140

SP -8 Base speaker £139.00 DJ -G5

MD-100A8X Base microphone £109.00 DJ -190

FT -290R 2m all mode mobile £399.95 DJ -S41

FT -8100R 2m + 70cm mobile £399.95 DJ -S11

FT -50R 2m + 70cm handheld £239.00 DJ -C1

V X -1R Miniature 2m + 70cm DJ -C4

handheld £249.00

Dualband handheld with optional

wideband receive. Buy one this month

and we'll throw in a hand microphone

worth

ONLY

TS -870S HF transceiver £1699.00
TS -570D HF transceiver £1099.95
TM-V1E 2m + 10cm mobile £495.00
TH-235E 2m handheld £149.95
HS -5 Deluxe headphones £52.95

HS -6 Small headphones £35.95
LF-30A Low pass filter £45.95
HMC-3 Box headset £52.95
EMC -1 Clip mic-earphone £24.95

WR-2 Waterproof bag £13.95

W. Midlands showroom
Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est., Brierley Hill, W. Mids.
Tel: 01384 481681
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-Spm. Sat 9.30-2pm

DX -70TH

100W HF r 6m

transceiver (all mode).

ONLY

HF + 6m (high power) £659.00
6m mobile (20W) £219.95
70cm mobile £225.00
2m mobile (50W) £215.00
2m + 70cm handheld £259.00
2m handheld £129.95
70cm handheld £109.95
2m handheld £85.00
2m handheld £159.95
70cm handheld £159.95

IC -746
Due to a massive

bulk purchase we

can sell a limited

number of IC -146's at wholesale price.

IC -175

IC -746

IC -706 Mk11

IC -706

AT -180

SP 21

SM-20

IC -821

OUR PRICE

Flagship HF transceiver £Phone

HF + 6 + 2m transceiver £Phone

HF + 6 + 2m transceiver £Phone

HF + 6 + 2m transceiver £749.00
Auto ATU £329.00
Base station loudspeaker £65.00
Base microphone £120.00
2m + 70cm base (all mode) £Phone

MANAGER'
YAESU

FT -920
HF + 6m transceiver.

Order one this month and claim a free FM unit and

AM filter.

YUPITERU

MVT-7100EU

ALI\ VISA

The UKs best selling handheld scanner.

Covers 0.1-1650MHz (all mode).

Include nicads, charger, DC lead +

antenna. ONLY

The

Handheld scanner

AR -8000 Handheld scanner

DJ X-10 Handheld scanner

AX -400 Miniature scanner

Soft case for AR -8000

£319.95
£295.00
£299.00
£225.00

£17.95
Soft case for 7100/9000 £19.99
UK Scan Directory 6th edition £18.50
BC-9000XLT Base scanner £249.00
AR -3000A Base scanner £695.00
AR -5000 Base scanner £1299.00
IC -8500 Base scanner £Phone

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

YAESU

FRG -100
Award winning

communications receiver covers 50Hz-30MHz (all

model.

OUR PRICE

AR 7030 Communications receiver £695.00

PCR-1000 PC controlled communications

receiver £349.00

Communications receiver £159.00

As above plus WEFAX decoder £199.00

Sony SAN portable £149.95

Sony S/W portable £235.00

Portable SAN + RDS £169.00

SAN portable + cassette £199.95

HE -3

HF-3M

SW -100E

SW -55E

R-861

RC -828

PECIA
IOW ICOM

IC -756

The ultimate HF + 6m transceiver on the market.

ONLY

STANDARD

C -5900R

The only triple band mobile available. 2/6/70cm.

5.749-00

ONLY

ONLY
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HAYDON COM
MAIL ORDER: 01

London showroom & Mail Order
132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7E1.
Tel: 0181-951 5781/2. Fax: 0181-951 5782
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm. Sat 9.30-2pm CD oft,

TSB -3301 GF 144/70,6.5/9dB (3m) £69.95

£54.95

£39.95

£149.95
TSB -3608 GF 50/144/10, 2.1 5/6.2/8.4dBi gain £79.95

ACCESSORIES P0 22.00 on the following

TSA-6001N Duplexer (+Coax) 2/70 (N/N259) £24.95

TSA-6003 Duplexer (Coax) 2/70 (P1/259's) £19.95

CFX-514 Triplexer (6/2/701 (Coax) £56.95

MOBILE ANTENNAS F6.50 delivery

TSM-1612 6/2/10 (2.15/6/8.4dB) 1.1M £54.95

DB-7900 144/70 cms, (5/7.6dB) I.5m £29.99
DB-770M 144/70 cats, (3/5.5dB) lm £24.95
DB-1304 144/10 cms, (2.15 /3.8d13).41cms £19.95
DB-EL2E 144MHz, 'ths, 4.5dB (1.8m) £29.95
DB-285 144MHz, '4ths, 3.4dB (( 3m) £1 5.95

PL -6M 50MHz wave (1m) £16.95

ACCESSORIES P&P f2 50 on the followtng

MT -1301 H/Duty Mag Mnt + Coax Top Quality £24.95

MT -3302 H/Duty Hotch/Trunk Mat Top Quality £24.95
CF-BPF2 2m band pass filter £49.95
0-Tek 6m band pass filter £42.95

TSB -3302 GF 144/70, 4.5/7.2dB (1.7m)

TSB -3303 GF 144/70, 3/6dB (1.(m)

TSB -3315 GF 144/70, 8.5/11dB (5.4m)

Q-TEK IL SPECIALS
2m 5ele (boom 45"/9dBd) £36.00
2m 7ele (boom 60711dBd) £45.00
2m 12e)e (boom 126713.8dBd) £69.00
10cm lele (boom 28711dBd) £24.00
10cm 12ele (boom 4871 3.8dBd ) £44.00

0-TEK YAGIS FOR 2/4/6m + 70cm
2m 5ele (boom 6379dBd) £36.00
2m Bele (boom 125711dBd) £46.00
2m I lele (boom 186712.11:M) £65.00
2m 5ele crossed (boom 64"/9dBd) £69.00
2m 8ele crossed (boom 126"/Ildf3d) £85.00
4m 3ele (boom 4577dBd) £39.00
4m 5ele (boom 12879dBd) £59.00
6m 3ele (boom 7277dBd) £49.00
6m 5ele (boom 142"/9dBd) £69.00
70cm 13ele (boom 76712dBd) £36.00
70cm 13ele crossed (boom 83712dBd) £55.00

Q-TEK HB9-CV

70cm HB9CV (boom 12") £16.95
2mtr HB9CV (boom 20") £19.95
4mtr HB9CV (boom 22.5") £29.00
6mtr HB9CV (boom 32.5") £36.00
10mtr HB9CV (boom 52") £65.00

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (PL -259)
Easy to mount HF mobile whips ready to go with P1-259 fitting.

PE -80 80m whip (approx 1.5m long) £21.95
PL -40 40m whip (approx 1.5m long) £19.95
PL -20 20m whip (approx 1.5m long) £19.95
PL -6m 6m whip (approx 1 2m long) £16.95

END FED HALF WAVES
Ground plane free

4m Length 92" (50239) £39.00
6m Length 126" (50239) £49.00
2m Length 52" (50239) £25.00
70cm Length 26" (N -type) £20.00

TSM-1612

MUNICATIONS
81-951 5781/2
W. Midlands showroom
Unit 1, (anal View Ind. Est., Brierley Hill, W. Mids.
Tel: 01384 481681
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-Spm. Sat 9.30-2pm

New ni-band mobile covers 6, 2, 70cm. Gain 2.15, 6,

8.4dB. P1259 fitting. 2.1m max length. Superb quality.

P&P 18.50

D -308B BLACK DELUXE DESK MIC
(with up/down). Super quality. (Supplied with

8 pin pre -wired

Yaesu lead) P&P £5.50

OPTIONAL LEADS (P&P 11.50)

A-08 8 pin "Alinco" round £9.95
K-08 8 pin "Kenwood" round £9.95
108 8 pin "Icorn" round £9.95
AM -08 Modular phone "Abner)" £9.95
YM 08 Modular phone "Yaesu" £9.95

U-120 headset
A high quality headset that will fit hand portable + most HF

& VHF/UHF Icvrs via optional interface.

P&P 0.50
Supplied with two pin molded plug -will fit

Alinco/Yaesu/Standard/ADVIcom hand helds).

Optional leads (P&P El 501.

F-3035 8 pin "Standard' round £16.95
F103Y 8 pin "Yaesu" round £16.95
F -303K 8 pin "Kenwood' round £16.95
F -303I 8 pin "Icom" round £16.95
F-303YP Modular "Yaesu" phone £16.95
F-303KP Modular "Kenwood" phone £16.95
F-303IP Modular "Icons" phone E1 6.9 5

DELUXE G5RVS Multi -stranded plastic
coated heavy duty antenna wire. All

parts reusable. Stainless steel and

galvanised fittings. Full size 102ft.

Only

Half size Sift. Only Carriage £6 00.

STANDARD G5RVS
Full size 102ft £24.00 P&P £4

Half size 51h £21.00 P&P 14

NEW Q-TEK INDUCTORS 80mtr inductors.
Add them to your JJ size GSRV and convert it to a full size.

(New length only 69 feet total). P&P 12

COPPER WIRE (ALL 50MTR ROLLS)
Enamelled

Hard drawn

Multi Stranded (Grey PVC)

Extra H/duty (Clear coated)

Flexweave (H/duty)

Flexweave H/duty (20 mtrs)

Flexweave (PVC coated 20 mtrs)

£9.95 P&P £5

£12.00 P&P E5
£8.95 P&P £5

£20.00 P&P £5

£30.00 P&P C5

£12.00 P&P E5

£16.00 P&P £5

0-TEK INTREPID

VISA

HF single and end fed wire antenna - "requires no ATU".

(1kW).
TP-80 80m version (40.1m) £69.95 P&P 16
TP-40 40m version (20.3m) £59.95 P&P
TP-30 30m version (14.25m) £49.95 P&P 16
TP-20 20m version (10.1m) £49.95 P&P 16
TP-11 17m version (7.8m) £49.95 P&P 16
TP-I5 15, version (6.7m) £49.95 P&P 16
TP-12 12m version (5.9m) £49.95 P&P 16
TP-10 10m version (5m) £49.95 P&P 16

CUSHCRAFT
R-7000 40-10m vertical £319.95
R-5 20-10m vertical £229.95
A -3s 14,21,28MHz 3ele beam £319.951149.95

AVS 80-10m vertical

TELESCOPIC MASTS
;.5 section telescopic mats. Starting at 2 ," in diameter

and finishing with a top section of 1 :" diameter we

offer a 8 metre and a 12 metre version. Each mast is

Isupplied with guy rings and stainless steel pins for

locking the sections when erected. The closed height of

the 8 metre mast is just 5 feet and the 12 metre version

at 10 feet. All sections are extruded aluminium tube

Iwith a 16 gauge wall thickness.

8 mfrs 12 mtrs (mope cID 00

Free standing tripod for the above masts £84.95 P&P £10

GUY WIRE KITS P&P £5

Standard kits £20.95
Heavy duty kits £25.95

MAST HEAD PULLEY Easy to fit pulley with mast clamp

(up to TI. £7.50 P&P £1.50

SECTIONAL MASTS Carriage £8.50
4 x 5 foot aluminium sections each swaged at one end.

1 dia £19.95

1 dia £29.95

Fl" din £36.95

,....01
-mWIlotammarremas

2" dia £45.95

WALL BRACKETS + MAST BASE PLATES
2 Mast base plate £12.00 P&P£56'

6" Stand off £6.95 P&P £5

9" Stand off £8.95 P&P £5

12" T&K Brackets £12.00 P&P 18

18" T&K Brackets £18.00 P&P £8

24" T&K Brackets £20.00 P&P 18

NEW Q-TEK WINCHES
A range of fully galvanized all steel

construction winches with safety ratchet.

(Stun SAE FOR SPEC SHEE1)

STANDARD WINCHES
(DIRECT PULL) P&P £8

OW 400 40018 £21

OW -800 800LB £27
OW -1000 1000LB

0W-1200 1 200LB £36
OW -1400 1400L8 £45
BRAKE WINCHES AVAILABLE
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AS A PREMIER INDEPENDENT UK AMATEUR RADIO DEALER,
the secret of our success lies in our massive buying power which has given us the best possible

deals from the manufacturers. These we then pass on to you, the customer. Even though we have
two shops we have always kept our overheads to the minimum enabling us to give our customers

the lowest UK price. We pride ourselves on our first class advice, sales and service. If you are
one of the hundreds of existing customers that already deal with us then you'll already know this.

If you are not, then why not give us a call and find out for yourself.

NISSEI

METERS

RS -102 1 8 150MHz (200W) £59.95 p&p CS

RS -402 125 525MHz (200W) £59.95 p&p C5

RS -101 1 8 60MHz (3kW) £79.95 p&p CS

RS -502 1 8-525MHz (200W) £99.95 p&p CS

RS -40 144/430MHz Pocket PWR/SWR

Meter (60W) (50239) £34.95 p&p
RS -40N As above with N type £39.95 p&p

* Dummy load * DC-500MHz * 60W max

* PL -259 fitting £1 6.99 P&P £1 NAM:"

NOW IN STOCK

GARMIN

GPS-III
Latest UK version complete with

moving map of UK & Europe.

HF ACCESSORIES

IM

NEW MODEL

selling the 20A versions

RRPS.94145". OUR PRICE

P1012

PS 200

P-2512 'M'
25-30 amp power

supply with variable volts (3-15)

Dual meters (Volts + amps). The

UKs best selling power supply.

Most of our competitors are

for the same price.

12 amp PSU

Portable PSU

Ida
£49.95
£46.95

VECTRONICS
VC-300DLP

UK's most popular 300W ATU with built-in dummy load.

SPECIAL OFFER _I 7./o
MF1-949 Special offer £139.95

SGC-230
Superb ATU will work with any HF

transceiver. 1.34/.

SALE d'CL31go©

MFJ-259
HF digital SWR analyser + 1.8-170MHz

counter/resistance meter.

RRP P&P £5

Next working day delivery £10

a) Nissei EP -300T SONY SW -100E
Over the ear earpiece with lapel mir & PH Fits

Kenwood, Allow Yaesu or Icom

P& P£1 1Pktne 'er''wb,,doN
rado wficwr orderr

This Ear/Mk tomes with an "over the ear" eyepiece as EP -300

MS -107 FIST MICROPHONE £16.95

T-2602
2m/70cm/23cm

(2/3/5.5dB) flexible

antenna with wideband

receive 114 long BNC).

OUR PRICE

P&P°£1

DB-770H
High gain 2m . 70cm

telescopic antenna with

wideband receive.

OUR PRICE

P&P

NB -30W 2M FM handheld
amplifier 2-5W input. 30W output (for

5W ip). Turn your handheld into a

mobile for under £50

RRP P&P £2

POLICE STYLE
HOLSTER HHC-2
Matches all hand helds. Can be worn on the belt

or attached to the quick release body holster.

4P&P £1

Waterproof case for handheld

 41Z
EP -300

Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

£00.00 P&P

+ P&P £1

QS -2004,4, Mounts on the air vent grille on a car

dashboard to allow easy and safe

operation of most handhelds.

P&P £2

OS -300 Deskstand £19.95

QS -300
A fully adjustable desk top stand for use

with all hondhelds. Fitted coaxial fly (FAI)

with BNC & 50239 connectors

OUR PRICE P&P £2

COAX SWITCHES iP&PF2s01
CX-401 4 way (SO 239) £49.95
CX-401 'N' 4 way (N TYPE) £54.95
CX-201 2 way (SO 239) £18.95
CX-201 'N' 2 way (N -type) £24.95

Award winning miniature portable SW

receiver. Its performance is brilliant for

its size. The best shortwave receiver for

under £250.

RRP.WAI. SALE PRICE /"40i

atiPlamtk SONY SW -55E
Superb quality portable SW receiver with

' 125 presets. 100Hz step tuning for

shortwave. Includes compact antenna,

stereo headphones and carry case. RRP r..2-99/5.

SALE PRICE

000000000000000

ROBERTS

R-861
' Portable SW receiver with SSB

and RDS. RRP £149'95.

OUR PRICE

ROBERTS RC -828
Portable all mode SW receiver with

built-in cassette recorder.

OUR PRICE

TECHTOYZ

MICRO COUNTER
Optoelectronics are ready to pioneer the

market by proudly introducing the latest in

technology for frequency counter, the

Techtoyz Micro counter. It is the smallest frequency counter

in the world with a frequency coverage of 10MHOGHz.

The AA alkaline battery which powers the counter acts as

the antenna, so no external antenna is needed.

INTRO PRICE

TNC 100 Optional antenna £6.95

OPTO SCOUT 3.1 -Mk2
Latest mini frequency finder from

Optoelectronics. It will capture and memorise

up to 400 frequencies that can be recalled

directly into the AR -8000. Supplied with ant,

nicads and fast charger. RRP 5,315 .

SALE PRICE

Opto Cub Our price £99.95

Opto Xplorer Our price £795.95

Opto Lynx Our price £129.95

Micro DTMF decoder Our price £89.95

R-11 Interceptor Our pirce £349.95
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Electronics Principles 5.0
'A rnIVIIDI PTP PC RAcm PI ECTRONNIrc rni Ipspi

If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or
improving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you.

Now includes the PIC16C84 & PIC16071 hardware and instruction set.

Electroeues PoricipSes 5 0

DC AC Powet SerreCond OpArno: Mediu Lox Measure kkao PIC H*

ft TRANSISTOR THEORY' Equivalent NPR Translate. Circuit

Cekulatons

Cleu0 perantelas tel up it previous sawn

CHS1 CHED
1'011 I I 41.

749.99S9R

2-5
hoe .416936StS
hoe  0.125
HI  56
R2. 12k
RL .2.2k

1

FT 2 .  697 0953R

, .

nuo.  PL

c  Lrl ._unt4.1 .jan  Pl JOU

Raul R.
2 A 2 2*

Celkulabons. I Topc Notes Pining J IE

Re-soience R. J

Graphics presentation has been enhanced and speeded -up with
new menus and Indexing which enables a quicker access and
more informative description of the extended range of five hundred
and sixty electronics and mathematics topics.

The PIC16C84 microcontroller hardware and instruction set has
been introduced and brought to life through colourful interactive
graphics where you can study the architecture of this device by
changing the data values to simulate all of the registers,
direct/indirect addressing, program/data memory and input/output
port configuration. Along with those analogue to digital functions of
the PIC16C71 If you would like to learn more about the principles of
these popular microcontrollers then it could not be made easier.

Electronics Principles software is currently used in hundreds of UK and
overseas schools and colleges to support City & Guilds, GCSE, A -
Level, BTEC and university foundation courses. Also NVQ's and
GNVQ's where students are required to have an understanding of
electronics principles.

ADCOND

Electronics Princ 5.0 is a significant
upgrade of our popular electronics
educational software. Now containing
even more analogue, digital and
microcomputer theory. PLUS over a
hundred new mathematics topics to
further your understanding of formulae
and calculations. Telephone for a
comprehensive list or upgrade details.

This software has been developed to
teach electronics and is suited to both the
complete novice and the more
advanced student or hobbyist wanting a
quick revision and access to hundreds of
electronics formulae. It is extremely easy
to use. Just select a topic, which is always
presented as a default diagram (no blank
screens!) and input your own values.
Alternatively, use those from any standard
electronics text book to see the results as
frequency response curves, calculations,
logic states, voltages and currents etc.

/0 /..

5

0 --------
0*

5

0

\15

20

,.. ,..

VS' VT.'
Resale,* Voltage  15 811 4k/

Degrees

Ne.' 25Y
ReitiOn. 15ette  71 5651'

IMPEDANCE R.0 L L Pmeiel layeenee.

1F.  5-11C- 5  500..%

1C 31-6. 1 5707%. 1 571%

5011 
15707%

3183099. 318 3039m4

.J 0  I15707% 31133359?  134% . 1 341NA

.thn.1 1 5707%
5

3183050 68:378'

100. 157 07% 31 03003

2 f 157117%. 31 rice, 100 . 1 15707% 31 83099F

EPT Educational Software. Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ.
Tel/Fax: 01376 514008. sales@eptsoft.demon.co.uk http://www.eptsoff.demon.co.uk

*UK and EC countries add £2 per order for post & packing. VAT should be added to the
total. Outside Europe £3.50 for air mail postage by return.

Switch, Delta, Visa and Mastercard orders accepted - please give card number and expiry
date. Cheques & Postal Orders should be made payable to EPT Educational software.
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Welcome to Electronics -in -

Action (E-i-A), a news

and views column that

you, as readers, decide the

direction it is to go in. Pose a

question and I'll find an answer for

you - or if I can't, I'll try and find a

person that can. I also hope to

publish your electronic tips and

tricks, and the authors of the ideas I

use in any month will get a voucher

to 'spend' at our PW Book Store.

And in each issue I'll have look at a

few books to suit all levels of

knowledge and skills.

Tex

nce again let me start with a

books that I think may be

,i use to you, In these days

,A r . le need for property security what

better than a book to help. The Practical

Alarms Projects by R.A. Penfold looks

into various types of security alarm.

There are plans to build your own basic,

delayed, infra -red. or audio alarms.

Other types of alarms, such as

ultrasonic and windows alarms, are not

forgotten either. An excellent book if

coo would like an alarm but are more

IN

ACTION
trightened of the cost of one, or you

have an unusual alarm requirement.

Also from the Babani stable, is a book

from A. FIMd, Practical Oscillator

Circuits, and it's just what the name

suggests - a book full of circuits

covering almost all requirements. The

seven chapters in the book cover signal

generation using the ubiquitous '555' or

similar i.c.s, the 4000 series c.m.o.s.

i.c.s, operational amplifiers (op -amps)

for audio and with specific waveform

generator i.c.s such as the MAX038.

Oscillators for radio circuits haven't

been forgotten either. two chapters

good source of ideas.

From Newnes comes the Electronics

Engineer's Pocket Book by Keith

Brindley. The tall -slim hard -hack book

is an ideal format to hold in one hand.

or slip into a pocket for safekeeping.

Over 30(1 pages of data on a very wide

range of electronic topics, and there's

three broad sections cover components

and their data, miscellaneous electrical

data and circuits and systems. It's ideal

to slip into the back pocket as an aide-

memoire.

The ARRL hooks are noted for their ease

of reading and The ARRI. Electronics

Data Book by the late Doug DeMaw

W1FB is no exception. There are nine

sections in the book, and I find the

sections on 'Inductor And Transformers ,

'Networks And Filters', and the

'Antennas And Transmission lines' very

useful reference material. There are

however, sections on time and

frequency, transistor, digital and other

i.c. pin -out details within the pages. Not

to be ignored for everyday use.

From the pen of Joseph J. Carr comes a

thick hard -backed book called Secrets

Of RE Circuit Design (Second edition).

It's an excellent reference hook for any

r.f. design engineer. That is not to say it's

difficult to read, because it isn't, It

makes fascinating reading throughout

in simple, but fine detail. You are shown

how to design and build radios from

to u.hi., simple direct conversion

to radio astronomy receivers. There's

something for every part of the hobby in

this book, it's inexpensive for such a

large amount of information.

News Items

lust a few news items to let you know

about this time. Available from PSS

Services of 217 Prestbury Road,

Cheltenham, Gloucester GL52 3ES, is

Tec200, a transfer film that may be used

in making your own p.c.b.s from

magazine layouts or of your own

design. Originally developed by

DL2OM in the 1980s, TEC200 film can

have an image photocopied. or printed

onto it by laser printer. This image is

then transferred to a cleaned piece of

p.c.b. material by 'ironing' it on. At

about f1 an A4 sheet (depending on

quantity) it's an easy way of making

your own p.c.b. masks. For more details

contact PSS Services at the above

address, or Tel: (01242) 254108.

Supplied by The PC Solution of 2a High

Road, Leyton, London (15 2BP is

WinDRAFT 2 a Windows based

schematics or p.c.b. layout design

program. The remarkable part about the

package is that it can grow as your

layouts become bigger. The trial

package, although

is limited to 100 pins. You buy the

capability you need - as and only when

you need it. Contact The PC Solution as

above, or on Tel: 0181-926 1160 or on

E-mail: info@thepcsoldemon.co.uk or

look at their home page of:

http://www.thepcsoldemon.co.uk

The 1T6040 hot-air desoldering station

from IBC Soldering Solutions Ltd.

should make desoldering small or

surface mount components both quick

and safe. A shield cup that fits tightly

against the p.c.b. restricts the hot air to

the component to be desoldered. For

more details contact IBC at Marshall

House, 255 Wellington Road,

South Stockport, Cheshire SK2 6NG.

Tel: 0161 474 0299 or

FAX: 0161 474 0288.

THE ARRL
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The ARRL Electronics
Data Book

ELECTRONICS
laININMerew
' MOM 100r

£12.95

Electronics Engineer's
Practical Alarm

Pocket BookElectronics pmica,
En ineer's Pocket Book (BP4116)

BOOK SELECTION
SHREISOLIII

CIRCU111

£19.95

Practical Secrets Of RE
Oscillator Circuit Design
Circuits (BP393)

Any of the

above hooks

may be

obtained from

the PW Book

Store featured

elsewhere in

the magazine.
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Vann Draper Electronics Ltd. is well

known for supplying the Kenwood

range of test equipment, but they also

supply a range of soldering and

delsoldering stations. They have

recently introduced the 5120 and SL30

temperature controlled soldering iron.

Both are 24V 48W units, the SL20

offering a range of 150-420°C and a 12-

Ie.& indication against the digital

temperature display of the 160-480'

range of the 5L30. The SL916 is a

combined unit with independent

control of the temperature of either tool.

For more information contact Vann

Draper at: Unit 5 Premier Works, Canal

Street, South Wigston, Leicester LE18

2PL. Tel: 0116-277 1400 (it FAX: 0116-

277 3945.

Your Letters

Now let's have look at your letters.

Front Ron G3DSV (G3DSV@aol.com)

SI -
Fig. 1: The OsziFOX is both hand-held

oscilloscope and a.c./d.c. voltmeter. The

inline lead is for the 12V supply and the
angled lead is the serial data lead to the

computer.

came an E-mail saying "Even though I

have had my ticket for around 50 years,

I still like to read about other peoples

ideas. Learning in Amateur Radio need

never stop. I was interested in the p.c.b.

production. The nearest photocopier to

me is in Exeter some six miles away".

But Ron has come up with a method

similar to the method described, in the

February 1998 'E-i-A' column, by Glyne

GW3TFS.

Ron went on to detail his method of

producing p.c.b. artwork using the

software Print Artist supplied with an

Epson inkjet printer and Epson 'Iron -on'

transfer paper. He wrote "I first use a

simple hand scanner to get the p.c.b.

layout from the magazine into the

computer, then I clean it up to get it

how I want it, this usually only means

increasing the width of the connecting

tracks a little, then reverse the image

Digital Scope

(Print Artist caters for this), and print it

onto Epson Iron on transfer paper. The

print is then ironed onto the p.c.b.

board. After cooling it is simply peeled

and 99% of the time the result needs no

retouching once you have got the iron

temperature sorted".

In response to Dave Fairhurst's 'etch -in -

a -bag' idea (p19 PW Feb '981 Ron said

"Using the echant in a plastic bag, why

on earth did I not think of such a simple

thing! A very useful tip indeed" and I

have to agree with you Ron, the simple

ideas are often the most difficult to

dream -up.

Tex's Conundrum

I'm surprised that no one seems to have

noted that the closing date for the

conundrum was over 1() years ago. -

O0000ps! However, for those who

ignored that date and sent in an answer

anyway, I'll continue. The circuit, an

inductor LI (1pH) and two capacitors in

parallel, CI (100pF) and a variable

capacitor C2 (3-50pF), certainly appears

to have caused some 'fun' amongst you.

I've had answers from (sadly)

completely wrong to being given to

eight decimal places (MHz). I only

wanted the answers to within one

kilohertz of the nominal frequencies.

The two frequencies I was looking for as

the answer, were 12.995MHz, when the

variable is set at the maximum value of

50pF ICtotal = 150pF), and 15.682MHz,

when the variable is at its minimum

value of 3pF (Ctotal = 103pF). The

winner, drawn out of the editorial hat

on monday 9 February 1998 was

F. Cloke GOEON. I would however, like

to extend a very worthy mention to Fred

Ward G2CVV who sent in an answer,

It's my opinion, that one of the most useful items of test equipment that any amateur can have in his workshops is an

oscilloscope. I've heard 'excuses' that they are seen to be both rather large and far too expensive for everyday use. Well the

OsziFOX combined digital 'scope and voltmeter unit from No Nuts Ltd. should take away both of these considerations. Costing

a little under £80 and about the size of a large marker pen, it's both affordable and portable.

The OsziFOX needs only a 12V supply at about 100mA to be ready for use. The unit, Fig. 1, uses a small, but clearly backlit,

liquid crystal display (1.c.d.), Fig. 2, to show the digitised input waveform. The various controls are shown in Fig. 3: To make the

unit more effective a serial connector allows an IBM PC to be used as a larger display unit for the digitised waveform.

The unit is shown in use in Fig. 4 with three screen 'grabs' in Figs 5, 6 and 7. The actual screen on the unit (with scales of 1, 10

- and 100V f.s.d.1, although small is adequate for field work. It produced a surprisingly useful picture of the waveform, though I

found that keeping the PC screen on all the time was the best option. One thing I did find out was that when the OsziFOX is

displaying voltages, the PC screen still shows the 'live' waveform.

Fig. 2: The small, but well lit screen give

a surprisingly good display and is easy to

use, with all menus and waveforms

displayed on it.

The PC screen 'grab' of Fig. 5, shows the output of a simple oscillator I've been using as the Lo. of a direct conversion rig for the

7MHz band. I'd not used a 'scope on the output before, even though I'd thought several times that it seemed a 'bit rough'. But as

7MHz is a very strong signal band I'd ignored it. The waveform shown in Fig. 5, is the basic 7MHz oscillation with a 500kHz

modulation on it. (No wonder it sounded rough!).

791 Although there are only three ranges (1, 10 and 100V) on the unit, it will measure a.c. or d.c. Combine this measuring facility

with the unusual zero level offset, set by a very slim toothed control by the side of the display, and you have a very useful piece of

test equipment. It's also quite something to have an a.c. voltmeter with a bandwidth of 20MHz. The unit is actually useful to a

much higher frequency, but with less accuracy. You can immediately see any changes in level of the voltages being measured.

Fig. 3: Two menu control buttons end

two range/function select switches are

simple to use.

111C vacrrvi m uae, Uliplay1119

digital pulse train of about 1MHz.

I think I shall add an OsziFOX to my workshop, even though I have a 'full-sized' dual beam unit already. To get hold of one for

your workshop, contact Adam at No Nuts Ltd., New Road, Aldham, Essex C06 3QT. Tel/FAX: (01376) 561373 or Kim on

Tel/FAX:1012061213322

11111411.11E2iLMMI

11E
Fig. 5: A 'screen grab' of the basic

PC display showing a 7MHz signal

with a 500kHz modulation that

shouldn't be there,

11111111111111111
Fig. 6: The two vertical Fig. 7: A simple sinusoidal signal, the

'timepoint' bars may be set occasional 'flat -top' is a problem that

independently and, either time most digital sampling circuits suffer
or the frequency between from sometimes.

them can be displayed.
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with the working all clearly laid -out but,

without using a calculator or slide rule.

Fred said he would like to see more of

them. I'll see what I can do Fred!

Thank you all who took part, and if

anyone would like a sheet detailing the

steps and calculations taken in working

out the two frequencies, then send a

request (Self addressed label + stamp)

marked 'Answers -1' to me at the office

and I'll send a copy on. The new

conundrum, on a similar vein (but

sneakier) is at the end of this column.

Good luck to all of you.

Win Two Copies

Two readers have a chance to win

copies of StripboardMagic. And it

even includes anyone who already

has a copy, and knows

StripboardMagic offers excellent

value for money. Ambyr have

offered to refund the price of the

program to anyone who wins, but

already has a copy of

StripboardMagic. I don't have the

space for the competition this

month, but I've been promised

space next time for a the

competition, so keep this column,

you'll need it then!

To the rest of
the circuit

StripboadMagic

I've been using a rather splendid program called Stripboard

Magic to draw and layout circuit on Veroboard. Although

Veroboard itself is not ideal for r.f. projects (due to unwanted

coupling between adjacent tracks), often the prototype circuit

is built up on a piece of Veroboard, especially if it's an audio

or a simple low frequency r.f. circuit. One problems often

experienced is the actual layout of the components and

which strips to cut and where.

StripboardMagic, from Ambyr, has been written to make the

Veroboard prototyping as painless as possible, it runs on an

IBM PC, or clone, running Windows -95. The programs itself

need a fairly powerful machine to run, and I experienced

little in the way of problems on a Pentium 166 class of

machine. The only problem is with the Windows -95 256 -

colour video driver, and this is best avoided for the present

time. You should use either the 16 or thousands of colours

setting.

Installation onto the PC from the single CD-ROM is both

quick and easy. There's little in the way of a printed manuals

with the program, but an extensive help system covers any

problems that a new user might experience. I'd recommend

that before using the package 'in anger', it's a good idea to

have a look at the getting started section to familiarise

yourself with its way of working. Its not that complicated, in

use the 'Shift and 'Alt' keys change the way connecting

tracks are handled.

Although StripboardMagic is not expensive at less than £40,

it has one of the most comprehensive sets of components I've

seen on such a package, they are organised in a logical and

simple to navigate menu system. The system looks very like

the folder (sub -directory) window in the Windows -95

Filefinder, and is proved very easy to navigate. One

simplified point is that i.c.s are identified only by the number

of pins on the package, which keeps everything very simple,

but it does mean that you need the pin -out information of

every i.c. you intend using.

As I wanted to make up an interface for use with a FAX

reception program, I thought I'd have ago with

StripboardMagic to do it. When working in the 'Schematic'

mode, to place any item on the drawing surface you just

'drag -and -drop' the component from the list to its place.

When placed on the drawing surface the component may be

rotated through 90 or 180° to suit the drawing.

The schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 8. As the mouse

pointer moves across the placed item it changes to indicate

the different operations that may be carried out. Both left and

right hand mouse buttons may be used to modify the actions

carried out. The left button is for a movement or connection

action, and the right button for a component/track modifying

action. Very simple and easy.

During the

'connecting -up'

phase of drawing

out the circuit

diagram, using the

'Shift' and 'Alt' keys

allows

interconnections to

be placed more

logically (or

'prettily). This

makes an easier to

'read' circuit

diagram, withour

affecting the wa

StripboardMagic

works. So having

drawn the circuit

diagram, it may be

printed out and

checked for

accuracy and

corrected if needed

(then of course you should save it again).

VINO MO Mb

Fig. 8: A 'screen -grab' of Stripboard

Magic in circuit drawing mode.

Fig. 9: After autoplacing the

components, 'compressing' the

layout and enlarging the displayed

board on screen.

Select the 'Physical' mode of working. You're presented with

a view of an 'empty' piece of Veroboard, with a list of

components used on the left hand side. Once again the

simple 'drag -and -drop' action takes components from the list

on the left, and drops them onto the view of the board. In this

way a layout may be build up.

Now we come to the 'Magic' part of the StripboardMagic. If

in your layout the item you are trying to drop onto the board

won't fit, or cannot be placed for any other reason, you

cannot drop it and a cross appears on the mouse pointer. But

that's only the first of its 'tricks'. A single mouse click on the

'Autoplace' and the list on the left shrinks and the placed

component appear on the Veroboard like magic - wonderful.

Very occasionally if the piece of Veroboard you start with is

small, then the 'autoplace' drops out, leaving the unplaced

components in the list, but I found making the board bigger

and letting it try again was all that was needed. When all

components are placed the board may be optimised, again

with a single mouse click, and the board use is minimised

with the layout shown. The screen -grab of Fig. 9 shows the

screen display after autoplacing the components and

'compressing' the board, to reduce the amount of Veroboard

taken up. It also shows the full screen display of the board

after applying the "Magnify' option.

The layout and schematic may be printed out to help with

building the prototype, along with a component list

(including the supplier's order numbers). You can also have a

simple list of operations and placing instructions printed out,

making it easy to complete the building stage.

Fig. 10: The circuit of Tea's

Conundrum No. 2. (See the teat for

the questions, then see if you can

get the right answers).

Once again I've come to the end of this session of E-i-A. Don't forget to send your electronics ideas and tips to share them with other readers. I also hope to be exploring

some of the intricacies of electronic circuits so, let me leave you with the small problem shown in Fig. 10. Assume, this time, that thecomponents are perfect - now what are

the upper and lower frequencies (again to within IkHz) of this circuit? Answers to be sent to the editorial address marked Tex's Conundrum No. 2.

The winner, drawn out of the editorial hat on Tuesday 14 April 1998, will get his (or her) name 'in lights' within the lune issue of Electronics -in -Action. See you then.

TeX
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

uts
Limited

osziFOX
An universal 20 MHz
storage oscilloscope.

A slimline storage oscilloscope and digital
voltmeter with a sampling rate of up to
20 MHz. Inclusive software enables
the recorded signals to be displayed ,4

llj

.4

simultaneously on a PC screen.
17

Sample Rate: From 50 ns to 1 ms. e%
i

Input Voltage: 1 V, 10 V, 100 V.
Trigger: ±Internal, ±External.
Voltmeter: AC and DC.
Supply Voltage: 9 V to 13 V
DC, 13 mA, external.
Trigger, ground, power &
serial cables included.

00

, Or Also available:
th' CCD Camera modules;

11 Standard BM/ £50, Pinhole
I Complete Camera Kit £85

Only
£75

B/W £55, Colour £140

1 mWLaser Pointer (Safe) £25, 10 Language Translators £12
75W Caged PC PSU £4 Open Frame PC PSU £3

Please Note: Carriage all orders £2

Nonuts Limited
2 Chase Cottages, New Road, Aldham, Essex C06 3QT Tel. & Fax 01206 213322

1

The innovative _

new computer -
aided circuit

layout program
o for

stripboard

Windows
95/NT

44 PC
Iv \ ,NN,,:,

Windows & indou N NT
arc registe

t
trademarks

of Microsoft:Corporation.0 ,

Features:
Fully -automatic physical circuit layout

Stripboard or breadboard layout
Assisted interactive layout options
Simple drag -and -drop circuit editor

Detailed construction diagram to guide the assembly stage
Comprehensive, fully extensible component library

Provision for off -board components
Automatic generation of component order forms

Printout function of all stages
Full technical support

Tel/Fax:
+44 (0) 1635-521285 Email:

Ambyr info@ambyr.com
StripboardMagic is a trademark of Ambyr Ltd. awniu. http://www.ambyncom

Ambyr Limited. Reg office 84-86 Park Lane, Thatcham, Berkshire. RG 18 3PG.
Trice does not include postage & packaging. Diagrams shown are for illustration purposes only. Ambyr & StripboardMagic are trademarks of Ambyr Ltd.

Only
£39.95

Inc! VAT*
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review

It's Never Too Late To

FM/ A TB!
When we said to Richard Newton GORSN 'think of a duals

bander, add SOMHz and what have you got'? He knew

instantly that we were about to ask him to test the Icom

*Tiff Triband handheld. Although this radio has been

available for a little while as Icom say in their

advertising: "It's never too late to try a T8".

still remember being amazed when I
saw and operated my first dual -band
hand-held. Technology marches on
at a great pace and still leaves me in
wonder. When I was a little boy I would
watch my father tinkering with his valve
driven 144MHz a.m. transceiver. How

could I have guessed that one day I would be
licensed and holding a radio the size of a
deck of playing cards that would happily
transmit on 50. 145 and 433MHz. Not to
mention receiving in Wide -band f.m. and
a.m. I know it has been done before but the

been a little more comprehensive in places.
Having said that, the radio itself does have

'on-line' help. When you enter the 'Set Mode'
and don't touch a button for a few seconds,
an explanation of the function you have
selected starts scrolling across the screen. I
liked this and found it useful on those many
occasions I had forgotten to take the
handbook with me. In fact this radio is so
helpful it even tells you the battery voltage
every time you turn it on.

The IC -T8 is a relatively small unit for what
it offers. It's well finished in dark grey metal

"... rho IC -1 offers an excellent [pith] triple -hand

radio with a little ME besides
Icom IC -T8 offers an

excellent quality
triple band radio
with a little more
besides. And it has
operator selectable
12.5/25kHz channel

spacing.
The Icom IC-

T8E is supplied
with a 6V

700mAh nickel
metal -hydride battery, a
helical antenna, belt clip
and hand strap. It also
comes with
a wall type

charger. The
handbook
supplied is well
written and
illustrated

however, I did feel
that it could have

reless, April 1998

and plastic arid has a good ergonomic design.
The well labelled controls are set out in a

sensible way and are easy to operate. The
radio's display is easy to see and is
automatically back lit for a few seconds when
a button is pressed (with the exception of the
p.t.t. and can be disabled if you wish.). The
back light is very good, alas however, it does
not back light the DTMF keyboard or any of
the main controls.

The controls are well spaced out. The
rotary knob on the top of the radio controls
tuning of the v.f.o., paging through the 'Set
Menus' and selecting squelch settings.

The external speaker microphone

Table 1: Icom IC-T8E Reception of Airband low power
transmission.

Antenna Used
Supplied Helical Antenna

Airband helical Antenna
Supplied 145MHz whip

Result Achieved
Signal hardly detectable
under squelch
Signal received 5 and 5
Full deflection
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Other Icom

Products
Here a just a few
of latest products

which have be
recently added to
the Icom range:

IC-706MkIl
h.f. 50 & 144MHz

mobile
transceiver

IC -R8500
receiver

IC -821H
dualband all -

mode transceiver

IC -755
DSP

base station

For more
information on
the full Icom

range why not
take a look at

their Web site at:
http://www.

icomuk.co.uk

connections are also on the top of the radio
as is the 5052 SMA type antenna fitting. The
On/Off control is on the front of the radio,
as are the majority of controls. The volume
is controlled by up down buttons on the
front panel.

Fingers Fall
What first struck me was just how easy this
radio is to use - my fingers seemed to just
fall on the buttons as I needed them. This is
a excellent reflection on how well thought
out the design is.

The Icom IC -T8 has seven bands of
operation and a couple of 'bonus' receive
bands. The bands include 50MHz, the v.h.f.
broadcast band, Airband, 145MHz and
433MHz. The 70MHz band is one of the
bonus bands.

The IC -T8 will receive on 70MHz (4
metres). This is at the highest end of the
50MHz v.f.o. range. The other bonus band is
the Marine band that can be found in the
same v.f.o. band range as 145MHz (the
Marine band is a receive only band).

The operation of the Icom tri-bander is
very easy indeed. It can be picked up and
used as soon as you unpack it. This is
always a good test of how user friendly a
radio is.

Obviously to use the more advanced
features and therefore get the best from the
radio a good read of the manual is required.
However, changing between the bands
couldn't be simpler.

It's a very versatile radio and employs
the use of two types of Set Menus to enable
the user to set up a multitude
programmed preferences.
These include showing the
memories as channel
numbers only, the tuning
steps for v.f.o. use, power
save function and lamp
functions to mention just a
few.

The T8 has all the
functions that modern hand-
helds normally feature. It has
DTMF capability and full
CTCSS functions including
the ability to scan an
incoming signal and display
any sub audible tone that
may be present.

The CTCSS also has a
'Pocket Bleep' function. This
enables you to agree a
matching tone with a friend
and use the radio as a simple
tone pager as long as you
are in simplex range.

Impressive Memoru
The IC-T8E has an
impressive memory
configuration. It boasts 100
memories. On top of these
are 10 pairs of 'Scan Edge'
channels. It's also possible to
'clone' the transceivers
memories and frequencies to

of user

another T8.
The Scan Edge channels are for scanning

between two user defined frequencies. These
frequencies can be set to cross -over onto
another band. As if that wasn't enough Icom
have also included a 'Call' or 'Home' channel
for the 50, 145 and 430MHz bands.

The particular facility I liked within the
memory configuration was that all memories
are grouped together, no matter what band
they were from. In other words, you can
simultaneously scan memories that include
your favourite frequencies on every band.

It does not end there though. The Icom IC-
T8E is so adaptable that should you only want
to scan your memories in one particular band
you can do so with ease.

Scanning with the IC-T8E could not be
easier. All you have to do is press the Scan
button and then quickly toggle through the
available options with the rotary switch on the
top of the radio.

You can scan an entire hand, a limit set in
the Scan Edge channels or the entire range of
the radio from start to finish. In memory
mode you can scan all the memories or just
the memories containing frequencies from
either Airband, 50, 145 or 433MHz.

On Rir
Having got to grips with the IC -T8 I couldn't
wait to see how it faired on the air. I wanted to
use external antennas to do some tests, and
as the antenna connection is SMA I must
thank The Shortwave Shop for the loan of a
SMA to BNC adapter.

In my opinion, the perfect external
antenna for my experiments would be the

Manufacturer's Specifications

General
Frequency Coverage
Mode

Frequency Stability
Power Supply requirements
Current drain
Transmit

Receive
Standby
Usable temperature range
Dimensions
Weight

Transmitter
Output (13.5V d.c.)

Modulation Type
Spurious emissions
Max. freq. Deviation
Microphone Impedance

Receiver
Receive system

Intermediate frequencies

Sensitivity (12dB SINADI
Squelch sensitivity threshold
Selectivity

Audio output power (13.5v)

50-52: 144-146; 430-440MHz
f.m. (F3E) w.f.m. (RX Only) a.m.
(118 - 135.995MHz RX Only)
-±-10ppm (0°C to 50°C)
4.5 16V d.c. Negative ground

High 1.8A
Low 1.0A
max. audio 250mA (typical)
16mA (typical)
-10°C to 60°C
106 x 58 x 28.5mm
270g

High 5W
Low 0.5W
Variable reactance
Less than -60dB
r5kHz
21d1

Double conversion
superhetrodyne
1st 41.85MHz

13.35MHz w.f.m.
2nd 450 kHz
<0.18V*
<0.18V*
<15kHz0-6c1I3*
> 30kHz@-60dB"
250mW typical with 8i2 load
` Excluding w.f.m.
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W2000 triple band antenna, covering 50, 145
and 43MHz. Unfortunately mine is out of use
at the moment so, Terry G7VJJ kindly
offered me the use of his one Sunday
morning. I also used the supplied helical
antenna and one of Terry's telescopic whips
for some other tests.

Our first test was on the Airband
frequency and as Terry has a rather nice
dedicated airband receiver, we tuned it to
121.950MHz, the low power continuous loop
transmission from Bournemouth
International airport, which is only a few
miles away from Terry's home.

Terry's receiver was using its own
airband helical antenna. The signal was
about 5 and 3. So, I tuned the IC -T8 to the
same frequency and the results using
different antennas are shown in Table 1.

The Icom IC -T8 out -performed a
dedicated Airband radio using the same
antenna. However, I was beginning to
suspect that the supplied helical was a bit
too much of a compromise.

I then decided to tune the IC -T8 to BBC
Radio 2 on 88.5MHz and listen to some
music. There was a full deflection on the 5 -
meter and the sound reproduction was really
superb considering the unit's size.

The next tests were carried on 145MHz.
Call after call on 145.500MHz went
unanswered, so I tuned to GB3SC, the local
repeater about 6km away from my location
in the centre of Bournemouth. With the
supplied helical antenna SC was rather
scratchy. This was disappointing.

However, it was a different story with a
145MHz telescopic, 5 and 9+ was the result
this time. Again confirming my suspicions
that Icom may have been expecting a little
too much from just one antenna.

Having had no luck calling on 50MHz
with the supplied helical antenna I decided
to bring in the 'big guns' and connect the IC -
T8 to the W2000 base station antenna. I fed
the radio with 13.8V, this gave the full output
of 5W and called on 51.51 MHz.

I got a reply from Mike 2E1FTT in
Ferndown. He was about 6km away from
Terry and I. Mike was kind enough to give us
a very good report on both signal strength
and audio.

Mike then very kindly agreed to go to
433MHz and give us a report there too. And
this was very favourable. The received audio
was also excellent.

Another station, this time it was Mike
2E1FKG also called us on 433MHz. He was
in Poole, about the same distance away as
the other Mike but in the other direction.
Mike also had a chat with us on 50MHz and
again gave the IC -T8 a very good report
indeed.

I then went onto work all the local
433MHz repeaters and spoke to Steve
G1YNY and Bob G6DUN. Bob was mobile
and working thorough GB3SZ, the 433MHz
repeater in Bournemouth.

Bob also listened on simplex and gave a
good report both through the repeater and
direct. He mentioned how good the audio
was before I asked him to comment!

The IC -T8 did get rather hot during my
tests. At one point the radio got so hot it was
uncomfortable to hold.

The heatsink did its job well and the radio
soon cooled down after use. This is
something to perhaps bear in mind but it is
not a criticism of the radio. All hand-held
radios will tend to do this, so be aware if you
like to talk a lot like me!

I also took the IC-T8E to
work with me one day. I
work in Poole, and as
some of you may know
this is rather a busy port
and listening to the
Marine band
frequencies can be very
interesting.

I tuned to the
normal Coastguard
frequencies and the
Port Control. The
radio did very well
but I did lose the
signal at places and
distances that I would
not have expected to. I
put this down to the
supplied antenna. I am
certain that if I had
remembered to take my
Marine band antenna
with me things would
have been better.

The Icom IC-T8E is
very well made. It has a
rugged looking design
and long lasting feel
about it. It performs
extremely well on all the
amateur bands it's designed to cover.

Its performance overall was most
impressive, it even works well on the
broadcast and airbands. And I must say I was
particularly impressed with the airband tests.

Lots Of Appeal
I am sure that the Icom IC -T8 will appeal to
lots of different people for lots of different
reasons. Perhaps the casual user who wants
as much as possible in a small package to
take away on holiday, or maybe the ardent
RAYNET operator who needs flexibility of
frequency use but does not want to have to
carry numerous radios. These include the
camping enthusiast who is a licensed Radio
Amateur, Airband enthusiasts, marine band
listener, and those whose family enjoys
listening to the v.h.f. broadcast bands in the
morning. I am sure the list is endless.

There have been triple -band hand-held
radios before the IC -1-8, none of which
seemed to be that successful. I am of the
opinion that the T8E will enjoy a better fate.

It offers a lot for a 'radio compact' and
performs very well. Above all it does not try
to be clever, it's designed to look good and do
its job well, which in my opion it does!

My thanks go to Icom (UK) Ltd., Sea
Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 BID_
Tel: (01227) 741741 for the loan of the IC -
T8, which is available from all Icom approved
dealers for the recommended price of £349.

PIN

Icom Approved

Dealers

Icom have
many

approved
equipment

dealers here's
a list of a few:

Lowe
Electronics
(Matlock)

Nevada
(Portsmouth)

Martin Lynch &
Son (London)

SMC-Comms
(Southampton)

Waters &
Stanton

(Hockley, Essex)

For full
address

details of
these dealers

please see
their adverts
elsewhere in

the magazine.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

UNIT 5, PARSONS GREEN ESTATE
BOULTON ROAD, STEVENAGE, HERTS SG14QC.

WAVEM ETERS
KEEP YOUR STATION CLEAN

WA1
Ttie VHF AbsorptiOn Wavemeter
for the 2 metre band. Range
120MHz to 450MHz. Meets
licensing requirements. Can
also be used as a field strength

meter within its range. Requires PP3 battery (not supplied).
£34 Ind VAT. Add £1.50 P&P

WA2
The VHF Absorption Wavemeter
for the 4 & 6 metre bands.
Range 50MHz to 70MHz. Meets
licensing requirements. Can also
be used as a field strength
meter within its range. Requires
PP3 battery (not supplied).

£34 Ind VAT. Add £1.50 P&P

WA3
The HF Absorption Wavemeter
covers the range 1.8MHz to
92MHz. Ideal for the law abidinl
operator. Requires PP3 batten,
not slirm:,o(!,.

£58.45 incl VAT. add £2 P&P

BRITISH MADE
TRANSCEIVERS CE approved
L193.74 Inc' VAT IAdd £6 P&P)

4 MTR MODEL 4001
70.250 - 70.4875

12/kHz Spacing.
Power 25/5 watts.

70 CMS MODEL 7003
432 - 500 to 434  975MHz
25kHz Steps. Power 3
watts. PTT tone burst.

Listen on input.

4111/
UPGRADES

AVAILABLE FOR

OLDER 2001 &
6001 MODELS

"Arm

2 MTR MODEL 2001
144.500 - 145.9875

PTT tone burst. Listen on
Input. Facility 12.5kHz.
Spacing 25/5 watts.

6 MTR MODEL 6001
50.500 - 51.990

10kHz spacing where
applicable. 25/5 watts.
CTCSS tone held in non

volatile memory.

AKD interact details:. Web site: http: /waNckhnet.co.uk/akcl
E-mail: akd(a kbliet.co.uk

TEL: 01438 351710
FAX: 01438 357591 41

STEP AMATEUR RADIO SHOW COMMITTEE PRESENTS'.

7th LEICESTER
TEUR RAD

SHOW
at a new venue

CASTLE DONINGTON
INTERNATIONAL

EXHIBITION CENTRE
near juction 23A M1 motorway

on

25th & 26th
SEPTEMBER, 1998

All the usual features but even bigger than ever.

For further details contact Geoff Dover,
G4AFJ. Tel: 01455 823344 or

Fax: 01455 828273
For stand and table bookings contact

John Theodorson, G4MTP.
Tel/Fax: 01604 790966

E-mail itheotic@aolcom

LAMP-7
ma UK

Field Head, Leconfield Road, Leconfield

Beverley, East Yorkshire HU17 7LU

Telephone 01964 550921

Fax 01964 550921CD =
AS SEEN AT THE LONDON SHOW

Great new, affordable amplifier

RANGER 811H
801I\ real 0, P power horn
FOl R vertically -mounted
Svetlana 811A valves. 10-160m
including WARC bands. Built to
the same high standards as all
our ampliliers.

Only £895.00
Still prefer the 3-500ZG valve?

1,, ,.use either of our ever -popular HF amplifiers.

HUNTER 750
Single 3-5007G
700W 0/P, CW

10-160m inc. %%ARC
£1195.00

\ loi ,tvailahle for VHF 2111DLSCOVERY and
DIM TDARN' 11W 0 P from A single

14"0.70nlY £1395.00.

ing wen CHALLENGER. I ',OHM
CW.111-11Ami lin MAID 70.,.

DISCOVERY. 7101%$ (I P ./1111, 1711t dm,-

or EXPLORER 1200
Pair of 3-500ZG

Over 1000W 0/P, (:W
10-160m inc. %NAM:

£1595.00
Air sou budding oonir own amplifier% Ring to
in, parts have esetmhing ion the
rahinri to the M r239!

NIOBIUM hanthelier u phones Ault:dole
tot '19'.; ell 'mho,
(42.50 I: I ', P&P

Phone/Fax: 01964 550921
E-mail: peterftlinearampuk.u-net.com

Website: imp %%wv4.1inearampuk.ti-net .4 ont
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competition

A 61111MIN 6PS

WORTH £349!
QUESTIONS

ow) iv
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Mine Position
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TRIP 01;m3t1
S'AISET 1...\,\1ear
1 6:350*43.565' 17:0111 -I1111111V56_33i-

7
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In the March issue of PW David Butler G4ASR
introduced us to the 'Garmin Experience'. In his
comprehensive article he provided an insight into
the fascinating subject of Global Postitioning
Systems, together with a review of the latest in
'personal navigators' in the shape of the Garmin
GPS III.

If after reading David's article you quite like the
idea of owning your very own GPS Ill unit, this
month we're giving you the chance to do just that
by entering our competition. All you have to do is
answer three very easy GPS questions (all the
answers can be found in last month's GPS feature
article, back copies available for 02.30 inc. P&P
from the Post Sales Dept.), send your entry to us
and then wait patiently to see if your entry is the
lucky one pulled from the Editor's 'biscuit tin'l

Send your entry to Garmin Competition,
Practical Wireless, PIN Publishing Ltd.,
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 SPIN. The Editor's
decision on the winner is final and no
correspondence will be entered into. Please do
not Include other correspondence in with
your entry (photocopies are acceptable)

1
How many operational satellite
constellations are currently operational
and what are they called?

Name the six main pages that are
featured on the GPS III unit.

3 In what year was the first GPS satellite
launched?

ENTRY FORM
1

2

3

Name

Callsign

Address

Postcode

0 If you do not wish to receive future mailings as a result of
entering this competition please indicate here.

Entries to reach us by Friday 1 May 1998.
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Ian Poole GniII asks the question

What Is R ... LED?

emitting diodes
(I.e.d.$) are in

widespread use in
today's electronics. This
is proved by the fact that
over 20 billion are pro-
duced each year. They are
used in a wide variety of
applications from small
indicator lamps to more
complicated alphanumer-
ic displays.

Although I.e.d.s have
been superseded in some
areas by the much less cur-
rent hungry liquid crystal
displays (I.c.d.), they are
nevertheless still used in
vast quantities in many
areas with no sign of their
use falling. As indicator
lamps they have the distinct
advantage that they have an
almost indefinite life if they
are used correctly. As a
result the small tungsten
lamps which were previous-
ly used are now a thing of
the past.

Light

n
LP J

n. Substrate

Fig. len The ebusture of 
esafeee esalteing diode.

m0824

the first to see it in 1907
when he was working with
Marconi on point contact
crystal detectors. These dis-
coveries were first reported
in Electrical World in 1907.

The idea of the I.e.d. lay
dormant for some years
before it was observed
again by O.V. Losov in
1922. Unfortunately, Losev
lived in Leningrad and he
was killed during the
Second World War.
Although he published a
total of four patents during
the period between 1927
and 1942, his work was not
discovered until after his
death and it's likely that any
examples were destroyed in
the war.

The I.e.d resurfaced in
1951 when a team of
researchers led by K.
Lehovec started to investi-
gate the effect. The research
continued with many com-
panies and researchers

including Shockley
becoming involved. The
diode was eventually
refined sufficiently and
it started to be market-
ed in the late 1960s.

- Connections

Fig. lb: The structure of an
edge emitting diode.

First Noticed

W10852

Although I.e.d.s are thought
of as a product of today's
high technology semicon-
ductor industry, the effect
was first noticed many years
ago. One of Marconi's engi-
neers. H. J. Round, also
famous for many valve and
radio developments, was

SpecialisedJunction
Light emitting diodes
are essentially a spe-
cialised form of p -n
junction fabricated
using a compound

semiconductor. The most
commonly used semicon-
ductors, silicon and germa-
nium are simply elements
and cannot be used for
I.e.d.s.

However, compounds
like gallium arsenide, galli-
um phosphide and indium
phosphide are widely used
for I.e.d.s and they are
formed from two or more
elements. In the example of
gallium arsenide, gallium
has a valency of three and
arsenic a valency of five and
as such they are known as
group III -V semiconductors.
Other compound semicon-
ductors are also formed
from group III -V materials.

In a forward biased junc-
tion, holes from the p -type
region and electrons from
the n -type region enter the
junction and recombine like
a normal diode. In this way
current flows across the

junction. When this occurs
energy is released, some of
which is in the form of pho-
tons (light). It's found that
for a number of reasons
more light is usually pro-
duced from the p side of the
junction, and this is kept
closest to the surface of the
device to ensure that the
minimum amount of light is
absorbed in the structure.

To produce light, which
can be seen, the junction
must be optimised and the
correct materials must be
chosen. Pure gallium
arsenide releases energy in
the infra red portion of the
spectrum. To bring the light
emission into the visible red
end of the spectrum alu-
minium is added to the
semiconductor to give alu-
minium gallium arsenide
(AlGaAs). Phosphorus can
also be added to give red
light.

For other colours other
materials are used. For
example gallium phosphide
gives green light and alu-
minium indium gallium
phosphide is used for yel-
low and orange light. Most
I.e.d.s are based on gallium
semiconductors.

Iwo Maintructures
Two main structures are
used for I.e.d.s. The first is
called a surface emitting
diode and the second is an
edge emitting diode as
shown in Figs. la & b. Of
these the surface emitting
diode is the most common
because it emits light over a
wider angle, although there
are a number of applications
where a narrow angle is
required.

Once the diode structure
has been manufactured, it
has to be packaged in a
form that can be used and
protected. Many of the small
indicator I.e.d.s are potted in
an epoxy whose refractive
index is between that of the
semiconductor and the out-
side air (see Fig. 2). In this
way the diode can be pro-
tected and the light trans-
mitted to the outside world
in the most efficient way.

Current Limiting
Like ordinary diodes, I.e.d.s

Epoxy / plastic

Semiconductor

I wro354 I

Fig. 2: The amearting of an
Le.d.

rW50855 I

Current
limiting
resistor

Vthode t

Fig. 3: Utilising an itt.d. in a
circuh.

I.e.d

WS0856

to prevent I.e.d.
receiving reverse bias

Fig. 4: Protecting an 1.e.d.
from reverse bias.

have no form of internal cur-
rent limiting and if placed
across a battery they would
be destroyed. To prevent
distraction, a resistor must
be placed in circuit to limit
the current. For most
devices a maximum current
of around 20mA can be
used, although if less cur-
rent is drawn the device will
be dimmer.

When calculating the
amount of current drawn
the voltage across the I.e.d.
itself may need to be taken
into consideration as shown
in Fig. 3. The voltage across
a I.e.d. in its forward biased
condition is just over a volt,
although the exact voltage
is dependent upon the
diode, and in particular its
colour. Typically a red one
has a forward voltage of just
under 2V, and around 2.5V
for green or yellow.

Great care must be taken
not to allow a reverse bias
to be applied to the diode.
Usually they only have a
reverse breakdown of a very
few volts. If breakdown
occurs the I.e.d will be
destroyed. To prevent this
happening, an ordinary sili-
con diode can be placed
across the I.e.d. in the
reverse direction to prevent
any reverse bias being
applied.

PW

Next Time I'll be taking a look at the Gunn Diode.
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Diamond
World Leader

\looee's
Models from
1.8MHz - 1.3GHz
VSWR - PEP - Average

New Low Prices
Trade up to Diamond VSWR meters

and experience the quality and accuracy

SX-200 1.8 - 200MHz £69.95
SX-400 140 - 525MHz £79.95
SX-600 1.8 - 525MHz £129.95
SX-1000 1.8 - 1300MHz £169.95
SX-20C 3.5 - 150MHz £66.95
SX-40C 144 - 470MHz £59.95

miniuniumminunimumuuninuilimmi

Fr! ----011.11.r.-4116
0

Duplexers & Triplexers
MX72 2m/70cms £32.95
MX -72N 2m/70cms "N" £35.95
MX -62M 2m or 6m & 70cm £49.95
MX -2000 6m/2m/70cm £52.95
MX -3000 2m/70cm/23cm £49.95
MX -3000N 2mf70cm/23cm £54.95

The
V-2000 6m/2m/70cm

Vertical

PRICE DOWN

Base Antennas
£89.95

X-30 2m/70cm 3/5.54B £49.95
X-50 2m/70cm 4.5;7 2dB £49 95
X-300 2m/70cm 6.5/9dB £99.95
X -510N 2nV70cm 8.3/11.7dB £109.95
V-2000 617v2nV70cm £89.95
GH6 6m 5/8th 3.4dB £89.95
GH-62 6m 2x5/8th 6dB £89.95
CP-5 80  10m vertical £199.95

CP-6 80 - 6m vertical £229.95

Mobile Antennas
CR-627 6rni2m;70cm £59.95
M-285 2m 5/8th £16.95

EL -2E 2m 7/8th £36.95
NR -770R 2nV70cms 3/5.5dB £32.95
NP 790 2m(70cms 4.5/7.2dB £49.95

Handy Antennas
RH-770 2m/70cm 3/5.5dB £29.95
RH-701S 2mf70cm T long £20.95
RH-901 2m/70cm 19" £35.95
RH-9 2m/70cm 7cm long £19.95
RH-3 2r1V7Ocm 4.5cm long £19.95

SX-200

GSV-3000 PSU
30 Amp Power Supply
Variable 9 - 15V DC
Fan Cooled 029.95

Lightning Arrestors
CA -35R Surge Arrestor SO -239 £19.96
CA -23R Surge Arrestor "N" £21.95
C-23 - 35 Extra cartidge £7.95

age of Antennas

SGC Products
New

QRP Transceive
All Band H

-ear-
80-202 

:n %IN

£599
1.8 - 30MHz 0-20 Watts SSB & CW
40 Memories, Keyer, Audio Filter, Speech
Processing, Low current
drain.

Auto ATUs
For End £299
Fed Wires

SG -230

1 8 - 30MHz
200W PEP
12V at 1 Amp max
Just attach a wire about
20ft or more and enjoy all -band
operation - as used commercially

FiFTHF Sma dun er

Power Clear DSP Filter £299
Complete Audio DSP Filter. Plugs
directly into transceiver audio out-

put - fully programmable

SG -500 Power Cube
500 W Output
Linear Amplifier
1.6 - 30MHz

50 - 90W input

SSB CW & Data
PTT or RF Sensing

10 - 18V Operation
Microprocessor controlled. it auto-

matically selects the appropriate fil-

tering and is ideal for remote opera-

tion and mobile use

0111ita vsr4r,t2 Gobi
GI -9100ems . SJI.

IMPACIV

£.989

Waters & Stanton PLC
22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS
Telephone (01702) 206835 / 204965
Fax (01702) 205843
e-mail sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk
Web http://www.waters-and-stanton-co.uk



10 Ofd0fdmi of the titles moorland on these pages please use the ord

This month it's a
case of 'stock up
your library and
save' as the PW
Book Service has
arranged that
anyone buying
two or more

books from this
month's

selection can get
free postage*.
So, let's see

what the
Editorial team

have to say
about what's on

offer.

$ 4 9 5

,,,s04 2.0

30

Book

PROFILES
STOCK UP & SAVE!

The ARRL
Handbook CD
Published by the ARRL

If you're fortunate enough
to have a CD-ROM with
your computer you now
have the chance to get the
75th edition of the
internationally famous
ARRL Handbook on CD
disk. Everything from the
1998 edition of the

Handbook is on the
disk, plus: A
powerful 'search
engine' that lets
you find
information
quickly by
entering key
words or
phrases,
together with
'audio clips'
to illustrate a
variety of
modes and
activities.

Also included are
specialised 'tools' so you
can create your own
'bookmarks' for easy
access to your favourite
topics. There's also a very
helpful built-in feature
which lets you 'zoom -in'
to either enlarge or
reduce text and
illustrations.

You can also print
or paste text and

illustrations, p.c.b. etch
designs together with
utility software to assist
with filter design Highly
recommended for
anyone with 386, 486
or Pentium IBM PC
(486 or better
recommended) and at
least 4Mb of RAM
(8Mb recommended)

Radio Amateurs
World Atlas
Published by Callbook
Inc.

This atlas is in book form
and as such is extremely
versatile, easy -to -read
and very helpful. There's
not much space for large
wall maps in the average
Amateur Radio operating
room nowadays and at
one stroke the book
format

atlas solves many
problems: where's that J6
station? (You'll find it on
page 7 and that it's St.
Lucia Island).

In full colour
throughout, this is an
excellently -produced A4 -
sized booklet with all the
prefixes, time zones and
other information
provided. It will prove to
be very useful for
Amateur Radio operator
and listener alike. Highly
Recommended.

NOSintro
TCP/IP over
Packet
Radio
Ian Wade G3NRW

Do you prefer Packet
radio and are you
keen to learn about
the KA9Q Operating
system? If so, Ian
Wade G3NRW's book
will prove to be of
interest.

The book shows
you how to install
NOS on a PC, how
to set-up control
files, how to check
out basic operations
off air before going 'live'
and much more.
Produced in an informal
presentation style the
author has avoided the
'dense' and heavy
technical reading often
associated with this
subject. Illustrated
throughout with
clear diagrams, tips,
hints and
suggestions.
A helpful
introductory
book
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if form in this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on OK 659930

MT

ITHEI
ELEC

Nik11

Towers
International
Mospower &
Other FET
Selector
(Up -date 1)

Busy in the workshop?
If you are into using
MOSpower devices
and other f.e.t.s
this selector will
help. Providing
information on 9000
American, British,
other European and
Japanese high and low
power field effect
transistors this guide
includes electrical and
mechanical
specifications,
together with
manufactures and
available substitute
details.
Recommended
reference source.

Towers
International
Transistor
Selector
(Up -date 5)

Any book that can help
identify those
transistors on the
bench will save you
time and frustration!
This long established
title provides details
on over 32000 bi-
polar transistors and

"UK customers only.
overseas please add £2 P&P
per book ordered, offer only
open until 30 April 1998.

V --
°NTH

INTERNATI AHD
ONAL

MOSPOWER
OIVIER

fEl

SELECIOR

se* 
so ion 4
t%

surface
mount devices from
worldwide
manufacturers.

Also included are
electrical and
mechanical
specifications, 'pin -out'
and connection details
plus the all-important
substitutes listing.
Recommended
Reference Source.

Practical
OVEa 3 0°0
NEW

s

1WARS
uP

INTERNATIONA
TRANSISTOR
SELECTOR

(o 

arsk I Am, LA, wik

(01202- -1,659a30

Electronics
Calculations
& Formulae
F. A. Wilson

Frightened of
maths? Worried
about working
out? There's no
need to with this
handy little
book. One of a
series it is
presented in

typical Babani 'no
nonsense' approach
with examples
and guidance. A
very useful
reference and
practical 'help'
book.
Recommended
Reference Book

Practical
Electroncs
Calculations

a

Formulae

r: -

d
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DIALA-DEAL

BENEFITS
FIVE MAN EXTENDED WARRANTY )

ML&S was the first company to introduce
a meaningful 5 Year cover plan for your
equipment. Don't let high servicing costs
put you off!

E25 DEPOSIT

Most of the products advertised by ML&S
are available from a small C25 deposit and
if you choose to pay more you can enjoy
a reduced monthly payment.

( invert TO YORK ROM )
Our next day couriers are waiting to
safely deliver your new purchase direct to
your door, anywhere In the U.K or most
overseas locations.

REXHILE FINANCE

Let our professional sales team tailor a
finance package to suit your individual
requirements. Our super new Budget Plan
makes paying for your new purchase so
much easier.

PART EXCHANGE

We desperately need your pan exchange
right now top prices paid. Don't let it
depreciate over another twelve months,
we'll take your current transceiver now at
an agreed CASH price and still have your
new rig on finance if you wish!

CASK -RI

If the value of your part exchange is
greater than the value (or deposit) of the
new purchase, we'll give you back the
difference! Turn the value of your old gear
into cash for the start of the year.

DIAL -A -DEAL

Call any of our sales hot lines now - we're
eagerly awaiting your call - everything
sorted over the phone, model, trade-in,
collection, delivery and finance! Even if
you do not live locally you can still have
the peace of mind feeling when dealing
with ML&S!

OPENING TIMES

Open 6 days a week 9:306.00

edt 140441

018F5661120
EASY TO REMEMBER MAIL ORDER
NUMBER: DIAL 07000 73 73 73
There is a small increase in call rate when

using the 07000 number.

N LYNCH

140-142
NORTHFIELD

AVENUE EALING,
LONDON W13 9SB

70MHz NOW AVAILABLE ON THIS MODEL FROM ML&S

Oyaesu FT -847
PRICE MATCH AVAILABLE

4-5,08 ocrr:ca

£21.84 DEPOSIT & 42 x pm.

yaesu
VX4R
1269

ONLY 1249
Latest edition from
the Yaesu stable.
Ultra -compact, Dual
Band transceiver
with wide band
coverage receiver.

duplry

Bmlinf.TOSStdrreur

Dual notch feature

WAirtanefik
.tfe H)n)WilIn07Sran"

'Nestle 12Tas " -'

sure'

The NEW Kenwood
THG-71E
Full feature, 6W Dual
band hand held (with
optional battery
pack), 200 memories
and PC link -up with
software (not inc.)

NOW AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

ACCESSORIES )
A full range of accessories for all main
equipment is always in stock or on order
with the manufacturer. You can include a
selection of filters, a power supply or
Tuner in the new finance deal.

100W HF

lOW 4m

100W 6m

50W 2m

50W 70cm

) 100 Watts on HF & Six Metres

) 10 Watts on Four Metres

) 50 Watts on Two Metres & Seventy

Centimeters

ssatcw;Fm & AM

) Built In DSP

Tracking for satellite operation

) Full duplex crossband operation

) Voice announcement

) IF Shift

) Built In Keyer

) 1200/9K6 Ready

) CTCSS built in

) New 'cool blue

) Optional external Auto ATU

) Keypad entry with ident for blind

operators on 5

The latest HF Transceiver

difference. Not only do you I COM IC -746from lcom, with a

get 700 Watts on HF plus Six

Metres but you also get a

staggering 100 Watts on 1'1

Two metres. All from a box

not much bigger than the IC -

706! Don't those team

Designers ever go to bed?

HF to 2M lincl 6M1. 1170W on 2M
I All modes on all bands PBT

APF

II Built in Keyer
II Auto ATU fined
 Gen Coo receiver

Built in spectrum scope (similar
to IC 7561

11 100 Memories
II Excellent noise blanker.

Automatic DSP for noise. notch
and passband

II Twin Pass Tuning

Optional Voce Module
12.5kHt FM Narrow Capability

II Quad RX Conversion
 AMTX&RX

E27.84 DEPOSIT

8 47 5 E50 p.m.

availab

com st £1695

I I 1:11°11111t

AVAILABLE

ON 111IS PRODUCT

( WIDEST CHOICE )
As the official U.K's largest dealer of
Yaesu. [corn, Standard & Kenwood
products, you'll find everything you could
ever dream of under one roof. Our friendly
land non pushy) sales team will be
delighted to show you around and supply
VC. MTh as much coffer, as you can drink

( SEWNG YOUR EQUIPMENT )
We're always short of good quality used
gear and currently have E150,000 to
spend on increasing our used stock. So if
you're wanting to sell your current
transceiver (or accessory) for cash we
would be pleased do hear from you.

CALL TODAY FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW & USED EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE.
 TEL: 0181 - 566 1120 II FAX: 0181 - 566 1207  CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 0 566

si WEB SITE: http://www.martin-lynch.co.uk  E-MAIL: salesgmarlin-lynch.co.uk

[ALL ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE ML&S BUDGET PLAN



Who's first to

have a TRIPLE

BAND 2/6/70

Handie then?

Icon) of course!

Enter the IC-T8E.

Read the

specification

and get your

deposit in

quick!

STANDARD
STANDARD C156

PRICE BUSTER

£129.95 FULL FEATURE 2M

NEW

OR PRI

STANDARD C510

CPB510
Twinband handle with

plug in 35W/50W

power amplifier,

E17.34 DEPOSIT & 23 x E25 p.m.

STANDARD

ICOM 1056

HF, Six metres, 700 Watts on all bands and
only f 18997

nr <:1.1°E1
MU DEPOSIT & 54I E40

YAESU FT1000MP/AC

FREE DESK MIC & MATCHING

SPEAKER

DUI EMIT & 31 I El

ICOM IC -821H

YAESU FT4e0

FREE AM lfM BOARDS +

MD100 DESK MIC

The Des, valve HF.Sa Metre Transceiver got
even Defter, Now offered with FREE FM board

AM fiber by Yabtu U K

£31.5 DEPOSIT & 60 x 35

ICOM IC-706Mk11

91-1111
os. 1.

THE ONLY HF+0+2i 1111111OBASE

?Fa
t

100 t*
W

I WOWS RMII £25

If you are serious about your Two & Seventy
operating then take a close look at the

IC -821H It's very good.

ate
£3125 DEPOSIT & 60 1035 p.m.

STANDARD C -5900D

INCLUDES FREE

CTCSS & DTMF

ICOM IC-775OSP

The only triple Band 24570 mobile available'

EH DEPOSIT & 421 £25 p.m.

The loom flagship. 200W HF. PSU ATU
& DSP

f175 CASHBA

55.15mpost& 531015

Martin Lynch can also otter finance tilts up to figments Deposits from a minimum of C25 We welcome your pert exchange against arty new or used'l product provided its clean and in good working

order Call the Sales Desk today APR. 19.9'. Payment protection is also available up to 36 months

All units are brand new and boxed and offered with full manufacturers RIB warranty All prices quoted for cash:cheque or Swrtchil eta card No additional charges for credit cards

Martin Lynch is a licensed credit broker Full written details are available on request Finance is subject to status E&OE 110 p&p on all major items

AN AMATEUR

RADIO BODGE!

PLAN HAT

WORKS!!!
The Martin Lynch & Son

A.R. "Budget Plan"
A simple solution to
spreading the cost of

buying equipment
without huge deposits
and massive monthly

payments. We can even
buy your part exchange
for CASH and you can

still walk out with a new
FT -847 for under £30!

(Actually £27.82)!
Take a closer look at the
ML&S A.R. Budget Plan -

many of you already
have. Call the sales desk
today for any product

listed in this magazine. If
its available and

approved by my buyers
the Sales team will

quote you a monthly
repayment package

suited to you.

DON'T FORGET!!
You can pay off the loan
much quicker if you like

and even send a lump sum
one month if you wish.
Trade-in your old gear or

add to the minimum
deposit, reducing the
amount of monthly

repayments. You tell us
what you can afford per
month and we'll tell you
the deposit you require.

Just call for an instant
quotation!

' Budget Plan requirements Full time
.Jmphdyement (or disabled retired). over 18 and

below 71, Current bank account tor building
society). For instant finance please ensure you

have UK driving licence and cheque
guaranteecredit card orflectricity GasBT ball
with your current name and address. Finance

414 subject to status. APR 19.9%.



project

poets Out

On
Patrick

Walton

M1BNH says

that by

building his

simple

adapter, you

too don't

have to miss

out on the

narrow band

f.m. activity

on 28 and

SOMHz.

Many Radio Amatuers and
listeners like myself like to
listen in to f.m. transmissions
on 28MHz (10 metres) using a
h.f. receiver and also to 50MHz
(6 metres) and above using
converters.

Although a.m. receivers can resolve f.m.
using slope detection (see Response
Diagram in Fig. 1.), this method becomes
difficult on a good receiver with a maximum
bandwidth of (let's say) 12kHz (6kHz in my
case). This is because as the deviation of
amateur f.m. transmissions can be greater
than this.

The greater deviation results in distorted
'hissy' audio. This is due in part to the
receiver's intrinsic lack of bandwidth and
also to the need to detune on to the slope of
the i.f. response curve, further reducing the
bandwidth available.

I have found it frustrating to receive a
signal at S9+ only to have to detune it until it
is about S7 or so to listen. Obviously, weaker

signals may not be heard at all even though
they register on the s -meter. Hence the need
for a suitable n.b.f.m. adapter.

Project Described
The project described here was originally
developed to add narrow band f.m. capability
to my Trio R1000 Communications Receiver
using the NE604, see block diagram in Fig. 2.
This i.c. requires few external components
and can be used with any i.f. up to 21.4MHz
with appropriate replacements for filter El and
the Quadrature Coil.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 3, and in this an
f.e.t. buffer prevents loading the stage in the
receiver from which the i.f. signal is taken off
to the adapter board and also presents the
correct 1.5k11 impedance to the i.c. input on
pin 16. I also added a 5V regulator to provide
a stabilised supply for the adapter, allowing it
to run from any positive voltage line between
7 and 30V in the host receiver without
modification.

The a.f. output is taken from pin 6 via a 1pF
capacitor, C17, with C9 providing de -
emphasis. Thin coaxial cable should be used
for the i.f. input and for the a.f. output.

After studying a circuit diagram of my
receiver a suitable take -off point was found for
the i.f. signal after the final i.f. amplifier and
before any filtering - and a single sided
board was designed for use at the final i.f. of
455kHz.

The buffer stage on the n.b.f.m. board is an
adaptation of an existing buffer in the receiver
and should not require shielding at this i.f.

Two switches are necessary, one for f.m.
muting (optional) and one to switch between
the f.m. audio output from the adapter and the
a.m. audio in the host receiver. This second
switch becomes the f.m. selector and should
be located between the product detector and
the first a.f. stage (see block diagram).

The board, shown in Fig. 4, measures only
50 x 38mm and should fit easily into most
receivers.

Printed Circuit hard
Once the board has been produced or
purchased, holes can be drilled using the
following drills: 0.75mm or 1mm drill for all

IF response
curve Slope

detection
output

r-
Si Off

Mute

-5V

OV

1±On

NBFM
adapter board

AM 0 1 FM

7 S2

AM bandwidth
Final ..1
1455kHzi

Filters &
product
detector

First a.f
stage

Volume

Slope bandwidth Connect adapter Car ier
before filters insertion

oscillator oV
! WT0823

Frequency 1kHz) 452 455 X 458 V W70824

Fig. 1: Plotted response diagram illustrating
'slope' detection process (see text).

Fig. 2: Block diagram showing how the n.b.f.m. adapter is used (in
the author's case the receiver is a Trio R1000).
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project
components, plus a 2mm drill for the
quadrature coil can lugs.

To start assembling the project I suggest
you begin with the NE604 IC. Ideally, it
should be soldered directly onto the board
but performance will not suffer too much if a
good quality i.c. socket is used.

Filter Fl is next, and as its lower single pin
is not a standard distance from the others, a
bit of gentle coaxing is needed to get it to fit.
If an i.f. other than 455kHz is to be used, Fl
may have a different pin -out and possibly a
different termination impedance, so R4 may
need to be a different value to match this.

The quadrature coil used has an internal
180pF capacitor, Cr, which will resonate it at
about 468kHz. Coils for other i.f. frequencies
may have their internal capacitors connected
differently or may have to have an external
capacitor fitted underneath.

Use a heat shunt when soldering the f.e.t.
and 7805 regulator which are next, followed
by the rest of the components. Some of
these are a tight fit so populate the board in
stages to make sure they all fit.

The capacitor C7 must be a tantalum
type. Resistors are mounted vertically. Once
the board is complete, the leads can be
soldered in place.

Use thin coaxial cable for i.f. and a.f.
connections and coloured ribbon cable for
the rest. Don't be tempted to cut the leads
too short - they can always be cable -tied
back inside the host receiver, making
relocation and servicing much easier should
it be necessary.

Cannon Wog
I strongly recommend that when it comes to
connections and tracing wiring in your
receiver that you use a circuit diagram. Take-
offs for the adapter supply and i.f. input need
to be found in the host receiver. These
connections are made in parallel with
existing wiring so no track breaks are
necessary.

The d.c. biasing must not be upset when
breaking into the first a.f. stage to locate

Shopping List

Resistors
Metal film miniature 0.25W 5%.
1kil 1 R3
1.61(12 1 R2 (will also work with 1.51(12 with no
nitceable problems)
2ki2 2 R4
100ki2 1 R1, 5

Capacitors
Miniature ceramic low inductance types
6.8pF 1 Cl
10pF 1 C14
150pF 1 C11
10nF 1 C3
15nF 1 C13
100nF 8 C5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17
Tantalum bead type
6.8pF 1 C7
Electrolytic
100pF 1 C4

Inductors
Coil Toko YMCS2A740A (10EZ type) from Cirkit

Filter
Fl Murata CFW455F (Cirkit)

Semiconductors
Transistor
2N3819 1 Tr1
Integrated Circuits
78L05 1 ICI
NE604 1 IC2

Miscellaneous
Single sided p.c.b., 1 metre thin coaxial cable,
multicoloured ribbon cable, two miniature double pole
double throw switches, small cables ties. (The author
sourced all the non -polarised capacitors - miniature
ceramic low inductance types from Philips Semiconductor-.
r.f. communications products quoting specifications for
NE/SA604A.

IF In

Iwscats

5p6

,C2
1p

OC4

Fig. 3: Circuit of the n.b.f.m. adapter
lsee text).
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project

12V

Fig. 4: Printed circuit
board design for the
adapter, with
associated
component
placement overlay.

Fig. 5: The p.c.b.
(lower centre)
installed in the
author's Trio R1000
receiver.

wiring
points for
the a.m./f.m.
switch. A
track must
be broken or
an
interstage
capacitor
removed
(snip off the
body
leaving its
wires as
connecting
points) to do
this. A
replacement
for this
capacitor
must be
soldered
onto the
a.m. side of
the switch.

Before
installing the board, attach a 9V battery to the
power leads and note the current drawn by the
adapter. It should he in the region of 6mA.

Ieshog hp°
It's easiest to set up and carry out the aligning
of the adapter once it has been installed in the
receiver. To do this you should tune in to an
f.m. signal and switch the adapter in.

Next you should adjust the core of the
quadrature coil using a nylon trimmer only
(these cores are fragile) until the audio is
optimised. You will most likely have to screw
the core down if your i.f. is 455kHz as the coil is
tuned to 468kHz. Now switch to a.m. and note
the difference in sound quality.

With the mute output connected to the
positive rail, muting is OFF. Grounding it will
cut the a.f. output. I'm hoping to develop a
simple squelch circuit based on received signal
strength (RSSI output on pin 5) to control

muting in the
near future.

Smug
Desirable

Screening
may he
desirable at
higher i.f. s.
Fortunately,
suitable
screening can
be made
easily from

the soft plated 'tinplate' used on foods tin or
similar canisters. They can be cut to shape with
strong scissors or 'tinsnips' and soldered
together.

Editorial warning: Anyone contemplating
cutting 'tinplate' material with 'tinsnips' are
strongly recommended to wear protective
gloves and to be fully aware of the extremely
sharp edges that can result. Please take
care!

Ground connections for a buffer screen will
require extra holes to be drilled in the p.c.b. for
connecting wires (component lead off -cuts). As
the copper track at the edges of the p.c.b. is at
chassis potential, a complete screen can be
soldered around the board edges if desired.

A mounting bracket can also be made from
a piece of food tin which can be bent using
pliers or a small vice. Make sure the underside
of the p.c.b. is kept well away from the circuit
of the host receiver.

F11[01 E [011111[BfildtIVES

Your receiver might employ a 10.7MHz if. And
to help I've suggested the filter and
quadrature coil alternatives listed below for

i.f. Fl Z(R4) COIL

10.7MHz 10M08A KACS9339REV
+68pF in parallel

use with a 10.7MHz i.f.:
Any i.f. up to approximately 20MHz may be

used with this board, but the user will have to
research filter and coil data as follows: The
filter must have a maximum bandwidth of ±12-
15kHz @-18dB, and R4 must match its
termination impedance.

The quadrature coil must be resonant at the
i.f. And please note that the p.c.b. track that
runs under the coil - may require to be
modified, together with the fitting of a
resonating capacitor for the coil under the
p.c.b.

Rddlltef PO1f01111d11C0

With the specified filter, the adapter
performance was as follows on 144MHz: an
S9+20 voice on 145.475MHz produced no audio
and no s -meter reading on 145.490MHz and
145.455MHz.

As adjacent channels are rarely used on
144MHz in my locality, the 27MHz f.m. CB band
with 10kHz channel spacing was tuned in. Two
S9 signals on adjacent channels produced no
noticeable interference.

My shack computer causes broad spectrum
r.f. noise - you might be luckier, but try the
adapter with your PC switched off at first!

Performooce Improved
The performance of the adapter could be
improved by adding another filter between the
buffer stage and the NE604 input on pin 16.
Impedances are already matched for a filter at
this point.

Holes for the three earth pins could be
drilled in the ground plane to the right of the
existing filter in order to secure the filter by
soldering, and 2.5mm clearance holes,
countersunk on the copper side, drilled for the
input and output pins which would have to be
wired directly under the board to the holes left
by removing the now redundant C3.

So, armed with this simple adapter - you
don't have to miss out on 'Ten' f.m!

PIN
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

lk Phone: (01908) 610625 (Photo Acoustics Ltd)
FAX:
E Mail. photoacous@aol.comAS\

Alinco (New low prices)
From 1.8-50MHz

Alinco DX -70T (with CTCSS). 100W HF, IOW
eim, all mode.

£695.00
Alinco DX -70TH 100W HF. 100W 6m, all
mode

£775.00
SPECIAL OFFER: We will give you FREE a 25 amp PSU

with every Alinco DX -70T arid DX -70TH sold.

Carriage £15.00.

IC -706 MklI

100W HF+ 6m. 20W 2m

PA price £1095.00 (PRICE MATCH)

SPECIAL OFFER: We will give you FREE a 25 amp PSU
when you purchase a NEW IC -706M141.

Carriage £15.00.

YAESU FT -920 HF Transceiver

The new FT -920 has been released and offers some
great features at a great price. 1.8MHz to 54MHz plus
wideband receive. 33MPS digital signal processor.
digital IF shift, auto notch filter. dual VFOs. 100
memories, band stacking VF0 system. break-in CW
with electronic keyer. TNC interfacing. digital voice
recorder. 13.8V DC operation.

Limited period only £1399.00
SPECIAL OFFER: We will give you FREE a 25 amp PSU

when you purchase a NEW Yaesu FT -920.

Carriage £15.00

IN IN
0

£89.95

P -2512M
25-30 amp power
supply with variable
volts (3-15). Dual
meters (VS + amps) and
over voltage protected.

carr £10 SAVE £10

58 High Street
Newport Pagnell
Bucks MK16 8A0.

CLOSED

THURSDAYS

ICOM'S LATEST MID -PRICE TRANSCEIVER
The IC -746 is Icom's latest HF/ VHF transceiver, providing wideband coverage: HF to
50MHz through to 144MHz. Superior design. VHF base station capabilities. DSP and
100 watt RF output will make this THE transceiver to own in '98.

 1.8MHz-144MHz multimode coverage
 100W output for all HF, 50MHz and

144MHz bands
 DSP fitted as standard
 Continually adjustable noise reduction
 Auto notch filter
 Selectable APF with 3 passband

widths
 Twin PBT capability, first in a mid -range

radio SPECIAL OFFER: We will give you FREE a 25 amp PSU
 Large, easy -to -read function display when you purchase a NEW iC-746. Carriage L15.00.
 Auto antenna tuner with preset memories
 Compact dimensions 287 x 120 x 317mm  Memo pad with 10 channels
 Tone squelch standard with 50 tone frequencies  Ample CW functions with 4-cliarinel

memory keyer  12.5kHz FM narrow capability  Quick split, ideal for DX'ers
 3 different antenna connections  2 -step pre -amp (single for 144MHz)
 Optional UT -102 voice synthesizer

SG -230 Smartuner-
Antenna Coupler sse. AM. CW & DATA

(SG230 special offer £299.00)
Carr f10.0t)

You can't buy a smarter tuner than this. An
automatic antenna coupler so intelligent it
precisely tunes any length antenna - 8 to 80ft -
in the HF band.
The Smartuner' automatically evaluates and
switches 64 input and 32 output capacitance
combinations, plus 256 inductance combinations
in a 'pi" network. The amazing result is over a
half -million different ways to ensure a perfect
match for your transceiver. And the most
intelligent feature of all is that the Smartuner
remembers the chosen frequency and tuning
values, and will automatically reselect those
values - in less than 10ms. each time yo,
transmit on that frequency.

The SG -230 Smartunef. Buy Smart.

YAESU FT -847
FEATURES:-

 100W on HF and six meters
 50W on 2m and 70cm
 SSB/CW/FM and AM
 Built-in DSP
 Full duplex crossband operation
 Voice announcement
 Built-in keyer
 CTCSS built-in
SPECIAL OFFER: We will give you FREE i 25 amp PSU when you
purchase a NEW Yaesu FT -847. Cari,it, £15.00.

£1695.00 ( MATCH)

ICOM IC-T8E
Tri-band handheld 2/6/70.
NEW.
 Triple band 2/6/70
 Wide band Rx
 WBFM for FM broadcast RX up to

5W output!
 Splash resistant
 CTCSS as standard
 Switchable TX narrow FM
I12.5kHzi for 2M band
 123 memories
 Very compact - smaller than most
single banders

RRP £349.00 (PRICE MATCH)
SPECIAL OFFER: We will give you FREE a

2m; 70cm Micro Mag Antenna when you purchase
a NEW !corn IC-T8E. Carnage £10.00.

YAESU VX1-R
Latest edition from the Yaesu
stable. Ultra -compact, dual
band transceiver with wide
band coverage receiver
 500mW output on 2/70
 Lithium Ion battery
 5-1300MHz receive

iiaracter alpha -numeric disoldr
in CTCSS function
watch feature

airband RX
 Size: H81xW47025mm
 Weight: 125 with antenna &

battery. RRP £269.00
SPECIAL OFFER: We will give you FREE a

2m/70cm Micro Mag Antenna when you purchase
a NEW Yaesu VX1-R. Carriage £10.00.

£1695.00
100W HF
100W 6m
50W 2m

50W 70cm

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF or JANE.
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MON - FRI 9.30 - 5.30, (Thursday Closed) Saturday 9.30 - 4.30

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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in UC
with your need

MORE PRODUCTS! MORE FUN!

For the radio amateur the Hora 70cm hand-held

transceiver is just one of many specialised products

we stock.

There's over 22.000 products from modules and

kits to electronic parts and components. You can

order by telephone 24 hours a day or visit one of

our 48 stores nationwide. At Maplin we offer same

day despatch and free delivery on orders over £30

(including VAT).

Order your catalogue now on 01702 554000

The catalogue costs just £3.99 plus p+p* and the

CD Rom is available at just £1.95 plus p+p*.

You can also purchase your copy from your

local Maplin store. WH Smith and John Menzies.

THE NEW HORA 70CM HAND

HELD TRANSCEIVER

Order Code NW36P

£89.99
(inc. VAT)

e complete cd catalogue for electronics

1998
78 AUGUST 9);

(0'1
Y srmrs asnagrol  OW loco

Sern 00 Me
00 ...am.* s....m6

Over 1.000 new products
Includes over £50 worth of

discount vouchers
Order code CA17

4
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f you read last month's PW you will have seen
Richard Newton GORSN's review of what is
probably the smallest hand-held in the world and as
promised here's your chance to win it! If you didn't
see Richard's review of the VX-1R and want to find

out more before entering the competition, back copies
are available from the Post Sales Department for £2.30
inc. P&P.

All you have to do is find the words hidden in the
wordsearch and then send your entry In Yaesu
Competition, Practical Wireless, PW Publishing
Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. The Editor's decision
on the winner is final and no correspondence will be
entered into. Please do not include other
correspondence in with your entry (photocopies
are acceptable).
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feature

Following the

brief mention of

early 1930s h.f.

experiments at

the former BBC

Daventry

transmitter in

PW last year,

Brian Kendal,

Chairman of The

History of Air

Navigation

Group Royal

Institute of
Navigation,

looks at the

fascinating early

history of radar.

doubt whether there will ever be
agreement between nations as to
who 'invented' radar. The fact that
radio waves could be reflected and
refracted had been discovered by
Heinrich Hertz in his very earliest
experiments long before the turn of

the century is usually totally ignored.
In 1904 a German engineer, Christian

Hulsmeyer, patented a device for detection
of ships and other obstructions which he
called the 'Telemobiloscope'. The basic
equipment gave the bearing of the target but
no range indication, but Hulsmeyer also
experimented on ranging techniques using a
triangulation technique.

Weil RI Sea
The Telemobiloscope was effective up to
ranges of about five kilometres and as such
could have proved a valuable aid to safety at
sea. However, ship owners had recently
invested in wireless telegraphy equipment
and were reluctant to spend any more on
'new fangled' schemes. As a result, there
were no sales and Hulsmeyer eventually
allowed his patents to lapse.

By the early 1930s pulse techniques had
been developed in various ionospheric
research programmes, as had the use of the
cathode ray tube for timing purposes. In
Germany, the basic principles of pulse radar
had been established and several companies
were developing equipment under a shroud
of secrecy.

In Great Britain, however, it was not until
1935 that an official programme of
development was initiated. And of course

"I doubt Whether there ever will be agreement

between nations as to who 'invented' radar".

J. 1. t:, mtenna array used at the former
BBC Daventry transmitter during the
experiment. (Photo courtesy of Merton, Radar Systems,

this started in a typically British way - by the
formation of a Committee.

The Committee for the Scientific Survey of
Air Defence was chaired by Sir Henry
Tizard, Rector of Imperial College, and had as
its members, Professor A.V. Hill, a Nobel
Prize winner, Professor P.M.S. Blackett, who
had already done the work which would bring
him a Nobel Prize after the Second World
War, and H.E. Wimperis, Director of
Scientific Research at the Air Ministry.

The first Committee meeting was held on
28th January 1935. And one of the first
subjects which was discussed was the
possibility of a 'Death Ray'.

Death Rao
Rumours of Death Rays had been rife in the
early 1930s with many claims of success, but
despite a prize of E1000 being offered for the
first equipment which could kill a sheep at 100
metres, there were no takers.

Wimperis therefore decided that he would
decide the problem once and for all. He
therefore put the proposal to Robert Watson
Watt who was Director of the Radio Research
Station of the National Physical Laboratory at
Slough.

In turn, Watson Watt passed the problem to
his assistant Arnold Wilkins. But not
wishing to reveal the precise enquiry he asked
Wilkins to "Please calculate the amount of r.f.
power which should be radiated to raise the
temperature of 4.5 litres (1 gallon) of water

from 98 to 105'F at a
distance of 5km and a
height of 1km".

From Watson
Watt's wording it was
obvious to Wilkins that
the instruction for the
calculations concerned
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the production of fever heat in an airman's
blood by a death ray. It took little calculation
to realise that the r.f. output power required
would be in the order of five million
kilowatts radiated from a half -wave dipole
to have an effective range of 600 metres!

Even if a high gain antenna was used, the
r.f. power necessary was still totally beyond
the technology of the time. And on receiving
this information, Watson Watt replied "Well,
if that's not possible, how can we help
them"?

Wilkins knew that Post Office Engineers
had noticed disturbances to v.h.f. reception
when aircraft were in the vicinity and
suggested that this may he a possible way of
detecting enemy aircraft. A few more
calculations then indicated that such a
proposition should be quite practical.
Furthermore, range, bearing and elevation
measurements could be made by techniques
already in use for ionospheric research.

T1110 Memoranda
Armed with the information, Watson Watt
produced two memoranda which he
presented to the Committee on the 12th
February. Considering the timescale, these
were very far reaching.

The first memoranda demonstrated the
impracticability of the Death Ray whilst the
second not only gave the basis of the future
'Chain Home' (CH) radar system, but also
considered the principles for a method for
the identification of 'friendly' aircraft.

The Committee accepted the reports. But
the Air Member for Research and
Development, Air Marshall Sir Hugh
Dowding, felt that a practical demonstration
was necessary to show that sufficient power
for detection purposes would be reflected
from an aircraft.

On being told of the requirement for a
"practical demonstration", Wilkins realised
that, within the time scale available (10
days), it would be impossible to install a
transmitter specifically for the purpose.
Fortunately however, he knew the BBC
Overseas Service transmitter at Daventry
(callsign GSA), which he had often used as a
signal source during his previous work, had
the required characteristics.

Daventrq On 49 Metres
Daventry, located in Northamptonshire in
the southern English Midlands, operated on
49.8 metres with an output power of 10kW.
The antennas, Fig. 1, were an array of
horizontal dipoles which gave a horizontal
beamwidth of 60' and a vertical beamwidth
of 100 in a southerly direction.

A transmission on the Daventry
wavelength was selected for the tests as the
wingspan of the heavy bombers of the
period was about 23 metres, corresponding
very closely to a half wavelength, thus
ensuring optimum echoes.

On the 25th February, Wilkins loaded his
equipment in a small Morris Commercial
van, Fig. 2, (euphemistically called "the
travelling laboratory"), left the Radio
Research Station at Slough accompanied by
a driver, a Mr Dyer, and drove to a field

Daventry
short wave

station

Off beam
radiation

V

Two antennas
spaced r.2 apart

Main beam

Hayford
bomber

b

Re -radiated
signal Cechol

Resultant signal

Phase
d ustment

Oscilloscope
tube

Detection

Sensitive
receiver

near Weedon Bec, some 11km from the BBC
transmitting station at Daventry.

On arrival they found a suitably located but
rather muddy field which the owner allowed
them to use. There they erected the antennas
before leaving to find a Hotel.

After dinner they returned to the site to test
the equipment on the transmission from GSA,
which was due to close at midnight. Only then
did they realise that the test had been
arranged in such a hurry that they had
forgotten that it would be dark when they
were setting up the receiver!

Consequently no provision for lighting
inside the vehicle had been made. The
internal light of the van was not working with
the result that the numerous connections had
to be made by the light of flickering matches!
Despite this, the receiver was brought to life
with five minutes of the transmission
remaining and Wilkins was just able to make
the necessary adjustments in the time
available.

When they came to leave the site, Wilkins
and Dyer realised to their dismay that, while
they had been working, there had been a keen

Fig. 3:
Diagram
depicting t1,,
antenna set-
up and the
basis of th,
'Daventry'
experiment
(see text).

Fig 2 The 'travelling labor., . for the Daventry test
(Photo courtesy of Marco,. Radar Systems!
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Fig. 4: A Royal Air Force "Heyford* bomber, similar to that flown by
Flight Lieutenant 'Bobby' Blucke for the Daventry tests.

Fig. 5: The receiver
used for the
Daventry
experiment, now on
display at the
Science Museum in
London.
(Photo courtesy of Marconi
Radar Systems,

frost and the ground had frozen so hard that
the van could not be moved. Fortunately,
Dyer found a spade in the van tool locker
and they were able to dig themselves out
and return to their Hotel.

The following morning, Watson Watt and
the Air Ministry Observer, Mr A.P. Rowe,
left London by train, bringing with them
Watson Watt's nephew, Pat for the ride. As,
however, he could not be let into the secret,
on the route between the railway station and
the site, Pat was unceremoniously deposited
at the roadside and told to amuse himself for
a couple of hours!

TWO Dipoles
At the site, Wilkins and Dyer had erected two
dipoles and coupled the feeders to a phase
shifter. This had then been adjusted to all
but null out the transmission from Daventry,
leaving just a small residual signal visible on
the cathode ray oscillograph (CRO, or
oscilloscope) which was being used as the
signal strength indicator. Any increase in
signal strength would then be due to
reflections from the target aircraft (see Fig.
3).

It had been arranged that a Heyford
bomber, Fig. 4, from the Royal Aircraft

Establishment (RAE)
Boscombe Down in
Wiltshire, flown by Flight
Lieutenant 'Bobby'
Blucke (who was destined
to lead the squadron which
four years later would
discover the German
Knickebein beams) would
fly up and down the
Daventry 'beam' to provide
a target. The aircraft
arrived on time and

immediately the van driver, Mr Dyer was
sent to a far corner of the field for he, like
Watson Watt's nephew, was not "in the
secret".

The first approach of the Heyford was too
far to the east and no deflection of the CRO
display connected to the receiver (Fig. 5)
could be seen. The second approach,
however, was far nearer the mark and this
time a rhythmic beat was seen on the
cathode ray tube. As the aircraft flew off to
the south, good 'beats' were observed and it
was estimated that the aircraft had been
followed for about 13km.

Britain Nair' Nn Island
After the 'beats' died away from the screen of
the cathode ray tube, Watson Watt is reported
to have breathed a sigh of relief and then
turned to Rowe and said "Britain is again an
island". Watson Watt and A.P. Rowe were
elated and immediately rushed back to the
railway station.

It was only when they arrived at the station
did Watson Watt realise that they had
completely forgotten to pick up Pat, his
nephew, from where they had left him on the
roadside. A rapid retracing of the route was
therefore necessary before they could catch
their train to London. Arnold Wilkins and Dyer
then packed up their equipment and started
on their long journey home.

When the success of the experiment was
made known to the authorities, it was
immediately classified 'Top Secret' and
£10,000 was allocated for research. As a result
of this an experimental site was set up on the
Essex coast at Orfordness, the team arriving
there on the 13 May.

At the new site, progress was extremely
rapid and by the 15th of June the team were
able to demonstrate aircraft echoes at a range
of 27km. Within a month the range had been
doubled and by early 1936, over 160km had
been achieved.

During the initial period also, the
operational frequency was increased from 6
to 30MHz. The culmination of this work
resulted in the Chain Home (CH) radar chain
which remained in use until the early 1950s.

Second World Wu
By the outbreak of the Second World War, a
chain of 20 radar stations ringed the southern
coast of the United Kingdom. Additionally, the
first Airborne Interception radar had been
installed in RAF aircraft and the first naval
radar equipment was being installed.

By modern standards, the CH radar system
was crude, slow and inaccurate, but for its
time it was a remarkable achievement. Taking
only four years from conception to full
operational service it revolutionised the
principles of air defence and this was just in
'the nick of time'.

After the war, Adolf Galland, who had
overall command of the German attack in
1940 said "The British had from the first an
extraordinary advantage, never to be
balanced out in the whole war: their radar and
fighter control network. It was for us and for
our leadership a freely expressed surprise,
and at that a very bitter one, that Britain had
at its disposal a close -meshed radar system,
obviously carried to the very highest level of
current technique, which supplied Fighter
Command with the most complete basis for
direction possible. We had nothing like it".

There can be no higher praise for a system
which had its origins in a muddy field near
Weedon Bec on a cold and frosty morning in
February 1935.

PW
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antennas

Antenna

illorksho
Dick Pascoe

GOBPS gazes

back into the

past to

describe some

antennas,

which

although not

new, still

work well in a

modern

environment.

0
ver the past year or so there has
been a lot of very interesting
articles in this magazine about
modern version of some old style
antennas. I thought that this time
we could go back in time a little
and have a look at some of the old

favourites that many of the modern
designs are based upon.

Certainly one of the most famous wire
antennas of all time is the G5RV from Louie
Varney of the same G5RV callsign. But what
we see today is not what Louie originally
designed. His original design is shown in Fig.
1. The original antenna was fed by a link
transformer, made up with a variety of turns of
different size. The size of the link transformer
and number of turns it consisted of, depended
on the constructor's choice.

The pair of matching variable capacitors with
their centre to ground made this link
transformer the equivalent of the modern a.t.u..
The coupling of the link was variable too (see
below). This 'a.t.u.' fed the 31m long dipole
section from 30012 open wire feeder, which at
that time would have been home made. In this
case, the antenna would have been at least 1/2
wavelength above ground on the preferred
band.

Rround In Mnou Forms
The G5RV antenna has been around in many
forms over the years with some modern
versions using ribbon feed direct to the rig via a
balanced a.t.u. The most widely found
commercial versions have ribbon feeder part
way from the dipole feed point, then coaxial
cable the remainder of the way to the shack.
The Windom antenna is another named
antenna that was hugely popular some years
ago. I well remember my article in the April

R lialanced' feeder reduces feeder

pick-up, and rfdllSrniftef interference
58

31m

3000 feeder
014 long)

cWT 0841

Centre insulator

Link coil
transformer

To transmitter

Fig. 1: The original G5RV antenna.

One wavelength long on band of interest

X/3 2A13

IWT0842a 
The original Windom
antenna was fed by an open
wire feeder, later changed to
open wire twin feeder

To transmitter

Fig. 2: Was this Windom antenna design
'stolen' from another amateur? (See text).

40.25m
3.35m - 3.35m -

lwr08412a1
The feeder is pined
to the antenna at the
points shown

3001! twin
feeder to the

jitransmitter

Fig. 3: The 'Double Windom' from DJ2KY.
Rope

- For the 3.5MHz band try 42m--

E

LLI

300 - WOW
twin feeder

frfrosaaj

Fig. 4: Airship (Zeppelin) communication
antenna, the original 'Zepp' design.

1990 issue of PW, when I wrote about 'The
Windom revisited'. That article provoked
comments from as far afield as Nigeria, where
one Amateur claimed it was the 'Bees Knees'
...or as our American cousins say 'The cats
meow'.

The Windom Antenna, shown in Fig. 2, is
named after General Loren G ('Windy')
Windom W8GZ who allegedly 'stole' the idea
from other amateurs who had used it
successfully some time before. However, as is
often the case 'He who publishes first - gets the
credit'.

The original Windom design used a single
wire as the feeder, but with modern electrical
appliances spreading rapidly around the world
this simple feed soon became a 'balanced' type
to help stop the feeder picking up, or creating
interference.

We even got a 'Double Windom', Fig. 3,
design from DJ2KY where he used two, 'back-
to-back' style Windom antennas fed by open
wire feeder. The centre point being 3.35m from
the feed -point of each wire in the feeder (the
diagram shows it better). In this case the 5 -band
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Windom uses two wire lengths, one part length
of 16.75 forms half the 'top', and the other part,
4.5m long is is connected to the feeder. The
middle two 3.35m sections are not wire, but are
of an insulated material.

Ear14 Antenna
Another early antenna name often heard, is
Zepp. This antenna, shown in Fig. 4, wasn't
named after a person but because the antenna
was used successfully by the radio operators in
the Zeppelin dirigible airships. The diagram
shows the antenna uppermost, but in use with
the Zeppelins it would have hung from the
airship with the wire trailing from the under-
side.

To get some idea of the dimensions to use:
On the 3.5MHz band try a length of about 42m
of wire with 20.75m of open wire feeder. Note
that, although the feeder is of the twin -feed
form, only at the transmitter end are both sides
connected.

The double Zepp antenna, shown in Fig. 5, is
made up of two Zepp antennas attached to
each other. Again, for the 3.5MHz band try a top
length of 55m, for the 7MHz band, 27.5m and
for the 14MHz band the much more managable
13.5m length.

Long Time
The W3DZZ antenna has been around for a
long time and is typical of the 'Trap Antenna'
where a trap is fitted to make the antenna
resonant on two or more bands. Many verticals
and multi -band beam antennas use traps. In
this case shown in Fig. 6, the inductance and
capacitance making up the trap, are resonant
on 7.17MHz, which gives an antenna that can
be used on 3.5MHz through to 28MHz. A fellow
amateur Alan G4YFP, has used one of these
antennas for several years and swears by it.

The W3EDP antenna, Fig. 7, is another fed
by open wire feeder and, like the G5RV
described earlier, is fed by a link transformer
and a variable capacitor. In the case of the
W3EDP antenna, we can see the relationship
with the feeder link and the band used. With an
antenna length of 25.6m, the counterpoise
lengths are as shown.

The final antenna of this selection is an
antenna of wire box section that has a fair
amount of gain over the ever so 'humble
dipole'. I'm referring to an antenna called the
'Sterba Curtain', made up from several AJ2
long sections of wire as shown in Fig. 8, with
),./4 wave vertical sections. Extra sections can be
added as space permits.

You can probably imagine that on 28 or even
50MHz the 'Sterba' antenna can be quite small.
Imagine though, a Sterba Curtain antenna for
the 1.8MHz band. Now that would be
impressive! Note the feed arrangements, one
side to the right. The other to the left.

The link transformer method of feeding
antennas, is not new, many of our elder
statesmen in the hobby used this method to
feed their antenna systems. I remember
helping with a shack clearance after an elderly
G2 became a silent key. His a.t.u. was made on
a plank of wood, an elderly, but robust huge
variable capacitor and a small coil of wire on an
adjustable rod.

The feeder arrangement came into the shack

via two plate capacitors on the window (the
original 'through glass' feed) and to a larger coil.
Moving the smaller coil towards the larger
provided the necessary adjustment.

Open Wires
During this article I've made reference to 'open
wire' or 'ribbon' feeder. Normally this will refer to
ribbon feeder, as there are many commercial
versions available through various sources in the
UK and elsewhere. In general use, the twin
feeder commonly used, may have a
characteristic impedance of 30051 or even higher
impedance (400 and 60052 are common
commercial values found/.

Open wire feeder is more often a home-brew
version but that doesn't mean it less useful or
efficient. Remember that, in amateur circles,
coaxial cable didn't appear in any
quantity until after the Second World
War and, before that time Radio
Amateurs used what they could
make easily, which was very often
just open wire feeder.

Open wire feeder may be made up
of a parallel run of two length of any
type of wire kept apart by spreaders.
Commercial spreaders are available
these days, but I have seen many
methods used to keep the wire apart.
I've seen separators made from the
plastic rings, cut from old plastic
bottles to hand carved wooden
spreaders that were
works of art. The source
of the material doesn't
matter.

When making spacers,
use whatever insulated
material you have
available. Use enough of
them to maintain the
spread and stop the
wires touching. The
impedance will vary
according to the wire
you select and the
spacing, but I've seen
and used separations
distances of up to
100mm with success.

So, that's it. Get out
there into the garden,
and try one of these
oldies, you may be
surprised at how well
they work when
compared to a modern
computer -designed
antenna.
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Fig. 5: A 'double Zepp adds
another radiator starting to
look very like the G5RV
design.
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Fig. 8: The Sterba Curtain is a wire antenna with a great deal of
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To Be The

Best
Patrick Allely GW3KJW is an avid keeper of v.h.f.

and u.h.f. achievements and in this thought
provoking article he shares some of the 'first and

furthest' achievements he has documented.

Radio Amateurs are competitive,
make no mistake about it, we all
want to be the best, we want to
be first to work the rare DX and
we don't mind climbing all over
our fellow enthusiasts in order
to do it! In order to satisfy our

needs to excel, we organise contests,
draw up lists and use different
frequencies, some of which are totally
unsuitable for the task in hand.

Inevitably, it's the 'big guns' who succeed
most often, their high power and large
antenna systems working to their advantage,
but every now and again, the little station will
do something unexpected and gain grudging
recognition by the rest of us, secretly jealous
that we weren't first or that we didn't work as
far as the next man. The satisfying thing about
succeeding is that the contact is often
publicised in the amateur press so that
everyone can read and share the joy of the
person who made that all important contact.

First Furthest
Over a number of years I have been collating
'Firsts' and 'Furthest' claims on the
frequencies of 50MHz (6 metres) and above
and although I am well aware that my records
are far from complete, I have found that UK
radio amateurs have displayed an enthusiasm
for the hobby that shows no sign of abating.
There are many firsts which have yet to be
claimed and the 'furthest' is merely an
arbitrary figure just begging to be beaten!

My sources of information have come
from magazines, direct information over the
air and from correspondence. I have accepted
these claims without any proof in the belief
that if someone says something is true then it
IS.

I have no doubt that what I say may be
disputed. Some will say 'I did that first, not
him', this being the case, please let me know

The 70MHz band allocation was granted to UK amateurs on the 1 November 1956 (but not if you lived
near Jodrell Bank!).
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in order that I may modify my records,
(which, incidentally, I collate on behalf of the
Radio Society of Great Britain).

Now let me get down to the odd facts
that I have found, what you might term the
'did you know corner?' The 50MHz band is
comparatively new, but for many years
before it was open to all, certain amateurs
had special licences to operate on it. It was
on the 5th November 1947 that G6DH
worked W1HDQ for the first trans -Atlantic
50MHz contact.

It is another fact that the 'claimed'
distance record for the 50MHz band is a
staggering 17239km between GJ4ICD and
VK2FLR in a contact made on the 14
October 1991. This can be beaten as the
equatorial circumference of the earth is 40
076.5km, so a distance of more than
20000km is possible. But to where I know
not. As far as I can ascertain, the first inter -G
050 on 50MHz was made in 1958 between
G4LX and G2BDO, whilst G5BY worked
ZS7P on the 1 April 1948 - definitely not a
joke!

The frequency 58.5MHz was in use just
after the Second World War and before TV
closed it down, this band produced good
contacts. I was interested to learn that
G5M0 worked 11IRA, GW6OK and F3JB
on the 19th May 1946, the band was in use
up to 1948. The 70MHz band was granted to
UK amateurs on the 1 November 1956 (but
not if you lived near Jodrell Bank!) and
became very popular, with amateurs sitting
on 70.260MHz night after night waiting to 'hi-
jack' the unwary newcomer to the band.

On the 2nd November 1956 G5KW
worked GBKW, perhaps the first recorded
70MHz (4m) QSO, the problem with this
band is its restricted use by other countries,
but certainly CT1, FA (Algeria), TF, 5B4, ZB,
CN, PX (Andorra), El and HB9 as well as the
UK countries have been worked at various
times. Distance has never been a problem,
just lack of countries, but in May 1960 G5MR
worked CN8MG at 2061km and in June 1981
GW4ASR/P worked 5B4AZ over a distance
of 3471km.

favourite VHF Hood
So, how about the 144MHz (2m) band, the
favourite v.h.f. band I think. This band was
granted to Radio Amateurs on the 1
September 1948 and not because of
pressure by Class B licencees as I was
once informed!

The first 050 apparently took place at
0015 on 1.9.48 between G6VX and G2XC
and six days after the band was granted
G2AJ/P worked G5MQ/A over a distance of
225km and since that time the distance
achieved on 144MHz has increased
enormously.

In March 1952 G5UF worked SM6ANR
over a path of 1210km, G3DAO had a QS°
with LZ2FA of 2172km in June 1974, while in
September 1981 GD8EXI worked EA8XS
over a sea path of 3025km. This distance had
been exceeded three months earlier when
G3VYF grabbed a first and furthest with a
3540km 050 with 4X41X.

Impressive as these distances appear,
they do not compare with a 4000+km QS°

between EABXS and TF6IG in August 1981
or a contact between W6NLZ and KH6UK in
July 1957 over 4186km. Even these records
have been beaten by trans -equatorial
propagation (t.e.p.) contacts such as the one
between ZS6DN and SV1DH in February
1979 over a path of 7100km and two weeks
later a contact between I4EAT and ZS3B over
7450km. (You will note that I haven't included
contacts by satellite, man-made or artificial in
this article).

Records 0ii 430MHz
My 430MHz (70cm) records are woefully
lacking in content, it would appear that the
432MHz exponents are bashful about their
deeds, or perhaps they think it's all been done
before! However, I do know that G2FKZ
worked G3CU on the 30 October 1948, just
two months after the band was allocated for

"Distance has never been a

RIJN, just lack of countries ...,"
Amateur use. The distance worked was 2km, I
know this sounds miniscule and that you can
shout the distance, but it was, at the time, the
leading edge of electronic experimentation,
and these amateurs were showing us all what
to do.

Some 11 years later in June 1959 G3KEQ
worked the well known v.h.f. exponent
SM6ANR over a distance of 1047km. The
present claimed UK distance record is 2884km
between GW3KJW (Pat himself of course,
being modest! Editor) and EA8ACW on a
sea path on the 10th September 1988. I fail to
see why this has not been exceeded, I'm sure
it has, and I'd love to hear from whom and
when. The distance has been exceeded on a
number of occasions by contacts of 3982km
between W6 and KH6, again on a sea path.

Bog Up
Going up the frequency to the 1296MHz
(23cm) band has produced little information
from Amateurs, but I do have a record of
G6CW working G8DD on the 17 November
1949. The distance claimed was 7.2km.

Some 36 years later in June 1985 G6LEU
in Cornwall using 4 x 23 element Yagis and
lOW of 'power -out' had a QS° with Salve
EABXS who was also using 10W fed into a
dish antenna. This QS° over a sea path of
2620km and started on 144MHz, moved up to
430MHz, and then again moved to1296MHz
for a great record. It just shows what can be
done if the conditions are favourable for
maritime ducting.

The 13cm or 2.3GHz band is too high for
me, but not for G8IH and G3BGN who on the
6 June 1948 made a contact over a distance of
3.5km. I suppose magnetrons or klystrons
were used. The thought of a gunn diode had
not yet germinated.

Some four months later in October 1948
G8IH now /P worked G3CBN over a path of
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39km, imagine, 13cm in 1948 from a portable
location. I wonder how wide the carrier
frequency was?

As the years passed, the expertise
widened and in 1972 the well known u.h.f.
exponent G3LQE using 1W to a dish antenna
worked PAODBQ over a distance of 224km.
Two years later in January 1974, now with
15W to a dish, he worked DJ2HF/P over
400km.

In October 1982 G4BVY using 15W
generated by a 2C39 tube, 2 x NGF1402 front -

"...some 011 Sdli I did that first, not him.."

end receiver and a 6in dish worked OK1AIY/P
over 1028km. This was exceeded by
GOVHF/P in October 1995 when this contest
station contacted 0E3EFS/3 over a distance
of 1100km.

Records for 3.4GHz are hard to find unless
you are one of the select few who use this
frequency. However, I do know that in
October 1995 G8IFT/P worked DFORB over a
distance of 825km, no mean feat!

Oddly enough, there is more information
on the next band 5.6GHz (6cm), although I
have no early history, (perhaps someone
would enlighten me) it would be a shame to
lose the exploits of the pioneers of amateur
radio in the u.h.f. field. However, in July 1974
G3YLV worked GU3WJG, a distance of
113km.

Some 20 years later in October 1994,
G3FYX jointly with G3JMY worked
SM6ESG, the distance being 1137km which
had been beaten two days earlier by G4BCH
when he worked SM6HYG over a distance of
1178km. Again, sea ducting making long
distance contacts possible. This theory of sea
ducting being borne out by the fact that
distances of 3982km have been made on this

"... a log book showing contacts made Over

50 qedfS ago is far more valuable._"

frequency between W6 and KH6.
Going up another band to 10GHz (3cm),

the records are poor, which is surprising
considering how popular the band is. The first
record I can find is a QSO between G3LZ and
G3BAK on the 20th January 1950, this is
reported to be the first 10GHz QS° in the UK
and the distance was just a few kilometres.

How technology has changed! I say this
because during the October 1995 contest
GOVHF/P worked over a path of 1185km to
OE4MDA/1. The claimed world record was
1191km achieved by VK5KZ with a VK6 in
January 1995, but on the 14 January 1997

G3GNR worked SM6ESG over a 1275km
path.

the EsolerIC hit
Now we come to the esoteric bands. On the
24GHz band in August 1974 G3BNL worked
G3EEZ over a distance of 74km from Cleeve
Hill to Clee Hill in Shropshire. Imagine the
planning and dedication that must have gone
into setting -up these two stations and the
satisfaction of having achieved what they set
out to do! Another u.h.f. expert G4DDK
worked PAOEZ in June 1995, the distance
being 268km, beating the claimed record of
208km worked by OZ/DB6NT with OZ1UM
in June 1993. This distance was exceeded by
G4KGC who worked PAOEZ over a path of
391km on the 14 January 1997.

Up again now to 47GHz and there's just
two mentions for the UK. Two well known
amateurs G3HBR and G3HBW worked over
13km on the 21 August 1991 whilst in 1993
OZ/DB6NT worked OZ1UM over 208km,
beating the then world record of 166km set
up by HB9MIN with HB9MIO in 1992. The UK
record of 41km was achieved on the 14
December 1996 when G4KNZ/P worked
G3FYX/P.

I have no 76GHz record for the UK but the
Danish challenge of OZ/DB6NT and OZ1UM
worked over a path of 8.8km in June 1993,
using mW and 25cm dishes.

Finally, 147GHz, again no UK mention, but
on the Continent on the 9 June 1993,
DF6NT/DF9LN worked OZ9ZI/DJ5HN over
open water having several QS0s, the longest
being 3.1km, each station using 5mW of
power. Even this was exceeded in January
1995, when OZ9ZI worked OZ1UM over 11km
using a talk back frequency of 47GHz!

Ego RChlOVOMEOS

There you have it, a potted history of v.h.f.
and u.h.f. radio acheivements, the first and
the furthest, but are they? As the years go by
we lose more and more of the original
experimenters, often without knowing what
they achieved.

Every month I look in the radio magazines
and see silent key sales with transceivers and
associated gear for sale, but what happens to
their log books, QSL cards, the important
parts of their stations, and as far as we are
concerned, the important part of our history?
I fear that these valuable documents are
thrown on the back of fires or binned, a
situation which is deplorable.

To my mind, a log book showing contacts
made over 50 years ago is far more valuable
than a commercial piece of electronics, which
is only as good as its operator. So, if anyone
is looking after such a sale feels inclined to
throw away a logbook or QSL cards, please
throw them in my direction.

Also, please remember that my records
are only as good as the information received,
if you think you have a first or furthest please
get in touch. I will be delighted to hear from
you and update the history of our hobby.

PIN
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Antenna
Rotator
AR-300XL
Max load 60kg
(with support
bearing). 360

deg rotation in approx 65 sec.
(cable not supplied). Support bear-
ing optional extra. £49.95 + free
P&P (mainland UK only).

esSRP-905
Communications
Speaker
5 watt 8 ohm fil-
ter/mute extension

speaker complete with 3.5mm
mono jack. £13.95 + free P&P
(mainland UK only).

Syncron
SX-144/430
2m/70cm
cross needle
direct reading
SWR/1000W

power meter. £39.95 + free P&P
(mainland UK only).
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MVT-7100
Scanner
Full spec wideband
scanner complete
with accessories.
£Ring for this
month's special offer

SRP Mini-Mag 2/70
2m/70cm dual band mobile
antenna featuring super
strength mini -magnet (only
30m diameter) c/w minia-
ture coax and plug.
£19.95 + free P&P (main-
land UK only).
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New Publications from the RSGB
The RSGB Yearbook
1998 Edition
Edited by Brett Rider, G4FLQ

This new edition of the ever -popular RSGB

Call Book and Information
Directory has been

further enhanced with the inclusion of even

more information on amateur radio than

ever before!
This year you will find a trade listing.

giving details of all the regular advertisers in

RadCom. as well as the complete UK callsign

listing. Over 100 pages of associated ama-

teur radio information an essential guide

to keep close to hand in your shack.
I 3.95 plus L1.25 P&P

Price:

RSGB CallSeeker '98 CD-ROM
Complete 1998 UK callsign listing
The first RSGB callsign listing on CD-ROM is available as acompanion product to the 1998 Yearbook!
System requirements:
 486 or higher processor and a CD-ROM drive VGA or high resolution

screen supported by MicrosoftWindows
 10 - 15MB spare hard disk space Windows 95

or later with 8MB of RAM
( I 6MB recommended) or Windows

mended)
NT Workstation

version 3.51 or later with I 6MB of RAM (24MB recon
Price: f 1 3.95 plus (1.25 P&P

The VHF/UHF Handbook
Edited by Dick Biddulph, GBDPS

This guide to the theory and practice of amateur radio

reception and transmission on the VHF and UHF

bands gives the reader the background to such

essential topics as antennas. EMC. propagation. re-

ceivers and transmitters.
together with construc-

tional details for many items of equipment. As most

amateurs today use commercial transceivers, the

emphasis is on accessories
and add-ons which are

relatively simple to build.
Specialized modes such as

data and television are also covered. making this

t5G6 vHF
handbook one of the most complete guides around.

Don't be without it if you're a VHFIUHF radio o perator.- I 8.80 plus C1.25 P&P
Price:

Your First Amateur Station
By Colin Redwood, G6MXL

has been written to help the newly -licensed radio amateur moveon to the next stage - setting up his or her very own radio shack.So many new licensees have asked the
question "What do I donow?" that we decided to publish this guide to help all newamateurs through those early uncertain days.

Price: £5.85 plus £1.25 P&P

The second book in the RSGB 'Pocket Guide'
series, this book

To order any of the above books,
or for a complete list of RSGB publications, contact the
RSGB Sales Office on tel: 01707 660888; fax: 01707 645 1 OS;
or E-mail: salesid,rsgb.org.uk

Radio Society of Great Britain 127/=7271
Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE ."7- 01707 659015
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Upeditin To iloTo_099,

LES MINQUIERS
Phil

Whitchurch

G3SWH

activates an

unusual

island station

and visits the

most

southerly

public

conveniences

in the British

Isles!

GJ3RTE/P
Jim

3
im Kellaway G3RTE and I first
started talking about a joint IOTA
expedition in mid -1995, shortly
after Jim had returned from his
trip to Rathlin Island (EU-122).
We both had various projects in
mind, but it was not until we met

at the 1995 RSGB HF Convention that
we agreed to do 'something' together
in 1996.

Jim had taken a holiday in Jersey in 1995
and whilst there had made some useful
contacts whilst investigating the possibility
of an expedition to Les Minquiers.

Les Minquiers are a group of islands and
rocks about 18km south of St Helier.
Commonly known as 'The Minkies' by
Jerseymen, there is only one habitable
island, Maitresse Ile, which is about 200m
long by 50m wide at high tide.

Island Ownership
There has been a long standing Anglo-
French dispute concerning ownership of the
islands originating in 933AD, when William
the Conqueror extended his rule to the
Channel Islands. Although they have been
administered by Jersey for many decades, in
the years following the Second World War,

the dispute was
revived and
became important
as sovereignty of
the islands
determines the
allocation of rights
to the economic
development
(specifically
petroleum) of the
continental shelf.

As a result of a
non -contentious
hearing in

November 1953, the International Court of
Justice in The Hague found in Britain's
favour. The same case allocated Les Iles
Chausey to the French. These events are
immortalised in Nancy Mitford's hilarious
novel of the period, Don't Tell Alfred.

GJ3SWH/P
Phil

Maitresse lle, Les Minquiers, Jersey
IOTA EU-099

Geographical Area
Although Les Minquiers count as Jersey (GJ)
for DXCC purposes, the total geographical
area covered exceeds 130 square kilometres.
They therefore count separately from Jersey
for IOTA purposes, having been allocated
the reference number of EU-099.

There have been several previous
operations from the islands, the most recent
being by G302F and G4JVG in the 1994
IOTA Contest. Another expedition thus

seemed timely.
Although neither of us are WAB Square

chasers, we do recognise that many people
are. Enquiries on the BBS and PacketCluster
system brought a general consensus that the
Channel Islands do not count for WAB. One
person suggested that the islands were in
TV41 Square, which proved totally incorrect.

Another helpful soul gave me the
reference of my home QTH! When we got to
the island, the correct reference of WV84 was
provided by a Jersey amateur.

Jim had made contact with the owner of a
small boat who also owns a cottage on the
island. He agreed to transport us to and from
the island and to make his cottage, with
cooking and sleeping facilities, available to us.
Jim also negotiated the use of the Customs
House. We thus had two habitable buildings
available and set about planning our
operation.

It was our intention to run two stations
simultaneously, one on s.s.b. using the
callsign GJ3RTE/P and one on c.w. using the
callsign GJ3SINH/P. To minimise mutual
interference, we needed two generators and
the maximum spacing between antennas
which could be achieved. We believed
computerised logging to be essential.

Weekend Decided

We decided upon the weekend of 29/30th
June as good weather was likely and it
avoided major contests. After many 'phone
calls and letters, I met Jim at his brother's
house near Crewkerne on the evening of
Thursday 27th June. My car was already full
of equipment, we added his to it and set off
for Weymouth to catch the 11.30pm sailing of
the MN Havelet, arriving in St Helier at
7.30am on the Friday.

On arrival, we were met by Frank
Lawrence, the skipper of the Barbarella B,
which was to take us to the island. Frank is a
Jerseyman from a family of five generations
standing, a retired Master Mariner and until
recently responsible for training the Jersey
Harbour Pilots. We could not have been in
better hands.

The Barbarella B is a diesel driven, 20 foot
cabin cruiser which can carry up to 10
passengers. Maurice, (his crew!) used to be a
senior Jersey policeman before retiring.

The boat was moored at the Jersey marina
and Frank kindly organised parking space for
my car within the compound. We made a
quick trip into town to collect the keys to the
Customs House and to buy final food, water
and petrol stocks. We then loaded all our
equipment, plus a generator of Frank's onto
the Barbarella B and set off for the island at
about 0930.

Plothng Our Course

The sea was calm, the sun shone and I had
great fun plotting our course on the GPS
display unit. We made good time, arriving
after about 11/4 hours sailing. At low tide,
there is a naturally sheltered harbour formed
by the surrounding rocks and we moored to a
buoy within it. Our position was: lat. 48" 58' N,
long. 02'03' W.

There are four or five buildings in a good
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state of repair, a few ruins, a concrete
slipway, a helicopter landing pad and a 10m
flagpole. The communal toilet has the
doubtful distinction of being the most
southerly building in the British Isles!

We had to transfer all the equipment
from the Barbarella B to shore using an
inflatable 'Zodiac' rubber dinghy. This was
achieved without mishap in four or five trips.
I was first ashore and started to manhandle
it to the top of the slipway.

The island is home to many species of
birds. Great black backed gulls, such as:
Cormorants, Oystercatchers, Turnstones and
several other species. It was the end of the
breeding season, and Maurice warned us
that many had chicks, as they can
sometimes be quite aggressive when
protecting them.

The first task was to run up the States of
Jersey flag, which flew all the time we were
on the island. Following a recent series of
thefts and vandalism, all the habitable
buildings are heavily shuttered, and the next
job was to remove the shutters and let in
some daylight.

Frank's cottage is very well appointed. It's
equipped with a table, easy chairs, double
bed, gas stove, fireplace and a simple
electrical installation powered by Frank's
own generator.

After showing us
the various facilities,
Frank and Maurice
re -boarded the
Barbarella B and set
off back for St Helier, promising to return on
Monday morning. By mutual agreement,
Jim set up his station in Frank's house and I
set-up mine in the Customs House, which
had a table, chair and four bunk beds.

Perfect Support
The flagpole at the north end of the island
was the perfect support for my multi -band
wire dipoles, even though it was about 75m
away. I had brought a drum of UR-M70
coaxial cable which was quickly run out.
When rigged as inverted 'vees', the centres
of the dipoles were about 25 metres above
sea level at low tide, with a clear take off
over 360'.

Jim put up a 20m ground plane at the
south end of the Island and used sloping
dipoles on 7 and 3.5MHz. Experiments
proved that we could operate
simultaneously on 14MHz, Jim on 14260kHz
and me on about 14015kHz.

We both made our first QSOs about
1315UTC on Friday 28 June. Operating from
separate buildings with different generators
was a great success. We were each able to
vary our operating times without upsetting
the sleep pattern of the other.

I laid out my sleeping bag on an old
mattress in one of the bunks in the Customs
House, and Jim laid his out in Frank's
cottage. However, apart from cooking and
eating times we saw very little of each other!

Number Equal

were almost equal. We gained the impression
that those working the s.s.b. station were
mostly interested in IOTA, whereas those
working the c.w. station were mainly
interested in DXCC. As far as we have been
able to confirm, this was the first operation
from Les Minquiers to use the WARC bands.

Our last QSO was at 0635UTC on 1st July,
after which we started to dismantle the
stations and pack up ready to leave. The wind
had increased overnight and was blowing at
about force 4-5 from the north-west.

Frank and Maurice arrived at about
9.30am, just before low tide. They very
obviously wanted to get loaded and back to
Jersey as soon as possible. The sea outside

(L to R) Phil
G3SWH, Frank
Lawrence and
Jim Kellaway
G3RTE.

"It llids out ioreotioo to IUD Itio Idiom simultdocoush]..."
the little harbour was really quite rough, with
white -capped waves.

We again used the 'Zodiac' to transfer the
gear to the Barbarella B without mishap. Once
aboard, we securely stowed it below and set
off back to St. Helier.

Uocomfortablelrip
The one and a half hour trip was very
uncomfortable as the poor Barbarella B was
tossed around in some quite heavy seas and
Frank was kept very busy keeping us on
course. Jim and I stood on the afterdeck and
hung on to whatever piece of superstructure
we could find. Nobody disgraced themselves
by being sick, I'm pleased to say!

On arrival back at the marina, Frank
arranged access for us to use the shower
facilities as by then we were in
desperate need of refreshing
ourselves. Much refreshed, we spent
a very pleasant day exploring Jersey
before taking the evening ferry back
to Weymouth.

I dropped Jim back at his
brother's house and drove home
from there. We were both very tired
but reasonably pleased with our
efforts, having made over 5200 QSOs
from the island.

Full colour QSL cards have been
printed. I am handling the QSL
chores for both callsigns, and will
respond to either direct (I'm QTHR in
any callbook since 1970) or bureau
requests.
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Our special thanks must go
to our XYLs, Cheryl and Jan

for allowing us to go, to
Frank Lawrence and Maurice

for safely getting us there
and back, and for the use of
the cottages. And to Neville

Cheadle G3NUG for the
loan of the FT-900AT, without
whom this operation would

not have been possible!
The s.s.b. station proved to be the more
popular, although the final numbers of QSOs
Practical Wireless, April 1998
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The Rev.

George Dobbs

G3RJV

describes his

'Utility

Transmitter',

an easy.to

build c.w.

transmitter

with sveral

band options.

And of course

he hasn't

forgotten the

appropriate

quotatation!

11

Ilike standard little circuits which can
be easily duplicated and perform to
order but the usual problem is that
most of them are limited in their
application. How much better it is to
have a circuit which is uniform and
widely useable. As Bacon suggested

..."uniformity and usefulness are a good
mix".

In 1977 the late Doug Demaw W1FB and
Wes Hayward W7Z01, described a universal
transmitter board in their book, Solid State
Design for the Radio Amateur. This was a two
stage crystal controlled transmitter which, by
the changing of some components, could be
used on a variety of bands.

Over the years I have built the 'universal'

... lot use be preferred Infoic

uoifoimitit except phoio both maq be

had"

rldflCiS Bacon [1561 - 16N]

circuit a number of times. It has always
performed well, without any problems.

Recently I thought that the circuit's
usefulness could be improved by bringing it up-
to-date. With a few changes it could be even
more universal!

Variable Crustal Oscillator
In the version I'm describing here the crystal
controlled oscillator is converted to variable
crystal oscillator control (VXO). Additionally,
there's an option to obtain a wide VXO 'swing'.

The original lowpass filter was a simple 3 -
element, Pi type, filter. However, even with only
about 1W of output, this hardly provides enough
harmonic suppression to make it legal within the
licence requirements. So, I have added a 7 -
element filter based on the W3NON values for
standard values of capacitance.

The original circuit did not indicate how to use
the transmitter in conjunction with a receiver.
Fortnuately though it's easy enough to provide a
changeover switch or a semi break-in system
using a d.c. switched relay lbw full break-in is a
better option).

I have added the break-in circuit based upon
the W7EL circuit used in his 'Optimised
Transceiver' (0ST for August 1980). This circuit
has re -appeared in countless other transceiver
designs. I have called the finished design the
Utility Transmitter - a useful and easy -to -build
transmitter board for a range of bands

Final Circuit
The final circuit of the Utility Transmitter is shown
in Fig. 1. The transmitter uses a crystal
controlled oscillator feeding a bipolar transistor
power amplifier.

In my design the cystal oscillator has the
facility to shift the frequency of the crystal and
has a tuned output for the band in use. The
oscillator is keyed which is useful because there
is no r.f. output at all during the receive mode.

A whole variety of npn transistors may be

Band

(MHz)

Cr
(pF)

C3

(pF)

C3

(pF)

R1

In)
RFC

101)

T1(p)

(turns)

Ills)
Items)

Cora
(type)

Band C9, 12 C10, 11

(MHz) (pF) (pF)

U, 4
(uH)

U
(turns)

Core

(typal

Wire

Imm)
3.5 120 100 220 39 25 43 6 T50-2 3.5 470 1200 25 27 T37-2 0.375 28

7.0 120 100 None 39 15 35 5 150-2 7.0 270 680 19 21 137-6 0.45 26

10.1 60 47 None 47 15 35 4 150-6 10.1 270 560 19 20 137-6 0.45 26

14.0 60 33 none 47 15 27 4 T50-6 14.0 180 390 16 17 T37.6 0.56 24

 Murata 5mm Ceramic Trimmers 1120p - Black, 60p - Brown)

Table 1: Transmitter components
that change depending on the band
in use.

Note: Wire size is not critical. Wind the rums to fill 75% of the core circumference

Table 2: The seven pole low-pass filters.
using the W3NON calculated values, reduce
harmonic output significantly. 
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Fig. 1: Circuit for the G3RJV transmitter (see text).

used for the oscillator, Trl. My prototypes used
the 2N2222A, although I have had similar
results with both the BC182 and the BC183. Any
junk box transistor with similar properties will
probably do the job.

The crystal used, must he operated in the
fundamental mode. The values for C2 and C3
and the tuned circuit in the collector vary
according to band (see tables).

The output from the oscillator tuned circuit
forms an r.f. voltage across R5 and drives the
power amplifier transistor, Tr2, into Class C. The
resistor R5 and the radio frequency choke (RFC)
in the amplifier collector vary according to
band.

Since the output from the power amplifier
(p.a.) is about 1W, the impedance presented to
the collector is near enough to 5052. This output
from the power amplifier is coupled via a
capacitor, C8, to the low-pass filter.

As the amplifier is operating in Class C, the
output is rich in harmonic content which could
cause problems. The seven -element lowpass
filter effectively attenuates them and all the
examples I built the harmonics were all at least
40dB down after the low-pass filter.

Change -over Circuit
The change -over circuit takes the
receiver input from the antenna via
the low-pass filter, adding a little
more input filtering to the receiver.
This input is taken through C13 and
C14 via L5 to the receiver.

When transmitting, the diodes, D1 -
D4, protect the receiver and the
capacitors become part of the
lowpass filter circuit. When receiving
the capacitors and the inductor form a
low -Q series resonant network to
reduce signal attenuation.

The values are chosen to maintain
an approximate 5012 impedance to the
receiver input. The capcitor C14 is
adjusted for best results with the
receiver.

You'll finally end up with a small
transmitter board with complete break-
in. The operator simply plugs in the
antenna and the receiver and keys the
Practical Wireless, April 1998
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transmitter.
It may be

that the
receiver will
require some
extra muting
if its
automatic
gain countrol
(a.g.c.) cannot
deal with the
considerable
(even at QRP
levels) r.f. input.
This may be
possible with
some receivers
but I just turn
down the audio gain control!

The result is a 'plug in and play' transmitter
that can offer an easy option to get on to a range
of bands with a 1W signal. My first prototype was
built for 14MHz and I worked seven countries in
the first two days of use. You could do the same!

Band C13 C14

(MHz) 1pF) 1pF)

3.5 470 1200

7.0 270 680

10.1 270 560

14.0 180 390

L5

(turns)
25

19

19

16

Core

(type)
FT47-61

FT47-61

FT47-61

FT47-61

Note: Wire size is not critical. Wind the turns to fill
75% of lire core circumference

Band C2 1.1 Alternative for Li
IMH4 101 IpHI IpHI 1pH)

3.5 100 39 39 39

7.0 60 33 39 4. 33

10.1 60 22 22 15

14.0 60 22 15 15

Alternative circuit in

place of LI (see text)

an.

PIA!

Table 3: The
components,
making up the
receiver
interface, also
change
depending on
the band
used.

Table 4: To
make up the
VXCO circuit,
use either the
combination
of fixed L1/C2
or the system
suggested by
DJ1ZB using
two close
coupled
inductors for
L1.

-0

m
C -r4

C-1

=3
C -f -D

Tr

-0
O
1-1-1
C-,

The Murata
Trimmers, and
all the other
parts for the

transmitter are
available

from:

JAB Electronic
Components,
PO Box 5774,

Great Barr,

Birmingham
B44 8PJ.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

INNOVATION FOR THE NEXT MILLENNIUM oRLD IXjj

I

3
2
E

IP

TRANSCEIVERS
Alinw DJ -190 $149.99
Alinco DJ -S41 1129.99
!coin ICT-7E $284.99

Kenwood TH-22E $209.99
Alinco DJ -G5 $299.99

Yaesu FT -50 SCall
Yaesu FT -11 SCall

Alinco DR -140 1249.99
Alinco DR -i30 $259.99
Yaesu FT -8100R .SCall

Yaesu FT -3000M SCAB

'cum IC -207H 1439.99
Icom 1C-271011 1494.99
Icom IC-W32E $349.99
Icom IC -T$

GARMIN
GPS III

GPS 38 1119.99

GPS 17 $149.99
GPS 12 (re -worked) $119.99
GPS 11 5129.99

GPS 11+ 1219.99
GPS 12XL £209.99

GPS 45XL $219.99
GPS MAPI30 $499.99
GPS MAP135

GPS M.kP175

GPS MAP 230

GPS MAP 220 iCall
GPS Ill new .SCall

NIGHT VISION
from 5120199

SR PALM PILOT
from £1.99

DIGITAL CAMERAS
from £11.1099

LASER POINTERS

from 14011019

MAGELLAN
GPS
3
0
0
O
X

3004;18L

0107.3. 357
I

e. V

.4.

GPS Pioneer $89.99
GPS 2000XL 1139.99
GPS 3000X1. 4179.99
GPS 4000XL £219.99
Meridian XL £239.99

DLX10 5459.99
NAV 1200 5234.99

NAV 6000 4569.99
NAV 6500 5739.99

<<N

sUNRIsE
1 /14 C)/7 A N D EXP

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

0111Q;YT.i "Ytti
Fax 0171-837 3728 E-mail: salesesun-rise.co.uk

229 Tottenham Court Road, London NI1
All prices include VAT. Next day delivery available

YUPITERU
M
V
T
7
1

O

O

SCANNERS
!corn IC- PCR1000 .tiCall

Welz WS -1000 £229.99
Icom 1C -R 10 S254.99

Uniden 22OXLT £169.99

Uniden 60XLT 199.99
Yupiteru MVT-9000 1379.99
Yupiteru Nivr-noo

12uniden BC-80XLT A12294.99.99

AOR AR8000 £294.99
Alinco DIX-10 1349.99
Yupiteru VT-125MK £199.99

Netset PRO -44 $129.99
AOR AR3000 .SCall

Icon) ICR-8500 $1499.00
Yaesu FRG -100 £489.99
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

PHONE LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD181 684 0181
1166 DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES 3056

TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.
1 MAYO ROAD  CROYDON  SURREY CRO 20P

24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS

FAX
684

E p 0166 Lnolc moo !..:411. 800
4231 600 6188 China 1200 6005 200 6466T 400
C133 10 00 N78 8.00 6005 20.00 8 884 300
E88CC 850 002 3.00 6AS1C, 7 50 6X5GT 3.00
EIBOF 3.50 082 3.00 6.140507 400 12AT7 3.00

E810F 20 00 0C3 3.00 6426 2 00 12AU7 350
EABC80 2 00 OD3 3.00 6A1N8A 400 12AX7 500
01391 1 50 PCF80 2.00 6B4G 22 00 I2AX7A 7 50

EBFBO 1 50 'CL82 200 6BA6 150 12AX7WA 6.00

EBFB9 1 SO PCL85.805 /50 613E6 1 50 121306 200
EBL31 15 00 P006 2.50 6BH6 200 126E6 2.00
ECC33 1200 P0500 6.00 68070 200 12807/A 10 00
ECC35 12 DO P136 3.00 6007 400 128Y7A 700
ECC81 3 DO PL81 2.00 6008 400 12D447 15 00

ECC82 350 '1504 3.00 68W6 4.00 12E1 10 00
ECC113 500 01508 300 68447 3.00 13E1 8500
ECC85 350 P1509,519 10 00 6826 3.00 5720 95 00
ECC88 600 P1802 400 6C4 2.00 805 45.00

ECC808 15 00 PY500A 3 DO 6CB6A 3.00 807 750
ECE80 I50 "1800801 150 6CD6G 500 81IA 25.00
ECH35 350 00402,6 12 00 6CL6 3.00 812A 55 00
ECH42 350 013403-10 500 6CG7 7.50 813 27 50
ECH8I 300 00403-2041 10 DO 6(06 3.00 833A 85.00

ECL82 3.50 011406-402 12 DO 6CW4 600 866A 20 00

EC L86 3.50 219 800 6005 17 50 872A 30 00
EC LL800 25 00 UABC80 150 6D060 10 00 9310 25 00
EF37A 350 UCH42 550 6F6G 6.00 20500 12 50
EF39 275 JCL82 200 6F07 750 5751 600
0F40 400 jC1.133 2.00 6006 400 5763 600
EF86 10 00 UFOS 4.00 6250 600 5814A 500
EF91 200 UL41 12.00 6J5M 400 5842 12.00

EF18314 2.00 0184 3.00 627 300 60120 6 DO

0133 15 00 0541 400 62864 27 50 6080 600
E134 8.00 U485 2.00 6JE6C 27 50 614613 15 00

01340 6.00 0410530 300 6.156C 21 50 6201 850
EL36 5.00 4015030 3.00 60601 400 6336A 35 00

8141 3.50 2759 10.00 6L60 15 00 65504 25 00
EL84 2.25 28030 1500 6L6GC 15 00 68838 15 00
EL95 200 2021 3.50 6L6WGB 10 00 7025 750
81360 15 00 31328 12 00 607 3D0 7027A 25 00

81.509519 12 00 4CO2500 4500 6SA7 300 7199 15 00
EM34 15 00 504G7 7 50 6SC7 3 DO 7360 25 130

EM81/417 400 5249 10 00 6SG7 3.00 1581A 15 00

EN91 750 52408 10 00 6SJ7 3D0 7586 15 00

E26081 350 5440 400 6507 3 DO 7587 20 00
GZ32 850 543GT 250 651.7GT 500
6233/37 600 523 5.00 6SN7GT 5.013

KT61 15 00 5246 600 6280 1.50

OPEN TO CALLERS MON - FRI 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY
This is a selection from our stock of ore 60110 types Please enquire for types not
listed Obsolete Hems are our speciality Valves are new mainly original British or

American brands Terms CW01 non order (10 for credit cards

P&P 1-3 valves E2.00. 4 - 6 valves E3.00.
Add 17.5°. VAT 10 10181 including P&P.

1

GET THE NEW LOOK

PRACTICAL

WIRELE

EVERY MO

Telephone

(01202)
659930
for details

O
We can also arrange

subscriptions to Montt
Times and Satellite Ti I

LAR COMMUNICATION CENTRE Ei-APIISIIED 21 rEMIS

12 Station Road, Crossgates, Leeds LS15 7JX
Tel: 0113-232 8400 Fax: 0113-232 8401

Approved dealers for Kenwood. AOR, Icom, Yaesu and many others We sell
amateur radio equipment. scanners, shortwave receivers, antennas and over 800

accessories Books. PlVand SWM Our aver sales service is second to none.

We are open Mon to Sat 9am to 5pm We have private customer parking

C.M.HOWES
COMMemonNSwww.boweFIVICms.dATIO

.uma

IN 2' 11A2211 '41111h WY ,prwro

HOWES DC Electronics kit £22.90
(Extra band m:. - .30 each

HA22R Hardware (Lase etc.. pictured): f 18.90

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
13' 01327 260178VISA .40

HOWES DC2000
Amateur SSB/CW Receiver Kit - £22.90
The ease of L._ combined :2xcellent performance make this
a great project for both the beginner and the experienced operator. Plug-
in band modules (one included) give flexible frequency coverage. There is
a full range of matching accessories including transmitters. so you can
expand your receiver into a transceiver as you build up your station! There
have been excellent reviews in many radio magazines. (UK and overseas).
Enjoyable to build, great results, and expandable!

"Tune the receiver ... von trill hi' amazed- - RadCom

Nov, es-..)
Multiband SSB Receiver

DXR20. Covers SSB and CW on 20. 40 &
80M bands as standard. Optional extra
plug-in band modules available. Can link t
TX2000 or AT160 for transceive (by addin.,
LM2000 linking module). Versatile an 
popular, with great performance!

DXR20 Kit: £39.90. DCS2 "S meter" Kit
£10.90. HA2OP !f 73 5C))

Enjoy your radio more with great projects from HOWES!
ACCESSORY KITS

0515 SSB and CW OF external filter E15 9C DE05 Oral Frequency CounteriReadoul 654 9C

5508 RX Antenna Selector/Attenuator 827.90 SPA4 Scanner Preamp 4 to 1300MHz E1590

Internal S58 6 CW Filter for our RXs EIO SO ST2 Morse Side-tone/Practice Oscillator E9 80

-5 Meter for direct conversion RXs EIO 90 SWB30 5WRiPorrer Indicator 30W 1.200MHz E13. 90

5862 Counter Buffer Ifit to Ra to teed DEDS) E5 90 XM I Crystal Calibrator 8 intervals  dent f16.90
DFD4 Add-on Digital Readout for superhets 049 90

The famous HOWES Active Antenna Kits
AA2. Covers I 50KHz to 30MHz Toe neat compact asset 101 Inoe with smiled space.
Kit: £8.90 Assembled PCB module: £14.90

AA4.Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad -band performance in a neat. compact package
Kit: £19.90 Assembled PCB modules: £28.90

AB1 1 8 Optimised for long distance reception on 118 to 137MHz arr-tani
Kit: £18.80 Assembled KB modules: £27.90

MB I 56 156 to 162MHz marine band active antenna system (the brother :1 AB  IF
Kit: f 18.50 Assembled KB modules: £27.60

";!` ' HOWES
- \ -

,0 f.1r TkAASNIIIIf.k
0?). trantnenter huh 11111,

1.1219X7 0110111.4220

TRANSAMTERS
AT160 I OW AM/DSB/CW 80 6 160M.Kit: £39.90 HA16OR Hardware for AT160- £22.90

TX2000 5W (VI Plug-in band filter. Kit: £24.90 HA23R Hardware for 7X2000 f 16.90

L142000 Links the above transmitters to DC2000 or DXR20 for transceive. Kit £16.30

Please add £4.017 P&P, or £1.50 P&P flu- electronics kits without hordu

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed 13.!
locations. full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales. constructs;.'
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. or you can browse this information on
Internet Website (address at top). UK delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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Valve
0

The faint smell of acid from 1V accumulators on
charge and large high tension batteries king
about tells us that Charles Miller is looking

after the 'wireless shop' this month while he
continues the fascinating storig of valve

manufacturers in Britain.

r 4m 111111.1411 ARO I/M631

Teste  and Proved
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Mullard
THE - MASTER.  VALV4

...I row Maa 111.1111WO =MM. SO. LIS.  .  
Fig. 1: Mullard
valves were
widely advertised.

70

For a businessman, the nearest thing to being
given a licence to print money is to be
awarded an open-ended Government
contract. And it was in this agreeable sort of
financial climate that the mass -production of
valves began in this country.

I've already mentioned previously, how, in the
First World War. once the Generals had discovered
that the 'new -(angled' wireless could assist them in
slaughtering as many of the opposing forces as

possible, they demanded more and
more radio equipment. This in turn
called for huge quantities of valves.

The obvious candidates for valve
manufacturing contracts were firms
already possessing the necessary
glassware and vacuum pumping
techniques. These included of
course firms such as electric light
bulb manufacturers.

Included in the list were the
Edison -Swan Electric Light Co
(Ediswan). the British Thomson -
Houston Co. IBT-H.), The General
Electric Co. IGECI which used the
trade name Osram, The
Metropolitan -Vickers Co
(Metrovick) and the Z Electric Lamp
Co. Also engaged was the old -
established scientific instrument firm
of A.C. Cossor & Co., which had
made cathode ray tubes as long ago
as the end of the 19th century.

Shared Designs
By the end of the First World War all the firms I've
mentioned were producing shared designs, notably
the 'R' type triode. This large pool of shared
knowledge alone was an obvious breeding ground
for a future cosy quasimonopoly.

However, below the surface was a network of
inter -locking financial interests that grew ever more

complex. After the end of the war combined
production of R type valves continued for a while until
the various valve companies started to develop new
types to be sold under their own brand names.

Now, when for years you have been selling valves
at an agreed price without the threat of anyone
undercutting you, it comes as a most disagreeable
shock to find that competition might enter the scene!
'Private enterprise' might be a fine -sounding slogan,
but for heaven's sake let's not be too enterprising at
the expense of profits!

As a result something called a 'Valve Makers'
Conference' appeared in 1923. This appears to have
had as its aim the first steps toward price control.

By this time changes had already taken place in the
valve -making world. The Z Electric company had
metamorphosed into the Mullard Radio Valve Co.
whilst GEC and MWT had set up a jointly owned firm
called the Marconi-Osram Valve Co. IM-OV).

From 1919 valves made at the GEC/MWT plant were
sold under the Marconi brand name, although others
were supplied to Marconi by Ediswan. Apart from its
stake in M-OV, GEC also had a substantial holding in
A.C. Cossor and Co. The financial 'net' was beginning
to be set up!

Manufacturers' Association
In 1924 the Valves Makers' Conference became the
'Valve Manufacturers' Association' (VMA). In that year
no fewer than 2.5 million valves were made in Britain,
the vast majority of them by members of the VMA.

Even so, minor brands (most of them imported from
the Continent) were gaining a foothold on sales due to
generally lower prices. Their impression on the VMA
members' profits must have been no more than a pin
prick, but even this can be irritating if in the area of the
back pocket!

The answer to the challenge was the setting up of
the British Radio Valve Manufacturers' Association
(BVA) in 1926 as a fully-fledged 'trade union' with an
imposing sounding policy. This was stated as being to:
"...promote, encourage, foster develop and protect the
interests of the Public, the Trade and the
Manufacturers of Thermionic Valves and to impose
such conditions on the conduct of the Trade as in the
opinion of the Association may be conducive to that
object".

In his book Saga of the Vacuum Tube the American
writer Gerald F. J. Tyne commented wryly that: "the list
of beneficiaries should have been reversed to show
the true order of priorities". The original members of
the BVA were BT -H, A.C. Cossor Ltd., Ediswan, GEC,
MWT and Mullard Radio Valve Co., plus three other
small concerns, Burndept Wireless Ltd., Cleartron
Radio Ltd. and Electron Ltd

Burndept in 1926 was a company with a bright
future behind it. Once powerful, it had been one of the
founder members of the British Broadcasting
Company but was already 'on the skids' and would last
only another twelve months.

Cleartron was a wholly -owned subsidiary of the
American Cleartron Vacuum Tube Co. This concern
simply imported most of its stocks from its parent
although it did produce a small number over here,
presumably to justify its being included in a British
association. In any case, it appears to have faded
away only a year later

Electron was making valves at a plant near Ealing
and selling them under the brand name 'Six -Sixty'. But
in the same year as the formation of the BVA it ceased
manufacture and started to buy in from Mullard.

Two years later Mullard took the Electron company
over altogether. Despite this fact, it would never have
been guessed by the public from Six -Sixty's
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advertisements: "...no valves on the market
today...can boast of a longer life..." was a
masterpiece of ambiguity.

Metrovick, with its Cosmos valve range was the
only major firm outside the BVA on its formation but
joined a month later and promptly upped its prices to
BVA levels. It was also wholesaling valves to two
other firms for resale under their brand names, which
was against BVA rules but was allowed to carry on
doing so for another year or so.

In any case, Metrovick's days were also limited.
In 1928 it merged with BT -H and Ediswan to form
Associated Electrical Industries (AEI), when the
Cosmos production lines were taken over by
Ediswan.

Numbers Reduced
The number of players in the lucrative
valve game were beginning to be
reduced most satisfactorily from the
point of view of the BVA. In 1928 GEC
sold its interest in A.G. Cossor to M-OV,
which resulted in the latter firm obtaining
a seat on the Cossor board and a useful
ear for new developments at its Highbury
works.

The following year MVVT, strapped for
cash, sold its domestic receiver
subsidiary, Marconiphone, plus its half-
share of M-OV to The Gramophone
Company (better known as HMV) which
was itself owned by the Radio
Corporation of America (RCA).

Then RCA brokered a merger
between HMV and the Columbia
Gramophone Co. in 1931 as Electric and
Musical Industries (EMI). This concern
then started large scale production of
radio receivers using, of course, Osram
valves obtained from M-OV at
advantageous prices. Neither did it do
RCA any harm to have access to valve
developments at M-OV and, indirectly, to
those at A.C. Cossor.

Roder Independent
Meanwhile another 'independent' valve
name had arrived on the scene. This was
Lissen, a name already being used by a firm set up in
1923 to exploit the radio home construction market.

In 1928 Lissen was bought by the Ever -Ready
battery concern and the sale of valves was
announced. Initially these were obsolete Ediswan
and BT -H types, bought in and re -based. When
supplies of these ran out Ever -Ready turned to
manufacturers on the Continent.

Eventually, in 1935, Ever -Ready bought the Six -
Sixty Valve Co. from Mullard. They scrapped its name
but continued to buy in valves from its previous
owner to be sold under the Ever -Ready banner.

Not surprisingly, Ever -Ready valves were to be
found in Ever -Ready radio sets and also those sold
under the name of Lissen. Little wonder that by this
time the hapless British valve buyer had but little idea
of whose products they were really purchasing, but if
they read American magazines they might well have
wondered why valve prices 'over there' were a
fraction of those 'over here"!

Another nominally independent valve maker was
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd. (STC). This
was in fact a larger reincarnation of the old Western
Electric Co.

In the early 1920s Western Electric produced the

first true miniature valves. They were sold here in the
UK under the firm's own name (STC after 1925) and
also by Mullard under the name 'Weecovalve".

For some years STC flirted in an 'on and off' fashion
with domestic valve manufactures before finally
getting down to business in earnest in 1932 with the
brand name 'Micromesh'. Two years later this was
changed to 'Brimar', an acronym for British Made
American Range and STC duly became a member of
the BVA.

Old Established
The old -established electrical manufacturer Ferranti
Ltd. commenced making valves in 1932 and
immediately signed up to the BVA. Curiously enough

though, it was not until this year
that Philips, which owned
Mullard, was admitted to the BVA
as a manufacturer under its own
name.

The radio set manufacturer E.
K. Cole, made non-BVA valves
between about 1935 and 1938. But
these were used exclusively in
the firm's own products and not
sold to the public.

The only significant
competition to the BVA came
from British Tungsram. This was
a subsidiary of a large firm based
in Hungary whence valve
components were sent to this
country for assembly at plant in
London.

Another company - The High
Vacuum Valve Co. (Hivac), was
known chiefly for its miniature
valves and the multi -purpose
Harries valve. Both British
Tungsram and Hivac gained a
certain share of the market but in
general by the mid -1930s the vast
majority of valves sold in this
country were done so under the
price-fixing and other
agreements of the BVA.

Just how effective and
lucrative the agreements were is
demonstrated by the famous '88'

receiver sold just before the Second World War by the
London mail order store of Barker, Ltd. This complete
eight -valve - using non-BVA imports - set sold for eight
guineas, far below what the valves alone would have
cost from BVA sources!
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Second World War
With the coming of the Second World War and the
resumption of Government contracts, plus the
cessation of imports, BVA members must have felt that
heaven on earth had arrived) However, Britain's
precarious financial position after the war largely ruled
out the resumption of valve imports...but just in case
Philips bought out British Tungsram in 1952.

After 30 years, the bubble finally burst in 1956. This
was when the Board of Trade's Monopolies and
Restrictive Practices Commission, set up especially for
the job, filed a damning report on the BVA.

The report was followed by a general shake-up of
the valve industry in which amalgamations, take-overs
and re -branding abounded. And you might ask - Did it
make much difference to the price of valves though?
And in reply I can say that's a different story for me to
tell you later! PIN

Fig. 2:
Although
branded 'Si,
Sixty' these
valves were
manufactured
by Mullard -
and the 'end
user' was
never the
wiser?
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VHF REPORT

REPORTS & INFORMATION BY
SATURDAY 28TH FEBRUARY.

 DAVID BUTLER G4ASR,
YEW TREE COTTAGE,
LOWER MAESCOED,
HEREFORDSHIRE HR2 OHP.

 TEL: (018731860679.

 E-MAIL:
davebuitmdIhr1.agw.bt.co.uk

 Packet radio: @ GB7MAD

 UK DX Cluster: @ GB7DXC

THIS MONTH DAVID BUTLER
G4ASR HAS REPORTS OF
RECENT METEOR SHOWER
ACTIVITY AND THE RETURN OF
F2 -LAYER PROPAGATION ON
THE SOMHz BAND.

Apart from a brief spell of
activity during the
Quadrantids meteor shower

in early January the period was
devoid of any significant
propagation events. The Ascension
Island beacon ZD8VHF
(50.032MHz) was heard very
weakly in Jersey at 003OUTC on
January 9 and there was a small

C-14 Sporadic -E (Sp -El opening around0- 1830UTC on January 11 when the

I station of CTI DYX heard GI VMH

t_iL (1093) and G4VPD (10921.0
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rig. 1: The DF7KF Digital
Tape Recorder for c.w.
meteor scatter.

On the following day, January
12, a number of stations in southern
and central England mentioned
hearing CTOWW (the Portuguese
beacon on 50.030MHz), IWOGDC,
IOWTD and 5571A between 1600-
1800UTC. The station of YUI QC
reported an Sp -E opening to Cyprus
(5B4) and Lebanon (005) at

163OUTC on January 14 but
nothing was heard in the UK.

Tropospheric conditions on
higher frequencies were very poor
with only a small enhancement
being noted on January 10-11. On
the 144MHz band stations,
predominantly in south-east
England, reported making s.s.b.
contacts with F1ABW (IN97), F6IFR
(11409) and DB3WR 00311.

Strangely, up on the 430MHz
band, the best propagation was in a
completely opposite direction.
Stations in eastern England reported
seeing u.h.f. television from
Denmark and hearing the beacons
OZ1UHF 0054) and SK6UHF
0067).

A corona! mass ejection
(c.m.e.) from the Sun occurred on
January 25 giving rise to a very
weak auroral opening a few days
later on January 31. The event
occurred between 1930-2130UTC
although no activity was reported
from the UK on either the 50 and
144MHz band.

However, a few stations in The
Netherlands and Germany did
report working DKIKO (1053),
DL1SUN 0053), DK8LV 00441,
LA3B0 (J059), LABAJA (JP50),
PA3CEE 0033), SM4SJY 0070),
SK5CG ((P80) and SM5BSZ 0089).
All of these were on the 144MHz
band and via c.w. of course.

METEOR SHOWER
Although the Quadrantids meteor
stream is classed as a major shower,
this annual event is still relatively
short-lived. In practical terms, it's

only usable between
January 2-4 with the
peak occurring this
year on Saturday
January 3 between

1230-153OUTC.
Because the peak is
very short, (usually

less than three
hours and
difficult to
predict),
making
schedules
can be a bit of

a hit and miss
affair.

At my QTH (1081) I had
arranged two scheduled contacts
(both arranged via E-mail
incidentally) with the stations of
ES2RJ (K029) and IK7UXY (JN90).
My first sked was on the 144MHz
band with E52RI between 0400-
0500UTC on January 4, the
morning after the peak of the
shower. Unfortunately, nothing was
heard both -ways over the 1913km
path.

My next schedule, also on the
144MHz band, was another one

hour long test between 0500-
0600UTC with IK7UXY. The
distance for this attempt was
2092km and although brief signals
were heard at both ends of the path
the contact could not be completed.

At my QTH I received three
bursts of high speed c.w. containing
both our callsigns but no signal
reports. I also received 16 very short
duration 'pings' containing no
decipherable information at all. At
the QTH of UK7UXY only three
pings of approximately 0.1 second
duration were received.

One technique of extracting as
much information as possible from
the transitory bursts of information
received via meteor scatter (m.s.) is
to increase the transmitted c.w.
speed. In Europe it's conventional
practice to use c.w. at speeds of
between 1500 - 2000 letters per
minute (1.p.m.), equating to 300 -
400 words per minute (w.p.m.).
However, with the introduction of
the DF7KF Digital Tape Recorder
(the d.t.r, is shown in the
photograph, Fig.1) or by using
computer processing with a built-in
sound card it's possible to
significantly increase the throughput
of information.

Surprisingly, high speed meteor
scatter (h.s.m.s.) in North America
(NA) has only recently started to
take -off in the last 12 months.
Before that there was very little c.w.
meteor scatter activity, unlike
Europe where this technique has
been established for over 25 -years.
Because stations in NA are new to
h.s.m.s. they are using the very
latest PC processing techniques
unlike Europe where multi -speed
tape recorders have been the norm,
especially in eastern Europe and the
ex -Russian Republics.

Using specialist m.s. software a
few USA operators have been
pushing back the barriers and on
lanuary 30 the stations of W8WN
and KOOU/1 set a new speed record
of 16,5001.p.m. (3300w.p.m.). At
this speed you can receive 275
letters (55 words) in one second.

More importantly a ping of say
0.1 second will contain 27 letters or
approximately five words. Thus it's
now possible to receive both
callsigns and reports (G4ASR
IK7UXY R26 R26 R26 G4ASR)
within a time frame that previously
would have been impossible to
decode with a tape recorder or even
the d.t.r.

What this means in reality is
that you can now attempt to work
stations with high power over far
greater distances than were
normally thought possible. Paths
over 2000km always produce
weaker signals with more short
duration pings than bursts.

Similarly you could also use
lower transmit powers over
medium -term distances. The use of
QRP over optimum path lengths of
between 1000.1500km will also
produce a number of very short
duration pings but these can now be
effectively deciphered. The only
snag to increased c.w. speeds in
Europe is that the majority of
operators are using old 'slow speed'
technology and it's impossible to
change to more efficient techniques
overnight.

What's happening is similar to
the situation that established
telephone providers are having at
the present time. Their networks
have been built on an ageing
copper (cable/wire) infrastructure
whereas new providers are coming
into the business with totally new
fibre (cable) infrastructures. What
the existing providers want to do is
to rip up all the copper wires and
replace them with optical fibre
systems but this is a lengthy (and
expensive) process. Nevertheless, it
will happen and so will the
increased use of very high speed
c.w. for meteor scatter work.

Another problem with high
speed c.w. is finding an 'off -the -
shelf' transceiver that is capable of
being keyed at such high speed.
Although a few old transceivers,
such as the Yaesu FT -22I or FT -225,
are able to work up to 600w.p.m. by
simply taking out one capacitor in
the keying circuit, the same cannot
be said of newer radios.

So, to get round the problem a
number of stations are using audio
keying instead of conventional hard
keying. The audio output (around
lkHz or so) from a function
generator, keyed by a PC or memory
keyer, is applied to the microphone
socket. The transmitter is switched
to s.s.b. mode and every time the
audio generator produces an audio
dot or dash the transmitter produces
a similar r.f. output. This technique
is very simple and effective.

One station that has been using
low power for m.s. tests is that of
Miguel Vallejo EA4EOZON80). He
uses an FT -290R running only 5W
into a 9 -element Tonna Yagi. The
high speed c.w. keying is provided
by the use of OH5IY ms. software
and the decoding is carried out
using the DF7KF d.t.r.

During the Quadrantids meteor
shower Miguel worked PEI OGF
(also running 5W) over a 1400km
path.So. if you're able to generate
medium power but unable to put up
big antennas then the use of h.s.m
will make you more competitive.

At the QTH of Steffen DDOVF
11061) there is a restriction on
putting up large antennas so he ha.
to make use of a small 2 -element
HB9CV antenna mounted outside
his window. Although the antenna
has a gain of less than 4dBd he has
been successful in making h.s.m.s.
contacts with GOFIG and I5WBE.
Steffen runs 100W and as the feed -
line has a 1dB loss this gives an
effective radiated power (e.r.p.) of
200W, more than sufficient to make
ms. contacts when conditions are
right
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MARITIME MOBILE
Andy Adams GWOKZG/MM has
sent me two E -mails from the Royal
Research Ship (RRSI Charles Darwin
located off the north-west coast of
Spain. The first was sent from
locator 1N52 where he was active
during the Quadrantids shower on
January 3 between 1300-163OUTC.

Andy reckons that the shower
peak was around 1400UTC with
good reflections being heard
between 1315-1445UTC. Five
random (unscheduled) c.w. contacts
were made on 144.125MHz with
the stations of DllEAP (1600km1,
DKBZJ (1600km), ON4AMX
(1400km), ON4F1 (1400km) and
PA2DWH (1500km). Andy was also
briefly heard by the station of
DHOLS(061) who received a two -
second burst at S8 over the 2050km
path.

The second E-mail from Andy
was 'posted' on January 8 from
locator square IN42 in the Atlantic
Ocean. Andy reported that the
weather was horrendous with gales
and 40ft waves making m.s.
operation rather difficult!

However, Andy did manage to
complete two c.w. schedules before
going QRT. Both the rotator and 11 -
element Yagi were damaged in the
storms but replacement parts have
been ordered and will be repaired
when he is back on dry land.

Andy reports that he has been
operating Maritime Mobile on the
144MHz band for over ten years. In
that time he has operated from 145
different locator squares, 85 of them
totally (or virtually) wet.

The 'virtual' squares are those
with a small bit of rare land in them
such as 1M17, 1M27. IM37, 1M47
and JM57 off the north coast of
Algeria and Tunisia. He has only
five wet squares left to activate in
the North Sea and 35 left in the '10'
field and wants to finish these off
before starting all over again on the
50MHz band.

Andy's next two trips, both of
five weeks duration aboard the RRS
Charles Darwin, have already been
scheduled. On Sunday April 20 he
will sail from Southampton (1090)
around the coast to work areas in
1012,1025 and 1035 1400-500km
west of Ireland) and then sail to
Fairlie, Scotland (1075) to arrive
there on May 15. A few days later.
on May 19 he will set sail from
Fairlie to work areas in 1P80,
IP81and IP90 (Shetland Islands)
before returning to Fairlie on June
24.

Andy will as usual be active on
the I44MHz band, his specific
frequencies of operation being
144.240MHz s.s.b., 144.125MHz
c.w. for random m.s. and
144.120MHz c.w. for scheduled
m.s. contacts. Although he now has
a high power permit allowing IkW
output for ship -board operation he
normally runs about 600W output
to conserve the 3CX800 p.a. valve.

His operating times are usually
0500-0730, 1200-1300 and 1800-
2130 subject to work loads. The
times are ship times, which can
either be UTC or BST, apparently up
to the discretion of the Captain on

board the ship at the time! Some
operation is possible on Saturday or
Sunday afternoons, again dependant
on work loads.

For m.s. operation Andy will
transmit during the first 2.5 minute
period at a speed of 1200I.p.m. His
preferred receive speed is
15001.p.m. as this saves him having
to change the operating parameters
of the d.t.r. unit for each m.s.
contact.

It's expected there will be
much activity from Andy
GWOKZG/MM as his first trip will
coincide with the Lyrids meteor
shower (April 16-25, peaking on
Wednesday April 22 at 210O0TC)
and the Eta Aquarids shower (April
19 to May 28, peaking on Tuesday
May 5 at 11000TC). His second trip
to the west of the Shetland Islands
should be even more exciting as it
will not only coincide with three
meteor showers but it will also
occur during the peak of the
summer Sp -E season. The meteor
showers by the way are the Arietids
(May 29 to June 19, peaking on
Sunday June 7 at 150OUTC), the
Zeta Perseids (May 20 to July 5,
peaking on Tuesday )une 9 at
1500UTC) and the June Lyrids (lune
10-21, peaking on Monday lune 15
at 0400UTC).

WIDESPREAD
OPENINGS
Although Europe was not favoured
with Sp -E propagation during

the same cannot be said
for other parts of the northern
hemisphere. In the USA for example
there were some widespread
openings on the 50MHz band
particularly during the first two
weeks of the year with lanuary 1, 2,
8, 11. 12 and 15 experiencing some
excellent propagation.

On January 12 the station of
KD5BUR reported a field aligned
(f.a.i.) opening on the 144MHz
band following a massive 50MHz
opening which lasted for over 6 -
hours. On January 20 there was an
Sp -E opening on the I 44MHz band
across the southern part of the USA.
Also that day the stations of WP4O
and WP4MSL (Puerto Rico) were
heard by LUSEGQ (Argentina) on
144.300MHz c.w. Unfortunately,
LUSEGQ was only running 25W so
he was unheard over the 6000km
path.

The really extraordinary
50MHz news of the month however
was the first reports of true F2 -layer
propagation made from the USA for
Solar Cycle -23. Emil Pocock W3EP
passes on the news that on
December 31 at 2342UTC the
station of K6QXY worked ZL2TPY
followed quickly by ZL3NW.

No doubt's Bob's 1 .5kW and
four stacked 10 -element Yagis
helped but soon afterwards other
alert 50MHz DXers, mostly in Texas,
also found the New' Zealand
stations. Although the main action
was between New Zealand and
Texas there were indications that
propagation was more widespread.

Mike Foubister ZL3TIC IRE66)
reported working W7CI in Arizona
and hearing W2 and XE2 (Mexico).

The station of ZL2TPY heard W4DR
in Virginia on 50.110MHz but
couldn't attract his attention.

From Illinois N9BJG heard
ZL3AAU around 0055UTC on s.s.b.
and tried calling on c.w, but to no
avail. According to informed
sources the station of XEIABA also
worked a few New Zealand stations.
Finally, VK2BA (Australia) worked
K5IUA and heard several other
stations but couldn't attract their
attention.

According to W3EP the W-ZL
path is one of those 'easy paths' in
terms of maximum usable frequency
(m.u.f.i expectations. Areas that lie
adjacent to or cross the
geomagnetic equator tend to have
the highest F -layer density and
therefore the highest m.u.f.'s.(0ther
easy paths are USA to northern
South America, eastern USA to
South Africa, southern Europe to
southern Africa and western Europe
to South America and so on).

The W-ZL path although
'multiple -hop' is more or less along
the equator. Normally the 'single -
hop' north -south paths are expected
first but the W-ZL path is not
unusually early in the cycle.

STATION ACTIVITY
Henk PA3AWW passed on the news
that he will be active on the 50MHz
band from Ghana from February. He
will be using a Yaesu FT -920, an
Icom IC -706 and a 50MHz Yagi
antenna. Look out for Henk using
his previous callsign 9G1AA. This is
a welcome addition to the other
operators, 9G1Bl (GMOFQV) and
9GIYR who I mentioned previously
in the January issue. Incidentally the
RSGB donated a number of RAE and
Novice RAE Manuals to PA3AWW
so that Henk could train some
potential Radio Amateurs in Ghana.

The Support To the Amateur
Radio Service (STARS) committee
(run by the Region 1, International
Amateur Radio Union) has also
arranged sponsorship by Schaart
Communications, Netherlands, of a
Yaesu FT -920. The equipment is to
be given to the Ghanaian Amateur
Radio Society (GARS) as a means of
developing amateur radio in Ghana.

Jim Martin MMIBGI (1085)
reports that he was pleased to catch
an auroral opening late last year on
November 22. On the 144MHz
band he contacted the stations of
SM6TZX and GI3PDN. He was also
pleased to work the GI on the
50MHz band especially as his QTH
is completely blocked to the west.
This is one advantage of making
contacts via auroral back -scatter.
You don't have to point your
antenna at the other station, you
only need to direct your beam
towards the (normally) northerly
located auroral curtain.

Jim mentions that he is working
at his c.w. (well done!) and hopes to
pass the test soon. Then he will be
able to participate in working the
'real' DX that is often found on the
50 and 144MHz bands.

The c.w. will also come in
useful for contest working, an aspect
of the hobby that Jim is very
interested in. He says that working

with a low power station from
Scotland is a problem as the QSO
rate is never high and it seems that
radio waves stop just south ot
Yorkshire!

lim has recently upgraded his
portable antennas to a 6 -element
Yagi on the 50MHz band, a 17 -
element on 144MHz and a 21 -
element Yagi for the 430MHz band.
So, point your beams to the north
and keep a look out for MMIBGI/P
during this year's v.h.f. contests.

SATELLITE NEWS
Reports from around the world
confirm that RS -17 ceased
transmitting on December 29. The
little satellite, (a one-third scale
replica of the original Sputnik -1)
beeped its way around the globe for
55 days, more than two weeks
longer that it was expected to last.

The Sputnik beacon on
145.820MHz was widely monitored
and recorded around the world.
Those tracking RS -17 reported that
the beacon signal had continued to
get weaker as the end approached.
Even after the 'beep -beep' ceased
the unmodulated oscillator
continued to transmit for a little
while longer.

Maurice de Silva GOWMD
reports that he was very pleased to
hear RS -17 on a number ot
occasions. He simply used an
Alinco hand-held transceiver and a
colinear antenna placed on a
cardboard box in his front room. He
found it interesting to hear the
change in frequency, higher as the
Sputnik approached his QTH and
lower as it disappeared away from
him.

Maurice also mentions that he
has been a reader of PW for nearly
50 years. He recalls that in 1949 it
was called Practical Wireless and
Television and only cost 6d (2 1/2
pence)!

Finally a reminder that AMSAT-
UK's long standing Secretary Ron
Broadbent G3AA1 has now retired
tronl the post. Please allow him a
well earned rest by directing all
enquiries about Amateur Radio
satellites to the new Secretary, Fred
Southwell G6ZRU (QTHR). The
new telephone number for AMSAT-
UK is (01273) 495733 and the FAX
number is (01273) 492927).

That's it again tor another
month. Propagation is slowly taking
a turn for the better and I want to
hear what you've been up to.
Forward any news. views,
comments or photographs to the
address and by the date given at the
top of the column.

THANKS FOR YOUR LETTERS
AND GOOD LUCK WITH THE
DX. SEE YOU AGAIN NEXT
MONTH.
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Hf fAR & WIDE
REPORTS & INFORMATION
(AND PHOTOGRAPHS) BY THE
15TH OF EACH MONTH PLEASE.

 LEIGHTON SMART GWOLBI,
33 NANT GWYN,
TRELEWIS,
MID -GLAMORGAN
CF46 6DB, WALES.

 TEL: (01443) 710749
(9am - 6pm)

 FAX: (01443) 710789
(9am - 6pm)

THE MONTH OF JANUARY SAW
CONDITIONS ON THE H.F.
BANDS MORE OR LESS AS
GOOD AS THEY HAD BEEN
OVER THE PREVIOUS COUPLE
OF MONTHS.

The higher bands are certainly
now carrying more regular DX
traffic compared to a couple of

sears ago, and many amateurs are
having a great time digging for the
DX!

However, the LE hands have
really come into their own, with
1.8, 3.5, and 7MHz offering
amateurs some very good
opportunities. North Americans
have been very prominent on all
three bands. with New Zealand,
stations in Japan and Australia being

Fig. 1: The of
vindictive vandalism to
GWOSGI's mast and
antenna system in the
winter of 1997 (see
text).

worked by many amateurs on a very
regular basis on 1.8MHz.

This time of year has always
been a favourite for the 'Low
Frequency gang', and armed with
their verticals and other very
effective antennas for these bands,
they've been having a whale of a
time, although, I must admit that my

high -angle end -fed wire only
permits me to hear the DX. not to
work it! (Drat it!).

On the subject of DX, news
comes from Eddie GOHXL that the
semi -submersible oil -drilling rig
Borgny Dolphin is enroute from UK
waters to the Falklands Island in the
South Atlantic with Carl
G4VFU/MM on board. Carl plans to
be active on 3.750, 7.050, 14.150
and 21.360MHz. Best times
(recommended by Eddie GOHXL1
are 1145 hours most days and 1745
hours on 1.972MHz 'Top Band'
each night.

The Borgny Dolphin (featured in
the article by GOHXL and G4VFU in
the June 1997 PW) will be in VP8
for quite a long period. Further
details from Eddie on E-mail at
e.calro@virgin.net Good DX
everybody and thanks for the
information Eddie.

BEWARE OF
INTRUDERS
Beware of intruders! No. not the
unlicensed type this time, but the
more vindictive and plain nasty
kind. I say this because at the latter
part of 1997, Steve Locke GWOSGL,
a dedicated and enthusiastic DXer
who has often reported to this
column, was visited by an
individual or individuals of this
kind. They for reasons best known
to themselves, decided to
completely wreck his tower along
with the TH-7 beam antenna which
it held aloft, and the results are

shown in Fig. 1.
"Under cover of

darkness'"says Steve "they
knocked out the pin which
secured the tower in place. The
result was that the antenna was
completely smashed, and the
tower is a write-off".

Steve reminds me that the
same thing also happened to the
tower and antenna installed in a
local Amateur Radio club around
four or five years ago. So, it
seems that this is purely a local
phenomenon.
However, Steve says that he

offers the information to the column
in order to remind Radio Amateurs
elsewhere just how easily accessible
their antenna installations are to
unwelcome and unstable people
such as these. "Chain it all up"
seems to be the advice from Steve.

YOUR REPORTS
Space is limited this month, so I'll
start with your reports for the 7MHz
band. First off the mark is Ted
Trowel) G2HKU on the Isle of
Sheppey. Apologies to Ted, as I
inadvertently stated in the February
issue that he was operating with
s.s.b.!

As we all know, Ted is an all-
c.w. man, and his report this month
shows contacts with DJ4GX/HI3
(Dominican Republic) at 0900,
while operating between 1800 and
2000 brought him contacts with
5B4/EU1 AA (Cyprus), and BV2FT
(Taiwan).

Sean Gilbert G4UCJ in Milton
Keynes is also a 'man of the key'
and lists his 7MHz contacts with
1X5AA (Chechnyal at 2353, CO8EI
(Cuba) at 0113, 8P9EM (Barbados)
at 0043, LUIZC (South Shetland
Islands) at 0103, and 18/DF2SS (St.
Vincent Island) at 0133. Sean uses
powers of 5 or 25W for all contacts.

Someone who has been
spending a little more time on
7MHz of late is Don McLean
G3NOF of Yeovil, in Somerset. In
his monthly propagation report,
Don says "On 7MHz, I only
checked the hand between 2200
and 0100. Conditions were good to
north and south America as well as
Africa at these times. The 14MHz
hand has only been open during
daylight hours, with north American
stations coming in very strongly
from the west coast. A few Asian
signals were heard around 1500 to
1600 on the short path.

"Up on 18MHz, the long path to
Australia and New Zealand was
sometimes open between 0830 and
1000, with the short path to the
same areas open between 1100 and
1300. The short path to Australia
was open on 21 MHz between 1100
and 1200, with north America
coming in during the afternoons.
Both 24 and 28MHz have been
patchy, but north America has been
heard during the afternoons on an
irregular basis".

Don's log for 7MHz lists s.s.b.
contacts with FMSGU (Martinique
Island), HI3FVA (Dominican
Republic) QSL via IKOFVC, I69EE
(St. Lucia Island) QSL via POB
1298, Castries, St. Lucia, VP2EY
(Anguila Island). Also worked were
YNIGSR/3CI (Equatorial Guinea)
QSL to EA5BYP, YV5DPO
(Venezuela), and 8P9EM (Barbados)
all between 2200 and 010OUTC.

"Bashing the key" was what
John Constance GOVGD from Kent
did this month. His c.w. went out to
VE3RU (Canada), XEIEK (Mexico),
N4NO (USA), and CM21Z (Cuba) all
contacts taking place around
050OUTC.

THE 14MHz BAND
Operating with an Index Labs QRP
Plus rig and G5RV dipole we find
Carl Mason GWOVSW of Skewen in
West Glamorgan. With his 5W of
c.w. Carl worked 7X4AN (Algeria),
and CT1/G3KIX (Portugal) during a
morning session. While operation
later in the day brought contacts
with W3TS (USA), FM5CW
(Martinique Island), and EA8BWS
(Canary Islands).

Fellow QRP enthusiast Eric
Masters GOKRT of Surrey has also
been busy with his powerful mini -
signals. His log includes c.w.
contacts on 14MHz with RW3AI
(Russia), CT1BQH (Portugal),
SM5AGI (Sweden), and HA7ZT
(Hungary) between the hours of

1200 and 1300UTC
Meanwhile on the other end of

the power scale, Richard Lewis
GWOWRI from Brynamman uses
the legal limit of 400W on the
14MHz hand, showing s.s.b.
contacts with ZS97GSH (South
Africa) at 1837, VK5NP (Australia)
at 1226, HS0/1K4MRH (Thailand) at
1457, 5R8KH (Madagascar) at
1649. Also worked AH6IN (Anna
Maria Island) at 1538, and IA6BP in
Nagasaki, Japan) at 0848UTC.

It's over now to short wave
listener Derek Blunden BRS171057
from Swindon. Derek's been
experimenting with RTTY on
14MHz, and his log shows
reception of PY8A1D (Brazil)
K4ZQX (USA) during the morning,
while afternoon operation brought
in UA2BD (Kaliningrad), and NR9K
(USA).

Operation on s.s.b. was the
order of the day for Charlie Blake
MOAIJ in Milton Keynes, who uses
simple wire antennas all round.
Charlie lists contacts on I4MHz
with R1 ASP (Kotlin Island) at 0757,
UN8LA (Khazakstan) at 1140,
RZ9OZ (Siberia) and 5B5ES
(Cyprus) at around midday, and
VK6LC (Australia) at 1355UTC.

SIGNING -OFF
Well that's all we've got time for thi,
month, folks! It looks as though the
Editor is going to have to find me
some more space! With nine
reporters this month alone, the
column is getting claustrophobic!

THANKS AGAIN FOR ALL YOUR
SUPPORT AND SEE YOU NEXT
TIME!

73e leil4toff Of/OZ87

RADIO RAPE
REPORTS & INFORMATION TO
ME PLEASE.

 MIKE RICHARDS G4WNC,
PO BOX 1863, RINGWOOD,
HANTS BH24 2ZD.

 E-MAIL:
mike.elaineebtinternet.c
om

 WEB SITE:
http://www.btinternet.c
om/-mikespage

BY NOW YOU WILL HAVE NO
DOUBT NOTICED THE NEW
NAME TO MY COLUMN, SO
WHY THE NEW NAME? AND IF
YOU'RE IN ANY WAY INTO
COMPUTING YOU EITHER
ALREADY HAVE AN INTERNET
CONNECTION OR ARE PROBA-
BLY PONDERING ON HOW TO
GET STARTED IT WILL HAVE
CAUGHT YOUR EYE.

The change in the title and
content has been designed to
cater for this changing interest

by providing a greater Internet
content. Additonally, I'll also be
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providing some tutorials on various
aspects of the Internet.

You could argue that you can
find out about the Internet by
buying one of the many computer
magazines on the market. However.
I will be giving you the information
with a strong radio bias, so I hope I
can satisfy your curiosity without
you having to buy another
magazine!

GETTING STARTED
Where to start is a real challenge for
those that are just considering
moving into the Internet. The
decision can be likened to buying a
car before you've even started to
learn to drive! This means it's very
easy to make mistakes and choose
completely the wrong option for
you.

The starting point for most is to
get a modem. The choice you make
here is vital as a few pounds saved
on a slower speed unit may well be
paid for in increased 'phone bills.

You really should be buying the
fastest modem you can afford and at
the time of writing the best value is
a v34 plus 33.6k unit. The v34 plus
is just the name of the protocol used
by the modem, whilst 33.6 is the
maximum speed that the modem
can transfer data - 33.6 meaning it
can send and receive 33600 bits per
second.

The important point to note
here is that the quoted speed is the
maximum you can expect to see
and the rate you actually get
depends on the ability of your
modem to work with the distant
modem to accurately compensate
for, and adapt to, the 'phone link. In
most cases you will find that the
flow of information from the Internet
to you is primarily limited by the
server you are connected to and its
links into the Internet.

Some of you are probably
wondering why I've made no
mention of 56k technology? The
prime reason is that at the time of
writing there has been no agreement
on which of the two conflicting 56k
standards will be taken -up by the
Internet Service Providers (ISP). This
makes buying a 56k modem a risky
business as there's a 50:50 chance
that you will choose the wrong
standard and your investment may
be wasted.

A second reason for holding
back is the rapid development in
other technologies such as ATM
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) and
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital
Network). These systems are already
used in the business world to
provide very fast data connections
and the market looks set to make
these technologies more affordable
for domestic use.

If the timing works out right
56k technology could just have a
very short life! But if you really want
to go for 56k technology, I would
recommend you contact your ISP to
see which of the two systems they
are favouring.

The knock -on effect of the
intense 56k battle has meant a
drastic cut in the price of 33.6k
modems so that they really are

excellent value. Looking at the main
suppliers, I note that you can get a
33.6k unit for as little as £45
inclusive of VAT whereas 56k
modems cost at least 70% more.

The next dilemma is whether to
go for an internal or external
modem. My advice would be to go
for an external unit. This is because
serial ports on the PC are a precious
commodity.

Although the humble PC has
the capability to handle up to 4
serial ports, the two prime ports,
COMI and COM2 are the ones that
are used by a large proportion of
Amateur Radio software that
requires a serial port. As you will
often find your mouse uses COMI
and so the second port becomes
your only route to the outside
world!

If you use an internal modem
this will most likely take-up the
second port and leave you with a
real problem if you want to branch
out into any of the data modes. The
solution is to use an external
modem and connect it to the COM
port via a readily available multi -
way data switch. In this way you
can connect an infinite number of
devices to this one port - you just
have to select the correct one when
you start the program.

The other great advantage of
using the multi -way data switch
system of connecting a modem, is
that you don't have to take the
covers off your PC and try and work
out which slot to use and all the
risks associated with delving inside
something that you don't fully
understand. You do have to pay a
little more for an external modem
labout 10-20%), but it's well worth
it for the flexibility you get.

CHOICE CRITICAL
The Internet Service Provider
provides your route into the Internet
along with a host of additional
services such as E-mail and Web
space. The choice of supplier is
absolutely critical. A wrong choice
can cost you dearly in 'phone
charges or just pure frustration. I
know many new users have been
put off the Internet by the frustration
of having a slow connection or busy
lines.

When making your choice
there are two basic options either a)
one of the national ISPs or b) a local
ISP. The national ISPs are led by the
likes of Pipex Dial, Demon and
BTinternet to name a few. In
addition to providing full national
coverage at local call rate, you can
expect these companies to provide
top quality support services to help
you get started and keep going. You
can expect to pay between £10 and
£15 per month for unlimited
connections with these companies.

If you have any local Internet
companies it may well be worth
giving them a try as they often
provide very good value for money.
If you're going to do this make sure
you either get a free trial or sign-up
for no more than one month at a
time.

Another type of service
provider to consider is what are
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known as on-line service providers.
Examples of these are AOL,
CompuServe, LineOne and
Microsoft Network (MSN). As well
as providing Internet access these
companies provide a dedicated site
packed full of useful information
that can save you having to search
around the Internet. These
companies are often a good bet for

those that are completely new to
on-line computing as they usually
come with dedicated software
packages that give the user a very
easy to interface service.

The downside is that the
charging can sometimes get a bit
complicated and you may soon lose
interest in the built-in data. It's
generally very easy to try these
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services -out as they usually tout for
business by offering free
connections.

So, what do you get from an
ISP? If you've never worked on-line
you will be wondering what
software you need to get going. This
has been made easy by most of the
ISP companies. When you use their
services you normally get a
complete software package with its
own installation routine to load all
the files in the correct place and
guide you through the sign-up
routine.

The only point to note here is
that, unless you really know what
you're doing you can only have one
system loaded at a time. This is
because they all make changes to
the configuration of your system so
that whenever you start an on-line
application the ISP can be
automatically dialled -up.

APPLICATIONS &
ACCESS
let's now take a quick look at the
range of software applications that
are required for typical Internet
access. At the heart of the system is
the WINSOCK which is an acronym
for WINdows SOCKets. This forms
the core of your connection and
links with a protocol and dialler
program to make the connection.
These three packages do all the
technical bits like setting -up your
modem, dialling the ISP and sorting
out the flow of information between
your computer and the Internet.

You can visualise the
WINSOCK application rather like a
mains multiway extension block
except in this case it provides
sockets that software programs can
use. This means you can run several
Internet programs at the same time
without suffering any conflicts. As a
result you can carry -on looking
around the Web whilst you're
downloading a large file or maybe
checking your E-mail.

Moving on to the main
applications, the 'star of the show' is
the Internet browser. For most
people the browser provides the
most attractive and easiest link with
the Internet. This area of the market
is dominated by Netscape and
Microsoft. Netscape have their
Navigator browser which is
currently at version 4.x and is
available for many different
computer systems.

From Microsoft there is the
Internet Explorer which is available
in version 3.x for Windows 3.x or
version 4.x for Windows '95 (I've
used .x for the version number as
they change so frequently!). The
new Windows '98 was originally
designed to be launched with a very
sophisticated browser built-in, but
there have been a few legal
problems that may prevent this.

After the browser the next vital
package is the E-mail system so that
you can start communicating with
others. All the ISPs supply a
compatible mail system, but the
front runners from independent
suppliers are Pegasus Mail and
Eudora. These programs are packed
with helpful features to make the
management of E-mail as simple as
possible. My personal favourite is
Pegasus because of its price and
easy to use features.

A good 'news reader' is
probably the next in line and the
FreeAgent series seem to have
remained at the top for a very long
time. It's secret is the use of a very
clever and obvious interface that
makes finding a retrieving news
article a real 'doddle'.

The state-of-the-art in Internet
software comes in the form of the
latest fully integrated suits such as
Netscape Communicator. These
come complete with browser, mail,
news, file transfer, chat and many
other utilities and can really make
life easy. The only drawback I've
found is that you really need an up-
to-date PC as they require lots of
processor speed and huge amounts
of memory.

One of the newer
developments that's really worth a
look is Gozilla. I'll cover this in
more detail in a future column, but
it's great for those who want to
download files from the Internet as
it helps ensure you are connected to
the fastest download site. Not only
does this take some of the
frustration out of downloads but it
saves you money on the 'phone bill.
The latest version can be found at
www.gizmo.net/gozilla

TELEPHONE BILLS
If you really get hooked on the
Internet you'll need to make sure
you make the best use of the 'phone
connection. Here are a few fairly
obvious tips.

al Get in contact with your 'phone
company and make sure you know
the cheapest times to make local
calls.
b) Make sure you're signed -up for
all the various discount options, i.e.
BT's Friends & Family.
c) If you want to download a large
file especially from a US site, do it
during their small hours of the
morning if you can - it will be much
quicker and therefore cheaper.

NETWORK
MONITORING
Once you've gained some
experience on the Internet you will
probably build-up a set of regular
favourite web sites that you tend to
visit to keep you up-to-date with
your particular interest. You will
also know how frustrating it

becomes when you spend long
periods waiting for one of these sites
to download a Web page.

To help a little you can use a
'network monitor' to keep'an eye on
your favourite sites and give you a
condition report on their
availability. One such program is
Network Monitor for Windows by
John Junod. This excellent program
provides a map of the network with
the state of each site illustrated by
its colour,

In the version of Network
Monitor for Windows which I
reviewed green was used for a good
site, yellow for border -line and red
for poor availability. The program
can be fully customised so you can
add and delete hosts and alter the
timing thresholds for good/bad sites.

One excellent development in
the latest version is the ability to
nest the network maps. As a result
you can store lots of different layers
of the Internet and then choose,
with the click of a mouse, which
one you want to monitor.

No only does this program
provide an excellent Internet tool
but it's distributed as freeware! If
you want a copy you can find it on
just about all the shareware sites
under the filename WS_Watch.

SPECIAL OFFERS
As a special offer for readers
wanting radio related software for
use on IBM PCs. I've collated a set
of programs for you. If you'd like a
copy of Hamcomm/JVFAX, etc. I've
arranged a very special offer with
the Public Domain and Shareware
Library (Ha). They have put
together a library set of all five disks
for just f 1 2, all inclusive.

Using PDSL also makes
ordering simpler as they accept all
the usual credit cards so you can
order by 'phone, you don't even
have to write a letter. Please direct
all orders and enquiries about this
disk set to PDSL, Winscombe
House, Beacon Road,
Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL.
Tel: (01892) 663298 and request
library volume: H008739abcde.

The software is only available
as a set of five disks as follows: IBM
PC Software (1.44Mb disks): Disk A

IVFAX 7.1, HAMCOMM 3.1 and
WXFAX 3.2; Disk B - DSP Starter
plus Texas device selection
software; Disk C - NuMorse 1.3;
Disk D - UltraPak 4.0 and Disk E -
Mscan 1.3 and 2.0.

THAT'S IT FOR ANOTHER
MONTH, SO UNTIL NEXT TIME
KEEP SURFIN' THE 'NET AND LET
ME KNOW OF ANY INTERESTING
RADIO SITES THAT YOU COME
ACROSS. PLEASE SEND ALL YOUR
NEWS TO ME AT THE ADDRESS
AT THE TOP OF THE COLUMN
AND DON'T FORGET TO POINT
YOUR BROWSER AT MY WEB
SITE!

73/440t4/4/C

SCENE USA
REPORTS & INFORMATION FOR
MY JULY COLUMN TO ME BY
THE 15TH APRIL PLEASE.

 ED TAYLOR NOED,
PO BOX 261304,
DENVER,
COLORADO 80226, USA.

 E-MAIL:
EdTaylor@compuserye.com

WE TEND TO THINK OF RADIO
AS A EUROPEAN INVENTION,
BUT SIGNIFICANT ADVANCES
WERE MADE ON THE OTHER
SIDE OF THE ATLANTIC. IN
THIS, THE FIRST OF A TWO-
PART SERIES, ED INVESTIGATES
SOME AMERICAN PIONEERS OF
THE EARLY DAYS OF RADIO.

The United States of 1870
would have been an
interesting place for a scientist.

The 19th century, and particularly
the period after the American civil
war, was an era in which many
scientific and technical advances
were being made. Technologically,
the USA was beginning to become a
world leader.

Engineers were putting up very
tall buildings, thanks partly to the
American invention of the elevator.
Long bridges were being
constructed and the railways were
expanding.

The electric telegraph was
connecting the Atlantic and Pacific,
as well as linking the USA to the
rest of the world. There were
developments in photography, oil
exploration, transport, sound
reproduction and power
distribution,

On top of all this, the US
population was growing at a
dramatic pace. Millions of
immigrants were pouring in from
Europe. The interior was becoming
better explored, and there was
undoubtedly a feeling that the
country was becoming a major
power. It's not surprising, in this
atmosphere of advancement and
change, that American contributions
were being made to the
development of radio.

RECOGNITION OF
HENRY
I suppose one of the highest marks
of recognition by the scientific
community is for a unit of
measurement to be named after a
scientist. Such was the case with the
Henry, unit of inductance, named
after Joseph Henry.

Joseph Henry was an American
physicist, who experimented in the
1830s with coils and
electromagnetism. Although he
worked independently of Michael
Faraday in Britain, he made similar
discoveries, specifically that
electricity can be converted to
magnetism and vice versa.

Henry also invented a form of
electric motor, and devised a type of
relay, which was further developed
by Samuel Morse and used in
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Fig. 1: Loomis and his aerials tapped into the
'electrical sea'.

Fig. 2: A diagram from Edison's patent showing the
use of 'etheric force'.

telegraph systems. He also built the
largest electromagnet of the time. It
could lift a third of a ton, which was
a stupendous achievement in those
days.

loesph Henry's work laid the
foundation for the principle of
resonance, critical to the
development of radio. And for
example in 1842, he observed that
electrical discharges into a coil
caused damped oscillation (at a
frequency which depended on the
size of the coil).

It was later discovered that by
connecting a coil and a condenser
(or an inductor and a capacitor, as
we would say now), a circuit can be
made to resonate at a certain
frequency. This idea became the
basis for tuned circuits in all
subsequent communications
equipment. Henry achieved tame
and distinction, and like many
scientists of those days was
something of a polymath, being
involved in founding the US
Weather Bureau and the National
Academy of Sciences.

OTHER HEROES
Other heroes in the story of radio
are not well remembered now. We
all know about Heinrich Hertz and
Guglielmo Marconi, but how many

have heard of Mahlon Loomis? He
was a dentist in Washington DC,
who became interested in "Hertzian
waves". Although we would
consider his theories inaccurate
now, in 1865 he conducted
significant experiments.

Loomis thought the upper
atmosphere contained an electric
field which we could utilise. He
called it the 'electrical sea', and
sought to tap into it by using a kite
to hold up a wire which he called
an 'aerial' !the inventor of that term
in connection with wireless).

By making and breaking a
contact at the lower end of one
aerial, he was able to send signals to
another over a distance of some
20km. His sketch in Fig. 1 shows
how he thought the apparatus
worked.

The deflections of his
galvanometer (a current measuring
device) must have been rather
weak, and such an experiment
nowadays would probably tail
because of the high level of radio
and other man-made noise. Loomis
discovered that the reliability of the
system was not consistent, and that
sometimes the signals would
become fainter. We now know he
was experiencing, for the first time,
the vagaries of ionospheric

propagation, which later became
well-known to Radio Amateurs.

It might seem that Loomis'
experiments led to a dead end. but
he actually established a couple of
useful principles for others to follow.
Firstly, he showed that an electric
field could really carry a message
over quite a distance without the
use of wires.

Secondly, Loomis demonstrated
that an elevated aerial was a good
way to achieve this, although it was
a while before it was realised that
the length of the aerial was also an
important factor. Nonetheless, every
Radio Amateur knows something
about antennas which Loomis
established over 100 years ago: the
higher the better!

PROLIFIC INVENTOR
One of the most prolific inventors of
the 1800s was Thomas Edison. He is
credited with more than 1000
patents over a period of six decades.

Many of Edison's patents do not
relate to radio, but to cover even
those which do would require a
whole book! I will mention one
though. which (like most similar
developments) pushed forward the
boundaries of knowledge, so that
the next person could make more
progress.

Edison was born in Ohio in
1847 and was, apparently, a
troublemaker at school. One of his
teachers described him as 'addled'.
These days, it might be recognised
that he was 'gifted', and bored with
the slow pace of lessons.

Thomas Edison received very
little conventional schooling as a
result and was taught by his mother.
He was a enthusiastic reader of
books from where he got most of his
knowledge.

Edison worked for a while on
the railways, and quickly became
interested in the telegraph, which
had become essential for operation
of the rail system. Learning all the
time and applying his enormous
energy, he quickly suggested
improvements to the telegraph
system. After years
of prodigious
invention. he set
up a large research
laboratory in New
Jersey.

In 1875,
Edison said he had
discovered a new
'etheric force'. He
had been
experimenting
with a magnetic
vibrator, producinc
a train of sparks,
which affected
equipment some
distance away.
Although, he
couldn't exactly
explain what was
happening, he was
sure he had found
some sort of new
phenomenon. We
now know that his
instruments were
only capable of
detecting d.c. and
the crude radio

transmission he had created
depended on alternating current,
which he could not initially
measure.

Edison continued to develop
his etheric force system (see Fig. 2)
and received a patent. There was
some confusion at the time as to
whether the effects being noted
were the result of magnetic force, or
whether there really was a new kind
of ether wave. It took a little longer
for experimenters to find out that
radio signals depended on waves of
a type discovered by Hertz, and that
'etheric force' was actually
electromagnetic radiation.

Other scientists investigated
Edison's results and a notable
demonstration took place in
London. England in 1882. Amos
Dolbear, of Massachusetts, used a
spark coil and automatic interrupter
to send signals throughout a
building.

Dolbear also gave what was
probably the first display of wireless
telephony, albeit with a range of
only a few feet. He was awarded a
patent for the system, but did not
seek to exploit it, being more
interested in research than the
rewards to be had from improving
communications.

NICOLA TESLA
Nicola Tesla is not well-known, but
deserves to be, not least because he
also joins that group who had a
fundamental unit named after him.
The tesla, unit of magnetic flux
density. Some would argue he was
the true inventor of radio.

It might be more accurate to
say that Tesla played a significant
part, and that there is no single
person who could be described as
the inventor of radio. Marconi was
the chief exploiter of the new
invention, but (as is often the case)
many earlier inventors contributed
to his success.

Tesla was born in 1856 in
Croatia. He received a good
education, although suffering from
bouts of ill -health. He was

Fig. 3: Thomas Ect si,n pictured in
Laboratory.
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fascinated by electricity and was
determined to learn as much as
possible about this emerging
science. After working in Budapest
and Paris, he emigrated to the USA
in 1884, arriving in New York with
four cents in his pocket and a letter
of introduction to Thomas Edison.

It seems that Testa was
impressed by Edison at first. He was
amazed that a man of such limited
education could accomplish so
much in technical fields. Edison,
however, was unimpressed by Testa,
who was likely to solve a problem
by sitting down and thinking for a
while. To Edison, who used trial -
and -error methods, the long
cogitations that Testa indulged in
were a waste of time, even though
Tesla was quickly achieving
exceptional results.

The association of the two men
did not last long. They fell out over
the issue of

Fig. 4: Nicola Tesla,
whose contribution to
radio technology is
often forgotten.

whether power should be
distributed by a.c. or d.c. Tesla,
favouring a.c., won the battle in the
end, although it took many years to
prove the point. He began working
with the Westinghouse company
and soon became a wealthy man.

Testa was granted a large
number of patents, some in
connection with polyphase
generators and transformers. As far
as radio is concerned in 1890 he
began to apply the principles of
tuned circuits to his coils, and
discovered that he was able to

produce large-scale resonance
effects.

Nicola Testa worked out a way
of charging capacitors and
discharging them through air -core
step-up transformers, which came to
be known as Testa coils. These
produced very high voltages, which
could be utilised in several ways,
one of which was to generate radio
signals.

In 1893 Testa gave a lecture in
New York about his experiments on
radio transmission with tuned
circuits. His system had developed
by 1899 to the extent that he was
able to demonstrate wireless control
of model boats at New York's
Madison Square Garden.

When asked what he thought
about Marconi's transatlantic
transmissions in 1901, Testa said.
"Marconi is a good fellow, let him

continue. He is using 17 of my
patents". He was being

, magnanimous to Marconi, who
had once worked as his assistant,

have gone on to become rich and
famous. However, he suffered from
a paranoia which made him
excessively secretive about what he
was doing. This secrecy also led to
a belief by his neighbours that he
was working on radio, which was
not really the case.

Stubblefield had been
interested in telephones and had an
idea which he thought would
eliminate the need for telephone
poles and wires. He had been
reading about electromagnetic
induction, which was then well-
known.

Electromagnetic induction is
the principle used by the
transformer, where a primary coil of
wire is positioned around a
secondary. A varying current passed
through the primary will induce
current in the secondary.

If the primary is large, say
room -size, the secondary can be
contained in and drive, a set of
headphones worn within the room.
This method has been used in
theatres to distribute sound to the
hard of hearing.

One afternoon in 1892,
Stubblefield called upon the
assistance of a local boy, Rainey
Wells. He gave him a telephone
receiver connected to a 1000 -turn
coil about 250mm in diameter.

Stubblefield had previously
wound his primary of over 100

Fig. 5: The monument in Kentucky to
Nathan Stubbliefield, the 'inventor of
radio"!

but his attitude later
changed, following many years

of patent litigation between the two
men.

A long time afterwards (in
1943) the US Supreme Court ruled
in favour of Testa and against
Marconi. Of course, by that time,
the point was rather academic, but
nonetheless Tesla appears to have
beaten Marconi by a couple of years
n the patent race.

CURIOUS TALE
I'll close with a curious tale, which
sometimes gets distorted in the
retelling. Look at Fig. 5 which
shows a monument to be found in
Murray, Kentucky. stating that
Nathan B. Stubblefield was the
inventor of radio. What! Another
one? you might ask.

Stubblefield carried out some
interesting experiments, and might

turns around the trees in an orchard.
He told Rainey to go into the
orchard and listen. Unsurprisingly,
when Stubblefield spoke into the
microphone connected to batteries
and the primary coil, Rainey heard
the voice and almost jumped out of
his skin!

Of course, Stubblefield
experiment is not Radio as we know
it, since induction does not involve
the transmission of waves and the
effects are not perceptible for more
than a few metres. Still, Stubblefield
could have made more scientific
contributions if he had been willing
to co-operate with others.

Stubblifield was afraid that his
inventions would be stolen, a valid
concern, since later in his career he
was the victim of fraud. He worked
with some success on what was
called 'natural conduction', the
transmission of signals through the

ground, (a technique since used by
the military).

Stubblefield died in poverty
and became the subject of local
folklore, built up to some extent by
the media. He was however. a
fascinating individual, well worthy
of being included with the other
colourful characters who helped to
form our hobby into what it is today.

THIS ENDS MY BRIEF LOOK AT
SOME OF THE AMERICAN
PIONEERS OF RADIO FOR NOW.
LATER THIS YEAR I'LL DISCUSS
AMERICAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO
RADIO IN THE CURRENT
CENTURY. IN THE MEANTIME LET
ME KNOW WHAT YOU THINK.

73 61 /1/0E0

FOCAL POINT

REPORTS & INFORMATION TO
ME PLEASE.

 GRAHAM HANKINS G8EMX
11 COTTESBROOK ROAD,
ACOCKS GREEN,
BIRMINGHAM B27 6LE.

 E-MAIL:
grahamfighank.demon.co.uk

 PACKET:
G8EMX@GB7SOL.#29.GBR.UK

THIS MONTH GRAHAM TAKES
A LOOK AT THE WORK OF THE
BRITISH AMATEUR TELEVISION
CLUB AS WELL AS KEEPING
YOU UP -DATED WITH THE LAT-
EST REPEATER NEWS.

Aner connecting to my local
Packet mailbox (GB7SOL),
this month I am going to list

all the bulletins or messages relating
to Amateur Television which have
appeared in the ATV category. All
manner of ATV questions have
appeared on the Packet network.

A 'callsign' in Manchester
wanted to know which type of
antenna is best for 1270MHz
(24cm); another asked it a 24cm
transmitter p.c.b. could be obtained
anywhere. There are also messages
from people seeking advice on
converting satellite receivers for
ATV use. One amateur (with a very
recent callsign and keen on 1 OGHz
AN) was looking for the necessary
kits.

I try to respond to Packet ATV
messages with as direct an answer
as possible. But my reply always
includes a question of my own -
does the keen lOGHz ATVer know
about the British Amateur
Television Club (BATC)? ATV is a
specialised mode, so any amateur
station with AN should really be
among the BATC's 200(1 strong
membership.

THE BATC
The British Amateur TV Club aims
to encourage and co-ordinate all
aspects of television as a hobby, and
is the world's largest such specialist
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Some of the video
processing p.c.b.s that
have been available
from the BATC.

organisation. The club maintains a
technical library, publishes books
and a regular magazine, stocks
many video components and holds
p.c.b.s for magazine projects. The
BATC also offers support to affiliated
Repeater groups and represents
Amateur TV interests at national and
international level.

The BATC's quarterly magazine
CQ-TV began in October 1949 and
early editions, like the broadcast TV
at the time, were 'black and white.'
By contrast, the latest issues of CQ-
TV could easily stand with every
other magazine along a newsagents
shelf. A gloss cover, in colour,
encloses nearly 100 pages of ATV
news, circuits, repeater updates and
available kits.

A regular feature in CQ-TV is
'Satellite N News' by Paul Holland
G3TZO. Here, Paul gives updates of
the latest 'birds' (satellites) plus new
channels, products, recent and
upcoming launches with plenty of
frequencies, transponder details and
'footprint' maps.

The BATC Publications
currently stocks three ATV
handbook titles, including one on
Slow -Scan AN. This is called the
The Best of CQ-TV and is a
compilation of the most popular
recent constructional articles and a
limited number of back -numbers are
still available.

The centre pages of CQ-TV
contain the 'Members Services'
supplement. Here club members
can order vidicon camera tubes,
video circuit p.c.b.s and video
components - particularly vision
processing integrated circuits. It's
perhaps worth emphasising here
that 'Members Services' means
exactly that, the value added tax
(VAT) regulations mean that goods
can only be bought by club
subscribers.

ANNUAL RALLY
On Sunday April 26 the BATC will
be holding its annual AN rally at
the Sports Connexion near Ryton,
just outside Coventry. This is the
place to go for AN kits, bits and
lots more too. Maybe your local
Repeater Group will be there? Visit
the club display to join the BATC,
meet committee people, spend
money or simply just talk AN - we
just love doing lots of that!

The AN Rally also attracts a
contingent of privately owned and

equipped 'scanners'. These are
sizeable vehicles fitted with ex -
broadcast studio suites -
monitors, fader and vision
mixing consoles, open -reel
video recorders and, of course,
several weighty cameras.
'Wannabe' camera operators
can be seen panning or
focusing, while inside the vans
an assortment of 'directors' are
found selecting 'shots'. This is great
fun, believe me!

Every two years, the BATC
organises a Conference on Amateur
Television (CAT). A CAT is not a
rally, there would be fewer but more
specialised trading stands and a
running lecture programme, CAT
'98 is due to take place around
September, so watch this space.

REPEATER NEWS
Now some news from two AN
repeaters, GB3TT in Derbyshire and
GB3KT on the Isle of Sheppey.

Tony GONHF is the contact for
GB3TT in Chesterfield and confirms:
"Yes 'TT is still on air, but now uses
timed control to cut down on
electricity costs during the day
when the repeater is little or never
used. The repeater now only
transmits during the day at the
required intervals for identification
purposes".

The GB3TT repeater is very
active most evenings. Local users in
Chesterfield are Ian G1XRA,
Malcolm G1HFT, Paul G6AMM,
Ray G7TZQ, Ian G6ZVE and of
course Tony GONHF.

About 45km further away is
Bob G7AVU, whose QTH is
Gainsborough, Lincolnshire. Tony
comments: "Not a bad distance I
guess! Mind you our Bob spends a
lot of time building amplifiers and
bits and pieces to get that little bit
further".

The Kent Television Group
(KTG) secretary and
technical co-ordinator
Chris Gibbs G8GHH
sends an update for
the Isle of Sheppey
1.3GHz repeater
GB3KT: "GB3KT
continues to give good
service, although the
ageing dual -slot
antenna will need
replacing this year.
The KTG has now
grown to 45 members
and its existence has
stirred up some local
enthusiasm for AN -
including a bit of
home-brew, which is
all too scarce in these

Join the BATC
receive CO -TV
times a year.

and
four

days of 'plug and play'!" Thanks for
that Chris.

We have AN pictures, but
what about the sound? The 24cm
f.m. (and higher bands) band has the
advantage of sub -carrier audio.
providing a simultaneous speech
channel.

In New Zealand, the Auckland
AN Interest Group are taking this a
stage further, says Michael Sheffield
ZL1ABS: "The ATV kits being
considered by the Auckland Group
include a German/Australian sub -
carrier stereo sound generator, using
5.5MHz plus 5.74MHz f.m. carriers
with stereo/bilingual mode
switching sub -tones. A complete set
of boards for this and a companion
receiver is nearly ready". Stereo
audio is already being used for all
24cm AN contacts between Wayne
DIM and Grant WWII

THAT'S ALL FOR THIS TIME. SO
CHEERIO FOR NOW, KEEP
SENDING ME YOUR ATV NEWS,
FROM WHEREVER YOU MAY BE!
SEE YOU AGAIN IN THE JUNE
ISSUE.

73 /.114aAr PEAR'

SOME USEFUL ATV ADDRESSES:

Dave Lawton GOANO
BATC Membership Secretary
'Grenehurst',
Pinewood Road,
High Wycombe,
Bucks HP12 4DD

E-mail: memseciThatc.org.uk
Web site: http://www.batc.org.uk

The Chesterfield ATV Group
Web site: http://visitweb.com/hamnet-uk/

BROADCAST

REPORTS & INFORMATION TO
ME PLEASE

 PETER SHORE,
C/O PW EDITORIAL OFFICES,
ARROWSMITH COURT,
STATION APPROACH,
BROADSTONE,
DORSET BH18 8PW

 E-MAIL:
petershore@pwpub.demon.co.uk

RADIO NEW ZEALAND IS
UNDER THREAT AND THE
VOICE OF CHINA NOW HAS A
NEW NAME. READ ON AND SEE
WHAT ELSE IS HAPPENING ON
THE BROADCAST BANDS!

Last month I reported how it's
possible to be your own high
frequency engineer using the

same propagation computer
program that the professionals
employ in some of the world's
leading international broadcasters.
Now I've learned about another
Internet resource that allows anyone
to look at the important maximum
and lowest useable frequencies for
propagational paths between key
geographic regions. If you can
access the World Wide Web, check
out http://www.concentric.net/-
jerrhall/

Bad news from the Pacific.
Radio New Zealand International
IRNZI) is under threat. There are
plans afoot, proposed by the New
Zealand Treasury, to close this
respected service.

The usual to-ing and fro-ing
between politicians, radio experts
and the public is underway (with a
similar level of response seen during
the Radio Canada International and
Radio Australia crises of recent
years). As we go to press there is no
decision; so, keep your ears on
these RNZI frequencies: 0459-0816
on 11905 (to 0758 Saturday and
Sunday); 0816-1206 on 9700 (from
0758 Saturday and Sunday); 1650-
1850 on 9810 (Mon -Fri); 1951-2050
on 15115 (from 1859 Saturday);
2156-0458 on 17675 (from 2205
Friday and Saturday) and 2306-
0458 on 15115MHz.

DEPRESSING NEWS
There's also depressing news from
Moscow. The Voice of Russia is
facing continued pressure from the
Russian Foreign Ministry, despite
extensive lobbying from the station.
It seems that the Foreign Minister
does not appreciate the value of
international radio from Russia.

Eight hours of English were cut
at the beginning of January along
with reductions in Albanian, Polish,
Portuguese, Spanish, Chinese and
Serbo-Croat. There may be further
cuts during 1998, so tune in while
you can!

English from the Voice of
Russia to Europe is on at: 1500-
1600 on 4.94, 4.975, 7.13, 7.235,
7.26, 7.39, 9.47, 9.725, 9.84,
9.86MHz; 1600-1700 on 4.94,
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4.975, 6.13, 6.175, 7.21, 7.38,
9.47, 9.705, 9.815, 9.975MHz;
1700-1800 on 4.92, 5.965, 7.175,
7.185, 7.325, 7.355, 7.38, 9.45,
9.89MHz; 1800-1900 on 6.13,
7.21, 7.44, 9.89MHz; 1900-2000
on 4.92, 5.94, 5.965, 6.13, 7.21,
7.255, 7.305, 7.325, 7.44, 7.49,
9.44, 9.89MHz; 2000-2100 on
1494kHz medium wave plus 4.92,
5.94, 5.965, 6.13. 6.145, 7.305,
7.325, 7.33, 7.39MHz: 2100-2200
on 1323 and 1494kHz plus 5.94,
5.965, 7.205, 7.36, 7.39, 9.89MHz

NEW NAME
There is a new name for an Asian
international radio broadcaster. The
Voice of Free China ceased
operations at the end of December
1997, but it was reborn the
following day as Radio Taipei
International. The station retains
much of the same output heard
under its old name, but the new title
is clearly an attempt to placate
Chinese authorities in Beijing who
had always complained about the
'provocative name.

Tune in to the English service of
Radio Taipei International at: 0200-
0300 on 5.95, 7.13, 9.68, 11.74,
11.745, 11.825, 15.345MHz; 0300-
0400 on 5.95, 9.68, 11.745, 11.825,
15.345MHz; 0700-0800 on
5.95MHz: 1100-1200 on
7.445MHz; 1200-1300 on 7.13,

9.61MHz and 2200-2300 on 5.81,
9.985MHz.

You can contact the station at
PO Box 24.38, Taipei 106, Taiwan
and if you send a reception report,
you could receive one of the
stations newly designed QSL cards
together with the latest schedule
and a copy of the bi-monthly
newsletter. I've heard that one
listener in the USA also received a
colourful pennant celebrating the
relaunch.

LATE NIGHT EAR
Anyone with a keen late night ear
on the medium wave band may
have come across a variety of
unusual international stations on
954kHz. Since the middle of
December last year, World Radio
Network's English -language service,
WRN1, has been relayed from an
m.f. transmitter in Israel on 954kHz
between 2000 and 0400UTC.

Reports on the relay service
can be sent to PO Box 1212,
London SW8 2ZF.

TRANSMITTER NEWS
Closer to home, 261kHz long wave
now has a mix of Radio France
Internationale in French and BBC
World Service in German and
English. This transmitter is situated
near Berlin in Germany, and during
the Cold War carried programmes

for Soviet troops stationed in East
Germany. Then the transmitter
radiated 250kW and could be well
received across much of central and
northern Europe.

In the early 1990s, German
entrepreneur Peter Lepper, bought
the rights to the transmitter to allow
his news and information station
RadioRopa to be broadcast, albeit at
the reduced
power of
50kW. But now
RadioRopa has
suffered a cut in
its operating
budget, and is
being restructured
as a type of
rebroadcaster, simply
relaying international
programmes, plus
some two hours a day
of local and regional
programmes.

The number of
listeners to long wave in
Germany is small.
However, RadioRopa
claimed that it had 25,000
long wave listeners, while the
major national broadcaster
Deutschlandradio says its
research reveals just 15,000
long wave listeners every day.

STATION
INFORMATION
Polish Radio's first programme is
now back on the air on long wave.
The transmitter on 225kHz has been
active since late January after the
recommissioning of the masts which
support the long wave antenna at
Raszyn.

West Coast Radio Ireland
(WCRI) has been on the verge of

closure on short wave because of
funding problems. The WCRI
service broadcasts on short wave on
Wednesdays at 2000 on 5.905MHz
and on Saturdays at 1500UTC on
6.175MHz, so keep your ear on
these channels.

Radio Almaty International in
Kazakhstan is on the air three days a
week with English, and four days in

German. The
station can be

heard on Sunday,
Monday, Wednesday

and Thursday at
1000UTC in German

on 9.62 and 11.84MHz
and on Tuesday, Friday

and Saturday at the same
time on 9.505, 9.62 and
11.84MHz. There is also

an English broadcast on
Wednesday at 1020 for

another 20 minutes on 9.62
and 11.84MHz.

The NCR station in
Quito, Ecuador, is now

beaming programmes in a
variety of languages from the

Merlin Communications (formerly
BBC) site at Skelton in Cumbria.

Russian, Tajik and Uzbek are
among the services carried on 250
and 500kW senders, for example try
5.86MHz at 0115UTC for Tajik.

THAT'S ALL FOR THIS TIME.
KEEP ENJOYING THE BROAD-
CAST BANDS UNTIL THE NEXT
EDITION OF PRACTICAL WIRE-
LESS IS PUBLISHED IN A
MONTH'S TIME.

tioalb,i'eeipto, Pete, -

ERRORS & UPDATES
ON GUARD WITH A PHOTO -ELECTRIC 'SENTRY'
Page 42 PW March 1998

There was an unfortunate error that crept into the circuit
shown on page 42 of the March 1998 issue of PW. The two
lines (brown and sleeved green/yellow), from the switch, out
to the photo -electric cell unit should be connected to the 11'
terminals in each case (and not the L2 terminals as shown).
The green/yellow wire should, in the interests of safety, have a
black sleeve fitted at the Ll switch end also. Please note that
the small insulated 'choc-bloc' connector shown near the
switch is sited inside of the switch.

This connector
is in the switch

box

Put a black
sleeve on this

end of the wire too

CARRYING ON THE PRACTICAL WAY
Page 44 PWFebruary 1998

The layout around S1b in Fig. 2 on page 44 of the February
1998 issue has an error, please amend your circuit diagram to
be as shown here. In the paragraph headed 'Simple
Calibration', the capacitor C2 is adjusted to give the lowest
reading in the reflected position.

[wsosyr

My apologies for these errors Ed.

SID To antenna

SKI
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

12.5kHz

CONVERSIONS
Save money and keep your existing
rig. Castle can convert most makes
and models. Call Castle to discuss
your requirements.

SERVICE
Rig problems'? You'll want to know
that when things go wrong. they're
put right - back to the way the
manufacturer specifies, and back to
the way the rig worked when new.
Castle Electronics has been servicing
rigs for years; is trusted by some of
the largest names in the industry to
put their equipment into good shape,
and can be trusted by you to make
your station operational in the best
and most efficient way. Make Castle
your first stop for service!

SHOWROOM
A visit to Castle Electronics
showroom could be your best
move. We always have a large
stock of good secondhand
equipment, lots of components
and accessories, and all the
well known quality new
products at very competitive
prices. We will always do our
best to match or better prices
found elsewhere. We are main
dealers for all the brand
leaders

SERVICE
SHOWROOM
FINANCE TERMS
MAIL ORDER
PART EXCHANGE

eaEAU electrontc5

''West

20, Halfpenny Green Airport
obbington, Nr Stourbridge

'West Midlands, DY7 5DY
GEOFF G4AQU - JOHN G6VJC Telephone 01384 221036 Fax 01384 221037

PHONE 01384 221036 OR VISIT OUR SHOWROOM TODAY

VISA

Amateur Radio Communications Ltd
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA12 9BA

We are the largest stockists of both new and secondhand amateur radio equipment in the north of England -
fact not fiction! Our company boasts a full time service department authorised by all the major suppliers.

When you buy from us you have complete peace of mind!

OPEN Tue-Sat
10am-Spm

HF TRANSCEIVERS
ICOM IC -706
Mk11
The only HF - 2  6m
HF transceiver the size

a dualband mobile
if you a.... aci you cant hue
wnhoir, ended C1099 RRP

PHONE NOW FOR OUR SPECIAL
CASH PRICE!!

NEW HF MODELS ON THE MARKET

ICOM IC -746
Latest HFVHF
transceiver from
loom. Superior

design, HF to 50MHz through to 144MHz,
possessing VHF base station capabilities.
DSP and 100W RF output Sure to be one of
the best selling radios of 199811

YAESU FT -847
* 100W on HF *100W
an 6m *50W on 2m
* 50W on 70cm This ultra compact satellite e
all mode transceiver has everything, dare you
not buy one? E1695 approx. MIMS now
for details. We also are :AI de.. Ts.

ICOM IC -756
The perfect HF-Am all
Triode transceiver for
hams who enjoy
hosing rare DX's. Full -131fERRP
,1 functions designed to give you the edge! It
5 an impressive looking radio, sure to be
another Icom winner
PHONE NOW FOR OUR CASH PRICE!

VHF/UHF MOBILES
DOWN IN PRICE.
ICOM IC -207H
DUALBAND MOBILE

New RRP £369 * 2m & 70cms
50W,30W * f. sable head * Parker 9600
bps ready .ry char
* CTCSS & ' ... rl."!

TEL FOR SPECIAL ARC PRICE!

YAESU FT -8100R
The new FT -8100R from Yaesu combines high
power and the
industry's most
versatile memory
system with the ease
of installation afforded by its remote -head
capability. Be a part of the dual -band
revolution with the FT 8100R C499 RRP

OUR PRICE £449

KENWOOD TM-V7E
RRP down to £569.95

ARC price £515.

Deposit £55, 12 monthly
payments of C44.
Fast selling dualbanderl

Now an even better buy than ever before:

USEJSINIIIIKSARDFORWH

VHF/UHF HANDHELDS
NEW ON THE MARKET

ICOM T -8E TRIPLEBANDER
Another first from lcorni This compact
handy enables you to operate on
2milmi7Oons, plus widebend receive
end many more features. The first to use
Ni-MH battery pack which means you can
charge a whof, 'On, like Clan'! ,S5 ,L,!
°nibs s.,, - .",-, !-- .-

PHONE FOR ARC PRICE
LATEST KENWOOD
HANDIE. TH-G71E

It only takes one glance to see that this
6W dualbender from Kenwood is
-.T.rnething special Just take a look at

,-, following.* 200 memories
,.': ',v....7,- .. I-. . tall CTCSS
- - . ,minted

RRP I:2', ' '. ridows
program .

TEL FOR ARC PRICE
SIUP PUSS ICOM IC-T7E Now}

DOWN TO £259 RRP. PHONE
NOW FOR OUR SPECIAL PRICE

YAESU VX1-R
Smallest ever dualbander, seeing is

believing, Already a tip selle, at ARC.

£269 RRP

TO 3
Y PERIOD

E-mail us on: arcoms@'gIonalnet.co.uk

PARKING

PROBLEMS
WITH YOUR

RIG?
Come to the EXPERTS. We

are one of the select
number of officially

appointed service centres
for Alinco, Isom, Kenwood
and Yaesu. In fact, we have
been servicing and carrying
out repairs to amateur radio
equipment over the past 16

years and our reputation
goes without saying!

If you want a job doing
efficiently, quickly and at an
affordable price, (our rates
are probably the lowest in
the UK), then phone us on

01925
229881

= Tel: 01925 229881/Fax: 01925 229882 1.0
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
Due to the fast turn
around of popular

secondhand items, readers
should check on

availability of advertised
stock. In other words...if
you spot something you

fancy...don't delay or you
could miss it!

YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

WATERS &
STANTON
01702 206835

PLEASE. MITE SEIYAIMAND !TEALS COME
WITH FL LI. 3 SIONTH PARTS & I. tROL R
a-ARAN-TF-1- FOR INFORNISTIOS
PHONE 01702.2116835 OR FA Yi 0I702.205$13
HF TRANStEISTELS
kotn IC -726 0- Banc fr.in,n,cr "MINI l2% E549
ken IC -765 B. Tr.in,,,re +oh Flt, \Tl L1149

Index ORP Ml .l B.re 1.1RP 12% CM
Kennel TS -9;16 B. Trance o, 1750
kereAmd TS 940SAI B.Innsceoer wM &eh m
An IWO
Kenweod TS 9A115 Hay Transee6er TIBBS
SIFI NIFJ-10120 %2 :Men (71%' (MP Transcmer 1125

M11-6040 don CP. (AP Frem:corr [125
len-To. Scout 555 Mohdc Tomcorri611614066 Cr,
Yam FT -77 el FLue Theme -no 12S
Nac-su FT Trangencr 11449 0111

VHFADF BA.SEIMOBILE TRANSCF1V101
Alnico DR-941.12ni7(krn FM Mokk £239
Icom IC -5516m All Ali* Base £395
Kenwood TM -151E 70cm FM Mobtle
Kenwcrl TS -760E 2rn/70cm All Mode Base DM
Kenaood TR-901112ra All Mode Slohde £199
MF1 k1F1-9406 tan SSB Inw rriumxna 110
IJC10 FT -2 URH:Inn Ion FM Mohlk

FT -2901111 s411n1 All Mode Portz* E1199
Yeesti ri.sycznotn, Flt %Mak L149
Yeew 161/71irm FM M,Inle E179

VHF/UHF WAND HELD MAW En ER
ADI AT-I(S) 7Cem FM ILlIcld £99
Aileen 01-5.60 .Ini/71.L-m FM I-FHeld 1169
Allem DJ -Fl 316 FM I1/Held 1119
kern IC-24ET Znirklein FM WHcld £179
kern IC -N. 2ra FM HAIM £79
koai IC-P4E Wlem FM Meld 1169
korn 1C -M1 1 VHF Manic Midden
k-om IC-T7E ITO:km FM WHeld [199
lean IC -W 2I E a2 211013ein FM WHeld 1199
Kamoad TH-.26E 2m FM WHeld 199
Kanoind Tit -25E 2ni FM WNW O99
Yana FT -2)3R s2 lm FM HAIM CR
Yana FT -4702 e2 20)1711o1 FM WHeld 1199

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
AKD HF-3M largo 12% Base.111oNle Recaser £135
Drake RSE a: Base Sown ReveoerIPSek I £695
Gnmdig YI1-206 Portable Roxtver well FM WO
Icom IC-RonBase Senn Roxtver 1419
ken 1C-1171 x4 Base Surma Roxsver 1499
kern 1C -R7: Bare Siam Rnxnm 049
IRC NR13-525 Bale Station Itaxner L419
Katwoud R-51110 Bane Stetson Recena £519
Lewe HF-LSO 12V BeseA1obde Rama L1179
Lowe I2V BoOMohik Ratner £299
Lowe HF-1S0 a: I IV Base/MaNk Roxner 1449
Panasonic RF11-65 Portable Receiver with SSB 1109
Robots RC-818Punahle Roemer with Lament 1119
sang.= ATS-IWSA 13 Partalale Reamer with SIB 189
Sony ICE-SW55 1.2 Pate* Rama with SSB 1109
Sony ICF-SWINIOG x2 Portable Reamer with SSB
1135
Yam FRG -7700 i Bake Receoer with Far -7x0
1225

SCANNERS MOBILE/RASE
Kodiak Pro -202 'with gap.) INCh
1145
Realm, Pao -92(10 66-5 1:MH, 'won gam) Intl 199

SCANNERS HAND HILO
Moro D1 -X1 100lHz. 1301011 ANLBAWINI ILW
AOR AR -1101 12 11N-191141Ht 'with gams A.M.
FM,W1-19 t119
AOR AR -8000 5001tHr-190194Hr All Mode moon.
1229
Calmed Com-102 68-512MHz I with gaps' 179
Commie! Com-20.1 68-999Mlitiwith gam 1179
NCISCI Pm -16 66451,Mli/ (with ppoANLF111
1109
Realimc Pro -M 25-1300MHz AM.FM.W1111 31:(1
£139
Realistic Pro -5116h-5125111, twith gam) 09
Sony 1CF-Pro80 t2 150kHz-1011MHz 1 no (ornerier'
179

LOWE
ELECTRONICS
01629 580800

HF TRANSCEIVERS

Isom IC707 1599

Isom 1C751 £550

JRC JST135 £900

Trio TS520SE...- £350

Yaesu FT840 £595

Yaesu F1 -767R 1995

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS

Alinco D.1160E £140

Alinco D.1180 £140

Alinco DJ500 £229

Alinco DR599 £399

Icom IC229H £229

Icom IC2SE £185

Icom IC32E £225

Kenwood TH21E £89

Kenwood TH205E £55

Kenwood TM251E £269

Kenwood TH22E £129

Kenwood TH27E £195

Kenwood TH46 £145

Yaesu FT! IR £199

Yaesu FT23R £149

Yaesu FT29OR I £195

Yaesu FT470 £259

Yaesu VI -703R

RECEIVERS

AOR AR3030 £450

Lowe HF150 £275

Lowe HF225 £350

Yaesu FRG7700 £259

Yaesu FRG8800 1375

Yaesu FRG100 £399

SCANNERS

AOR AR900 £119

AOR ARI000 £130

AOR AR1500 £195

AOR AR2000 1195

AOR AR3000A 1525

AOR SDU5000 1495

Icom ICR7100 1750

Icom ICR7000 1575

Yupiteru MVT7103 £200

Items are held at various branches,

please contact our Maths -k branch for

further details on 01629 580800

SOUTH EAST
COMMUNICATIONS

(REP OF IRELAND/

00353 51 871278
H.F. TRANSCEIVERS:
Yaesu FP)20 ATU 6M etc 11049
Yaesu FT1000 mp/ac base transceiver£1899
Kenwood 850 sat auto ATU filters etc .1949
Kenwood TS690AT HF+6M. ATU
mint 3799
Kcnwood TS440S base/mobile
transceiver £575
loom IC735 base transceiver 1599_
Alnico DX70 HF+6M mobile rig

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS:
Kenwood TM733E In/70cm 50 wan
mobile £349
Yaesu FT5OR 2m/70cm handi+charger 1199
Yaesu FT5IR 2m/70cm handi+chareer E265
loom ICT7E 2m/70cm handl the
accessories 1249
Kenwood TH-G7IE latest dual bander
demo 1199
Alma) D1190 2m handheld with
charger 1119
loom 1C260A 10 watt 2m multimode 1149
Yaesu FT736R 2m/70om base
transceiver 1899
Kenwood TS790 2m/70cm multimode
base 11099

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS:
AOR 7030 base station receiver as
new 1499
JRC NRD535 Deluse base station
receiser 1899
Lowe HF150 complete with PSU 1299
Yaesu FRG8800as new 0-30mhz 1299
Yaesu FRG7700 hosed as new 1249
AOR 3030 boxed as new 1375
Sony 2001D portable receiver with
airhand 1179
Realistic DX349 haseJmobik short
wave RX 1149
Sony ICF-SW55 portable receiver inc
Pa+case 1179

BASE/MOBILE SCANNERS:
loom IC7 HX115-20Mmhz mint 1399
loom IC7000 3-2015/mhz mint £699
AOR 31100A 0-2036mhz ssh etc 1595
Bearcat 9(KJOXLT 25-1300mhz with

gaps £229
Yupiteru MVT0000 8-1300mhz 1249
Yupiteru kivri loo with case nicads
and charger 1179
Yupiteru MVT9000 top of the range
scanner 1275

STATION ACCESSORIES:
Diamond GSV-3000 30amp PSU E109

Diamond SX-200 SWR/PWR meter 155
Yaesu FC-I0 auto ATU a bargan at 1229
Palm PK232MBX multimode
decoder 1199
Pakratt DSP2232 multimode decoder. 1299
NIF1944F_ 0- 30mht tuner £109
Auiek arenna analazer £109

Alf prices are in Sterling.

NEVADA

01705 662145
ALINCO DR -605 £325.00
AMP UK HUNTER 600W E895.00
ALINCO DJG5E + EXTRAS £299.00
AOR 3000A £575.00
AOR 7030 £599.00
ATLAS 350XL HF 1299.00
BEARCAT DX1000. rare £185.111)
DAIWA PS304 II PSU £89.09
DRAE 24A PSU £79.01)
DRAKE R8A £825.00
DRAKE R8E £750.011
1COM IC-W2E 1199.00
ICOM 1C-728 £629.18)
ICOM R-72 £675.18)
JRC 525 RX 1699.00
.IST 100 COMPLETE 1.499.111)

KENWOOD MC -50 £55.18)
KENWOOD R-2000 + VHF £399.00
KENWOOD TH-215E /145.00
KEN WOOD TM -241E 1225.00
KENWOOD TM-45IE 1299.00
KENWOOD TR-75 I E 1425.00
KENWOOD TS -440s £525.00
KENWOOD TS -680s HF+6m £625.00

Choice from - £999.0)
KENWOOD TS -450S - MINT.1675.00
KENWOOD TS -940 SAT 1899.00
LOWE AP 150 £155.01
LOWE HF 225 + Extras £425.00
MF1-784 DSP Filter £175.01
REALISTIC 2036 C179.00
REALISTIC PRO -50 09AM
SANGEAN ATS-803A £85.00
SENTEC 20M HANDLE £195.00
SG -230 TUNER £275.00
STANDARD C78 + AMP £199.00
STANDARD C500 £185.00
STANDARD C8900 1:189.00
TEN TEC CORSAIR II £475.18)
TEN TEC OMNI VI S.O.B 11999.00
TIMEWAVE DSPs from - £99.00
TOKYO HC -200 ATU £99.00
TOKYO HL-1KGX AMP (799.111)
TOKYO HX-640 1.1 75.00
TOKYO HX-650 S199.00
TRIO AT -I20 £65.01
TRIO AT -230 ATU 5189.00
TRIO JR-599 RX £125.00
TRIO TL -922 11195.00
TRIO TR-9130 1299.101
TRIO TS -700 £245.00
TRIO TS -830S L199.10)
TRIO TS -930S £695.00
W9-GR DSP II 1185.00
YAESU FP -707 20A PSU 1139.00
YAESU FRG -8800 + VHF 142501
YAESU FT- I IR 1169.00
YAESU FT -77 FM 1399.00
YAESU FT -107M 100W £425.01)
YAESU FT -208 + EXTRAS £ 179.181
YAESU FT -290 I (245.00
YAESU FT -290 11 £325.01
YAESU FT -411 + EXTRAs (189.00
YAESU FT -470 + ACCS £225.00
YAESU FT -707 £3490)
YAESU FT -727 1169.00
YAESU FT -747 FM 1450.10)
YAESU FT -757 AT 1225.00
YAESU FT -757 + PSU + ATU 11195.00
YAESU FT -840 + FM £599.00
YAESU FT -1000D £1699.00
YAESU FT -2500M CTCSS 1249.00
YAESU FT -5100 £349.18)
YAESU VX-1 £215.01

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!
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YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

ARC
EARLESTOWN
01925 229881

HE TRAW,' %WEIS
2 x Yam 11-757GX1 + boxed £TEI.

Yana FT -980 1799

Yam FT-10IZD Mklll + FC902/ECV-901R in: I

'Diem FT -747 + FC-700 boxed 1111.

Yam FT-IO2 137;
hem FTIOIZ__ ....... ........... ........... .1299

hem FT-757GX + FC-750SAT 1650

Kenwood TS -140S boxed. 1499

Iran IC735 boxed 1550

Yaesu F1767GX + . 1899

2 x kom IC -765 VGC from 11300

Yaesu FT -707 1275

Yam EC700 boxed
kim IC -706 boxed mint condition 1699

Kenwood 15520 £275

Kenwood TS-850SAT 11E1.

MOBILE/BASE VIIEII TR\ \ sCF IVERS

Kenwood TS -7005 _1450
Iran IC229 - boxed E225

lean IC2900
Yaesu FT -230 8175

Icom IC27IH +100W internal PSU......... 050
Yaesu F179OR + hnear ................ _..1TEL
2 x FT -29081...__...,_ truant,
Komuoil TR.751  nosed ............. ...... -.1314

Ion
Nam FT -290R11 boxed ........

`Mesa FL -2025 199

Yaesu FT-69081la cad . _1299
Yaesu FT -85001=a mint condemn . _DSO

Loin IC240 + MB/nor/hand book 199

RECEIVERS/SCANNERS

ICOM IC-R7IE boxed 1.599

Regent' MX -7000

Lowe HF-225 12911

Vaasa FRG -9600 - HE converter DSO

loom IC -R7100 booed STET.

Gruodig Satellite 500 + IC -FAX I/Datong AD -270

£115

Ina IC -R MO  runt condition. .1275

YAM FRG -7700M + ATLI 1325

Pteom AI -R-2070 175

Ion IC -02 handheld 1150

2 x Realistic DX -394 . from £125

HANDHELDS
Ina IC -4E 1115

Keratoid TH-79 as new boxed /225
Yana FT -SIR boxed /275
Alinco D/ -G5 booed LID
loam IC -T TE vge ...I175

MLSC.

SDU-5000 Spero= Display Una  as new. £599

AT -230 - Imx . 1175

MET -1114 boxed 0,5
Motet 230C HF transi:cm r (199

FC-90I (I'S
ASS desk nitemphones .TTE I

SP -102 sp,dier .150

1250

851/

(194

(81)

.(TEL

SLout IN,,101, no.

FIF 1;1
Ph 2;2 \IFIX
CAC I on, 2:0 hard

lsou FC.707 ATL

SHORTWAVE
SHOP

01202 490099
HF TRANSCEIVERS
Alinco DX7OT HF & 6M 100W/HOW Malik
£495
kom IC706MKII HE OM, 2M M/Mode
110191e £795

lades QRP PLUS HE 5W CW/SSB All Bands
£350
Kenwvxd TS6805 - HE & 6M 1595
Kenwrxxl TS570D Latest HF with DSP 1945
Keno. riod TS4.50SAT HF & WARC. Auto ATT.
£695
Kenwood TSI40S Basic HF & Ware £525

VHF/UHF
ADI AT48 7W -ms Handheld dw Keypad £95
Alinco 01180 2M Handheld with Drop -1n
Charger £05

Korn 1C2350H 2/70 50/35W Mobile £345
Kenwood1142.51E 50W 2M Mobile £249
Kenwocid TH22E - 2M H/Held clw Keypad
£175
Kenwood TH22E Basic Spec £135
Tno TA1221E 25W FM Mobile £135
Yaesu FT530 Dualhand Handheld with Remr9c
Mic
Yam FT290R11 2M Mimode Mobile £325

RECEIVERS
Kenwood R600 HF Gen Cov Rn £225
Sony Air7 Air and Marine Rcv £195
Trio R I 000 HF General Coverage Receiver
£235
Trio 1R500S Ham Band HF Receiver £115
Yaesu FRG8800 w ith VHF £495
Yaesu ERG7700 - General Coverage RX £195

MISCELLANEOUS
Diamond SX-400 VHF/UHF 200W SWR
Meter 159
Diawa CNA 1001 - Auto ATLI £145
Diawa DK2IO Keyer 1715
Garmin GPS38 8 -Track Handheld GPS £95
Korn AG -25 2M Masthead Prang, £119
JRC NFG97 Matching ATI.' £135
Kenwood AT230 Deluxe Manual All £175
MF1 407B - Keyer £49
Microsel R432-90 - 90W 711cms Amplifier
£349
Microwave Modules 3000 70enis .kniplifier £95
0pm/electronics 3300 - Frequency Counter
£100
Optoeloirunics 3(XX/A  Frequency Counter
£120
Ravi P300 30A 12V PSU £85
SEM QRM Eliminator Filter Unit £50
Tokyo Hs -Power RX240 - 2M->HF
Transverter £145
Yaesu GNIOA Elevation Unit - VGC £165

litit our NEW WEBSITE!
lure:Mcultshornrate.ett.uA.. hpr latest updates

PHOTO
ACOUSTICS
01908 610625

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
Trio 12600 Shortwave receiver £215.00
Yaesu ERG -100 Shortwave receiver
£375.00
Grundig Yacht Boy 206 portable receiver
£79.00
Son) ICE -7600 portable receiver £58.00
Siemens RK-702 portable receiver £49.00
Lowe HF-250 Receiver c/w FM/AMS &
speaker £499.00
Realistic DX -394 Receiver £189.00
Isom IC -R70 Receiver £449.00

SCANNERS
AOR-3000i widehand scanner £499.00
lama IC -RI handheld scanner £169.00
AOR-2000 handheld scanner £149.00
Faimiate HP -100 handheld scanner
£149.00

HE TRANSCEIVERS
Kenwood TS -850S £899.00
Icom IC -720A c/w PSU £479.00
Yaesu FT-890AT £689.00
Icom 1C-735 £549.00
Icom IC -745 w Oh internal AC PSU
£489.00
Isom IC -75I £589.00
Yaesu FT-757GX F499.00
Yaesu FT -707 80- I OM transceiver
£299.00
Aline() DX -70T HE + 6M 1580.00
111C 1ST -135 transceiver Ova matching
PSU £999.00

VHF/UHF
Yaesu FT -4700 dualhand mobile £279.00
Kenwood TM -701 dualhand mobile
£299.00
Alinco D1 -580E Dualhand handheld
/219.00
Alinco 01-F I 2M handheld £159.00
Kenwood TH-75E 216/71knis handheld
£229.00
Kenwood TM -431E 70cins mobile
£239.00
Trio TS -770E 2m/70eins Base station
£469.00
Yaesu FT -50R 2m/70cnis handheld
£229.00
Keno, ood TH-42E 7(c ins handheld
1.189.00

OTHER ITEMS
PK-88 Packet terminal £89.00
FL -2 Audio Filter £89.00
FX- I GIX) meter £39.00

Disclaimer
Advertisements from traders for equipment that is illegal to possess, use
in. which cannot be licensed in the U.K. will not he accepted. While the
publishers will give whatever assistance they can to readers or buyers
having complaints, under no circumstance will the magazine accept
liability for non -receipt of goods ordered. late delivery or faults in

manufacture.

MULTICOMM
2000

01480 406770
TRANSCEIVERS
ICOM IC -706 MK -I AS NEW
ICOM MO -I AS NEw
KENWOOD TS,WOS HE GE \ ER \ A

KENWOOD TS-440SAT .

KENWOOD T5-6905 MINT HF
YAESU FT-757GX (BOXED) .

YAESU FT-757GX BOXED) MINT

£6.50.66

075.00
i529.99
L599.00

C74990
(495.00
£499.00

A'HE/UIW TRANSCENERS
ALAND) D1-191 2-MTR. HAND HELD (1 1)).66

ICOM IC -2350 EX -DEMO) . . (329.09
ICOM IC.245E :MIR muutstom. (139.00
ICON 2 -METRE MULTI -MODE 2,w (249.009.00

ICOM ICW-21-ET DUAL HAND HAND11 (199.00
ICOM ICW-32E DUAL BAND HANDHEL1, (169.00
KENWOOD111-26E DIAL BAND.... L175.00

KENWOOD TH-79E HAND HELD........... 1299.00
KENWOOD TR.75IE 2 -METER MVETIMODE (299.00
KENWOOD TR-75(E 2 -METER ML'LTLAIODE (299.00
YAESU FT -10R 2 -METER HAND HFI.D (129.00
YAESU FT-L5011M + EXT KIT
YAESU FT -290R MK.l

(129.00

£11311909535.:0001

YAESU FT -2900 MK -I MULTINti itil
YAESU FF-300081 3-WEEILS oLD,
YAESU FT -480R !MINT CONDMON1 1300.00

YAESU FT480R 'MINT CONDMON1
YAESU Fr -7262/7141F (880.00
YAESU ET -726 PL 1.s s f725.00

I325.00

YAESU Fr -727R DI \I II \ 5111k I n) AI 1

ACCESSORIES. 099.00
YAESU FT -7801( 7141 515 511 LI DE (225.00
YAESU FT -790 loCms MI I FIAIODF C219.00

YAESU FT -911 2301s H 19111 D \5 Li59.00

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS

AOR ART030 LATEST HOT RECEIVER L575.00
AoR AR -7030 PLUS THE TOP OF THE RANGE RX
1799.00
Auk AR -7030 WITH NOTCH FILTERS IALSI
DRAKE SW.8 SHORTWAVE + AIRBAND 'MINT)
(399.00
DRAKE SW -8 SHORTWAVE AIRBAND 'MINT,
1349.00
ICOM ICR-7IE AS NEW WITH SSB.CW FILTERS
t-199.00

ICOM 1CR-71E AS NEW WITH SSII.rw FRIERS
(-169.00

NRD 5351 -MONTHS OLD 1950.00
IRc NRD-525 AS NEW 1599.00

KENWOOD Iwo GREAT (7 P%DiTioN 1215.00
KENWOOD R-5000 DELUXE SHORTWAVE RN
151311
KENWOOD 0-5000 DELUXE SHORTWAVE
IS99.1111

KENWOOD 11.901 DELUXE SW R X £579.00

LOWE HF-ISO AS NEW. I1/9.00
LOWE HE -150 AS NEW - _..I21900
LOWE HF225 GENERAL COVERAGII
RECEIVER+KEYFAD LI8900
LOWE HF-235 COMMERCIAL SHORT-WAVE
RECEIVER L55900
REALISTIC DX -394 IBOXED) ........ ... 01000
SONY SW55 AS NEW 069.00
YAESU FRO -I00 AS NEW. ........ 1349410

YAESU FRG -100 AS (375.00
YAESU FRG-880)GENERAL COVERAGE 1299.00

YAESU FRG-8800AS NEW . .......____ . 025.00

SCANNERS
A001500E71 (BOXED & MIND .. 1139.00
AOR AR -2002 (BOXED k MINT) £1.9.00
AOR AR -3000 IN GREAT CONDITION £45090
;OR AR -5003 tEX-DEM0).. 11.069.00
AOR AR -8003 £189.90

AOR AR -80001 BOXEDI AS NEW IL49.00
BEARCAT 220-XLT HANDHELD HI SPEC 1130.00
ICOM ICR-70110 VHF - UHF RECEIVER .... a25.00
ICON ICR-7100 VHF/UHF RECEIVER MINT 1845.00
STANDARD AX -700 AS NEW (BOXED, I389.00
1AESU FRG -90410 VHF/UHF ALL AP 9)1 E29900

YL'FITERL' M n7200 !BOXED. C225.00

YUPITERI: MIT -8000 AS NEw £199.01
YUPITERU V1-125 MO.) CI5 11 \ 1RB \ 025.00
YtiTTERC 1T-225 iliOXEDI £185.01

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!
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FREE ADVERTS
N100. )1. ,11,111 11,svaIn a

photograph of your equipment la good
idea it it's really unusual to
accompany your advert. ('lease note
that all photos skull dnq he published
at our discretion and arc non-
returnable.
When sending in sour arisen. please
write clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS
up to a maxitninn of 30 words. plus
state your contact details. Please use
the order form p110 Wed

!Mild I
Advertisements from traders or for equipment that is illegal to possess. use or which cannot be licensed in the UK, will not be ac.

No responsibility will be taken for errors.
You should state clearly in your advert whether the equipment is professionally built. home -brewed or modified.

The Publishers of Practical Wireless also wish to point out that it is the responsibiltiy of the buyer to ascertain the suitability of good,
offered for purchase.

For Sale

Acorn Electron Alin 40/80 disk drive and
view, plus printer Brother M-1109 plus

manuals, disks, amateur radio, c w,
RTTY, lag, etc., lot £30, plus post, also

BBC Master. Tel Warwick area 101295)
670108

Alinco DJ-X1D scanner, 100kHz to
1300MHz, as new, boxed, £150 Tel

Coventry 1012031730669

AOR ARNO with CU8232 computer
interface and DOS and Windows

software, as new, boxed with manuals,
C325 Dave, Scunthorpe. Tel 104101

912844

ADR2002 scanner wrth booklet and
mains power pack, 25MHz upward, a.m
f.m., wide and narrow, g w.o , clean
cabinet £170 o.n.o. or exchange for
70cm (430MHz1 gear Mr White on

1012441 310267

A0FQ7110 scanner. 500kHz to 1300MHz,

no gaps, boxed as new including p.s.u.,

manual, car adaptor, data clone,
computer control, voice record optional,
full featured, E150. Gary on 0181-751

1697

A0113001311. customised. excellent

condition, boxed with manual, 1525

Realistic scanner PRO -2039. mint. E95
Tel- Birmingham 0121.3088350

AOR7030, almost new, E500. Eddystone

183712 digital, five fitters, excellent

receiver, £300 FRG -7, like new, digital,

£110 Racal RA -11. v.g.c., £110. Collins

51.J4 general coverage, v g. c , £450

Sony 77, E185 Giundig 230, Roberts

R808, Toshiba, 11 bands, boxed, BO

Grunthg Mkll Traveller, £40. Tel: London

0181.8139193.

AR3030, new 16/9/97, cost £684, fitted

Collins 2.5kHz filter, v.h.t. converter, 140-

169.99MHz, boxed, manual, power

supply plus G5RV antenna 50ft, CTU8

antenna tuner, short wave internahonal
frequency book, sell, £450. Mr Rigby,
Morecambe, Tel Imobile110961) 894216.

Atari 1040S'TE, Hi-res monitor, second

disc drive, radio, professional, and

games software, joysticks, mouse. Sc art
lead, £100 o n o. TNC220 with mailbox,

£100 o n.o 13V switchmode 75A p.s.u,

£30 Scott GM4CLQ on 1016981 883982

BBC Masters complete systems colour
monitors, mostly twin or single 40/80

track disk drives. some with
monrtot(computer stands, also some
BBC -Bs, system price, f30 Buyer
collects. Robert G4ZEJ, OTHR. Tel.

101428)684982.

BC221 with original internal a c. p s.u..
£35 AVO test meter No. 1, £45. Lake

PM20 power meter, £20. Home-brew

ODD, £15 All plus carnage. Tel_ N

Wales 1017451 570538.

Brand new Hilton transformer for PW
Marchwood power supply, 128. Also bits

and pieces, IC -3A hand-held in Neptune
fluroescent manne case 11C -2E tm 1,

f40, carriage extra. Mervyn, Chichester.

Tel 1012431783605.

Brother word processor LW -20, little
used, new condition, £150 Tel: Salisbury
1017221 329315

Datong DC14428 vitt converter, £25
BNOS 13.81/16A p s u f25 2m 1144MHz1

Oscar-2NE 718 whip with magmount
£25 AC) WA1 wavemeter, £15
Nietzsche CX201 coaxial switch, £9
Howes AA2 active antenna unit £8
Gerry GM4NQT, Berwickshire Tel
(01890 818195

Eddystone 730/4 RX in g.w.o., E115

Racal RA17L RX in g.w.o., £130. Both are

heavy, suggest collection. Jim. Coventry
Te1:164671 430545 or Email

ivlee@insa.com

Eddystone MO, excellent condition with
manual. £75 o n.o Tel 101562) 755370

after 7orn

EF-80 low-pass filter as new, in the box,
C-30MHz. 500W max, £15 including

postage 18ft aluminium dipole, as new,
25-30MHz, 1kW max with 7m of law loss
coaxial, £20 including postage, £30

including postage together Tel 1012221
723tit

Electronic components i.e resistors.
etc , also se:env of TV valves. Pete,
Bournemouth Tel (012021427416

FDK multi 7506 2m 1144MHz) multi -mode

transceiver, excellent condition, 713

mobile antenna, £250 o.n.o. Dural 2in dm

antenna poles. £10 Mike, Gwynedd Tel:

101766)522591

French maps printed by IGN, approx 30
available, £50 G3XZE OTHR Tel. 101945)

588102.

F11G-1800 receiver with CAT titled, under

warranty, manual, £295 o.n.o share
carnage, indoor active antenna MFJ-
1020B, mint, still under warranty, power
pack, manual, £50 o.n.o. Share carriage
cost Tel: 0191-526 6230.

FT -29:81 with MuTek pre -amp, £180.

Dymar Lynx 2m 1144MHz) transceiver,

100 channels, 15W with base station,
power supply and toneburst £45. MuTek
SLNA 145sb pre -amp for FT -290R1.

unused. £25. Mike G7NBE, Leics. Tel:

1015301414473

FT -980.675 o.n.o. VC300DLP atit, £110
o.n.o. MFJ 704LPF.E15. Tri-band vertical.

C30 D4000014 connection cable for FT-

980R-757AT £15 ARRL Morse cassette
course, three sets 5-10w.p.m.. 10-

15w.p.m., 15-22w.p.m., 2 tapes each, f15

the lot Steve, Hull Tel. 101482) 795646

Hallicralters SX-100 coons receiver,
dual conversion, 540kHz to 34MHz, good
filters, £1310. AVO CT160 valve tester, £95

Racal RA17L with RA137A I t adaptor
and RA218 sideband adaptor. E180 R210

army comms receiver, £80 Taylor 62A
om,(1 m sig gen and sweeper with
marker generator. 4-120MHz, £80 GEC

Miniscape, mini portable scope
mainslbanery, 1E35 Admiralty B40 640-

30.5MHz. £75 Most have manuals. Tel
(013441627869

Heathkil ss.b. receiver SB301E
complete assembly, manual, 14 spare

valves, BO. Tel: 1013291842357

HE station. comprising of TS -940S

transceiver, SP940 speaker. FL21002
linear, all excellent condition, £1300. FT -

707 h.t. TX/RX, E300. TS -510 ht. TX/RX,

£80. Heathkrt SB101.1. £30. KW Vangard,

£30. Tel: 101722) 743270.

HRO receiver, working or spares,
modified 6BA6. etc., original 'S' meter,
ACTPP with built-in speaker, manual.
some literature, five coils 160-10m 11.8-

28MHz114 bandspread). coil for 180-

430kHz. collect only, £45. Alan, Near

Bury St Edmunds. Tel 1012841827379.

Icom 706, MB65, MB63, OPC581, £725 or

70E only, £675 Kenwood TS -690S. v g c,

1 8kHz filter, £850. Both shack use only,

TX 50MHz Bob G8161. Essex Tel

1012451495230.

Ian 730, £325. FT -77, £190. Motorola

70cm 1430MHz) 20 channel micro, £90

Bayc om modem, £20. AKD 70cm

1430MHz), £85 or w Ky.? Alistair

GM4UQD, Livingston. Te1.1015061 467351

Icom 737A, as new, internal eta, boxed
with manuals, £750. Mark on 0181.429

2814 after 6pm

Icom 745, f m , c.w filters, 200W nap,
mint boxed with IC-SM2 desk mic., f550
o no. or Swap Kenwood TM -V7. For
sale AR300XL rotator with mast bearing
with 21 -element Tonna for 432.500MHz,

1)30 with cables. Mick on 101226) 742971

after 6pm.

Icom IC -3220E mobile dual -band I m.

transceiver, 25W cross -band repeater,

extended receive, £210 Tel/FAX
Bedford 1012341 7131862

!corn IC -505 50MHz transceiver with

NiCads, £325 Icom iC-2900 2m
1144MHz1 all -mode 25W transceiver,

1275. Icom IC -735 h I transceiver. £475

All v g.c., boxed. etc. buyer collects
Peter GOKUX QTHR or Tel 0181-482

6856 evenings(weekends

Icom IC -745 ht. radio, mint s.s.b. and
c.w filters, t m. fitted, boxed, sell for E550
o.n.o. or swap Alnico DX7OT with cash

difference, lust used as a receiver, want
h.f./6rn150MHz1 Mike, 113a High Street

Hoyland. Nr Barnsley, Tel- 1012261
742971

Icom IC -M120 marine transceiver,
Hailer/intercom facility, immaculate.
manuals, original box, 8dB whip, s/steel
mount plus accessories. 88 1nVUSA

channels, 10 WX 23 mem, six scanning
functions, rugged model, only used
receive so far, £380 Bruce Salt ZD7VC,

Box 58 Jamestown. St Helena Island,
s.a e or enquire G3CUN on 0121-494

4856

learn IC -R7000 scanning receiver, 25-

2000MHz, all modes, 99 memories, as

new with manual, packing, etc
includes loom wide -band discone

antenna, (cost over E9001, only, 1550
Dave G8MGD, Glos Tel (012421675139.

Item T7E hand-held dual -band, lots of
accessories, El 85 GOWMC, Kent Tel -

101322I 405497

Interested in passing Amateur Radio
Exam' then these video tapes would be
a great help. Wanted Yaesu FT -8000,

owners manual or photocopy For
details ring Bill on 1016841 295770

JRC100 with matching power supply
and Shure 444 stand mic , boxed,

manual, immaculate condition, £475

ono Super 80-10m set Alan GOWAS,
QTHR Tel Bedfordshire 101525) 841182

Kellwood TH-75E dual -band hand-held
with charger, soft case, headset with
VOXip tt, two new 1100rnAh NiCad
battery packs, battery case for AA cells,
power lead, speaker mic., v.g.c., boxed,

bargain, E185 Tel: Staffs 1012831

716634.

Kenwood TM -251E 2m 1144MHz1f.m.

transceiver (receive on 70cm 1430MHzI

also), 50/165W mint condition with
mobile mount, mobile and fist mics,

manual, etc., £220 Inc. UK postage.

G3YCC on 1014821650410

Kenwood transceiver TS-850SAT with
at.0 and DRU2, also VS2.

complete with matching Kenwood PS -
50 p.s.u., all mint condition, boxed with
manuals. Tel. (013331351330.

Kenwood TS -120S IEN 10-80m (3 5-

28MHz) h I transceiver, perfect mobile
rig, 1260 ono Tel 1017521225181

Kenwood TS -140S and PS -430, nice

condition and g.w.o. with manuals, mic.
and cables, buyer collects, 1400 the pair,
no split G4MNB, QTHR. Tet Swindon
1017D 826325

Kenwood TS -440S uansceiver

matching speaker plus a 20W power

supply, £400 Cybernet Delta 934MHz
transceiver, f25 Tel Portsmouth 1017051
54%64

Kenwood TS -440S with mic., manual,
boxed, superb condition, general
coverage. s.s.b., a.m., f.m., f.s.k., £475.

Also 70cm 1430MHz) hand-held PFX 60.

channels, 2 batteries, £70 John,
Coventry Tel 1012031450476

Kenwood TS -440S. internal a t.u, plus
mic., E525 Yaesu FT -690 Mkll plus 25W

linear FBA8 handbook, NiCads, E350.

Paccom Tiny 2 Mkll TNC plus data

transfer switch, £75 2m (144MHz) band
pass filter, £25, low price, silent key,

quick sale. no haggle, all boxed Tel: E.
Sledge on 0161-682 0907

Kenwood TS-520SE h f , ss.b c.w., 1611

10m 11.8-28MHz I, mint condition, ctw

mic and manual, boxed, £260 Niel!
GOVOK, Northwich. Tel 101606) 871413

Kenwood TS -850S TX/RX, 0-30MHz, g.c.,

box and manual, £750. Yaesu FT -290R

Mkl 2m 1144MHz) MM NiCads, charger.
£150 Microset 45W linear + pre -amp,

£60.2m 1144MHz) used with FT290.

GOONH, QTHR Tel: Halesowen 1013841

565614

Lowe HF-150 plus Lowe PR -150,

complete with keypad, used a second
set, excellent condition, all are boxed
with manuals, £325 for set, only two
years old Ring after 1800 on 1019241

267509

Modem Practical Radio & Television,
volumes 1, 2. 3. published 1946/1952 £20

30' 'helicoax' cable with N type
connectors, plus 9' length, ideal for TX

a.tu., £20. buyer collects or P&P Harold
Bent 97 Nottingham Road, Selston,

NoMngh am NE16 6B U. Tel 1017731

810010

MO, ex -mod, modified as per GM3NHQ.
SWM1990, full working order with PP -
LS converter, a to, handbook, mounted
in portable wooden trolley, £50 No
offers, buyer must collect from
Amesbury, Wiltshire. Tel. John on

101980) 621047

RCA AR88 cabinet, manual, g.w.o. £110.
Marconi -marine (valve) RG42 receiver,
1110 Racal RA17L in cabinet, superb,

£165 LF converter IRA1371,50
Hallicrafters 500W ht. linear, £175. Sony

1CF2001 synth-RX, E45. Tel 1014821

869682

RF clipper G3LLL for FT -101 holdings.

manuals, f15. New base station
microphone frequency 50/60Hz, also has
24 hour clock le d. display impedance,
600W, MO Tel: (012461236496

Sangeen ATS-803A receiver, as new,
boxed with mains adapter, 165. Microset

2m I144MHz) linear 525W ssb,fm,
with pre -amp, little used, £55 Paul

G7SRV on 1014441 458372.

Satellite system, fully motorised, Pace
5081 Euroc rypt D2 mac, sanrack motor,

im dish, Universal I n b six months old,
owner going abroad, £450 o.n o., quick

sale. may exchange for a Kenwood
radio later model than TS -440S Cohn on

101944) 7113414

Silent key disposal: Drake R8E, mint
boxed, £700. TS -780 2m/70cm

1144/430MHz) multi -mode with speaker,

£450 Crated Creed 75 tele pnrrter, £18

WW2 W1191 wavemeter, £15. Double

beam transistor scope, £210 Keith on

1013751 674092 after 6pm

Silent key sale: Yaesu FR -101

communications receiver, Datong up
converter, aerials, vintage Second World
War set PCR No. 3 MkI/11, books, etc

(late husband's). Tel_ 0181-579 2689.

Tear drop mic. for sale, good condition,
£20 CapCo aerial mag mount 14-21-
28MHz wanted Grundig portable radios,
offers, John on 1012831221870
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Technical works manual for Yaesu 757
h f radio Wanted speaker microphone
for Motorola HT800 Tel: (017821823955

after 6pm

Television magazines, most years
complete, from 1972 to 1997, all good

condition, £10 for each year plus post.
Dave, Surrey. Tel 0181-397 3614.

Tono 5000E data send/rec. CVV9-

100vv.p.m., RTTY adaptor, Pa ctor

variable speed Morse tutor, internal
monitor screen, capacity display, 1,280
character separate keyboard, manual.
Jack on (019461810043

Trio TR-751 all -mode 144MHz mobile

boxed, £290 KM 100W 144MHz linear,
£70 Cushcraft R5 vertical, £95 G3KHZ
electronic keyer, new, £55. Geoff on

1012601 252287

Trio TS -5305,1250. Kenwood de -luxe

mic., £35. Yaesu digital receiver FR -101,

£175 KW Viceroy free. Buyer collects.
Tel 1014461741784.

Trio TS -820 h.l. RX/TX, boxed, £180 TS -

7002m (144MHz) multi, £148. Yupiteru

MVT-7100 scanner, excellent, £148.

Labgear hand freq counter, 500MHz,
120 WG Army radiation monitor, £25. Tel

101691(831312

Trio TW4003A dual -band vh.f.
£180, mobile rig. Tandy DX394 RX with

workshop manual. mint, £110. Kenwood

TH-25E hand-held and mic., £125, mint
IC -26 with 6W linear, mint £100 Tel:

1017401651938

TS -520 hi. DURX, very good matching
via. speaker, etu., £300.2m 1144MHz1
2908 multi -mode plus 2m (144MHz1

hand-held, 23R desk charger, E200 All
working Tel 101827)52 9.

TS -830 ,VFO 230, AT230, SP230, MC50

with boxes, books, £800 o.n.o May split
TH79E dual -band handy spkrlmic., box,

book. AA NiCad, £250 o.n.o. Brian

GOLPX, QTHR Tel York 101423) 358190.

TS -830S d.o. 240, £495. Yaesu FT -480R

2m 1144MHz), £215. SMC 'Z' Match a.t.u.,

£65. Reddifon R551N 14+30MHz,f325.

Racal 1218 RX, £250. llm Ham tower,

f165 Drake MN4C £75. TS -820S,

£225 G4LW on (012251 753166.

Vemronics h.i. axe. VT3000, 30-300W
cross needle meter and built-in dummy
load, boxed, as new, f85 Tel/FAX:
Bedlo,d 1012341781862

Vintage valve radio enthusiast? 1950s
vintage radio, Pilot 7 valve I.m.s.  f.m
table model, mains powered, in working
order, original instructions, offers to. D.

N. Wettings, Nordheide, Shurton,
Stogursey, Bridgwater, Somerset TA5
10E, Te1.1012781 732099

Wire -wrap tools and accessories,
perfect condition, no longer required
due to retirement, telephone for details.
Tel 1013821775493.

Yaesu FRG -8800 plus FRV-8800 v.h.f and

FRA-7703 active antenna. 'phones,

v.g c , manual, E380 Tel. Cheshire

1016251861534.

Yaesu FT -10000 200W heavy duty p.s.u.,

true all -mode dual receive, £400 of

options fitted inc. B/P/filter, mic..
manuals, box, reluctant sale by

fastidious owner, latest serial number,
£1995. Carl G4GTW, Nr. Southampton.

Tel- 1014891789960.

Yaesu FT -200, very good condition with

manual, £150. Psion 3C palm top

computer, £150. Garmin 12LX personal

navigator, new, f 150 Icom IC -706, new,

unused, boxed with manual, £500 Buyer
checks and collects. John G3OHV on

1018921 664960.

Yaesu FT -2311R 23cm 11296MHz) f m

transcerver with fitted CTCSS, good
working order, reluctant sale due to
relocation, f250 o.n a Ian on (017061
852789 or E-mail ian65©btinternet.com

Yaesu FT -2500M 2rn(144MHzIf m.

mobile, 50W, as new, only used as base
station, full CTCSS module fitted, boxed,

1240 Yaesu FT -730 70cm (430MHz1f.m

mobile, g.w o., 10W, No. Tet Staffs

(018271 58004.

Yaesu FT -2500M 50W 2m 1144MHz)

mobile, boxed, excellent condition. £180.

Yaesu 2908 muftimode portable, good
condition, £165 MI BFI on (015821

662183.

Yaesu FT -290 Alt, brand new, boxed with

all accessories including linear amp,
£395. GOVZO. Nuneaton Tel 101203)

382215 anytime

Yaesu FT -290R11. as new, little use, all

accessories including FL -2025 linear,

boxed. £340 o.v n.o Tel. Norfolk (01366)

384968.

Yaesu FT -7368 2n70cm1144/430MHz1
6m (50MHz), one year old, hardly used,
as new, boxed with manual and HF-

232C computer interface (boxed) and
CFX-514 triplexer, fin Dave,
Scunthorpe. Tel 104101912844.

Yaesu FT-757GX hi. tvcr, MN -188 mic.,

£4213. FC-757 auto a.tu., £180. Both

boxed with manuals Tel. Cornwall
1012091211689.

Yaesu FT-767GS h.f. and 2m 1144MHz)

all -mode transceiver, built-in power
supply and auto a.t.u., boxed with users
manual, MH-1 hand mic. and MD -1 desk

mic.,1725. Tel/FAX: Bedforc 101234)

781862

Yaesu FT-900AT, excellent condmon,

mobile extension kit mic., crystal filters,
first to see will buy, good reason for
selling, £750, make an offer, must got Tel:

1012491 891782, shift worker. so pot luck!

Yupiteru MVT-7100 ss.b. scanner,
excellent condition, boxed with manual,
E150 o.n.o Tel. (017571701911 evenings.

Zetagi TH535 atm, I 5-30k1Hz, as new,
boxed, with manual, £80. Ecdie, Stoke
T9' 017821 F68404

Exchange

A1200 parallel tower system, 8Mb 6Ons
RAM, FPU, CD-ROM 540Mb, HOD

printer, software and more (details on
'phone), exchange for a Trio Kenwood
TS -520S or similar Ina Yaesu) and minor

bits Tel Lincs (01205) 2604n.

Converter single sideband for B40-41
reception set R107, g.wo and GEC

Selectest meter, g.w.o., exchange for
working 1155 or R210 receiver. Tel:

Coventry 440637

Large amount of computer gear, leads,
mic , keyboards, printer sharers, all
kinds of stuff, swap the lot for WKS
1001.2 if poss, must be v.g.c. for

transvert use. Andy MOBGM on 0115-
9308096, leave message, will ring back

81155 unmodified in original RAF transit
box, swap for Grundig Satellit 1400,

Panasonic RF2900, 260(110829 or RF2200

or sell Tel. (01450) 379217

Tokyo HX240 2m 1144MHz) to h.f
transverter, boxed, manual, exchange
for 70cm 1430MHz1 f.m., why.? or sell,

offers. Craig G4KPP, S. Devon. Tel:

1016261

Wanted
2m 1144MHz) crystals for Se arch9

receiver, 145.725 and 144.500MHz.

HC25/U leery small ones), all costs paid

Mike on 101634) 306691 or

mrtswlOcableinetco.uk

70cm 143341H:I transverter and linear
amp required. i t not important, also

Trailer mounted mast will collect Jim
MMIBGI on 0131-661 4686

AH-3 lcom auto tune and Rexon RL402

with CTCSS board Tel 0141 885 2022

Amateur Radio/packet software for
Apple Macintosh plus any help with
cables to connect printer and
TNCimodem would be most
appreciated, thank you. Trevor GO1YV,

QTHR Tel 0114-266 8037, E-mail

tjones71280aol.com

Book - Antenna Tests and
Measurements by Hooton, any other

books, reports, etc Agard, DSIR, IEE
Proceedings, etc , on radio telecoms.

G3REP, 2 Saxon Road, Steyning, West

Sussex 8N44 3FP, Tel 1019031879083.

Cabinet/enclosure for a Racal RAUL
comms receiver. David on (01788)

574099

Cabinet/enclosure for a Racal RA171

receiver, Marconi Apollo receiver
required, any condition considered.
David on (017881574099

Circuit diagram and/or service manual
for Advance 0S240 oscilloscope
wanted, photocopies would be fine.
Also wanted Eddystone Edometer,

working or not, please write to Roy
Taylor, 23 Lancaster Close, Clive Street
Britton BLI 1PJ

CW filters ler Kenwood TS -130S Craig
G4KPP S Devon Tel (016261

Daiwa DR7600 rotator, anything
consoered or similar Peter G7NHR,
Merseyside. Tel: 0151.6781215

HF TUX anything considered, all solid
state, also auto VAL G4CRH on 101691)

831312.

Looking for a Visual Indicator Type 1 for
R1155 wartime receiver to complete

direction finding ability, can anyone
help? Also 8 -way female Jones plugs

for same receiver. Keith Waters, Oxford.
Tel: (018651270831 daytime or 101865)

762550 evenings or FAX on 1018651

436278.

MFJ-962 antenna tuner unit, 1.5kW
Roller Collins h.f. linear Geoff on 1012601

252287

MFJ949 h.f. Btu., complete with built-in
dummy load, mint condition. Bob
MOAGH on 101606)836293

Old timer requires software for Einstein
TC01 1280i computer, mainly Amateur

Radio RX programs such as c.w.,
AMTOR, RTTY, etc., either disc or

machine code listings, why.? Will cover
costs, etc Bill Brotherton GW3WWB.
North Suddock House, Angle,
Pembrokeshire, Wales SA71 5AZ Tel:

1016461641438

Pensioner requires Yaesu 8000 piband

radio, mist be immaculate with full
extended receive and sensibly priced
Cheltenham, Tewkesbury areas
appreciated due to disability transport
problems, must be seen working. Bill on

101684) 295770 with details.

Plug-in converters warned for Icom IC -
R70 communications receiver, also

Datong AD370 active antenna. Tel:

Northampton 1010641 830176

Racal equipment wanted by
enthusiastgollector, absolutely anything
considered, large or small, ancient or

modern, inc. spares, manuals, etc., also
does anyone have coil packs, etc.. for
my HAO restoration' Tel 101482) 869682.

Radio Shack DX394, condition
unimportant up to, £150 offered. Also
148GTZDX or similar radio in any

condition for 10m conversion prclect.
wh.y.? Will consider any equipment you
have ceiling, £200 Marlyn on 0131-476
4569 - 24hr answerphone BRS%149.

Rotator Yaesu 6450XL, must be in good
condition and full working order Tel W
Sussex 101903) 772563.

Service manual and/or circuit diagram
for Telequoment Serviscope S51A
oscilloscope, original or copy, all
expenses paid. Tony, Devon Tel 101803)
554556

Telescopic antenna for a Realistic DX -

302 communications receiver. Alan, 14
Springfield Road, Gillingham, Kent ME7
lYJ

Tower, 40ft, wind up tilt over for
ambitious radiorATV operator, will
dismantle and collect. Duncan G7PNE

on (014381232482

WS12 and WS22 sets, must be complete
and in reasonable condition, cash and
collect Tom, Carmarthen. Tel: (01267)

202321 anytime.

Yaesu FT-101ZD MkIll or FT-902DM,

must be in pristine condition, also FC-

902 a Lu , please ring anytime. Tel

Nuneaton 101203) 382215.

Please use the Form
provided to send
your advert in or

write it neatly on a
postcard.

I1Illf III BASEMENT ORDER HRH
Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless.

FOR SALE 0 WANTED 0 EXCHANGE

Name
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Please only write In the contact details you wish to be published with your

advert.

Ie. do you want your name 8 ardress, or lust your telephone number?

Your advert, you decide!

please
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in

block

capitals
(30)
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

stet,,,,, I
To advertise on this page see booking form.

Valves

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from
stock. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send
SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE
& ELECTRONIC SUPPUES Chevet Books, 157
Dickson Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: (01253) 751858 or Fax: 101253) 302979.

VALVES WANTED for cash: KT88, PX4, PX25,
DA100, EL34, EL37, CV4004, ECC83. Valves must
be Mullard/GEC, West European to achieve this
price. Ask for free wanted list. Prompt and
courteous service. Visitors please phone for an
appointment (we are a very busy Export
Warehouse).
Billington Export Ltd. Billingshurst,
West Sussex RH14 9EZ.
Tel: 101403) 784961. Fax: (01403) 783519.

VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED Ham,
Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to:
Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish G4MH), 28 Banks Ave.,
Golcar, Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4LZ.
Tel: 01484 654650. Fax: 01484 655699.
E-mail: wilsonvalves@surflink.co.uk
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.

CASH FOR VALVES. ECC32 £10. ECC33/35 £6.
ECC83/EF86 £3.50. KT66 £40. KT88 £65. EL34
£20. EL37 £18. PX4 £70. PX25 £130. GZ34 £8.
GZ32 £8. DA100 £150. 4212E £150. PT15 £10.
Ask for free wanted list.
Colomor (Electronics) Ltd, 170 Goldhawk Road,
London W12 8HJ.
Tel: 0181-743 0899. Fax: 0181 749 3934.
E-mail: giacomelli@colomor.demon.co.uk

TOP PRICES PAID
for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.

Langres Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon

Surrey CRO 20P.
TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAX: 0181-684 3056.

QSL Cards

HIGH QUALITY BUT LOW PRICES personal and
specialist designs from 'standard' to B&W and full
colour photographs including SWL, fast service.
SAE for samples: Adur Village Press (G4BUE),
Highcroft Farmhouse, Gay Street, Pulborough, W
Sussex RH2O 2HJ. Tel 01798 815711

For Sale

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 2kHz-100MHz at £1.50.
Transmission power and test equipment. For
lists phone Electronic Design Associates.
Tel: 0181 391 0545 Fax: 0181 391 5258.

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210,
HRO. £5 each. Circuits £1.50. Hundreds
available. SAE list. Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens,
Ilford, Essex IG1 3EB. Tel: 0181-554 6631.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for Vintage
Service data, circuits and manuals from 1900 to
the 1970s. Free brochure from Tudor Gwilliam 
Rees. Savoy Hill Publications, 50 Meddon St,
Bideford, The Little White Town, North Devon,
EX39 2EQ. Tel: 01237 424280.
E-mail: tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net
Visa & Mastercard accepted.

INTERESTED in vintage wireless? Send 2 x 1st
class stamps for latest list of books, bits &
pieces etc. Old Tme Supplies, PO Box 209,
Banbury, Oxon OX 16 7GR.

JAPANESE TRANSMITTING TUBES and
microwave semi -conductors for broadcasting,
communication and industrial use. T. Yoshihara,
Osaka, Japan. Fax: 816-338-3381.

RESTRICTED SPACE AND FULL SIZE
MULTIBAND AERIALS 28/132ft, built, kits.
parts, baluns, data. SAE. Aerial Guide £1.50.
G2DYM, Uplowman, Devon EX16 7PH.
Tel: 01398 361215 anytime.

We are sorry for the inconvenience caused by
publication of an incorrect phone number last

month. G2DYM can be contacted on 01398 361215.

Educational

CITY & GUILDS RADIO AMATEURS EXAM.
Pass your exam the easy way with an RRC home
study course. For details write or phone THE
RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JX400, Tuition
House, London SW19 4DS. Tel: 0181-947 2211.

Holidays

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan -

bunkhouse camping. Elevated rural site, two
miles from beach, use of shack and antennas,
open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho, Pwllheli.
Tel: 01758 740712.

Whilst prices of goods shown in

advertisements are correct at the time of going

to press. readers are advised to check both

prices and availability of goods with the
advertiser before ordering from non -current

issues of the magazine.

Computer Software
& Hardware

PC SSTV-DATA Tx/Rx pack £35.95. Other
PC!AMIGA SSTV/Packet Interfaces. SAE leaflets,
Super Demo-Utils disk £1. Peter Lockwood
G8SLB, 36 Davington Road, Dagenham RM8 2LR.
Tel/Fax: 0181-595 0823.

Miscellaneous

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts at attractive prices! Ring for free list. Geoff
Davies (Radio), Tel: 101788) 574774.

SANDOWN PARK will host the BARTG '98 rally
on Sunday 13 Sept. Doors open 10.30am. Details
from Alan, G8GOJ. Tel 0181-688 2564.

VIDEO TAPE CONVERSIONS NTSC PAL SECAM
digital processing. Includes tine conversions. Fast
service. G3LQP OTHR. Tel 0181-642 4956.

Wanted

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
communication receivers Pre -1980. Preferably
working and in good condition. Non working sets
considered also domestic valve radios. Items of
Government surplus wireless equipment and
obsolete test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and
audio components and accessories. Pre -1975
wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most
valves wanted for cash. Must be unused and
boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool,
FY1 2EU.
Tel: 1012531 751858 or Fax: (012531302979.

Shareware

HAM/SCANNER SHAREWARE External range.
Free disk list. Tel: 01732 852146. Pentium systems
also sold.

DISCLAIMER
Some of the products altered for sale in adverbsemants in this ma-
gazine may have been obtained from abroad or from unauthorised
sources Practical Wireless advises readers contemplating mail
order to enquire whether the products are suitable for use in the UK
and have full after -sales back-up available.
The publishers of Practical Wireless wish to point out that it is the
responsibilny of readers to ascertain the legality or otherwise of
items offered for sale by advertisers in this magazine

Please photocopy this fo

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALSrm
if you prefer

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (012021659920, Fax: (01202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
available issue of PW) for insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £ (42p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Name:

Address.

Telephone No 

Box Number @ 70p: Tick if appropriate

Category heading:
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
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G6XBH

G6XBH G1RAS G8UUS
VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR: YAESU  ICOM  KENWOOD  AMC()

Accessories, ReVex/Diamond range of SVR/PWR, Adonis Mics,
Mutek products, Barenco equipment, MFJ products.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF PLUGS, ADP, ETC

* ERA Microreader & BPS4 Filter, SEM Products *
* Full range of Scanning Receivers *

ERIALS. Tonna. Maspro. plus full range of base/mobile antennas
BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

JUST GIVE US A RING

Radio Amateur Supplies
3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park. Nottingham NG8 IOU

Off Ring Rd., between AS2 (Derby Road) & A609 (Ilkeston Road(
Monday CLOSED Tueiidsv Friday 9 00am to 5 00nm Saturday gam rn

INTERNET: EMAIL

O

lfl

a.,

3

GI RAS G8UUS Tel: 0115-928 0267

[Key
Cleartone Base stations

SMC

Tait
Tait

Philips Base stations

Key
Yaesu 517L10 portables

2000 mobiles
3000 portables
Mobiles

Base stations

517L10 portables

THE FOLLOWING RADIOS

Philips PRM80 mobiles
Philips PRP76 portables

Motorola P210 portables
SMC

Maxon PM150 mobiles
Maxon SL70 portables
Motorola GP300 portables

545L14 portables

Philips FM1 100 mobiles

Any quantity, any condition including extras. Ring us with anything
you have! Gary or Andy MTR.

Tel: (01604) 882067. Fax: (01604) 880805.
PO Box 222 Northampton

WANTED

SERVICE MANUALS
& Technical Books

ledional Book and Nid1111:110/IIII)1141I010 inns ion CD -144151

Return the ((ninon for yarn FREE catalogue on Floppy Disk,
thne riaa

MAURTIRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (PW1
Eni 8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon OX9 4(211

M.: 01844 351694. FAx: 011444 352554.
E-mail:- ialetitmatattron.co.uk ISA Site:- http//dsalapact.ritaLptprx.om/maunigat,,

Please )inward sour latest disc catalogues for which I enclose 4 x IV class stamps in
15.00 fin the complete Semis's: Manuals Index on IN disc plus catalogue.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE
Plioloi11111 al d ,1111 dr. riot .141 to 1 lit the maganri

ouut citirsimus ]:=1
CUSTOM MANUFACTURED CRYSTALS AND OSCILLATORS

FUNDAMENTALS
FREQUENCY RANGE PRICE

OVERTONES
MODE FREQUENCY RANGE PRICE

i950 OVT 0 50
NEC .ird OVT 60 CO £8 75

46 to 60 Mit 03 75 5th OVT 6000 to 110 0 MI17 DI 50
6 0 to 22 0 Metz f750 5th OVT 11000to 1260MHz £1000
22 to 16 0 NIfit E900 7th OV1 125.00 to 175 0 MHz fl3 50

91110V1 17D 0010 225 0 MHz f13 75
15-2 0MHz available in HC6/U or HC33/1.1 only
20 -10 Mt available in HC6/UHC33/1.1 ISC18d1 or HC25/IJoriy

10.0 - 275 3finill+7.011 HC331 I HCIPAi Hr18..7 HC'El TT HC754114C75,1 FIC?5,TT an d ur45ii

Fcr

ES IIDelivery app. 2 weeks Far 5 day EXPRESS scorer add 50'. to above prices
Minimum order charge 11000

Unless - .. .. dr,1 operattoo
Where appiiz.atiir ;Pease Sidle the rldike Old eq.:iprrierit ale to be used
This will assist us in providing the correct specifications

Crystals available P!..1 rn rtl-a, mans
Custom Manufactured TTL and CMOS oscillators l 35 each 1 4 pcs

QuartSLab Marketing Ltd
PO Box 19, Erith, Kent DA8 1LH ;FALL

Phone 01322 130830 Fax 01322 334904 please

J. BIRKETT 77? 25 The Strait

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS Lincoln 1612 1JF
Tel: 01522 520767

VHF RECEIVER MODULE TYPE 100 Spares for 1985 etc , with 5 valves. 3 t ' Partners J H.Birkett
CV4014. 2 x CV4063 4 f3 (P&P E21

J L.Baken
IX USAN CAPACITORS 50uF 300v w nut fixing O El 60, 10.10.10uF
45Dvw, E3. 450uF 110VAC E fl 50
SURPLUS DIE CAST BOXES appiOx sizeTatcx 0 ELI:Ix 101eft 95, 7 x d x 2.4E4.53.7 -x4 - x
E4 75 New arrivals 110 x 56 x 25mm 4E1 50, In x 95 a 56rnm O f2.50,145 x 95 x 45mm n£3.
NEW METERS I 30mm ilia 300 volt for monitoring mains supply O f5 IP&P
FATIGUE METER with electro-mechanical counters. relays etc £5 (P&P E31

1Mo Of 50 OHM COAX hoed with N plugs Oft
AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS 10,10420g* 350. 100+200pF *E3 50, 200.300pF O 0 50, 15,150F 4
£350 25,7-:'. . . C3 50. 303+400pF 4 0 50 0804 types 10pF, 25pF, 50pF 4 0 50 each
NEW R F POWER MODULES ci. ARC52 transceiver with 4CX150 2E10 (P&P 01
POWERFUL MULTI -POLE DC MOTORS I to 24 volt spare for Rebecca for tuining variable capacitor 4 El 95
MULLARD FM TUNING MODULE 88 to tO8MHz B 10 lor 5 (P&P E51
AIRMED AIRCRAFT HEADSET NA boom mic and NATO plug 4E15 (P&P E5).
EX -AIRCRAFT CLOCKS second sweep hand Smiths a E135, Nero lemania 0 £145
SILVER MICA CAPACITORS 350v w 20. 39,70, 82.100. 120, 150, 180.203,400,540. 820, 1422 4700. 6800oF 200v w
2200. 3200pF. All B 20p each.

ACCESS. SWITCH, BARCLAYCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS cards accepted

P&P f2 under E10. Over Free unless otherwise gated

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.

WANTED, TOP PRICES PA/0
FxRv

h.,

1,4 345 Stockfield Road, Yardley. Birmingham B25 8JP.
Telephone 0121-706 0261 1'0

fd Shop oPvew. wx 1r Mcciday. Tuesday awning 7-9prn Thirsday. Enday & Saturday, 10-4 pm $5"

NATIONWIDE COLLECTION SERVICE
4`Ns:

toffs=1:9,-.9-4537-47-17-47-47.-47-47417-6-tWFX1.-`74-e:',Y;Nei"-$7t-'Nt.-`7g.ZL.
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It Al! makes, types. models of any vintage. domestic. military.
professional radio equipment including any accessories.

adaptors. etc. Also test gear. valves. components. literature
in any condition or quantity.

Please telephone or write to: -

Centre Electronics

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
Published regularly containing lads of out of print cord collectable wireless
hooks and magazines. Vintage and valve communications receivers, valves
and components for the short wave enthusiast and amateur. Send six first

class stamps for next listing or 18 for next four catalogues and eight issues of
"The Vintage Wireless Trader" containing our latest aquisitions and

subscribers wants and sales. Published at approx six week intervals.

T1154 Transmitter Technical Manual Full technical details. circuits, photos etc. All
models Apprus ill pages Facsimile repnnt £12.50 p&P .11.50.

Radar P. S Hall lei all An absorbing and dorm:lave study by authors from The Royal
Military College of Science Covers the origin, development and operation of military radar

from Chain Home to Patnot. etc. Numerous photos and illustrations of equipment and its

pnnaple.s of operation. I -Opp. Published by Brassevs Weapon Technology series at £25.

Our price £".50 P&P .i2 in

Jane's Military Communications 12th Edition 1991.1992. A vast volume of 81i
pages. Large format. wraps. Contains descriptions, photographs and basic details of the

world's military communications equipment Brand new Published user 1100 Special
price £20. Postage in. Us'CrseJS postage extra.

Valve Communication Receiver Handbook. Contains circuits and technical
information for valve communication receivers both commercial and of military origin.

194(5 10 1960s. Incorporates a surplus/Commercial cross referenced valve guide Large

format. apple< 1011 pages Facsimile copy. £16.50 P&P £2 'al

* * * VALVES 1930s - 1975 * * *
All type in stock. Low prices. Phone or SAE for quote.

Wanted: Valve Communication Receivers. Government surplus wireless equipment
t thst 'tete alum c ur radii, ellIllpllicill 5 e pa cash and Call C011eil

callers welcome to our vintage wireless shop (address below). Open Tuesday.
Thursday. Friday and Saturday 10-6pm. Communication receivers and

Government surplus always in stock.

(Dept PW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FYI 2EU

Tel 1012531 751858 Fax (012531 302979

Telephone orders accepted
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The books listed have been

selected as being of special

interest to our readers. They are

supplied direct to your door. Many

titles are overseas in origin.

FREE POST & PACKING ON BOOKS MARKED *

Get yourself organised with this month's binder offer.
Were offering you the chance to buy the perfect solution to that heap of PW magazines that just keeps on growing on
the floor. And the solution quite simply comes in the shape of the PW Binder.

The binders are produced in heavy duty card, coloured in a smart navy blue with the PW logo printed in gold
lettering on both the front and the spine. Each binder comes complete with a set of year labels and binding bars and
will comfortably hold a year's worth of magazines.

If you order your PW binder this month you'll save money on the postage as we offering them for just £6 each including
P&P (UK) or £7 each including P&P for overseas orders

So, what are you waiting for, get those magazines organised! - Place your order today! Offer open until 30 April 1998.

To order either use the order form in this issue or call the Credit Card Hotline on 1012021 659930 and quote PW4.

To order please use the form on page 90 or call the Credit Card Hotline on 101202) 659930 and quote PW4.

LISTENING GUIDES
Airband
AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 6th Edition David J. Smith 192 pages 1.9

AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE 3rd Edition Graham Duke . . 96 pages C6.97.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 6th Edition Graham Duke 112 pages C6.99

AIRWAVES 97 100 pages 08.95

CALLSIGN 96 162 pages (El 95

INTERNATIONAL AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK. David J. Smith. 192 pages (9.99
UNDERSTANDING ACARS

3rd Edition Aircraft Communications Addressing and RePOrting System. Ed Flynn. 80 pages 05 .95

VHFIJHF AIRBAND FREQUENCY GUIDE & CALLSIGN GUIDE 280 pages. 012.50
WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY

2nd Edition Robert E. Evans 260 pages 119.95

Datamodes
FAX & RTTY WEATHER REPORTS Philip Mitchell.-- . 89 pages 111 50

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 16th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss. 586 pages C35 00
GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES. 17th Edition

Joerg Klingenfuss 436 Pages 129.D0
INTERNET RADIO GUIDE 2nd Edition Joerg Klingenfuss ...... 350 pages. 022.00
WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip Mitchell.. .32 pages C7 50

RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL 15th Edition -Ming Klingentuss 604 pages. 1128.00

RADIO RECEIVER PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD. 118.95

DXTV
DXTV FOR BEGINNERS Simon Hamer 31 pages 0197
GUIDE TO DX TV Keith Harrier & Garry Smith 36 pages C195

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS .C4.95

THIS IS BBC TV FIRST 30YR5 OF TV GRAPHICS. Keith Hamer & Garry Smith .38 pages. Et 95
THE FIRST 30 YEARS OF BBC 7 Keith Hamer & Garry Smith £4.95
THE STORY OF BBC COLOUR TELEVISION 15.95

Frequency Guides
1998 SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE Joerg Klingenfuss 123 00

1998 Super Frequency List CDROM Joerg Klingenfuss 125 00

 FERRELLS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 10th Edition......_......__450 pages. C19.95
PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1998 528 page. C15 50
RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1998 112 pages 14.50

SHORTWAVE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY GUIDE £12.95
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY NEW 6th Edition 540 pages. C18.50

VHF -UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE Bill Laver ..... ............. ........... . ...... 192 pages. 112.95

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1998 ...... . . .606 pages. 118.95

General
EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY Micheal Cannon £1750
FROM INTERNATIIONAL WATERS 160 YRS OF OFFSHORE BROADCASTING)

Mike Leonard 582 pages. 120.95
GETTING ON TRACK WITH APRS. Stan Horrepa WAILOU . 165 pages. C11.50

POP WENT THE PIRATES. Keith Skoes 568 pages 115 95
SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS. Peter Rouse GUIDED........._...___........ .187 pages. ft 50
SHORTWAVE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY HANDBOOK 176 pages 112.95

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT (NEW 3RD EDITION) 450 pages 125.95
SHORTWAVE LISTENER'S GUIDE lan Poole /14.95
THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK 4th Edition

Hank Bennett. Harry Helms & David Hardy....... .............. ......_ ........

Marine
GETTING ON TRACK WITH APRS Starr Horiepa WA ILOU 111.50
GMDSS EDITIONS MARINE SSB OPERATION. Michael Gale. 96 pages C11.95

GMDSS EDITIONS MARINE VHF OPERATION. Micheal Gale 17 95
GMDSS FOR SMALL CRAFT Alan Ciernmetsen 94 pages C11.95

SCANNING THE MARINE BANDS F F O'Brian 152 pages 19.50
SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS. B. E. ffichardeon _ .... __195 pages 116.50
SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES Ken Davies .95 pages. 1599
SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION Mik Chinery 96 pages. 110.95

Satellite
AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS BP326.F A Wilson.- .230 page. 15.95

ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY 4th Edition 150 pages. 09.50

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV. Derek Stephenson .371 pages 01895
NEWNES SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS POCKET BOOK. James Wood.... ------__220 pages 01299
SATELLITE BOOK A Complete Guide to Satellite TV Theory and Practice
John Breeds 280 pages 132 00
SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition.

Martin Davidoff K2UBC 313 pages f 15.50

SATELLITE PROJECTS HANDBOOK. L Harris 114 99

 SATEWTE TELEVISION. A layman's guide. Peter Pearson . ............. -.....-... ..... -. 73 papas. CI 00

SATELIJTE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE 5th Edition John Breeds ___........_ 7B pages. 11500
WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK. 5th Edition Dr Ralph E Taggart WBBDOT . 192 pages E15-50
WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE 1997 Edition. Bart Kupenis 366 pages (18.95

Scanning
AN INTRODUCTION ID SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP311 L D. Poole 152 pages. 04.99

SCANNER BUSTERS 2. D.C. Poole 100 pages C6.00

SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL. Peter Rouse GUIDED. 261 pages. C10.95

SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE

4th Revision Peter Rouse 27t pages C10.95
SCANNING SECRETS Mark Francis 280 pages. C1695

AMATEUR RADIO

Amateur Television
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR TELEVISION

Mike Wooding G6IOM & Trevor Brown GlICJS. 15.00
SLOW SCAN TELEVISION E %PLAINE D Mike Wooding G6I0M 15.00
THE AMATEUR TV COMPENDIUM Mike Wooding G6IQM 13.50

Antennas & Transmission Lines
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125 E M Noll 63 pages. C1 95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136 E M Noll 50 pages. CI 75

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132. E. M. Non 63 pages. Cl 95

15 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BPI45 E M Noll 54 pages. E1.75

ALL ABOUT VERTICAL ANTENNAS W I Orr W6SAI & S D Cowan W2LX 192 pages 18.95

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTERS GUIDE IRSGBI Peter Dodd G3LDO .£15.00
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRIJ Wilfred N. Caron 195 pages f 15 50
ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301 I D. Poole 104 pages 04.95

ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DXING IARRU._ .394 pages f 15.50
ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 18th Edition 1997 732 pages 12400

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One 175 pages f 7 50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two 208 pages 01050
ARM ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. Edited by Jerry Hall K113 136 pages nag)
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four .204 pages C1550
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Frye 200 pages 015.50
BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK. W I Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W7LX 268 pages £8.95

BUILDING & USING BALUNS Jerry Sevick 125 pages18i95
BUILD YOUR OWN SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS 2nd Edition Andrew Yoder 208 pages C15.95
CUBICAL OUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition. William Orr W6SAI and Stuan Ciman W2LX

t6 95
EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278. H C. Wright 70 pages 13.50

G-ORP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK

Compiled and edited by P Linsley G3PDL & T Nicholson KA9WRI.GWOLNO

55 68HF ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGBi Edited by Erwin David GALOI 7133 pagesges ° 25C10.99

HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS IRSGBI. Les Moaon G6XN . ...... 322 pages Cu 65
 MORE OUT OF THIN AIR IPWPI 112 pages 16 95

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES. John Heys G3900... ....... ..... ..... ....... 52 pages 16.30

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. Joseph J Carr 437 pages. 029.95

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB John Heys G3800 100 pages 18 95

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK. W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX. 168 pages 18 50

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK. Joe Carr 1 .89 Pages. C17 50

SIMPLE. LOW.COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS.

VI/ I Orr W6SAI & S D Cowan W7LX 188 pages 18 95

W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK iARRU Doug DeMaw W1FB 123 pages 17 50

Beginners lino RAE)
AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS IRSGEli Victor Brand G3JNB 65 pages 03.50

BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS Ray Petn GOOAT.. 113 95
AN RAE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK. Bob Gntfiths G7NHB 16.95
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HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION IRSGBI

Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow G3HB. BB pages 18.75

NOW WE'RE TALKING IARRLI 11550
PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS IRSGBI John Case GW4HWR 165 pages. C12.50

THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK IBP3751

lad Poole G3YWX.. 150 pages. f4.95
THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL

Fifth Edition Ray Petri GOOAT /13.95
RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATIONEND OF COURSE TEST PAPERS Ray Petri GOOAT

01395
RAE MANUAL 195081. G.L.Benbow G3HB 127 pages E8.75

RAE REVISION NOTES 195081 G.L.Benbow G3HB 92 pages 1.5.25

THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK Jahn Case GW4HWR ......... 124 pages L5.00

SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS. Anita Louise McCormick KABKGI 176 pages (13 95
TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE L LICENCE A MANUAL FOR THE INSTRUCTOR IRSGBI

John Case GW4HWR 101 pages. (675
WIFB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS IARRLI. Doug OeiMew W1FB. ..... 155 pages Di 95

YOUR FIRST AMATEUR STATION IRSGBI Cohn Redwood GBMXL C5 75

Callbooks
RSGB CALLSEEKEP 98 iCDROM br Windows 951 ./1350
RSGB YEARBOOK 1998 EDITION. Edited by Brett Rider G4FLQ________ ............. 512 pages C13.50
JOINT INTN AMERICAN CALLBOOK CD-ROM 1997 135.00

Computing
ACCESS 95 ONE STEP AT A TIME BP408 115 pages. C5 99

 AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS BPI77.
R A. Penlold 7 ............ ........_ ....... 1 pages C295

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR PC BP320 RA Fanfold._ ........ ................................102 pages. 03.99

E-MAIL ON THE INTERNET BP420 £6.99

EXPERIMENTING WITH PCs P Bruning 124.00

HOW TO EXPAND. MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP271R. A Penlold...........166 pages f 5.99
INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272 R. A. Panfold. BB pages f4.99
MS -OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME IBP4021. 77 pages (5 .95

MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP405 175 pages. C595

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.

_258 pages 112.95
J PASSPORT TO WEB RADIO 1997 114.99

PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN THE HAM SHACK IARRLI 111.50

THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED J. Shelley 130 pages 15.95

WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED (BP4001 175 pages. C595

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK William R Nelson WA8FEIG 250 pages C9.50

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC IRSGBI. Robin Page -Jones G3JWI 117 pages C8.95

Historical
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL Edited by Hugo Gem:beck. 280 pages. C11.85

Old Time Radios  Restoration & Repair. J Carr 256 pages. 019.95
CRYSTAL SET PROJECTS Phil Anderson 19.50
EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION 119321 .312 pages f 1 1 75

HENLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 119241 271 pages C9.45

HOW TO BUILD YOUR RADIO RECEIVER IPopular Radio Handbook No. 1/ ........ _...... .............. ..... 16.95

SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS Mackey/ ............ ......... _....._.127 pages. L7.95

J Seeing By Wireless the story of band television Ray Herbed 1495
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Volume 1 & 2 Combined. Phil Anderson WOXI (13.00

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL. 3 XTAL NEWSLETTER Phil Anderson WOXI 17.00
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Volume 4. Phil Anderson WOXI 16.50
THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL. 5 XTAL NEWSLETTER Phil Anderson WOXI 16.50
CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY. FUNDAMENTALS AND DESIGN. P A Kinzie 17.50

THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS 11929  19341....... .......... ................ 94 pages. 06.95

WIRELESS FOR THE WARRIOR VOL 1 Wireless Sets 1-881 127.50
VISION BY RADIO 119251 IJenkinl 140 pages. C7.85

Maps and Log Book
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK IRSGBI... 13.75

AMATEUR RADIO WORLD ATLAS AA SIZE) LB 00

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART . 740 520rtert. C8.50

QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE NEW EDITION.. 1080 s 680mm. 07.00

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD NEW EDITION. . BEID a 680mw E7.00

RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK IRSGBI 1:3.75

RSGB PREFIX GUIDE 15.75

Morse
MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS IRSGB.............__ _28I pages 0425

SECRETS OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Mark Francis .84 pages. C635

Microwaves
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES IBP3121 F A. Wilson 134 pages 03.95

ARRL UHFIMICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL Var.. Authors 446 pages (15.50

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVES PROJECT MANUAL I ARRL 400 pages (15.50
Microwave Handbook Components & Operating Vol I iRSG13, . 110 50

Microwave Handbook  Construction & Testing Vol 2 IRSGBi . 115 75

Microwave Handbook Bands & Equipment Vol 3 IRSGBI .115 15 174 711

Operating and Handbooks
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL IRSGBI Ray Eckersley G4FTJ 249 pages. C12.23

ARRL HANDBOOK 199875th Edition 124.00

ARRL HANDBOOK 1998 ON CDROM 130.00

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL NEW EDITION /18.50
COMPLETE DXER. Bob Locher 204 pages E9 50

HAM RADIO MADE EASY I ARRL I Steve Ford 204 pages (1150
HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and David Newkirk 129 P.O.. (9 50
LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO (ARRL( Jun Kearman KRIS.- _124 pages C6.00

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION 8P300. I. D Poole ............ _ ...... _______81 page. (3.95
TRANSMITTER HUNTING RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED.
Joseph D Moell & Thomas N Curl.. 325 pages C20.95

Packet
NOS INTRO TCP.IP OVER PACKET RADIO. Ian Wade G3NRW

PACKET RADIO PRIMER (RSGB(. Dave Comber G8UYZ & Marlyn Corti G8NZLI
PACKET. SPEED & MORE SPEED APPLICATIONS IARRLI

YOUR PACKET COMPANION. Steve Ford WFUliMY

Propagation
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. J G Lee

111 50

266 pages. C8 95

148pages [10.50
170 pages 17 50

lh P. 1

QRP
GORP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Edited by Rev G. Dobbs G3RJV 96 pages C9.00

INTRODUCING ORP Dick Pascoe GOBPS 1635
W1FB's ORP NOTEBOOK ARRL) 2nd Edition Doug De Maw W1FB ..... ........ .175 pages. 07.50

Test Equipment
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239 R A Penlold 102 pages. C2.95

HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. Barry Ross._...__.....

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267. R. A. Fanfold .2110:24

pages.ppaagge:

(C301975050

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249 R. A Penfold

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265 R A. Fanfold .. 96 pages 0295
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315. F A Wilson 122 pages. C1.95

PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES. John Case GW4HWR. 126 pages. 010.09

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR Clue Smith G4FZH 170 pages (10.95

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO. W. 1 On W6SAI. 163 pages. C8.85

VHFAJHF HANDBOOK IRSGBI Dick Bicklulph G8PDS 118.75

ELECTRONICS

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS SPIED. F. A. Wilson 431 pages. C5.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1 - BP321 R A. Penfold 182 pages. C4.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 - BP322 RA. Penfold 214 pages. C4.95

GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345. Owen Bishop. 198 pages C4.95

HOW TO TEST ALMOST EVERYTHING ELECTRONIC . 114.95

NEWNES AUDIO AND HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition. Vivian Capel..210 pages (12.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET 800K Keith Brindles 308 pages. 012.95

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76 R A Penlold .139 pages 03.99

PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS BP309 R.A Fanfold 92 pages (3.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299 Owen Bishop 89 pages (4.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK Ian Sinclair. 439 pages. 013.95

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS BP393 A Flind 136 pages. C4.99

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP74/1 R A Fanfold 104 pages. 03.99

THE ART OF SOLDERING BP324 R BrVWsler. 13.99

UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS IARRLI 115.50

W IFB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK I ARRL I Doug DeMAW WIFB. 195 pages C7 50

Data
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK. Doug DeMaw WIFB. . 260 pages. C895

ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK BP396 R A.Penfold. 242 pages. (5 .95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE BP53.

F A Wilson 249 pages. 03.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316. Owen Bishop 327 pages. 05.99

RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK Sieve Money. 40 pages C15 95

SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN Joseph Carr C19.95

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (ARRL

Les Hayward W7Z01 & Doug DeMew W1FB 256 pages (11.50
SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCE BOOK . 115.50

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL MOSPOWER & OTHER FET SELECTOR 140 pages. C1995
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR UPDATE 5 476 pages. C24.95

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES IBP4011 178 pages. C535

Projects
COIL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160. B B.Elabani... ................ . ....... 106 pages. C3.95

HOW TO DESIGN & MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121 R.A. Penlold 66 pages (2.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192 R.A. Penlold 92 pages. 0295
PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS & SWL s BP304 R.A. Fanfold 92 pages 03.95

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275 R.A. Fanfold 88 pages C3.95

Valves/Tubes
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR George H Fathauer 350 pages. 021.95
ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORSI1OrigInal publishers General Electricl
Republished by Antique Electronic Supply tArizonm 475 pages 010.50
HANDBOOK OF RADIO. TV, INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE & VALVE EOUIVALENTS__80 pages. 02.95

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOKS 1-5 .1.2.95 each

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL (Original Publishers Radio Corporation Of America). Re -published by
Antique Electronic Supply fAroorte/ .384 pages. C1050
RCA TRANSMITTING TURFS

(Original Publisher Radio Corporatmn of Arnenca/ Re -published by Antique
Electronic Supply lArifonai 318 pages. C10.50

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK 11 5.50

Kits
THE FW CADET RECEIVER KIT las featured in FIN Jan 1997 I 123.95
Fir unning Kit las featured in PW July 1997 - see also Experimenting with

,IrlIpotelS book in Computing section) 146.00

(01202) 659930
OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 90

Please note: Cash not accepted with mail orders.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Photocopies of this
page are acceptable

- AI

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Practical Wireless - 1 year.
 £25 (UK)
 £30 (Europe 1st class)
 £32 (Rest of World Airsaver)
 £37 (Rest of World Airmail)
Practical Wireless - 3 year Special.
 £65 (UK) J £85 (Europe)

 £90 (Rest of World Airsaver) _I £100 (Rest of World Airmail)

Please enter my name into the Pioneer Prize Draw

Special joint subscription with Short Wave
Magazine - 1 year.
 £50 (UK)
 £59 (Europe Airmail)
 £63 (Rest of World Airsaver)
rj £74 (Rest of World Airmail)
PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE ISSUE.

Monitoring Times - 1 year (12 issues).
 £38 (UK)
 £43 (Europe Airmail)
 £49 (Rest of World Airmail)

Satellite Times - 1 year (12 issues).
 £38 (UK)
 £43 (Europe Airmail)
 £49 (Rest of World Airmail)

BINDERSIBOOKS
Binders
J Please send me Practical Wireless binder(s)

£6.50 each.
£1 P&P UK, £2 P&P overseas £
Books Please send me the following books

£

Postal charges:
£1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK)
£2 per book or £10 for five books or more (overseas
surface)
£2 per binder (overseas surface)

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK
MAINLAND ONLY)

£4 per parcel (orders must be placed by 12 noon)

GRAND TOTAL

FOR ALL MAIL ORDER
PURCHASES IN

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

PAYMENT DETAILS
CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930

between the hours of 9.00am - 5 00pm Outside these hours your order will he recorded on an answering machine.

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

Name Card number

Address Valid from

Signature

tO

Postcode Telephone number

Telephone number
I enclose cheque/PO
Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.)

$

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow
28 days for delivery.
Prices correct at time of going to press.

Please note:
ALL PAYMENTS MUST BE MADE IN STERLING,

or CASH NOT ACCEPTED WITH MAIL ORDER.
Charge to my AccessNisa card the sum of £

$
CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
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Rob hilarmion G3XFO, goeson air with the Alinco DX -
77 I -IF Transceiver.

More miniatures! - Dick
Pascoe GOBPS tests out
the NORA 4.301VIHz'handy' transceiver.

More Antenna 'antics' pn
stinted by Ten Swim.
G1TEX.

Phil Cadman G4JCP traces the
evolution of radio equipment
over the last 100 years.

Win! A copy of
Striphorarci/Vfergic the
Verottoisrcl layout design glr.
gram.

do Eld© Mcm aaoo

Plus all you regular
favourites including

Radio Scene
News
Radio Basics
Club Spotlight

and much, much more!

hi
PRACTICAL. WIRELESS

V.

CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IP. NW ISSUE ON SALE 9 API%

Ei`jf T°HD Tru
Brought to you via PW Publishing from Bob Grove's Grove
Enterprises is Monitoring Times.

For the State -side perspective on the world of radio monitoring,
MT is a must for your shack. Following the winning Short Wave
Magazine formula, Monitoring Times gives you the essential look at
our fascinating hobby.

Regulars include; lab tests of the latest gear, scanning stateside,
utility world with Larry Van Horn, and an extensive English language
short wave broadcast guide.

MT provides a plethora of topical articles from the exciting short
wave arena which really makes it essential reading for listeners on
both sides of the 'pond'.

Subs Rates (1 year)
£38 UK
£43 Europe
£49 Rest of World Airmail

Telephone
(01202) 659930

to subscribe to Monitoring Times.
WE CAN ALSO ARRANGE SUBSCRIP-

TIONS TO SATELLITE TIMES

- CALL FOR DETAILS.

to
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

YOUR LOCAL DEALERS

N. IRELAND

micron electronics

124 Great Victoria Street
BELFAST

YAESU. ICOM, KENWOOD, ALINCO +
AMATEUR 6 SW radio specialists

TEL: (012321 438610

- 
t

)
BIRMINGHAM

FREE CB
RADIO CATALOGUE

PHONE
0121-457 7788

* * * * * *
SRP RADIO CENTRE

DORSET

BOOKS BOOKS
BOOKS

PW PUBLISHING
BOOK SERVICE
Tel: 01202 659930
Fax: 01202 659950

DERBYSHIRE

Lowe
Electronics
THE HAM RADIO SUPERSTORE

Kenwood Yaesu. lain etc. always a stock.

Chesterfield Rd.. Matlock. Derbys DE4 5LE

Tel: 01629 580800 Fax: 01629 580020

E-mail: infaalasseco.uk orderski

SURREY = 4:0
Chris Rees
G3TUX

The QRP Component Compam
Pt) Dos 88 Haskniete Surrey 01.27 2RI

Tel (01428) 661501

Far. 1014281 061704

KITS, KEYS & QRP
MAIL moat - 9AM tit 611.1 (hurt SINDAllso

SAE Pro US'TS AND 111151ATUNk

MID GLAMORGAN
SANDPIPER

COMMUNICATIONS
Unit 5. Enterprise House. Cwmbach

Industrial Estate. Aberdare.
Mid Glamorgan CF44 OAE

Tel: 1016851 870425
Fax0016851 876104

full range of transmitting & receiving
antennas available for the amateur

commen:ral market

- it\ Oh
' r°

SCOTLAND

JAYCEE
ELECTRONICS LTD

20 Woodside Gkftrothes, File K17 5DE

Tel:1015921756962 iDay or Nighti
Fax Na.1015921 610451

ken opening boars: Ti.e viol -Fred. Sum to 5ret,
ortinial wins rn Jpo. l I nrd Soaks 6 Morkla,
Ai NOOD 15151 k ICOM APPROVED DEALER%

.4 good stock of new and secondhand
equipment always in stock

DORSET

THE SHORTWAVE
SHOP

Nov ree/C.B/Amatcur/SWL Equipment

Full range set-andharul equipment
always available.

18 Fairmile Road, Christchurch.
Dorset BH23 2L3

Tel/Fax: 01202 490099

LONDON

HAYDON
COMMUNICATIONS
For all your amateur radio equipment.

NEW. SECONDHAND, EX -DEMO

132 High St.. Edgware. Middx HA8 7E1.

Tel: 0181.9515781/2
Fax: 0181.9515782

lw

%

KENT ri=
KANGA QRP KITS

We stock a COMpielk
for beginners or the more eyed Prices

start from just £3.95.

Send an SAP: for our fret catalogue or
check out our a st a page,:

http://assa.kanga.demamendrk

Kanga Products
Scarier. 'louse, Crete Road East

Folkestone, Item (TM 7/-1;
Tel/Fax 01313 MI I I

r

AVON/SOMERSET

QSL
COMMUNICATIONS

We stock all makes of equipment
for the Amateur and listener.

Part Exchange Melcume

I tot 6. Worle Induanal Centre. Coker Road.
Work. Wcarm.SuperMare 13522 0135

Tel/Fax: (019341512757

44

NORTHWEST

ARC Ltd.
Everything for the radio
amateur under one roof!

38 Bridge Street. Earlestown. Newton -
lc -Willow s.

Merseyside WA 12 9BA

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

LONDON

toitTIN
onLYNcii& S

For all your amateur radio needs

140-142 Northfield Avenue
Ealing London WI3 9S11

Tel:

0181-566 1120
Fax:

0181-566 1207

EASTERN ENGLAND

WATERS & STANTON PLC
Spa House, 22 Main Road. Hinkley

Essex 555 4Q5

Tel: 101702) 206835/204965
Fax: 1111702) 2051143

Web. httpthsauxuaters-and-amcon co uk

salesta aspic demon.codik

I Ipcn gall] to S 311pm Monday lo Salunlay melusne

Miss AtaAlS 111 BitAStrs

1410S15, hiss 1511 PRIti 11,1

SOUTHAMPTON

SMC Ltd
Main Dealer for: Yaesu,
Kenwood, Icom AOR &

Cushcraft

SM House. School Close. Chandlers Ford
Industrial Estate. Eastleigh.

Hampshire SOS 311Y
Tel: 1017031 2551 1 1
Fax: 1017031 2635071

SCOTLAND

TENNAMAST
SCOTLAND LTD

Masts from 2511- allft

Adapt.A.Mast

101505) 503824
xi %L.., k,ud. Hrith. 1,nho/ 1..115:H1

Index to Advertisers
A KD 40 Lake Electronics 57 No Nuts 36
Ambyr 36 Langrex Supplies 69 Northampton Communications 87
ARC 81 LAR Communications Centre 69 Photo Acoustics 51

BATC 57 Leicester AR Show 40 QSL Communications 4/5
Castle Electronics 81 Linear Amp UK 40 Quartslab Marketing 87
Centre Electronics 87 Lowe Electronics 24 Rad i oworld 23
Chevet Supplies 87 Maplin Electronics 52 RAS Notts 87
Eastern Communications 6/7 Martin Lynch & Son 46/47 RSGB 63
EPT Educational Software 32 Mauritron Technical Services 87 SMC 10

Haydon Communications 29, 30/31 Monitoring Times 91 SRP Trading 63
Howes C M 57, 69 Moonraker 57 Sunrise Electronics 68
Icom UK IBC Multicomm 2000 18/19 Waters & Stanton IFC/1, 2, 43
J Birkett 87 Nevada Communications 8/9 Yaesu OBC
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ICOM 

the new IC -2100H... 
you won't believe how Mile 

it now cosis to get mobile! 

1111116wd11111P 

4 

The IC -2100H is ICOM's latest FM VHF mobile transceiver, providing even better performance 

with no sacrifice to build -quality and at an amazing price. The NEW IC -2100H has FM narrow 
capabilities, an operating mode you should be taking advantage of. If you're in need of a 

truly moving experience, treat yourself to the ICOM IC -2100H. 

Powerful 55watts 
RF output 

Improved inteference 

rejection characteristics 

Tone squelch with pocket - 
beep and tone scan 

functions as standard 

*Optional wireless 
microphone 

Durable, dependable 

construction 

Simplified operation - 

no function switch! 

Improved intermodulation 
rejection ratio 

Alluminated dial 

0 f`." 

Compact size: 
140 x 40 x 180 

(mm) 

Squelch 

attenuator by 

approx 10B. 

Wired cloning 
from your PC 

Remote -control 
capability for 

most functions 

100 regular 

memory 
channels 

50 CTCSS 
frequencies 

available. 

I SOL I...) 
T r J 1171171 

ILL. ILI1/1 
trjE3 CM EMI MED WWI 

sET MOM LOW PONE MiCALL 

IMF= III MI MIMI 

lcom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD. Telephone: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742. 

Internet: http://www icomuk co uk e-mail icomsales@icomuk.co.uk 

Count on us! 



FT -847
Ultra -Compact Satellite

and All Mode Transceiver

4 into 1 does go!
Technology moves inexorably

onward, evolving, adapting, forever
changing. At the same time, today's

Radio Amateur puts even more demands
upon designers to build quality, sophis-
ticated, but easy to use stations for Voice,
Packet, Satellite, CW, VHF, UHF, HF, just to
mention a few. Yaesu's designers took on
that challenge, and following in the
footsteps of the revolutionary FT1000,
FT1000MP and FT920 are now proud to
offer today's Radio Amateur the station in a
box - the all new FT -847!
The Yaesu FT -847 Ultra -Compact Satellite
and All Mode Transceiver has jumped the
technology with a transceiver ready for the
new millennium. With it's high-tech design

MOX

tete`

and revolutionary features, the FT -847 is
truly the one radio that can do it all'
Massive band -width coverage from a single
unit, the FT -847 has many features to keep
it at the top of the evolutionary pile. These
include crystal clear 100 watts on HF and
50MHz, a massive 50 watts on 2 meters
and 70cms, Yaesu's effective DSP for
bandpass, noise reduction and notch
filter, and direct input of frequency on the
supplied keypad. Silky smooth tuning with
0.1MHz tuning steps, Cross band and full
duplex, CTCSS and DCS encode and
decode built in. And for Satellite
reception, normal and reverse tracking.
A matching ATU (Automatic Antenna
Tuning Unit) is also available as an option.

FEATURES
 All band performance (SSB CW FM AM)

 100 Watt output on HF/50MHz bands

 50 Watt output on 144/430 MHz bands

 Cross -band lull Duplex operation

 Normal/Reverse tracking for

satellite operation

 CTCSS 8 DCS encode.decode built-in

 High resolution 0 1Hz tuning steps

for ultra smooth tuning

 Digital Signal Processing filters

(Bandpass. Notch. Noise Reduction)

 Simplified tuning with Shuttle Jog control

 Direct frequency keypad entry

 Dedicated satellite memories,

with 8 -character Alpha Numeric Labels

 TX Freq (MHz) 1.8. 50 (amateur band)

144-1464.30-440

 RX Freq. (MHz)' 0.5-30150-54

108-174420-512

 Emission modes: LSB. USE CW. AM. FM.

PACKET(96001200bps: External input I

 Freq. Steps)Min) 0.1Hz for SSB and CW

10Hz for AM and FM

 Modulation Types.

SSB: J3E Balanced, filtered carrier

AM: A3E Low-level (early stage)

FM: F3E Variable reactance

FSK:J1D. J2D. F2D Audio frequency

shift keying (external input). FID

Frequency shift keying

(1,PUHF. external input)

 Options:

FC-20 Automatic Antenna

Tuning Unit (External)

FVS-1A Voice Synthesiser

ATAS-100 Active Tuning Antenna System

1 A -3L JUA Li
...choice of the World's top DX'ers

S ... ...  40 . &MA CMD.... ......... ..... w is-irrnnririn 'tit- cirionn
1...3./11-13/11

CILAMIS

TUNER

M I C RE PVER ATT RE AMP

0 PHONES

0
mic

YAESU ALL MODE ..... CEIVLA FT -847

NX4 N 8

-11.,Nri
,ItOCNEVIII MONr-SOL t)AF RF

http://www.yaesu.co.uk
Specifications subject to change without notice.
Specifications guaranteed only within amateur
bands. Some accessories and/or options are
standard in certain areas. Check with your local
Yaesu dealer for specific details.
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YAESU UK LTD. Unit 2, Maple Grove Business Centre, Lawrence Road, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW4 6DR, U.K. 0181-814-2001


